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FOREWORD

It is my honour to write the Foreword to this book. Elisabeth has been a colleague and friend 
since we were fellow academics in the Faculty of Law at Victoria University of Wellington. 
She is a leading scholar on the law of evidence. Her research and publications on how the 
criminal justice system responds to complaints of sex offending have been prolific and the 
catalyst for a number of significant reforms, both legislative and non-legislative.

The inadequacies of the criminal justice response to sex offending have been continually in 
the spotlight for the last 40 years. Repeated reforms appear to have made a difference only 
at the margins. There are a number of reasons for this.

First, a conviction depends upon proof beyond reasonable doubt. That is a high standard 
which may be difficult to meet when the decision depends primarily upon the credibility of 
the complainant and the defendant. Contrary to popular mythology, a complaint of a sex 
offence is not one that is easily made and hard to disprove. It is precisely the reverse: hard to 
make and even harder to prove.

Secondly, in an adversary system that relies upon the giving of oral evidence, and the testing 
of that evidence through vigorous cross-examination, the complainant’s oral evidence is 
crucial. As many of the examples in this book demonstrate, that can be a bruising and re-
victimising process that leaves complainants feeling that they, rather than the defendant, 
are on trial. And where the result is an acquittal because the decision-maker is left 
with a reasonable doubt, complainants may understandably conclude that they have been 
disbelieved.

Thirdly, the difficulties of proof have been exacerbated by the existence of entrenched myths 
about the nature of sex offending. Again, as the examples in this book show, these myths 
often lead to irrelevant questioning or cross-examination, or more often an undue focus on 
peripheral issues.

Finally, despite the progressive introduction of a number of changes to the law of evidence, 
the influence of these myths has been difficult to shift, especially when the decision-maker 
is a jury.

An important question, therefore, is whether the jury system is suited to the trial of 
these sorts of offences. Many have argued that it is not. Whatever views one may have 
about the jury system in general, there is significant evidence to suggest that it does not 
function effectively in sex offence trials. If elaborate rules are required to determine what 
evidence juries can or cannot hear, and detailed instructions are required in an attempt 
to overcome the likelihood that they will employ fallacious reasoning in reaching their 
verdict, it is reasonable to suspect that they might not be suitable decision-makers in such 
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cases. Whether judges sitting alone perform significantly better is therefore a key question 
explored in this book. It does so by, for the first time, comparing empirical data from actual 
jury trials and judge-alone trials. It therefore makes an extremely important contribution to 
this debate, and I commend it to anyone who is interested in law reform in this area.

On a personal note, the nature of trial practice that is compellingly described in this book, 
and the profound negative impact it self-evidently has on complainants, is depressingly 
familiar; it is very similar to the stories reported to me when I first conducted research in this 
area in the early 1980s – research which led to the 1986 rape law reforms. Notwithstanding 
the vast amount of research that has since been undertaken and the variety of reforms that 
have been introduced in response, relatively little has changed. I am therefore left wondering 
whether the confrontational all-or-nothing approach of the adversary criminal justice system 
is capable of doing justice in these cases; perhaps a fundamental rethink is required.

Warren Young QSO

November 2021
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This book is the second of three publications which describe what can be observed when 
the door to the courtroom is metaphorically opened to researchers during adult rape trials. 
Through the privilege of being granted access to case files, the transcripts and audio of 
complainant evidence in more than 70 trials over a 10-year period have been examined. 
This second book focusses on the experience of complainants in eight judge-alone trials, as 
compared to 30 jury trials in the first book. The majority of the analysis of the adult rape jury 
trials has previously been published in Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing 
adult rape trials with those in the Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University 
Press, Christchurch, 2020). Forthcoming work in 2023, funded by the Michael and Suzanne 
Borrin Foundation, will analyse 15 jury trials and seven judge-alone trials in order to document 
the experiences of adult complainants who allege they were raped by their intimate partner.

I began this wider research programme in 2015 with a firm desire to contribute to real 
change – change to law and practice that would dramatically improve the experience of 
rape complainants. At this point my goal is more humble, and undoubtedly more realistic, 
especially as I have stepped away from academia in order to complete this research while 
also searching for that elusive work–life balance. The contribution I hope this research will 
make is to provide communities with an informed place from which to imagine change. This 
is especially so with this second publication, given the constant calls to “ditch jury trials” 
in rape cases. This aspect of the wider programme therefore provides some exploratory 
observations about judge-alone adult rape trials, in order to help determine whether the 
absence of a jury has a positive impact on the experience of complainants.

While some of the interactions recounted in this book reveal that lawyers’ or judges’ 
practices are not what it was hoped they would be, there is no doubt that these professionals 
are performing a necessary public service that many would shy away from. There is no need, 
in my view, for criticism of individuals; rather, this is a time to aim for systemic and structural 
change based on a shared willingness and desire to do things differently and better.

The challenges of this work would have been insurmountable without the support, assistance 
and encouragement of many. This comparative research would simply not have been possible 
without the financial support to undertake the jury trial study from the Marsden Fund 
Council (from Government funding), managed by Royal Society Te Apārangi (2015–2018) 
and the University of Canterbury | Te Whare Wānanga o Waitaha (2017–2019).

The judge-alone trial aspect of this book was possible only through the foresight and 
generosity of the New Zealand Law Foundation (2019–2021). I am indebted to Director 
Lynda Hagen, the Law Foundation Board and the wider administrative team, especially 
Dianne Gallagher. Significantly, the Law Foundation also understood the importance 
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of publishing the results of this comparative research in Open Access form, and the 
Foundation’s innovative grant for this purpose (2020–2021) was kindly supplemented by the 
University of Canterbury | Te Whare Wānanga o Waitaha School of Law (2020).

The identification of cases and the provision of access to the necessary case file material 
was made possible through the generous giving of time, patience, support and expertise by: 
members of the judiciary, including Justice Jan-Marie Doogue (in her previous role as Chief 
District Court Judge); Justice Geoffrey Venning and his predecessor, (now) Chief Justice 
Helen Winkelmann (in their previous roles as Chief High Court Judge); Justice David Collins 
(as Chair of the Judicial Research Committee); Judge Heemi Taumaunu (Chief District 
Court Judge); Judge Noel Sainsbury (in his previous role as President of the Criminal Bar 
Association); Judge Barbara Morris, Judge Jane McMeeken, Judge Stephen Harrop, Judge 
Gerard Lynch, Judge Geoff Rea, Judge Michael Crosbie, Judge Bruce Davidson, Judge John 
Bergseng, Judge Duncan Harvey, Judge Nevin Dawson, Judge Kevin Glubb and Judge Jane 
Farish of the District Court.

My thanks also to Crown Solicitors, including Jo Murdoch, Fiona Culliney, Brian Dickey, 
Fionnghuala Cuncannon and Carissa Cross at Meredith Connell; Natalie Walker at Kayes 
Fletcher Walker; Steve Manning at Elvidges; Mark O’Donoghue at O’Donoghue Webber; 
Jacinda Foster, Louella Dunn and Sian Charles at Almao Douch; Mark Zarifeh at Raymond 
Donnelly; Anna Pollett, Karen Moore and Cassidy Wilson at Pollett Legal; Amanda Gordon 
at Gordon & Pilditch; Ben Vanderkolk, Deborah Davies and Helen Durham at BVA The 
Practice; Kate Feltham, Dale La Hood and Vicki Brewer at Luke Cunningham Clere; Mary-
Jane Thomas and Tania Culhane at Preston Russell Law; Anne Stevens QC; Charlotte Brook 
(Crown Law); members of the New Zealand Police, including Sean Sullivan; Ministry of 
Justice past and present employees, including Nadine Horsburgh, Lolita Lotu-liga, Sheena 
Menzies, Marcail Brosnan, Lynlee Earles, Angela Lee, Holly Thomson, Eddy Liu, Temira 
Rissetto, Steven Bishop, Wendy Gray, Christine Hardy, Mike Douglas, Tania Ace, Ron 
Garrick, Tania Pink, Catherine Duffin, Chris Greaney, Carmina Salud, Brigid Corcoran, Kieron 
McCarron, Janine McIntosh, Mereana White, Clare Cheesman, and the indispensable Lile 
Ramsay and her amazing team at the National Transcription Service.

I am also indebted to the many trial judges who granted me permission to access the highly 
sensitive case material required to undertake these studies. I acknowledge the significant 
trust placed in me to do well by such decisions.

Early during the process of case access for the jury trial study, Paulette Benton-Greig was 
contracted as the senior researcher – a perfect match given her long-standing contributions 
to the development of policy and practice aimed at supporting victims of sexual violence. 
Paulette’s work setting up a database and maintaining the security of the case material, 
developing and applying the coding process, and managing the workarounds in NVivo to 
make the software fit for purpose provided the essential backbone for all of this programme 
of research, including the intimate partner violence work that is still in progress. She listened 
to and annotated all the audio from the 30 cases in the jury trial study, a harrowing task 
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that she insulated me from – and I remain deeply grateful. Paulette contributed to various 
aspects of the analytic and written material contained in the comparative parts of this book. 
In particular, her work as a contributing author on Chapters Two and Four of Rape Myths as 
Barriers to Fair Trial Process also provided important content for aspects of Chapters Two 
and Three in this book.

Sandra Dickson has a wealth of experience in the wider sector and lengthy research history 
in the communities impacted by sexual violence. She was therefore well placed to take 
over a leadership role following Paulette’s move to academia. Sandra was the primary 
anonymiser, annotator and coder of the eight judge-alone trials that are analysed in this 
book, which required her to listen to the complainants’ evidence and to manage the personal 
impact of that process. I am in awe of her abilities. She also set up and maintained the data 
files and spreadsheets in meticulous fashion. Sandra’s much welcomed sociological approach 
and training meant she has been invaluable in further developing the coding methodology 
that was begun with the jury trial cases. Sandra is grateful that her grounded home life in 
the Waikato allows her to participate in research into such difficult, complex and challenging 
areas – and, in particular, that her partner Bex understands the impact of trauma and the 
need for regular fun and time out over card games, sci-fi and cricket.

I got to know Rachel Souness as our talented and capable researcher, and co-author, on 
the Law Foundation-funded project From “Real Rape” to Real Justice (2011). Given her 
sound understanding of the wider criminal justice context, as well as knowledge of the 
sexual violence area, and her reform-oriented and sharp legal mind, she was an obvious 
choice to undertake the final pieces of coding and analysis of the closings and summings-
up in both the jury and judge-alone trial studies. Rachel also took the lead in scoping and 
writing up Chapter Nine in Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process, aspects of which 
form the context for Chapters Six and Seven of this work. Rachel is grateful to live in an 
age where she can work remotely and at times that fit around her family’s needs. She would 
like to thank Ben for his unflagging dedication to her work and for listening to her vent, her 
parents and mother-in-law for hours of unpaid childcare and numerous nourishing meals, 
and her “A team”.

I was enormously privileged to have had two august criminal justice practitioners and 
researchers as peer reviewers for this book. Their observations, insights and challenges have 
significantly improved this work, and I hope that I have done justice to the time they spent 
providing their invaluable comments.

Andrea Ewing, currently with Crown Law, has previously worked as a prosecutor in the 
offices of the Crown Solicitor in Wellington, in domestic criminal tribunals in Bosnia 
and Cambodia, and as a defence lawyer in Manukau, Auckland. She has been an adjunct 
lecturer at Victoria University of Wellington and the University of Auckland, and has 
published articles in the areas of evidence and criminal law. Andrea is also a talented dancer, 
explorer, creative writer and mother of a toddler, and I was very fortunate that Andrea is so 
committed to fulsome engagement with the work of other researchers that she found time 
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to peer review this book. Her contribution, as for Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process, 
was tireless, focussed and very wise.

Dr Warren Young QSO, most recently General Manager of the Independent Police Conduct 
Authority, continues to provide policy and law reform advice in the public sector, and 
was a Law Commissioner from 2004 to 2011, following four years as Deputy Secretary for 
Justice. He spent 20 years as an academic at Victoria University of Wellington as Director of 
the Institute of Criminology, a Professor of Law (and colleague of mine) and Assistant Vice-
Chancellor (Research). Warren is a prodigious writer in the area of criminal law and criminal 
justice, and has lead internationally significant research on criminal procedure, juries and rape 
law reform. Warren was therefore an obvious choice to comment on this work – and I am 
humbled that he was able to do so among the many other calls on his time. I remain very 
appreciative of his willingness to write the Foreword. His attention to detail and his ability to 
critique the work in the context of the larger corpus of international scholarship was truly 
remarkable and inspirational.

Peer review, commentary and feedback were generously provided by other people both 
before and during the writing up stage. My particular thanks and appreciation to: Associate 
Professor Scott Optican; Emeritus Professor Jeremy Finn; Rachel Souness; and Judge 
Barbara Morris.

I also acknowledge the significant input of those with other essential expertise and resources: 
cheerful life-saving IT support at any hour to any of the research team was provided by 
Albert Yee; prompt and insightful research assistance by specialist librarian Theresa Buller 
and the generous, talented and tenacious Amy Oliver; thoughtful, meticulous and supportive 
editing by Kevin Leary; careful and timely proofreading by Lisette du Plessis; calming 
oversight, splendid organisation and enormous faith in me by Catherine Montgomery and 
Katrina McCallum at Canterbury University Press; and beautifully detailed and empathetic 
design work (yet again) by Robyn Greathead of Treehouse, Sydney – a shame that the closing 
of our respective borders meant refining this publication totally at a distance. Missing you 
enormously.

Finally, my continuing and forever gratitude to those in my life who provide me with the 
essential practical and emotional scaffolding that enables me to work in this challenging area, 
especially to the actual constructor of my home office, creator of my view of the eastern 
hills and timely purchaser of my favourite pick-me-up: WR Johnson.

Elisabeth McDonald

23 October 2021

Happy birthday to two of the wahine toa in my family 
Daisy “Coco” Roberts and Bethany Walters
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NOTE TO THE RE ADER

In order to open the courtroom door on rape trials,
we have not edited the words actually used,

nor failed to record what we heard.

Even for long-term researchers, this was unexpectedly tough going.
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CHAPTER ONE

CHANGING THE DECISION-MAKER IN ADULT RAPE CASES : 
IMPLICATIONS FOR COMPLAINANT EXPERIENCE

[T]he framework of the jury system and the requirements it imposes are the cause 
of most of the damage done to complainants in the current trial process. The jury is 
the source of “the essence of the trial problem and poor complainant experience”.1

The reform debate

Calls for changes to the trial process in rape cases, including removing the jury as fact-finder, 
have been consistent over time and across jurisdictions.2 Reform advocates have focussed 
on the high rates of attrition (across rates of reporting, prosecuting and conviction), as well 
as on the harmful trial experiences recounted by complainants.3 Increasing numbers of those 
working within the criminal justice system – police officers, lawyers, forensic experts and 
judges – are publicly supporting even radical changes, including providing alternatives to 

1 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.30] (quoting a letter to the Law Commission 
regarding alternative trial processes).

2 See New Zealand Law Commission Juries in Criminal Trials: Part One (NZLC PP32, 1998) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> 
at [194]; “‘Support building’ for proposal to ditch jury trials in rape cases” The Times (online ed, 19 September 
2018) <www.thetimes.co.uk>; Dominic Willmott and others “Jury Decision-making in Rape Trials: An Attitude 
Problem?” in David A Crighton and Graham J Towl (eds) Forensic Psychology (3rd ed, Wiley-Blackwell, 2021) 
94; Jennifer Temkin and Barbara Krahé About Sexual Assault and the Justice Gap: A Question of Attitude 
(Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2008) at 177; Elisabeth McDonald and Yvette Tinsley (eds) From ‘Real Rape’ to Real 
Justice: Prosecuting Rape in New Zealand (Victoria University Press, Wellington, 2011) at Recommendation 
7.1; Isla Callander “The Jury is an Inappropriate Decision-making Body in Rape Trials in Scotland: Not 
Guilty, Not Proven, Guilty?” (LLM thesis, University of Glasgow, 2013) <theses.gla.ac.uk>; Wendy Larcome 
“Rethinking Rape Law Reform: Challenges and Possibilities” in Ron Levy and others (eds) New Directions 
for Law in Australia: Essays in Contemporary Law Reform (ANU Press, Canberra, 2017) 143; Chief Victims 
Advisor to Government Strengthening the Criminal Justice System for Victims: Survey Report (August 2019) 
<chiefvictimsadvisor.justice.govt.nz> at 14 (quoting a contributor: “Sexual assault crimes need to be heard only 
in front of a judge. No jury! Unconscious biases do not make court a safe place for victims”); Shehab Khan 
“Scrap juries in rape trials to stop falling conviction rates, Labour MP says” The Independent (online ed, 22 
November 2018) <www.independent.co.uk>; and Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia “Submission 
to the NSW Law Reform Commission review of consent in relation to sexual offences” (29 June 2018) 
<www.rape-dvservices.org.au> at 33.

3 See further Chapter Two at 43.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20PP32.pdf
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/support-building-for-proposal-to-ditch-jury-trials-in-rape-cases-n6tnnwjpj
https://theses.gla.ac.uk/4744/1/2013callanderllmr.pdf
https://chiefvictimsadvisor.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/8dhfd3-Criminal-Justice-Victims-Survey-report.pdf
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/major-review-jury-system-date-rape-ann-coffey-labour-mp-a8645856.html
https://www.rape-dvservices.org.au/uploads/main/PDFs/Legal-submissions/RDVSA-Submission-Review-of-Consent-Law-Website.pdf
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the prosecution of rape cases and non-adversarial trial processes.4 Such conversations are 
currently occurring in Aotearoa New Zealand in a context of many judicially-led therapeutic 
court initiatives, including the recently launched Te Ao Mārama.5

Possible reforms within the existing adversarial trial process in adult rape cases were 
proposed at the conclusion of a related piece of research published in 2020 – Rape Myths 
as Barriers to Fair Trial Process.6 A number of the recommendations, and the underlying case 
analysis, influenced the final drafting of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ), the 
Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence and appellate decisions on rules 
of evidence and procedure.7 The 40 adult rape cases considered in that publication were all 
jury trials, in which the issue was consent. This comparative piece of work examines whether 
complainant experience is different, and to what extent, when the fact-finder in such cases 
is the trial judge.

The desirability of changing the fact-finder in rape cases is not a new conversation. Victims 
and survivors of sexual violence, their supporters, law reformers, researchers and academics 
from many disciplines have advocated for the removal of the jury from rape trials for many 
years.8 Some claim it is indeed the panacea to all that is unacceptably brutal in the current 

4 See New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and 
Alternative Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at Part C.

5 See Chief District Court Judge Heemi Taumaunu “Transformative Te Ao Mārama model announced for District 
Court” (press release, 11 November 2020) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz>; “Te Ao Mārama coming into the light” 
(2021) 946 LawTalk 6 <www.lawsociety.org.nz>; and Vella v Police [2021] NZHC 1518 at [3] and [17]–[18]. See 
also District Court of New Zealand “Court of Special Circumstances” <www.districtcourts.govt.nz>; Marty 
Sharpe “A quiet revolution in teen justice: Can marae justice turn wayward teens around?” The Dominion Post 
(Wellington, 14 August 2010) at B1; and Youth Court of New Zealand “Rangatahi Courts & Pasifika Courts” 
<youthcourt.govt.nz>.

6 Elisabeth McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing adult rape trials with those in 
the Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University Press, Christchurch, 2020) <http://dx.doi.
org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> [McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process].

7 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 80; Crown 
Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz>; and 
Ministry of Justice Departmental Report for the Justice Committee: Sexual Violence Legislation Bill (March 2020) 
<www.parliament.nz>. Submissions based on the trial process research resulted in nine changes to the Bill as 
drafted (see Departmental Report at [69], [109], [152], [162] and [168], [253], [271], [302]–[305], [317] and 
[386]). The Ministry of Justice also noted the significance of the research for further policy development (at 
[140], [350] and [387]). For appellate discussion, see Creighton v R [2020] NZCA 193 at [29], n 3; Crump v R 
[2020] NZCA 287, (2020) 29 CRNZ 402 at [37], n 19; Sinclair v R [2020] NZCA 608 at [15], n 6; H (CA715/2020) 
v R [2021] NZCA 400 at [51], n 11; Williams v R [2021] NZCA 535 at [65], n 21; Galovale v R [2021] NZCA 453 at 
[31], n 33.

8 See for example New Zealand Law Commission Juries in Criminal Trials: Part One (NZLC PP32, 1998)  
<www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [194].

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/media-information/media-releases/11-november-2020-transformative-te-ao-marama-model-announced-for-district-court/
https://www.lawsociety.org.nz/news/lawtalk/lawtalk-issue-946/te-ao-marama-coming-into-the-light/
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/criminal-court/criminal-jurisdiction/specialist-criminal-courts/court-of-special-circumstances/
https://youthcourt.govt.nz/about-youth-court/rangatahi-courts-and-pasifika-courts
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCJU_ADV_93010_JU69165/eaed5427c026f002da50ce1a942abb93e14e8f63
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20PP32.pdf
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trial process,9 given that the jury is “the cause of most of the damage done”.10 In 2011 in 
Aotearoa New Zealand, consideration of the desirability of replacing the jury with a judge 
sitting alone, or accompanied by lay jurors, was undertaken as part of a research project 
that looked to the inquisitorial model for possible alternatives.11 The Law Commission, while 
proposing an investigative role for judges in a 2012 Issues Paper,12 which received “very 
strong support” from submitters,13 eventually in 2015, as a reconstituted group of law 
reformers, agreed with the arguments in favour of an alternative fact-finder (“some entity 
other than the jury”),14 but did not recommend a change at that time, given the emphasis on 
developing a specialist court:15

The design of an alternative, however, needs to be carefully considered, and it 
would need to be justified as a reasonable limit on the right to jury trial in the 
[New Zealand Bill of Rights Act] 1990. At this stage we make no recommendation 
to change the fact-finder in sexual violence cases, but we recommend that future 
consideration be given to this issue as part of the evaluation of a new specialist 
court ... Ideally, that would be grounded in reliable data as to the levels of accuracy 
achieved in decision-making by different kinds of fact-finding bodies.

9 See Alison Mau “Time’s up; it’s not safe for juries to decide on sex crimes” (20 January 2019) Stuff 
<www.stuff.co.nz>; Alison Mau “Justice on trial: Juries obsess on whether victim is a virgin and the length 
of her skirt” (13 January 2019) Stuff <www.stuff.co.nz>; Julie Bindel “Juries have no place in rape trials. They 
simply can’t be trusted” The Guardian (online ed, 21 November 2018) <www.theguardian.com>; and Hannah 
Lee “Nicholas wants judges only to hear rape trials” (17 September 2014) Stuff <www.stuff.co.nz>.

10 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.30].

11 Elisabeth McDonald and Yvette Tinsley (eds) From ‘Real Rape’ to Real Justice: Prosecuting Rape in New Zealand 
(Victoria University Press, Wellington, 2011).

12 New Zealand Law Commission Alternative Pre-Trial and Trial Processes: Possible Reforms (NZLC IP30, 2012) 
<www.lawcom.govt.nz>.

13 New Zealand Law Commission Alternative Pre-Trial and Trial Processes: Summary of Submissions to Consultation 
(December 2012) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [14].

14 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.48].

15 At [6.49]; and see Recommendation 21. When previously considering whether allegations of sexual offending 
should not be tried in front of a jury, the Law Commission said that use of alternative ways of giving evidence 
should be explored “before consideration is given to depriving defendants of the right to trial by jury in cases 
involving sexual offending”: New Zealand Law Commission Juries in Criminal Trials: Part One (NZLC PP32, 
1998) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [22]. See also New Zealand Law Commission Juries in Criminal Trials (NZLC 
R69, 2001) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [127]. The availability of alternative ways of giving evidence to adult 
complainants was included in the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ), which came into force on 1 August 2007.

https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/crime/109962066/11--ali-mau-opinion-no-longer-safe-for-juries-to-decide-sex-crimes11-
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/crime/109811122/justice-on-trial-juries-obsess-on-the-length-of-the-victims-skirt
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/nov/21/juries-rape-trials-myths-justice
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/10506645/Nicholas-wants-judges-only-to-hear-rape-trials
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20IP30.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/submissionAttachments/alternative_trial_and_pre-trial_processes_submissions_summary.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20PP32.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20R69.pdf
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A judicially-led specialist court initiative, the Sexual Violence Court,16 was piloted in Auckland 
and Whāngārei from December 2016 for three years and evaluated by both independent 
and Government-funded researchers.17 However, only jury trials were heard in the pilot 
courts. While the judges participated in targeted development programmes, the Sexual 
Violence Court Pilot (which still continues with its practices encouraged across the country)18 
operated more as a separate list court,19 with the benefits arising from fast-tracking, 
designated senior judges, firm commitment to the case management process under the 
Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (NZ), well-funded complainant support, modern courtrooms 
and buy-in from most participating lawyers. As the research which focussed on questioning 
practices in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot demonstrates,20 the impact of cross-examination 
was (understandably) largely unchanged and so the experience of the complainants as 
witnesses has varied little, although complainants in the pilot courts certainly appreciated 
the increased prosecutorial and judicial interaction and support.21

16 See Chief District Court Judge Jan-Marie Doogue “Putting a sexual violence court to the test” (2016) 899 
LawTalk 32 <www.lawsociety.org.nz>; Chief District Court Judge Jan-Marie Doogue “District Courts to Pilot 
Sexual Violence Court” (press release, 20 October 2016) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz>; and Sexual Violence 
Court Pilot – Frequently Asked Questions (2016) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz>.

17 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30>; Sue Allison 
and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for 
the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz>; Isabel Randell and others Young Witnesses in 
New Zealand’s Sexual Violence Pilot Courts (New Zealand Law Foundation, May 2020) <www.nzlii.org>; and Isabel 
Randell and others “The experiences of young witnesses and caregivers in Aotearoa New Zealand’s Sexual 
Violence Pilot Courts” (2021) Psychiatry, Psychology and Law <www.tandfonline.com>.

18 Gill Bonnett “Sexual violence courts to be permanent after pilot’s success” (14 August 2019) Radio New 
Zealand <www.rnz.co.nz>; and Acting Chief District Court Judge John Walker “Sexual Violence Court 
Pilot: Evaluation confirms model reduces trial lead-up times and trauma” (press release, 14 August 2019) 
<www.districtcourts.govt.nz>.

19 Cases that involved particular serious charges of sexual and related offending (such as kidnapping) were 
heard in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot, through a case management process overseen by the court 
registry. While rostering supports allow these cases to be heard more quickly, no special rules of evidence 
and procedure applied. “The primary objective of the [Sexual Violence Court Pilot] is to trial improved case 
and jury trial management, within existing legislation”: Sue Allison and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual 
Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) 
<www.districtcourts.govt.nz> at 6.

20 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30>; and Isabel Randell 
and others Young Witnesses in New Zealand’s Sexual Violence Pilot Courts (New Zealand Law Foundation, May 
2020) <www.nzlii.org>.

21 Sue Allison and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and 
Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz> at 54.

https://www.lawsociety.org.nz/news/lawtalk/issue-899/putting-a-sexual-violence-court-to-the-test/
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/827ea2faec/Statement-from-the-Chief-District-Court-Judge-Pilot-SV-Court-.pdf
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/43aaa34e21/FAQS-Sexual-Violence-Court-Pilot.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
http://www.nzlii.org/nz/journals/NZLFRRp/2020/2.html
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13218719.2021.1904449
https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/396639/sexual-violence-courts-to-be-permanent-after-pilot-s-success
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/media-information/media-releases/14-august-2019/
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
http://www.nzlii.org/nz/journals/NZLFRRp/2020/2.html
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
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Government-led investigations into the possibility of a change to the fact-finder in rape 
cases, or sexual cases more generally,22 have seemingly currently stalled,23 although such 
policy development was included in the list of matters on the Ministry of Justice’s long-term 
work programme in 2019:24

17 [The Cabinet Social Wellbeing Committee] agreed to a longer-term work 
programme directed at more transformative options to support sexual 
violence victims in the criminal justice process, considering:

17.1 options for further trial process changes within New Zealand’s criminal 
justice system and cultural context, drawing on other jurisdictions’ 
approaches;

17.2 the feasibility, risks and impacts of alternative options outside the criminal 
justice system, including kaupapa Māori models;

17.3 the definition of consent in sexual violation cases;

17.4 the continuing role of juries as the fact-finder in sexual violence cases;

17.5 the possibility of a post-guilty plea sexual violence court.

Anecdotal evidence, and some research, suggests that in judge-alone trials cross-
examination is shorter, there is less reliance on the “real rape” schema,25 and the issues at trial 
are more focussed.26 It is also likely that judge-alone trials involve fewer pre-trial admissibility 
arguments and appeals, and that the hearings are not as disrupted (for example, by the need 
for legal argument in the absence of the jury). Research also indicates a difference in verdict 
choices between judges and juries in the specific context of cases involving allegations of 

22 See the definition of “sexual case” in section 4 of the Evidence Act 2006.

23 Letter from Brendan Gage (General Manager – Criminal Justice Policy) on file with the author (8 July 2021), 
responding to an Official Information Act 1982 (NZ) request (OIA 89089):

“In 2019, Cabinet considered the policy proposals that have been progressed as part of the Sexual Violence 
Legislation Bill and agreed to a second phase of longer-term policy work. Part of that work included 
consideration of the role of juries as fact-finders in sexual violence cases. However, the Minister has not 
made any decisions on what this work will entail.”

24 Jan Logie (Parliamentary Under-Secretary to the Minister of Justice (Domestic and Sexual Violence Issues)) 
Proactive Release – Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence (2 July 2019) <www.justice.govt.nz> 
at 60.

25 See below at 21.

26 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995) at 200.

https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/7236-Proactive-release-SV-response-final.pdf
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sexual violence, given the behaviour of the complainant being seen as “contributory fault”.27 
Further, the way counsel conducts the case may vary when the judge is the fact-finder, which 
may impact on trial outcome:28

Stories presented before juries may, for example, seek to present the defendant’s 
actions in a particularly meritorious or unmeritorious light. Judges, on the other 
hand, may be more interested in whether the evidence adds up to a plausible 
and coherent picture of guilt. This raises the question of whether judges 
adopt a different approach to fact-finding than juries and whether this has an 
effect on the trial outcome as well as the trial process.

Given the continued widely held view that replacing the jury with “some other entity” will 
have the effect of decreasing the negative impact on the complainant as a witness in the 
trial process (along with other desired effects such as reducing the fact-finder’s reliance on 
rape myths and misconceptions), it is important that empirical research is available to inform 
future public debate. This book records the results of such research.29

Sexual cases were sometimes heard by a judge sitting alone (in what was then called 
“summary proceedings”) prior to the enactment of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (which 
largely took effect on 1 July 2013), given the operation of the now repealed section 316B of 
the Crimes Act 1961 (NZ). However, the classification process under the 2011 Act has had 
the effect of increasing the number of sexual cases heard by a judge sitting alone, and has 
therefore provided the opportunity for this comparative piece of research.

27 “The result is startling. The jury convicts of rape in just 3 out of 42 cases of simple rape: further the 
percentage of disagreement with the judge on the major charge [rape] is virtually 100% (20½ out of 22). The 
figures could not be more emphatic … the jury chooses to redefine the crime of rape in terms of notions of 
assumption of risk … If forced to choose in these cases between total acquittal and finding the defendant 
guilty of rape, the jury will usually choose acquittal”: Harry Kalven Jr and Hans Zeisel The American Jury (Little 
Brown, 1966) at 253–254. For other verdict choice comparative research, see Theodore Eisenberg and others 
“Judge-Jury Agreement in Criminal Cases: A Partial Replication of Kalven and Zeisel’s The American Jury” 
(2005) 2 Journal of Empirical Legal Studies 171; Sangjoon Kim and others “Judge-Jury Agreement in Criminal 
Cases: The First Three Years of the Korean Jury System” (2013) 10 Journal of Empirical Legal Studies 35; 
Yvette Tinsley “Juror Decision-Making: A Look Inside the Jury Room” (paper presented to British Society of 
Criminology Conference, Leicester, July 2000) <www.britsoccrim.org>; and Jennifer Temkin and Barbara Krahé 
About Sexual Assault and the Justice Gap: A Question of Attitude (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2008) at 131–136.

28 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995) at 8.

29 The case identification and independent researcher time was funded by the New Zealand Law Foundation, 
with the lead investigator and author supported by the School of Law at the University of Canterbury. 
The School of Law also contributed to the separate Law Foundation grant which allowed the book to be 
published as Open Access.

https://www.britsoccrim.org/volume4/004.pdf
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Judges also determine sexual offence cases in other jurisdictions, and so comparative 
research is equally possible in such countries or territories.30 The introduction of the judge-
alone “Diplock trials” in Northern Ireland, for the specific purpose of addressing the backlog 
of criminal prosecutions arising from “The Troubles” | Na Trioblóidí (political violence across 
geographical and religious divides) resulted in one such piece of research.31 Undoubtedly 
there will be more comparative analyses as a consequence of the (emergency) changes 
to the trial process due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the impact on the number and 
speediness of jury trials. However, this research focusses on one type of alleged offending 
(the rape of an adult) and with one specific aim: to consider the impact of the absence 
of a jury on the experience of the (adult) complainant as a witness in the trial. This research 
is also unique given the access to audio of the complainant’s evidence, as with the 40 
acquaintance rape jury trials and the 15 intimate partner sexual violence jury trials.32 This 
access allows commentary on the points at trial when the complainant appears to the 
researchers as expressing “heightened emotionality”, and is therefore having difficulty with 
the questioning process.33

30 Vicki Waye “Judicial Fact-Finding: Trial by Judge Alone in Serious Criminal Cases (2003) 27 Melbourne 
University Law Review 423. See also J Don Read, Deborah A Connolly and Andrew Welsh “An Archival 
Analysis of Actual Cases of Historic Child Sexual Abuse: A Comparison of Jury and Bench Trials” (2006) 
30 Law and Human Behavior 259; Emma Cunliffe “Judging, fast and slow: using decision-making theory to 
explore judicial fact determination” (2014) 18 International Journal of Evidence and Procedure 139; J Don 
Read, Deborah A Connolly and Andrew Welsh “An Archival Analysis of Actual Cases of Historic Child Sexual 
Abuse: A Comparison of Jury and Bench Trials” (2006) 30 Law and Human Behavior 259; and Jodie O’Leary 
“Twelve angry peers or one angry judge: An analysis of judge alone trials in Australia” (2011) 35 Criminal 
Law Journal 154. In the significant work undertaken by the Gender Bias and the Law Project and published 
as Heroines of Fortitude: The experience of women in court as victims of sexual assault (New South Wales 
Department for Women, November 1996) <www.women.nsw.gov.au>, it is noted that seven of the trials in the 
study were heard by a judge sitting alone (at 262), but no comparative commentary is included in the report.

31 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995). In this research, which involved the observation of 26 cases without a jury (no sexual cases) 
and 17 jury trials (six sexual cases), six judges and 10 lawyers were also interviewed (at 12 and 20).

32 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 8–13.

33 At 26–27.

https://www.women.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/777917/Heroines-of-Fortitude-Report-combined.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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RAPE MYTHS AS BARRIERS TO FAIR TRIAL PROCESS

The views of victim/survivor advocates and law reformers on the impact  
of the jury in rape cases

The arguments against continued use of juries as the fact-finder in rape cases have fallen 
into two categories – referred to by the Law Commission as “the decision-making problem” 
and “the harm problem”.34 The Law Commission described the first problem in this way:35

The decision-making problem

6.12 The field of sexual violence is one that is commonly misunderstood by 
people without training or education in the area. Research has revealed 
that widely held assumptions about how frequently sexual violence occurs, 
and when, where and against whom it occurs, are usually incorrect and do 
not reflect the reality of sexual violence … Although the jury is intended to 
apply combined common sense and life experience to ascertain the facts 
in a criminal case, one might suggest this function is inhibited when applied 
to an area of human conduct that is frequently subject to misconceptions 
and misunderstandings.

6.13 As such, the role of fact-finder might be better filled by someone with 
prior training and education in the particularities of sexual violence. In 
this vein, in a previous Law Commission review of juries generally, one 
submitter said, speaking particularly to the use of juries in sexual violence 
cases that:

34 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.11] and following. See also New Zealand Law 
Commission Juries in Criminal Trials: Part One (NZLC PP32, 1998) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [121]–[124]; and 
Victorian Law Reform Commission Improving the Response of the Justice System to Sexual Offences: Issues 
Papers A–H (October 2020) <www.lawreform.vic.gov.au> “Issues Paper B – Sexual Offences: Key Issues in the 
Criminal Justice System” at [18]–[19] (footnotes omitted):

“Alternatives to jury trials
18 Research on jury trials for sexual offences raises two areas of concern. Jurors bring their own attitudes 

and understanding about sexual harm into the courtroom. This may include common misconceptions 
about sexual harm. Some studies suggest that jurors are more influenced by their own attitudes about 
rape than by the evidence presented at trial.

19 Another concern is that the presence of a jury may be harmful for complainants. It can be difficult to 
give evidence in front of a group of people, especially in small communities where the complainant and 
jurors might cross paths. The need to persuade a jury may also lead to more intense questioning of the 
complainant than is needed to test the evidence.”

 The Victorian Law Reform Commission ultimately did not recommend a change of fact-finder: see Improving 
the Justice System Response to Sexual Offending: Report (September 2021) at [20.15].

35 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.12]–[6.13] (footnote omitted), quoting New Zealand 
Law Commission Juries in Criminal Trials: Part One (NZLC PP32, 1998) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [123].

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20PP32.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/VLRC_Sexual-Offences-Issues-Papers-A-H_combined_web.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/publication/improving-the-justice-system-response-to-sexual-offences/
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/publication/improving-the-justice-system-response-to-sexual-offences/
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20PP32.pdf
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RAPE MYTHS AS BARRIERS TO FAIR TRIAL PROCESS

[E]xperts who have a thorough knowledge of rape trauma would 
understand aspects such as shock, impact, further contact with 
rapist etc. … Only those who are thoroughly educated in the area of 
rape trauma are properly equipped to make informed judgements 
– a jury is not.

In the context of considering the role of lay judges in Norway, politicians and prosecutors 
also “expressed concern that in the particular context of rape prosecutions laypersons could 
not fairly assess the credibility of female victims”:36

For some prosecutors, this critique translated into broader condemnation of all-
layperson juries. In such accounts, interviewees thought professional judges could 
productively intervene in distinguishing acceptable from impermissible grounds for 
assessing witnesses’ credibility. One prosecutor commented, for example, that[:]

“Judges see a lot of these cases, so they know – OK, this is a typical reaction 
[for a rape victim]. Not all rape victims behave the way laypeople believe they 
should. So they have more experience – and for the jury, maybe this is the only 
time they’ve heard someone testify about rape.”

This comment from a civil law jurisdiction reflects the more general concern (and mock 
juror research) that jurors tend to hold misconceptions about the behaviour of rape 
victims which (inappropriately) impacts on their assessment of complainant credibility, and 
has led to calls for educative jury directions (in the absence of counter-intuitive expert 
evidence).37 While addressing misconceptions, or removing the jury as the decision-maker, 
may impact on conviction rates, this is not usually directly argued as a rationale for change.38 
Anecdotally, and in sufficient numbers to form part of the 2021 Dorrian Report,39 judges in 
many comparator jurisdictions do comment on the unpredictability of jury verdicts in cases 
involving allegations of sexual violence, as compared to other serious offending:40

36 Anna Offit “Dismissing the Jury: Mixed Courts and Lay Participation in Norway” in Sanja Kutnjak Ivković and 
others (eds) Juries, Lay Judges and Mixed Courts: A Global Perspective (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
2021) 197 at 211.

37 See proposed section 126A of the Evidence Act 2006 in clause 16 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 
(NZ).

38 Arguments have tended to focus on juror ability and complainant experience: see New Zealand Law 
Commission Juries in Criminal Trials: Part One (NZLC PP32, 1998) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [121] and following; 
and New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and 
Alternative Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.12] and following. But see Shehab 
Khan “Scrap juries in rape trials to stop falling conviction rates, Labour MP says” The Independent (online ed, 
22 November 2018) <www.independent.co.uk>.

39 Lord Justice Clerk’s Review Group Improving the Management of Sexual Offence Cases (Scottish Courts and 
Tribunals Service, March 2021) <www.scotcourts.gov.uk> [Dorrian Report].

40 At [5.7]. See also the sources at n 27 above.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20PP32.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/major-review-jury-system-date-rape-ann-coffey-labour-mp-a8645856.html
https://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/docs/default-source/default-document-library/reports-and-data/Improving-the-management-of-Sexual-Offence-Cases.pdf?sfvrsn=6
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The cases in which it appears to me that, regardless of the quality and quantity 
of evidence juries do not convict with appropriate regularity, are cases where 
there is one complainer and a single charge of rape. In cases where there is 
evidence of a quality and quantity which for any other kind of crime would lead 
to a conviction, I see a number of acquittals each year in rape cases which, to 
my mind, are not explicable by rational application of the law to the evidence. 
Not all judges will agree with my views on this, but I have reason to believe that 
they are shared by at least a number of senior and experienced judges … Every 
year I preside over several rape trials of this kind in which I would have no difficulty 
on the evidence in being satisfied beyond reasonable doubt of the guilt of the 
accused only to see the jury return a verdict of acquittal, usually not proven.

The identified “harm problem” is related to the concerns about the jury as decision-maker 
– in the sense that being challenged about “counter-intuitive” behaviour during cross-
examination (“Why did you not kick and scream?”; “Why did you not cease all contact with the 
defendant?”; “Why did you not tell the police straight away?”) has been identified as one of 
the times during a trial that complainants consistently find distressing.41 This is in part because 
they may not be able to rationalise their behaviour (especially an unintended physiological 
response) and the questioning is heard as an allegation of lying:42

I was so totally confused myself I didn’t understand why this had happened to 
me … why I couldn’t fight them, why I couldn’t tell someone and why I couldn’t 
make them stop. There was no one who could give me the reason why. I then 
became a defence witness. I was slammed around that court room like a tennis 
ball. … I was continually referred to as nothing but an uneducated, vindictive, sex 
crazed liar that got off on police uniforms. How the hell do you defend yourself 
against that sort of stuff? How do you defend your credibility as a person but 
more importantly as a woman? The question I asked back then was who the hell 
is on trial here?

41 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at Chapter 
Eight.

42 New Zealand Law Commission Alternative Pre-Trial and Trial Processes: Summary of Submissions to Consultation 
(December 2012) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at 38. See also John R Spencer and Rhona H Flin The Evidence of 
Children: The Law and The Psychology (2nd ed, Blackstone Press, London, 1993) at 273:

“Calling truthful people liars to their face is usually very upsetting to them. It will make an adult very angry, 
and a common effect on a child is to reduce it to tears. This puts the witness in a state of stress, in which 
[they] are often unable to collect [their] thoughts; and when counsel starts asking detailed questions 
designed to extract more information the witness then gets into a hopeless muddle and contradicts 
[themselves], not because [they are] unreliable, but merely because [they] are in such a state that [they] 
hardly know what [they] are saying.”

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/submissionAttachments/alternative_trial_and_pre-trial_processes_submissions_summary.pdf
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The Law Commission described the “harm problem” in this way:43

6.22 ... The need to give evidence of the alleged sexual violence in front 
of a group of 12 strangers may put complainants at risk of harm. 
It can be expected that it is often more difficult to give evidence 
before a jury than before a single person who is acting as a fact-finder  
(such as a judge). In small towns, it is possible the complainant could 
cross paths with jurors in the future. One consequence may be that 
the complainant’s anxiety at having to give evidence may affect the 
fullness of their disclosure and therefore the quality of their evidence.

6.23 Another concern goes to the nature of the questions asked by defence 
lawyers in the presence of the jury. Questions may draw on rape myths 
and stereotypes, seeking to engage juror misconceptions and “social 
world” knowledge about how victims or perpetrators of sex offences 
should behave, but which is usually not borne out by the research. The 
presence of the jury may exacerbate the problem because jurors can 
bring pre-existing, misconstrued knowledge about sexual violence into the 
court room, which defence lawyers can use to benefit their client’s case.

6.24 … [C]ross-examination is a fundamental feature of the criminal trial in 
New Zealand, but when conducted in front of a jury it can encourage the 
“theatre” of the criminal trial, in a way that causes harm to a complainant 
which is beyond what is necessary in the process of testing his or her 
evidence.

While the challenges of giving evidence in front of 12 members of the public may be 
ameliorated by the use of alternative ways of giving evidence (such as closed-circuit 
television (CCTV) or an audiovisual link (AVL)),44 it is argued that only removal of the jury will 
reduce the deployment of rape myths and misconceptions in the questioning process and in 
closing submissions. Further, lawyers agree that there is “little room for cross-examination  
for effect” in a judge-alone trial;45 so that the content of questions should consequently be 
less distressing and the time in the witness box should (in theory) be reduced:46

43 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.22]–[6.24]. See also New Zealand Law Commission 
Juries in Criminal Trials (NZLC R69, 2001) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [121]–[126].

44 See section 103 of the Evidence Act 2006.

45 John Rowan QC “Thoughts on Trial Without Jury” [2011] New Zealand Law Journal 161 at 162. See also John 
Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1995) at 208 (less scope for sympathy-based arguments – a “more restrained and focused contest between 
the judge and counsel”); and Emily Henderson “Bigger fish to fry: Should the reform of cross-examination be 
expanded beyond vulnerable witnesses” (2015) 19 International Journal of Evidence & Proof 83 at 95.

46 Lord Justice Clerk’s Review Group Improving the Management of Sexual Offence Cases (Scottish Courts and 
Tribunals Service, March 2021) <www.scotcourts.gov.uk> [Dorrian Report] at [5.15].

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20R69.pdf
https://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/docs/default-source/default-document-library/reports-and-data/Improving-the-management-of-Sexual-Offence-Cases.pdf?sfvrsn=6
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[T]he manner and length of cross-examination is conspicuously different in an 
examination of facts and when evidence is given on commission before a single 
judge. Experience shows that in such cases advocacy is generally briefer, more 
focused on the central issues, more courteous and less confrontational than 
when the same evidence is led before a jury.

Other comparisons noted, while not always argued as the primary rationales for reform, are 
that: the time to trial is shorter; the proceedings are more efficient (and less expensive);47 
and there are reasons for the verdict given, which “could strengthen the confidence of 
the community and professionals in the outcomes of the trial”.48 Certainly, written reasons 
ensure easier consideration of the reasonableness of the outcome and the appropriate 
application of the law at an appellate level,49 but there is also an arguable benefit 
for a complainant to be able to understand (particularly) an acquittal, or at least see the 
reasons for the verdict (which are inaccessible in a jury verdict).50 In 2012 there was “strong 
support” for the Law Commission’s proposal that written reasons for the verdict should be 
given even in a jury trial.51

The impact of differences between a jury trial and a judge-alone rape trial

A changed judicial role in a judge-alone trial

The statutory regime governing when rape trials may be heard by a judge sitting alone, and 
the procedures that apply in such cases, is outlined in Appendix Two. The Criminal Procedure 
Act 2011 does not cover matters relating to the way the judge goes about their fact-finding 
role while also discharging their usual tasks to ensure a fair trial process, including that the 
relevant rules of evidence and procedure are followed, and that the ethical obligations of 
counsel have been discharged.52 However, it is generally accepted (and expected) that when  

47 Jodie O’Leary “Twelve angry peers or one angry judge: An analysis of judge alone trials in Australia” (2011) 35 
Criminal Law Journal 154 at 155.

48 Victorian Law Reform Commission Improving the Response of the Justice System to Sexual Offences: Issues 
Papers A–H (October 2020) <www.lawreform.vic.gov.au> “Issues Paper B – Sexual Offences: Key Issues in the 
Criminal Justice System” at [22].

49 Jodie O’Leary “Twelve angry peers or one angry judge: An analysis of judge alone trials in Australia” (2011) 35 
Criminal Law Journal 154 at 169.

50 “[V]ictims would thereby be provided with the reassurance that, even if they are displeased with the outcome, 
the trier of fact conducted itself diligently and acted in accordance with the law”: Mark Coen and Jonathan 
Doak “Embedding explained jury verdicts in the English criminal trial” [2017] Legal Studies at 786 at 794.

51 New Zealand Law Commission Alternative Pre-Trial and Trial Processes: Summary of Submissions to Consultation 
(December 2012) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [15].

52 See in particular rule 13 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act (Lawyers: Conduct and Client Care) Rules 2008.

https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/2657-VLRC_Sexual-Offences-Issue-Papers-B-web.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/submissionAttachments/alternative_trial_and_pre-trial_processes_submissions_summary.pdf
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the judge sits as the trier of fact there are likely to be more questions asked of the witnesses 
by the judge,53 as well as more robust interaction with counsel during the course of the trial, 
as long as any view expressed does not amount to predetermination:54

A Judge also may give forthright and robust indications of his or her tentative 
views. A Judge need not remain “as inscrutable as the Sphinx” until the moment 
he or she passes judgment. Tentative, even indicative, views are helpful: parties 
may then address the Judge with a view to persuading him or her to a different 
view. For that reason it is generally better that parties hear such views from the 
Judge. They do not on their own indicate prejudgment. But the Judge must not 
go so far as to give an impermissible indication of prejudgment.

It may also be observed that in cases involving lay litigants, a trial Judge 
has a responsibility to ensure that litigants inexperienced in trial procedure 
do not spend time on irrelevant matters in a manner wasteful of the resources 
of the Court. The fact that a Judge undertakes that duty robustly is not to be 
misconceived as prejudgment. If done fairly overall, it is not. It is responsible 
trial management, undertaken in the overall interests of justice.

53 “There is no relevant difference in principle between a jury trial and one by a Judge alone, but a Judge 
sitting alone, knowing as a trained judicial officer that he has to find the facts himself, is entitled in practice 
to ask more questions than would be wise if he were sitting with a jury”: NP v AJ [2007] NZFLR 1067 (HC) at 
[5], seemingly referencing the language of the Court of Appeal in EH Cochrane Ltd v Ministry of Transport 
[1987] 1 NZLR 142 (CA) at 153. See also Hill v Police [2017] NZHC 2112 at [5]:

“This ground of appeal requires identification of what is permissible and not permissible in the context of 
Judge-alone trials where forthright views are often expressed, and where the need to progress cases is an 
always present imperative.”

 In Faauli v R [2019] NZCA 652 at [41], the Court of Appeal noted that a judge does not need to be “as 
inscrutable as the Sphinx”, and that robust interventions (especially in a judge-alone trial) do not necessarily 
mean the judge has become impartial.

54 Henderson v R [2016] NZCA 431, (2016) 27 NZTC 22-073 at [18]–[19] (footnotes omitted). See also Bradshaw v 
Police [2017] NZHC 346 at [48]:

“For the Crown, [it was] submitted it was not unusual for Judges, either during a Judge alone trial or a jury 
trial, to express a tentative view as to how matters were looking and to suggest a way in which there 
might be some course of action adopted by either the prosecution or the defence which would bring the 
proceedings to an end in a way that would be for the benefit of all involved, including a defendant. That 
accords with my experience, such as it was, as both a prosecuting and defence counsel.”

 Similarly in Charteris v R [2021] NZHC 1171 at [105]:
“I accept the Judge was in error in thinking it would have been improper for questions to be put to a witness 
as to a delay in making a complaint if the matter was before a jury. I accept the Judge was in error if he 
thought he would have to ignore the response from the witness as to a delay in making a complaint. 
In a judge-alone trial it would however have been permissible for the Judge to indicate he was unlikely 
to be much assisted by continuing cross-examination as to the delay in making a complaint and counsel 
should desist from such questioning. The Judge could reasonably have given this indication in the interests 
of efficiently progressing the trial and avoiding unnecessary questioning of the witness where that questioning 
was likely to be of little assistance to the defence.”

 See also John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, 1995) at 10 and 242.
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These dynamics are sometimes viewed as advantageous in terms of efficiency and 
transparency:55

Another advantage of nonjury trial is the expanded freedom of judges to question 
either counsel or the witnesses. This is particularly useful with expert testimony, 
but valuable with percipient testimony as well. Not only can the judge easily clarify 
any area not understood by simply asking for clarification without concern about 
impact on a jury, but the questions asked also provide counsel with a window into 
the mind that will decide. Counsel can then direct the proof accordingly and ensure 
that key points are effectively communicated before the witness – especially an 
expensive expert witness – has left the courthouse.

A more active judge, in terms of questioning and recalling witnesses in particular, is likely 
to have an effect on adult complainants in rape cases – including the length of time the 
complainant is required to give evidence and the manner and tone of judicial questions. 
However, the removal of the “theatre” of cross-examination may reduce the time spent on 
that form of questioning, as one appellate judge observed in Ward v R:56

It also needs to be remembered that [defence counsel] was advancing Mr Ward’s 
defence before a professional and experienced fact finder. [Defence counsel] 
was entitled to proceed on the basis that the Judge would pick up points made 
by the defence and give them such weight as he thought fit. It was not necessary 
for [defence counsel] to labour important factors for the defence to the extent 
that might be appropriate if the case was being tried by a jury.

In terms of the judge as decision-maker, social science research (as well as commentary 
on individual cases)57 demonstrates that judges are also not immune from implicit bias or 
errors founded on unconscious beliefs,58 and that judges use the same heuristic tools as 

55 John Zebrowski “Judge or Jury: The Judge’s Perspective” (1994) 21 Litigation 28 at 32 and 55.

56 Ward v R [2018] NZHC 775 at [39] (emphasis added).

57 See Elaine Craig “Judging Sexual Assault Trials: Systemic Failure in the Case of Regina v Bassam Al-Rawi (2017) 
95 Canadian Bar Review 179 at 195 and following; and Elaine Craig Putting Trials on Trial: Sexual Assault and the 
Failure of the Legal Profession (McGill-Queen’s University Press, Montreal, 2018) at Chapter Seven.

58 Goran Dominioni, Peter Desmet and Louis T Visscher “Judges Versus Jurors: Biased Attributions in the 
Courtroom” (2020) 52 Cornell International Law Journal 235; New Zealand Law Commission Alternative 
Pre-Trial and Trial Processes: Possible Reforms (NZLC IP30, 2012) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at 23; and Elisabeth 
McDonald and Yvette Tinsley (eds) From ‘Real Rape’ to Real Justice: Prosecuting Rape in New Zealand (Victoria 
University Press, Wellington, 2011) at 223 and following. See also Chris Macklin “Can we improve jury trials?” 
(2019) 931 LawTalk 23 <www.lawsociety.org.nz> at 23–34:

“I am always disappointed when the response to a jury’s supposed weaknesses is to advocate for judge-
alone trials. Judges are no more nor less human than jurors. Experience of the law is both a gift and a curse 
when it comes to determining questions of character and fact. To presume that one judge (and every such 
lone judge) could magically overcome a bias we fear in 12 lay people is a bridge too far.”

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20IP30.pdf
https://www.lawsociety.org.nz/news/lawtalk/issue-931/can-we-improve-jury-trials/
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juries do (which gives rise to the potential to rely on misconceptions).59 In 2015 the Law 
Commission recognised this dynamic and proposed addressing the issue by ongoing training 
programmes:60

Importantly, judges are not normally experts in sexual violence and as such are 
no less susceptible to inaccurate social world knowledge about sexual violence 
than are jurors. Training and education would be required, but it would likely be 
more practical to train and educate a limited pool of judges than to do so afresh 
for each new jury that is empanelled on a sexual violence case. Also, that training 
and education can be ongoing, whereas it cannot for jurors, who complete their 
jury duties once the trial is over.

The Law Commission also identified the need for any training and development programmes 
to include models of judicial interaction to reduce or avoid complainant distress and re-
traumatisation. The Commission opined that counsels’ knowledge that the judge deciding 
the case would be fully informed about misconceptions in sexual cases could also operate 
to reduce the “theatre” of the trial:61

One would want to be sure that the judges who act as fact-finders (which might 
need to be a large proportion of judges, certainly in the District Courts at least) 
were properly educated about the best ways to interact with complainants to 
avoid re-traumatisation. That would need to be a key part of the proposal. One 
would expect, however, that the “theatre” of the trial would be minimised or 
eliminated if counsel knew that they were presenting the case to a fact-finder who 
was educated about the statistics of sexual violence and who could in principle be 
relied upon to make their decision uninfluenced by prejudices or misconceptions.

59 Notably, only a minority of the submitters who responded to the Law Commission’s 2012 Issues Paper 
(New Zealand Law Commission Alternative Pre-Trial and Trial Processes: Possible Reforms (NZLC IP30, 2012) 
<www.lawcom.govt.nz>) supported replacing the jury with a judge sitting alone, some noting that “a judge 
alone decision would be inappropriate for sexual offences as it would reproduce the power dynamics of the 
offending”: New Zealand Law Commission Alternative Pre-Trial and Trial Processes: Summary of Submissions 
to Consultation (December 2012) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [145]. See also Jocelynne A Scutt “The Jury, the 
Judge and the Facts: Evidence and the Role of the Jury in Rape Trials” in her anthology The Incredible Woman: 
Power & Sexual Politics Volume 1 (Artemis Publishing, Melbourne, 1997) 57 at 64: “For if juries are rejected as 
decision-makers, judges will be all that is left. Too late, it may be discovered that rape trials continue to suffer 
from ‘wrong-headed’ ideas.” See also John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the 
Adversary System (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1995) at 8 and 218 (regarding judges’ use of the “story” model); 
Chris Guthrie, Jeffrey J Rachlinski and Andrew Wistrich “Inside the Judicial Mind” (2001) 86 Cornell Law 
Review 777; and Jeffrey J Rachlinski and others “Does Unconscious Racial Bias Affect Trial Judges?” (2009) 84 
Notre Dame Law Review 1195.

60 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.37].

61 At [6.38].

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20IP30.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/submissionAttachments/alternative_trial_and_pre-trial_processes_submissions_summary.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
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The views of defence counsel and judges regarding the benefits of a judge-alone trial

The terms of access to the material from the judge-alone rape trials in this study, and the fact 
that the research did not involve interviews with any of the trial participants, mean that it is 
not known why a judge-alone trial was preferred by the particular defendant or their lawyer.62 
However, some published local and international research gives some indication as to why 
juries may or may not be preferred as the finder of fact in rape cases.

In general, most counsel advise their client to elect a jury trial in a case where the key 
factual findings to be made relate to credibility and reliability. The widespread perception 
of jurors (supported to some extent by social science research) is that they are more likely 
than a judge to accept (or not reject out of hand, and therefore create the necessary 
reasonable doubt for an acquittal) the defendant’s version of events,63 even when 
implausible:64

Significantly, however, defence counsel said that they would opt for a jury nine 
times out of ten and a central reason for this was that on matters of credibility in 
particular, which are at the heart of many trials, it was easier to persuade a jury 
to entertain doubt as to the defendant’s guilt. The contention made was not so 
much that judges set their minds against defendants, but they did scrutinise 
defence claims very closely and when, as one counsel put it, the school of hard 
logic and reason came face to face with the defence version of events, the latter 
often came out second best.

A senior barrister (Queen’s Counsel or QC) advised the Supreme Court of her usual 
approach to offering advice as to whether to elect a jury trial:65

4.1 If the client’s defence was “technical” or involved complex law, I would 
recommend a JAT [Judge-alone trial].[66]

62 See Chapter Two at 50.

63 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995) at 234.

64 John Jackson and Sean Doran “Judge and Jury: Towards a New Division of Labour in Criminal Trials”  
(1997) 60 Modern Law Review 759 at 765. See also Cato v Manaia Media Ltd [2021] NZCA 226 at [57]  
(a defamation case):

“In order to manage this risk the respondents had decided to seek a jury trial, hoping that (in the words of 
their previous lawyer):
 ‘[A] jury may be likely to be sympathetic to [the respondents’] position (ie regardless of what the law 

really says) …’”

65 S v R [2018] NZSC 124, [2019] 1 NZLR 408 at [54] (quoting an affidavit filed by the QC).

66 This accords with a view expressed in John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the 
Adversary System (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1995) at 231, that judges have a better grasp of “forensic issues” 
and would be a preferred decision-maker in cases involving a “rational exercise in forensics”.
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4.2 If the allegations involved particularly upsetting or objectionable allegations 
– for example, sexual offending involving children, animals or “extreme” 
sexual offending – I might recommend a JAT.

4.3 If the trial is about consent, I would usually recommend a jury trial. Where 
the fact-finder comprises 12 people rather than a single Judge, their decision 
will be based on a larger pool of sexual experiences. In [the appellant’s] case 
he largely admitted the sexual conduct alleged; his defence was that both 
victims had consented.

Prior to the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 coming into force, another QC published his views 
on the benefits of electing trial by a judge sitting alone in a case involving allegations of child 
sexual abuse, and included reference to the desirability of considering whether propensity 
evidence about the defendant (such as previous similar convictions) would be admissible.67 
In a case where propensity evidence would be admitted, a judge-alone trial is preferred.

In a case where such evidence has been ruled inadmissible by the same judge who will be the 
ultimate fact-finder, there is concern that the judge may not be effectively able to “un-hear” 
evidence which they previously ruled was inadmissible. Some counsel in other jurisdictions 
would suggest a jury trial in such cases, or that the judge should recuse themselves:68

Evidence is often excluded in criminal trials pursuant to the exclusionary rule 
designed in theory to control police conduct. Such a basis for exclusion often 
has nothing to do with the reliability of the evidence, and can operate to exclude 
evidence that is clearly truthful. After ruling on such an exclusionary claim, 
the trial judge might have clear information that the defendant is guilty – even 
though a jury might be unable to find guilt beyond a reasonable doubt without 
the excluded evidence. Whether the judge would have the mental discipline 
to segment the evidence into one category to be considered and another to 
be disregarded and to acquit a guilty defendant, may be questionable. Trial 
[by] a jury may be the defendant’s most advisable choice [in] this situation.

However, appellate courts in Aotearoa New Zealand have regularly held that no miscarriage 
of justice occurs merely because a judge sitting alone made pre-trial admissibility rulings, or 
mode of evidence decisions, in the same case, on the basis that “[j]udges can be expected to 

67 John Rowan QC “Thoughts on Trial Without Jury” [2011] New Zealand Law Journal 161.

68 John Zebrowski “Judge or Jury: The Judge’s Perspective” (1994) 21 Litigation 28 at 55. See also Sean Doran, 
John D Jackson and Michael L Seigel “Rethinking Adversariness in Nonjury Criminal Trials” (1995) 23 American 
Journal of Criminal Law 1 at 33–36.
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apply a disciplined approach to putting to one side potentially prejudicial material”.69 The fact 
that a judge has seen extraneous material before or during the trial “is not in itself sufficient 
reason to think the outcome may have been affected”.70

In R v Cullen the Court of Appeal held that a trial judge was not required to disqualify herself 
because she had previously determined that the defendant had lied to her at a pre-trial stage 
of the proceedings.71 The Court said of the defence argument:72

It ignores the realities and necessities of daily life in the District Court. It is 
inevitable that defendants will appear more than once before the same Judge 
and there may be some happening on a prior occasion which is discreditable to 
the defendant. Judges are well able to put such things out of their mind, just as 
juries are expected to do from time to time under proper directions.

More recently in Toru v R, the Court of Appeal considered many previous decisions in 
which a similar point was made to that in R v Butler:73

In relation to pre-trial hearings generally, this Court has acknowledged that 
Judges are regularly called upon to deal with admissibility of evidence and other 
issues such as propensity prior to trial. As this Court observed in R v Butler:

“A Judge who has dealt with a proceeding at an earlier stage is not normally 
disqualified unless there is some real ground for doubting the Judge’s ability 
to bring an objective judgment to bear. … The Court does not presume 
that a properly directed jury is incapable of putting irrelevant or prejudicial  

69 Stevens v R [2020] NZHC 3290 at [41] (application for leave to appeal declined: Stevens v Police [2021] NZCA 
340). The full paragraph is:

“I … do not accept the criticism that the same Judge should not determine the propensity application, and 
then be the trial Judge. There is a considerable advantage in a single Judge dealing with issues leading 
up to trial. Judges can be expected to apply a disciplined approach to putting to one side potentially 
prejudicial material. There may be cases where it is better that a Judge not sit as the trial Judge because of 
matters the Judge becomes aware of leading up to trial. But there is nothing about [the] present case that 
suggests there was unfairness to Mr Stevens.”

 See also John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, 1995) at 244: “[J]udges were on the whole adamant that evidence or suspicion of a defendant’s 
previous record did not affect their reasoning.”

70 Toru v R [2020] NZCA 74 at [17].

71 R v Cullen [1992] 3 NZLR 577 (CA).

72 At 580. See also Marson v Police (1992) 9 CRNZ 97 (HC) at 100. However, see Andrew Wistrich, Chris 
Guthrie and Jeffrey Rachlinski “Can Judges Ignore Inadmissible Information? The Difficulty of Deliberately 
Disregarding” (2005) 153 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1251; My Bergius and others “Are judges 
influenced by legally irrelevant circumstances?” (2020) 19 Law, Probability and Risk 157; Stephen Landsman and 
Richard F Rakos “A preliminary inquiry into the effect of potentially biasing information on judges and jurors in 
civil litigation” (1994) 12 Behavioral Sciences and the Law 113; and the discussion in Chapter Seven at 293.

73 Toru v R [2020] NZCA 541 at [44] (footnote and citations omitted), quoting R v Butler [2008] NZCA 287 at [10].
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material aside. There is still less reason to suppose that a Judge, whose 
daily work routinely requires that evidence be segregated into that which 
is admissible and that which is not, is incapable of basing a decision on 
the admissible evidence alone.”

Further, in numerous appellate cases courts have observed that the risk of unfair prejudicial 
effect or improper reasoning as a result of the admission of particular types of evidence 
(such as the defendant’s previous convictions) is diminished in a judge-alone trial.74

Other research indicates, consistent with the expressed view of judges and counsel (above), 
that cases involving distressing allegations of particular types of sexual offending may be 
(from a defendant’s perspective) better suited to a judge-alone trial:75

There was … a prevalent view among counsel that sexual cases are particularly 
difficult to defend before juries. One counsel put the dilemma graphically when 
he said that in a case he was due to defend shortly, “it would suit me nearly 
as well not to have a jury at all because I would rather the case was dealt with 
in a colder, unemotional fashion because there’s enough emotion to start with”.

The competing considerations that make up a decision as to whether to elect trial by jury 
rather than a judge-alone trial led the Supreme Court in S v R to express the view that:76

[T]he advice that can be given about why one mode of trial may be preferred 
over another is based on experience and impression. A contrast can be made 
in this respect with other trial decisions, such as the election to give evidence, 
on which it is possible to be more concrete about the impact of not making the 
choice on an informed basis.

In deciding whether the fact that the defendant was unable to make an informed election 
as to mode of trial amounted to procedural unfairness, the majority of the Supreme Court 
stated:77

74 W v R [2019] NZHC 3144 at [45]; Liu v Police [2017] NZHC 1319 at [22]; and Thompson v R [2021] NZHC 791 at [11].

75 John Jackson and Sean Doran “Judge and Jury: Towards a New Division of Labour in Criminal Trials” (1997) 
60 Modern Law Review 759 at 764–765. See also Neil Vidmar “Generic Prejudice and the Presumption 
of Guilt in Sex Abuse Trials” (1997) 21 Law and Human Behavior 5 at 18: “Of a total of 849 [Canadian] 
jurors questioned in 25 trials, on average 36% indicated that they could not decide the [sexual abuse] case 
with a fair and impartial mind.”

76 S v R [2018] NZSC 124, [2019] 1 NZLR 408 at [56]. See also Scutts v R [2015] NZCA 599 at [26], where the 
Court of Appeal noted that the right to a reasoned verdict, coupled with the right of appeal to challenge 
legally or factually unsustainable reasons, are likely to be influential factors in a defendant’s decision not to 
elect trial by jury in dishonesty or fraud cases.

77 At [53]. See also Vicki Waye “Judicial Fact-Finding: Trial by Judge Alone in Serious Criminal Cases” (2003) 27 
Melbourne University Law Review 423 at 426–428. Trial counsel stated in Munn v R [2021] NZHC 1574 at [95] 
that the same approach to defending the charge was taken after electing a judge-alone trial.
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[I]n terms of our present inquiry, the point is that there is no reliable basis on 
which it can be said that one mode of trial for the present case is fairer than 
another. The provisions in the Criminal Procedure Act relating to the ability to 
withdraw an election suggest some assessment of the reasonableness of the 
defendant’s decision is possible. But in the present case, there will necessarily 
be a degree of speculation about whether a jury or a judge alone as the fact-
finders may adopt differing approaches.

Researchers in the United States, however, recently reported that a majority of lawyers and 
judges view jury trials as fairer, while “bench” (judge-alone) trials are seen as more efficient 
(and more predictable):78

The vast majority of the respondents who dealt with criminal cases ranked bench 
trials as more predictable, speedier, and more cost-effective than jury trials, and 
this result did not differ by group. All groups ranked juries as fairer than bench 
trials, but the extent of the advantage they gave to the jury on fairness depended 
on who did the ranking. More specifically, defense attorneys ranked jury trials 
as fairer than did criminal judges and prosecutors. Judges and prosecutors did 
not differ. As with civil trials, a positive judicial evaluation of the bench trial may 
reflect the natural tendency for judges to view themselves in a positive light, but 
despite that inclination, two-thirds of the judges viewed the jury trial as fairer 
than the bench trial in criminal cases.

Some judges in England and Wales, interviewed with regard to which fact-finder was best 
suited for making verdict choices in serious fraud trials, commented that pre-trial processes 
in judge-alone trials, properly managed, could ensure speedier resolution:79

What would be different (pre-trial) is that you could be direct as to the evidence 
that you would acquire to resolve the issue, you could speed up the process  
[so that] during the course of the trial you could see the issues and get to them 
and deal with them better. No one knows what a jury is thinking and everyone 
dances around the issues so you could deal with evidence using core bundles, 
read it, get into it on a much quicker scale if you didn’t have the jury.

78 Shari Seidman Diamond and Jessica M Salerno “Reasons for the Disappearing Jury Trial: Perspectives from 
Attorneys and Judges” (2020) 81 Louisiana Law Review 119 at 141 (footnotes omitted). The researchers 
considered the view of 1,460 legal professionals countrywide, 173 of whom were judges (at 127).

79 Robert F Julian “Judicial Perspectives on the Conduct of Serious Fraud Trials” [2007] Criminal Law Review 751 
at 763–764.
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Deployment of rape myths and misconceptions: the impact on trial process  
and complainant experience

The concern about fact-finder reliance on rape myths and misconceptions when 
reaching a verdict is one of the arguments made in support of changing the decision-
maker in rape cases. However, as already discussed, it is not clear that judges sitting alone 
will not themselves be influenced by misconceptions or implicit bias. The stated advantage 
of judges over jurors in this regard is the ability to educate judges,80 which is difficult to 
do with a prospective jury pool, although judicial directions and other forms of pre-trial 
education have been mooted.81

This research was not aimed at determining to what extent jurors are inappropriately 
influenced by rape myths, misconceptions and contestable assumptions about complainant 
behaviour, “real rape” and who is a “real victim” or a “real rapist”.82 Rather, we wanted to 
find out to what extent deployment of rape mythology during aspects of the trial process 
impacts on complainant experience of the questioning process. This research also uncovers 
how judges and prosecutors contribute to the ongoing reproduction and reliance on the 
“real rape” schema and rape mythology. At various places, consideration is given to how 
this schema could be disrupted and the myths resisted within the trial process as it currently 
exists, with a particular focus in this book on judge-alone trials. The extent to which this is 
achievable or will result in real change to the prosecution of adult rape may be questioned 
– given the historical inability of the law, and the criminal justice system in particular, to 
recognise and respond to women’s experience.83

Research over time has established that reliance on rape mythology as part of the 
questioning process, predominantly for the purpose of challenging the complainants’ 

80 Jennifer Temkin and Barbara Krahé About Sexual Assault and the Justice Gap: A Question of Attitude (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2008) at 178.

81 See for example Gillen Review: Report into the law and procedures in serious sexual offences in Northern Ireland: 
Part 1 (Department of Justice, 2019) <www.justice-ni.gov.uk> at Chapter Six; and Yvette Tinsley, Claire Baylis 
and Warren Young “‘I Think She’s Learnt Her Lesson’: Juror Use of Cultural Misconceptions in Sexual Violence 
Trials” (2021) 52 Victoria University of Wellington Law Review 463 at 482 and following.

82 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 5.

83 See for example Yvette Russell “Woman’s Voice/Law’s Logos: The Rape Trial and the Limits of Liberal Reform” 
(2016) 42 Australian Feminist Law Journal 273.

https://www.justice-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/justice/gillen-report-may-2019.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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credibility,84 results in heightened levels of complainant distress. Such distress impedes the 
ability of a complainant to give the best evidence, makes her feel that she is on trial,85 and 
may well limit the amount of relevant and reliable information available to the jury. One of 
the aims of the rape trial research was, therefore, to explore the impact that the use of rape 
myths in questioning has on the effective engagement of the complainant, and the extent 
to which such use increases heightened emotionality or distress.

There has been debate about the extent to which rape mythology really does have 
implications for the criminal justice process, so as to make such mythology a worthy site 
of attention by researchers, policy-makers and legislatures. There is also a risk in writing 
about rape myths and exposing the places where rape myths may affect trial outcomes that 
such a project may itself reinforce contestable assumptions and provide a fruitful source for 
(defence and prosecution) advocates’ trial strategy.86 With respect to this particular aspect 
of the methodology – exposing the negative impact of the current questioning process, and 
the extent to which rape myths contribute to that impact – the aim is to inform the ongoing  
public debate about the trial process in rape cases. This research opens the courtroom door 
to demonstrate what actually happens when an adult rape complainant gives evidence. 

84 Julia Quilter “Re-framing the Rape Trial: Insights from Critical Theory about the Limitations of Legislative 
Reform” (2011) 35 Australian Feminist Law Journal 23; Susan Ehrlich “Perpetuating – and Resisting – Rape 
Myths in Trial Discourse” in Elizabeth A Sheehy (ed) Sexual Assault in Canada: Law, Legal Practice and Women’s 
Activism (University of Ottawa Press, Ottawa, 2012) 389; and Geoffrey Matoesian Reproducing Rape: 
Domination through Talk in the Courtroom (Polity Press, Cambridge, 1993). For more recent research, see Olivia 
Smith and Tina Skinner “How Rape Myths are Used and Challenged in Rape and Sexual Assault Trials” (2017) 26 
Social & Legal Studies 441; Olivia Smith Rape Trials in England and Wales: Observing Justice and Rethinking Rape 
Myths (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018); Jennifer Temkin, Jacqueline M Gray and Jastine Barrett “Different Functions 
of Rape Myth Use in Court: Findings From a Trial Observation Study” (2016) 22 Feminist Criminology 1; Fiona 
Leverick “What do we know about rape myths and juror decision making?” (2020) 24 International Journal 
of Evidence and Proof 255; and Katharine Jenkins “Rape Myths: What are They and What can We do About 
Them?” (2021) 89 Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplement 37. See also Sue Lees Carnal Knowledge: Rape 
on Trial (Penguin Books, London, 1996); Anne Edwards and Melanie Heenan “Rape Trials in Victoria: Gender, 
Socio-cultural Factors and Justice” (1994) 27 The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 213; 
Vivian Berger “Man’s Trial, Woman’s Tribulation: Rape Cases in the Courtroom” (1977) 77 Columbia Law Review 
1; Morrison Torrey “When Will We Be Believed? Rape Myths and the Ideas of a Fair Trial in Rape Prosecutions” 
(1991) 24 University of California at Davis Law Review 1013; Francis X Sheen “How We Still Fail Rape Victims: 
Reflecting on Responsibility and Legal Reform” (2011) 22 Columbia Journal of Gender and the Law 1; Zsuzsanna 
Adler Rape on Trial (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1987); Patricia Easteal (ed) Balancing the Scales: 
Rape, Law Reform and Australian Culture (Federation Press, Sydney, 1998); Gerry Chambers and Ann Miller 
Prosecuting Sexual Assault (Scottish Office Central Research Unit, Edinburgh, 1986); and Melanie Heenan and 
Helen McKelvie The Crimes (Rape) Act 1991: An Evaluation Report (Rape Law Reform Evaluation Project, Vol 2, 
Department of Justice, Melbourne, 1996).

85 Wendy Larcombe “The ‘Ideal’ Victim v Successful Rape Complainants: Not What You Might Expect” (2002) 
10 Feminist Legal Studies 131 at 143; Amanda Konradi Taking the Stand: Rape Survivors and the Prosecution of 
Rapists (Praeger Press, Westport, 2007); Patricia Yancey Martin and R Marlene Powell “Accounting for the 
‘Second Assault’: Legal Organizations’ Framing of Rape Victims” (1994) 19 Law and Social Inquiry 853; and 
Alison Young “The waste land of the law, the wordless song of the rape victim” (1998) 22 Melbourne University 
Law Review 442.

86 See also Crown Prosecution Service “Rape and Sexual Offences – Annex A: Tackling Rape Myths and 
Stereotypes” (21 May 2021) <www.cps.gov.uk>.

https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/rape-and-sexual-offences-annex-tackling-rape-myths-and-stereotypes
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Analysing this process, in part, through the identification of rape myths provides a link 
between the current public acknowledgement of erroneous beliefs about “real rape” and the 
criminal justice process.87 In doing so, the aim is to contribute to an informed and positive 
debate about what still needs to change in order for the trial process to no longer be a factor 
in the attrition rates of sexual offending.88

It is not only during the questioning process that care needs to be taken with reliance on rape 
myths. There are risks regarding the legitimate use and weight of certain evidence during 
the deliberation or decision-making process that also require ongoing attention. This part of 
the chapter, therefore, begins with an overview of the literature relating to rape myths and 
misconceptions, outlining the historical focus and contemporary relevance.

This part also briefly sets out the different stages of a trial and discusses where and how rape 
myths and misconceptions may be reinforced and/or resisted, using examples from the cases 
in both the jury trials and the judge-alone trials.

What are “rape myths”?

The first use of the term “rape myth” is usually attributed to Martha Burt, who in 1980 
defined rape myths as “prejudicial, stereotyped, or false beliefs about rape, rape victims, 
and rapists”.89 In Burt’s view, rape attitudes are closely connected with other deeply held 
and pervasive attitudes, including ideas about sex role stereotyping, distrust of the opposite 
sex and an acceptance of interpersonal violence. She considers that because belief in rape 
myths is so closely connected with these other strongly held attitudes, it might be difficult 
to disrupt people’s adherence to rape mythology.90

A more recent, widely accepted definition is that “rape myths are descriptive or prescriptive 
beliefs about rape (i.e., about its causes, context, consequences, perpetrators, victims, and 
their interaction) that serve to deny, downplay or justify sexual violence that men commit 

87 The current debates and political engagement in Aotearoa New Zealand, as elsewhere, are of course the 
culmination of many decades of tireless debate, activism, research and, on occasion, political will. A small 
snapshot of the lead-up to this research is set out in McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process 
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 9, which gave the issues sufficient public profile to result in funding 
and institutional support. For Canadian commentary on this point, see Melanie Randall “Sexual Assault Law, 
Credibility, and ‘Ideal Victims’: Consent, Resistance and Victim Blaming” (2010) 22 Canadian Journal of 
Women and the Law 397 at 401.

88 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [1.31].

89 Martha R Burt “Cultural Myths and Supports for Rape” (1980) 38 Journal of Personality & Social Psychology 
217 at 217.

90 At 229.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
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against women”.91 Perhaps the classic example is the “real rape” myth, which is the belief 
that rape only occurs between strangers, takes place in public, and is violent or involves 
threats.92 This is not to say that rape does not happen in those circumstances, but rather 
that the “real rape” script or schema is the standard against which all other alleged rapes are 
measured – when decades of research demonstrates that the majority of rapes do not meet 
this fact pattern or expectation. In other words, rape myths are erroneous assumptions or 
stereotypical attitudes about rape, or about the behaviour and reactions of both victims/
survivors and perpetrators, that may illegitimately influence the way decision-makers 
approach cases of sexual assault.

It is trite to say that there can be a wide range of false beliefs about rape. However, the 
literature does identify some common themes about the types of stereotypes thought to 
have an impact on the way people think about rape. The following list of commonly occurring 
rape myths comes from an article by Jennifer Temkin, which was one of the sources used as 
the basis for developing the categories and coding for this research:93

1. True rape is rape by a stranger. Other rapes are not “real rapes” but more 
often than not involve misunderstandings or situations where both sides 
are equally blameworthy or where the complainant has consented and 
regretted it afterwards.

2. True rape mostly takes place in an outdoor location and involves physical 
violence against a victim who does all she can to resist. She is consequently 
bruised, particularly in the genital area. At the very least threats of violence 
are used.

3. A woman can always prevent rape by fighting off her assailant. It therefore 
follows that, save in very rare circumstances, there is no such thing as rape.

4. A woman can always withhold consent to sex no matter how drunk she is.

5. Only stranger rape is really traumatic.

91 Heike Gerger and others “The Acceptance of Modern Myths About Sexual Aggression Scale: Development 
and Validation in German and English” (2007) 33 Aggressive Behaviour 422 at 423, citing Gerd Bohner 
Vergewaltigungsmythen [Rape Myths] (Verlag Empirische Pädagogik, Landau (Germany), 1998) at 14.

92 The concept of “real rape” is usually attributed to Susan Estrich from her article “Rape” (1986) 95 Yale Law 
Journal 1087 and subsequent book Real Rape: How the Legal System Victimises Women Who Say No (Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge and London, 1987).

93 Jennifer Temkin n “‘And Always Keep A-Hold of Nurse, for Fear of Finding Something Worse’: Challenging rape 
myths in the courtroom” (2010) 13 New Criminal Law Review 710 at 715–716 (footnotes omitted). Aspects of 
the Rape Myth Acceptance Scale were also adapted – see for example Diana Payne, Kimberly Lonsway and 
Louise Fitzgerald “Rape myth acceptance: Exploration of its structure and its measurement using the Illinois 
rape myth acceptance scale” (1999) 33 Journal of Research in Personality 27; and Sarah McMahon and  
G Lawrence Farmer “An Updated Measure for Assessing Subtle Rape Myths” (2011) 35 Social Work Research 71.
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6. Women have only themselves to blame for rape because of their clothes, 
drinking habits, previous sexual relationships, and risky behaviour.

7. Consent to sex can be assumed from mode of dress or certain types of 
behaviour, such as flirting or kissing.

8. True victims have not reported rape more than once. A person who reports 
rape to the police more than once should be treated with suspicion.

9. Genuine victims report rape immediately.

10. Genuine victims display great emotion when recounting the events in question.

11. Genuine victims will always give a thoroughly consistent account.

12. False allegations of rape are very common and constitute a large proportion 
of rapes reported to the police.

Temkin challenges these myths on several bases. She considers that some of the myths are 
not only false but also irrelevant to the question of criminal responsibility. In England and 
Wales, as in Aotearoa New Zealand, there is no requirement that physical violence, threats or 
force be present for the definition of rape to be satisfied, and certainly no requirement that 
the defendant be a stranger to the complainant.94 Temkin also considers that many of these 
rape myths defy common sense. For example, the myth that claims a woman can always fight 
off her assailant (given the disparities in strength between most men and most women), and 
the myth that claims a woman can always withhold consent (even if intoxicated to the point 
of passing out), are clearly founded on irrational beliefs. Research also shows that many of 
the historically and commonly held beliefs about rape are demonstrably false.95 Victims 
of both stranger and acquaintance rape may suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD), and many victims have a controlled response when recounting their experience, so 
they appear calm and composed rather than distraught or emotional. In addition, memory 
can be affected by trauma so that inconsistency in recall is not necessarily indicative of 
untruthfulness.96

While many, if not all, of these ideas about rape represent false generalisations, the reality 
remains that in some situations these myths may have some basis in fact. In other words, as 
noted above, the issue is not that stranger rape does not occur at all – it does – or that some 
rapes do involve physical violence, and consequential injuries, and some victims immediately 

94 See the definition of rape in section 128(2) of the Crimes Act 1961 (NZ) at 326.

95 For example, the belief that rape complainants are uniquely likely to be lying and that rapists are usually 
strangers to their victims: see Lisa Dufraimont “Myth, Inference and Evidence in Sexual Assault Trials” (2019) 
44 Queen’s Law Journal 316 at 331.

96 Jennifer Temkin n “‘And Always Keep A-Hold of Nurse, for Fear of Finding Something Worse’: Challenging rape 
myths in the courtroom” (2010) 13 New Criminal Law Review 710 at 716–717.
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report the rape to the police. Rather, the problem is when the idea that rape only occurs 
by the actions of a stranger becomes the implicit criterion against which all alleged rapes 
are measured. Myths involve generalisations about all rape.97 If conduct is measured against 
those generalisations and found to be lacking or different in some way, it does not necessarily  
inform decision-makers about the particular situation. The challenge, therefore, is to equip 
decision-makers with information about the actual dynamics of sexual violence to assist them 
to appropriately assess the evidence in the case before them.

Research consisting of questionnaires answered after a verdict was delivered was undertaken 
by Cheryl Thomas in 2017–2019, with 771 jurors in England and Wales. Thomas’s conclusion, 
based on the answers given, was that “the small percentages of real jurors who believed 
these rape myths amounted to less than one person on any jury”.98 However, this conclusion 
ignores the “unsure” jurors. For example, 27% of Thomas’s participants reported that they 
either agreed, or were unsure whether they agreed, with the statement “It is difficult to 
believe rape allegations that were not reported immediately”.99 What’s more, asking a juror 
whether they believe a proposition does not necessarily mean it has had no impact on their 
decision-making process. As Vanessa Munro observes:100

[I]n a context in which participants are asked about subscription to such myths and 
whether they informed their deliberations immediately after having returned their 
verdict in a case, there is perhaps reason to expect that they might be inclined to 
emphasise their compliance with legal tests and deny – consciously or otherwise – 
other heuristic devices.

The Thomas research finding is in conflict with a range of empirical projects across multiple 
jurisdictions over many years that examined the content and process of deliberations.101 This 
suggests it might be problematic to assume that, just because real jurors on an attitudinal 
survey claimed not to believe rape myths, these culturally embedded beliefs will not impact 
deliberations in actual trials.102 Thomas did acknowledge that, regarding two misconceptions  

97 Jennifer Temkin, Jacqueline M Gray and Jastine Barrett “Different Functions of Rape Myth Use in Court: 
Findings from a Trial Observation Study” (2016) 22 Feminist Criminology 1 at 2.

98 Cheryl Thomas “The 21st Century Jury: Contempt, Bias and the Impact of Jury Service” [2020] Criminal Law 
Review 987 at 1004.

99 At 1002.

100 Vanessa E Munro “Judging Juries: The ‘common sense’ conundrums of prosecuting violence against women” 
[2019] New Zealand Women’s Law Journal | Te Aho Kawe Kaupapa Ture a ngā Wāhine 13 at 34.

101 See for example Fiona Leverick What Do We Know About Rape Myths and Juror Decision Making? An Evidence 
Review (Scottish Jury Research WP1, 2019); and Blake M McKimmie and others “The impact of schemas 
on decision-making in cases involving allegations of sexual violence” (2020) 32 Current Issues in Criminal 
Justice 420.

102 See further James Chalmers, Fiona Leverick and Vanessa Munro “The Dorrian Review and Juries in Rape Cases: 
Myths about Myths?” (18 March 2021) University of Glasgow School of Law Blog <www.uofgschooloflaw.com>.

https://www.uofgschooloflaw.com/blog/2021/3/18/the-dorrian-review-and-juries-in-rape-cases-myths-about-myths
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(rape is more likely to be committed by a stranger, and a complainant will be very emotional 
when talking about the alleged rape), her research did indicate a need for juror education.103

Given the nature of sexual assault trials, which often involve events that have occurred in 
private and for which there are different accounts of the events in issue, it is unsurprising 
that jurors may resort to stereotypes in coming to conclusions.104 While this may not be 
deliberate, it still has the potential to impact greatly on the jury’s reasoning processes. 
In addition, research suggests that in rape trials there is likely to be pre-trial prejudice by 
jurors that can have a significant influence on verdicts.105 It is for these reasons that ongoing 
research is required, and research grounded in an analysis of what actually happens in court 
is the best way to assess whether, and to what extent, rape myths are still being reinforced 
during the trial process, including when that trial is heard by a judge sitting alone.

Related, but with more insidious impact on trial process and verdict choice than direct 
reliance on misconceptions about rape, are the underlying social scripts of heterosexual 
seduction and intimacy – including gender roles and assumptions.106 Beliefs that men 
are the pursuers of sexual interactions while women are the gatekeepers, who need a bit 
of persuasion to have sex, are also relied on in trials as the basis for arguments about 
the existence of consent and belief in consent. The coding of these aspects of what 
Nicola Gavey has titled the “cultural scaffolding of rape”107 allowed such reinforcement 
of or reference to more contemporary tropes that are part of the narrative of normal 
heterosexual intimacy, for example masculine sexual urgency, to be visible at various places 
in this trial process research.

Rape myth reinforcement or resistance during the trial process: when and why?

It is not only defence counsel who rely on rape mythology during the trial process. 
Prosecutors may also structure their case around rape myths, including beliefs that a rape 
victim will struggle or physically resist and will complain immediately.108 However, such 
reliance may be legitimate if it does not reinforce expectations that all “real” rape cases  

103 Cheryl Thomas “The 21st Century Jury: Contempt, Bias and the Impact of Jury Service” [2020] Criminal Law 
Review 987 at 1003.

104 Elaine Craig Putting Trials on Trial: Sexual Assault and the Failure of the Legal Profession (McGill-Queen’s 
University Press, Montreal, 2018) at 160–161.

105 Nina Burrowes Responding to the challenge of rape myths in court: A guide for prosecutors (nbresearch, London, 
2013) <nb-research.com> at 7 (and the research cited in support).

106 See for example Hayley Clark and Antonia Quadara Insights into sexual assault perpetration: Giving voice to 
victim/survivors’ knowledge (Research Report 18, Australian Institute of Family Studies, Melbourne, 2010) at 31.

107 Nicola Gavey Just sex? The cultural scaffolding of rape (2nd ed, Routledge, London and New York, 2019).

108 Julia Quilter “Re-framing the Rape Trial: Insights from Critical Theory about the Limitations of Legislative 
Reform” (2011) 35 Australian Feminist Law Journal 23 at 31 and at 49 and following.

http://nb-research.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Responding-to-the-challenge-of-rape-myths-in-court_Nina-Burrowes.pdf
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fit the same fact pattern, and only certain forms of complainant behaviour are consistent 
with a rape having actually occurred.109

Judges may also reinforce rape mythology through admissibility decisions (especially 
regarding sexual history evidence),110 lack of intervention during defence or prosecution 
questions,111 the language used in their directions to the jury,112 or as part of their reasons 
for verdict.113 This research therefore records, in different chapters of this book and in the 
previous publication, the explicit reliance on and/or reinforcement of rape mythology in all 
the parts of the trial process to which access was granted – including pre-trial and at-trial 
admissibility decisions, complainant questioning and closing submissions. Of course, as 
Joanne Conaghan points out, the “influence of the real rape stereotype” (for example) is not 
dependent on “explicit endorsement” – rather, the concern is that “stereotypes too often 
influence unconsciously, to instil implicit biases that inform evaluative judgements”.114

Admissibility decisions

In order for evidence to be admissible in any trial, it must be relevant (to an issue in dispute) 
and of sufficient probative value to outweigh the risk of unfair prejudicial effect on the 
proceedings.115 There are two specific admissibility rules in the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ) 
that apply only in sexual cases,116 including trials involving allegations of rape.117 One of 
these rules requires that the evidence must be of “such direct relevance … that it would be 
contrary to the interests of justice to exclude it” (section 44(3)); the other requires that the 
evidence must be of “sufficient direct relevance … that to exclude it would be contrary to the 
interests of justice” (section 88(2)). In other words, the admission of the evidence is subject 
to a heightened relevance test.

The specific admissibility rule in section 44 of the Evidence Act governs evidence of the 
sexual experience of the complainant with a person other than the defendant.118 This rule  
is to avoid impermissible links, as part of a reasoning process, being drawn between the 

109 Yvette Tinsley, Claire Baylis and Warren Young “‘I Think She’s Learnt Her Lesson’: Juror Use of Cultural 
Misconceptions in Sexual Violence Trials” (2021) 52 Victoria University of Wellington Law Review 463 at 469.

110 See Chapter Four.

111 See Chapter Five.

112 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at Chapter 
Nine.

113 See Chapter Seven.

114 Joanne Conaghan “The Essence of Rape” (2019) 39 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 151 at 165.

115 As provided by sections 7 and 8 of the Evidence Act 2006.

116 “Sexual case” is defined in section 4 of the Evidence Act 2006.

117 Sections 44 and 88 of the Evidence Act 2006, discussed in Chapter Four.

118 Section 44(1) of the Evidence Act 2006 will be amended to extend to evidence of the sexual experience of 
the complainant with the particular defendant if the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 is passed in the form 
recommended by the Select Committee in June 2020.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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complainant’s sexual experience and the likelihood that the complainant consented to having 
sex with the defendant, as well as the likelihood that the complainant is lying about being 
raped. As such, admissibility arguments are often reliant on an acceptance (or rejection) 
by the judge as to expected complainant behaviour – especially when it is claimed that the 
evidence has relevance to credibility.

In the cases in the judge-alone trial research, the judge’s admissibility decision (not always 
made by the trial judge) usually included reference to the purpose and use of such evidence, 
and the extent to which such use was legitimate, given the policy behind section 44 of the 
Evidence Act. In one case the decision to exclude the evidence referred to an unacceptable 
inference (counter to the policy of section 44) which reads as resistance to a contestable 
(and unsupported) rape myth that a woman would never have (consensual) sex shortly after 
being raped:119

As I understand it the submission in support of that evidence was that the finder 
of fact would be entitled to take into account that it would be highly unlikely that 
if the complainant had been raped or sexually violated 24 hours before she would 
have acted in such a way towards a person like [another man] who seems to have 
been in a relatively similar position to the complainant, as was the defendant in 
the trial.

With respect to that submission it seems to me that it drives at the very reason 
why s 44 is in existence in the first place. What the finder of fact would be asked 
to infer is that because she behaved in a particular way to another individual that 
somehow has a bearing on her sexual behaviour with the defendant in this case.

When put like that there is no basis upon which that evidence is relevant or could 
be admitted. It does not go to any issue in the trial.

The extent to which contestable propositions were relied on when making admissibility 
decisions is discussed in Chapter Four, where comparisons are also made with the 
observations about the admissibility of evidence in jury trials.

Evidence in chief and re-examination

The evidence in chief of some of the complainants was provided by the playing of a pre-
recorded evidential video interview (EVI). In these cases the prosecutor would usually ask 
the complainant some supplementary questions (examination-in-chief),120 all the while 
constrained by the witness questioning and admissibility rules in the Evidence Act 2006,  
ethical obligations and the applicable rules of procedure. In such cases, as access to the  

119 Admissibility decision in Levi.

120 See further Chapter Three at 103.
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EVI (or the transcript of the EVI) was not sought, only the supplementary questions were 
analysed.121 When a complainant gave evidence in chief viva voce (that is, orally in court, 
whether behind a screen or via CCTV or AVL), all this evidence was analysed, including noting 
any objections from defence counsel or intervention from the trial judge.

These two parts of the questioning process (evidence in chief and re-examination) were 
coded with reference to occasions where prosecution counsel was seeking to rely on a rape 
myth (such as the fact of an immediate complaint), as well as occasions where counsel was 
seeking to forestall any reliance on misconception or contestable assumption. An example of 
the latter scenario is when the prosecutor asked the complainant a question like “Why did you 
not go to the police until a week later?”, which gave the complainant an opportunity to offer 
an explanation. The possibility for such an explanation might also have been offered during 
re-examination (which may follow the cross-examination of the complainant).122 Here is an 
extract from the re-examination in Henry, where the complainant is given an opportunity to 
explain why she stayed with the defendant rather than seek help:

Q: I just want to ask you a few questions arising out of some of the questions 
that [defence counsel] asked you, okay, and I hope it won’t take very long. 
[Defence counsel] asked you a number of questions around what opportunity 
you had to leave your date with Mr Henry and one of those questions was 
about whether you wanted to go into the motel room with him, do you 
remember those questions?

A: Yeah.

Q: Why did you decide to go into the motel room with him?

A: Because I had nowhere else to go. I didn’t know where I was. If I – I couldn’t 
just stay in his car and I needed to be somewhere, I couldn’t just stay outside 
’cos I didn’t know where I was.

Q: [Defence counsel] asked you about Uber on your mobile phone and the Uber 
account that you had, was taking an Uber a possibility?

A: If the internet would connect and it would work I think, I didn’t know where 
I was, I can’t remember how much it cost or anything, if I could connect 
with the internet then I would’ve tried to do it. But I think I would’ve had to 
have my [credit] card automatically attached as well. I didn’t have [my new] 
card I can’t remember, on the app, on the app.

Analysis of the examination-in-chief and re-examination of complainants, therefore, 
demonstrates how often the prosecutor assisted the resistance of rape myths by allowing 
the complainant to give reasons as to why she did not behave in a particular (expected) way.

121 See Chapter Two at 50.

122 Seven complainants in the adult rape judge-alone trials were re-examined.
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Times when the prosecution sought to reinforce aspects of the complainant’s behaviour 
claimed to be consistent with the way “real victims” behave were also coded. This occurred 
particularly in meaning-making about the complainant’s distress and the time and way in 
which she complained:123

Q: Just about to reach the morning adjournment, but I just wanted to check 
with you, [Graeme], who you mentioned before, you called [Graeme] [after 
getting away from the defendant]?

A: Yeah.

Q: That’s [Graeme Randell] is that right?

A: Yeah.

Q: And why didn’t you call the police first?

A: I’m not sure, I didn’t know who to call or what to do or what the hell just 
happened, I was in shock and I was just like bawling my eyes out.

This research also provides examples of the prosecution seeking to rely on rape myths when 
of assistance to the Crown case, by using aspects of the evidence offered at the trial through 
questioning of the complainant to support a closing submission based on the construction of 
the alleged rape as having the hallmarks of a “real rape”. Such closings focus on, for example, 
the significance of a distressed early or immediate complaint, evidence of the complainant 
struggling or calling out during the alleged rape, consistency of accounts over time, and 
ceasing all contact with the defendant. The following example is an extract from the Crown 
closing submissions in George:

[The complaint witness] described [the complainant] as “highly traumatised”, 
that she was hardly able to get the words out, did not want to make eye contact 
and at the end she burst into tears …

The Crown submits that the Court should resist any suggestion that the 
complainant should have made contact with others in the house. It is clear that 
the complainant had no real relationship with other family members in the house 
and was afraid of their reaction should she make a complaint about the actions 
of [the defendant] there and then …

The suggestion that the complainant must immediately resist and run out crying 
rape – the historic requirement of “hue and cry” are replaced with modern ideas 
of complainants taking time to understand what has happened and come to 
terms with it.

123 Samuel examination-in-chief.
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While prosecution reliance on rape mythology was not an initial focus of research aimed at 
determining the reasons why the questioning in rape trials has been so resistant to reform, 
it is important for a wider and well-informed public debate to document and explore the 
legitimacy of all uses of rape mythology during the trial process. Prosecutorial reliance on 
rape mythology also risks reproducing and perpetuating the underlying heuristic schema, 
in the absence of any corrective or contextualising material (or even with it).124 In keeping 
with research that seeks to document the current trial process in order to consider the 
desirability of any further reform to the trial process, selective discussion of reliance on rape 
misconceptions or assumptions is not appropriate.

Cross-examination

Following the complainant’s evidence in chief, defence counsel cross-examines the 
complainant. Cross-examination is reported by complainants as the most difficult and 
distressing aspect of the trial process.125 However, cross-examination is also necessary to 
test the evidence and expose unreliability.126 Rules of evidence, procedure, ethical obligations 
and trial conventions also govern the scope of cross-examination.127 Questions that might 
rely on or indicate rape myths were identified in this part of the trial process. Such questions 
included counsel asking the complainant if the defendant had been violent or threatened 
the complainant, asking her why she did not disclose the alleged offending to a particular 
person or at a particular time, and asking what she thought would happen if she invited the 
defendant into her bedroom.

In analysing the annotated trial transcripts (the Notes of Evidence or NOE), the focus 
was on questions asked by defence counsel which might indicate that a particular myth or 
misconception was being inferred or relied on, such as “At no time did he threaten you in  

124 I am grateful for the observations of Yvette Russell and Nicola Gavey on this point. See also Julia Quilter  
“Re-framing the Rape Trial: Insights from Critical Theory about the Limitations of Legislative Reform” (2011) 35 
Australian Feminist Law Journal 23 at 31 (footnote omitted):

“The adversarial context in which rape trials are run means that both the prosecution and defence argue 
reverse sides of the same coin; what they both accept is the schema itself. This means that the ‘schema’ is 
left intact, in turn consolidating these visions of rape as ‘correct’ and to the exclusion of other narratives 
or visions.”

125 Rebecca May Parkes “The Journeys of Complainant Witnesses for Sexual Violence Crimes in the New Zealand 
Justice System” (PhD thesis, University of Auckland, 2017) <researchspace.auckland.ac.nz>; Tania Boyer, Sue 
Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: victims’ experiences (report 
by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) <www.justice.govt.nz> at 79; 
and Venezia Kingi and Jan Jordan Responding to sexual violence: Pathways to recovery (Ministry of Women’s 
Affairs, October 2009) <women.govt.nz> at 95–96.

126 Pamela Radcliffe and others Witness Testimony in Sexual Cases: Evidential, Investigative and Scientific 
Perspectives (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2016) at [8.33].

127 See further Chapter Five.

https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/2292/36307/whole.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/pathways-to-recovery-pdf_0.pdf
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any way, did he?”.128 This example was coded as “resistance – absence injury, force or threat”. 
However, it was also important to record the way in which misconceptions or assumptions 
were challenged or resisted in these trials. In the same way that prosecution questions 
that sought to undermine rape myth meaning-making were coded as resistance, passages 
in cross-examination where the complainant offered other information or an alternative 
explanation where a rape myth might otherwise be implied were similarly coded.

The following example is from the cross-examination of the complainant in Ryder, in which 
her behaviour (lack of making a hue and cry at the time) is questioned and she provides an 
explanation:

Q: Ms Mila, it will be put to you and I am going to put it to you now, but I would 
have put it to you at a later stage that at the moment that the defendant 
picked you up out of the chair and started to take you towards his room and 
at that stage, you should have demanded that he put you down?

A: What do you mean by responsible action I should have taken? I was really 
frightened. I was scared to be picked up by someone I had met for the first 
time at that night and then taken away. I was just simply scared.

Q: Ms Mila, why didn’t you tell the defendant to put you down immediately and 
to stop doing what he was doing?

A: I had an incident [a] long time ago that someone made an attempt to do this 
thing to me, so I just couldn’t do anything.

While this coding process provided insights into how often and when a particular myth or 
misconception is referenced, reinforced or resisted in the trial process, the writing up of 
this research into book form required a focus on particular myths in separate parts of the 
whole.129 This particular myth (women can and will struggle and call for help when being 
attacked/raped), for example, is primarily discussed in the context of the aspect of the case 
it has most relevance to – consent and belief in consent.130

Other misconceptions about the expected behaviour of “real victims” of rape seemingly have 
relevance to the assessment of the complainant’s credibility, given the absence of objection 
or comment to this use of the evidence. For example, if a “real victim” of rape would 
complain immediately, then the proposition is that a complainant who has delayed reporting 
is unlikely to be telling the truth about what happened. This type of invited inference was the 
basis of cross-examination in cases in both the adult rape jury trials and the judge-alone trials.

128 Henry cross-examination.

129 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 12.

130 See Chapter Six at 217. See also Anastasia Powell and others “Meanings of ‘Sex’ and ‘Consent’: The 
Persistence of Rape Myths in Victorian Rape Law” (2013) 22 Griffith Law Review 456.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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In George, defence counsel asked the 18-year-old complainant at five different points during 
the cross-examination whether she had disclosed the alleged offending immediately after it 
occurred or sought help:

Q: And what do you do while he’s out of bed up at the window?

A: Lying there.

Q: Didn’t get out of bed?

A: I do but I didn’t when he was at the window.

Q: Did you think it might be a good idea to go and try and get some help from 
[the other four also in the house]?

…

Q: What about [Sammie]?

A: What about [Sammie]?

Q: Would’ve she smashed you if you’d gone to ask for help?

A: How should I know, I didn’t know [Sammie] like that. I knew [Bella] like that.

Q: Didn’t think it was a good idea to go and ask [Bella] for some help?

A: I thought it was a good idea to scream for fuckin’ help but I didn’t do it.

…

Q: What about the next-door neighbour, what’s his name?

A: It’s [Colton], what about [Colton]?

Q: Why didn’t you go over there and ask for help?

A: Because I didn’t know [Colton] like that. [Colton] was not my friend. [Colton] 
was [Bella’s] friend.

Q: Couldn’t ask anyone for help?

A: No, I couldn’t.

…

Q: Do you recall [Axel] coming in, in the morning, and you are in bed with 
Mr George?

A: I can’t remember if it was [Axel] or [Jace].

Q: Yeah.

A: But yeah, I’m pretty sure that one of them came in.

Q: And when they came in the next morning, were you in bed with Mr George?

A: Not that I remember.
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Q: Did you say anything to [Axel] or [Jace] when they came in the next morning?

A: Not that I remember, never spoke to him.

…

Q: You had a Facebook messaging or text messaging with [Bella] about a week 
after this incident, talking about this incident, didn’t you?

A: Yeah.

Q: You never mentioned anything about this incident to [Bella] on [the day after 
the alleged rape] though, did you?

A: No.

Q: Did you just not want to tell [Bella] or anyone else that you had had 
consensual sexual relations with Mr George because you didn’t want to hurt 
[Bella]?

Each time the defence counsel asks whether she told or sought help from a particular 
person, this reinforces a perceived difference between the way this complainant has behaved 
and the way that a “real victim” would. Reliance on rape myths therefore occurs in cross-
examination either to suggest that the complainant, by her behaviour before, during and/
or after the alleged rape, had consented to sex with the defendant, or to challenge the 
credibility of the complainant and suggest that her version of events is untrue. Again, not 
all questions that reference misconceptions are illegitimate, but the risk is that unwarranted 
inferences will be drawn – in particular, that the fact-finder will accord undue weight to the 
evidence of complainant behaviour that does not accord with the “real rape” schema.

As well as analysing when and how rape myths were relied on during cross-examination, 
judicial intervention and objections from the prosecution were also coded, as it was 
important to record how often questions based on contestable rape myths (including 
seeking to elicit what would be irrelevant information) were challenged. The discussion of 
this analysis is in Chapter Five. That chapter also contains a comparison of the scope of 
cross-examination in the jury trial study and the judge-alone trials.

Closing arguments and submissions: prosecution and defence

While the process of questioning and elucidating the evidence is obviously important, the 
jury trial analysis discussed how counsel used the evidence that had emerged during the 
trial to build a narrative for the jury in their closing statements. The closing statements are 
where first the prosecution, then the defence, present their respective cases to the jury, 
comment on the evidence or issues, and point out what they consider to be inconsistencies 
or problems with the opposing case. Reliance on rape myths in closing arguments may 
well operate to reinforce and validate the jurors’ beliefs about “real rape” and true victim 
behaviour, and may be incorporated into the closing specifically for this purpose – to 
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encourage certain inferences. Part of the jury trial research, therefore, documented the 
extent to which rape myths are used in this way.131

In judge-alone trials there are no closing arguments in the same way as in a jury trial. The 
judge may wish to receive closing submissions (either written or orally, or both), with a focus  
on the application of the law to the facts in the case, in order to assist the judge to 
reach a verdict. This often results in an interaction between the judge and counsel, which 
does not occur with regard to closing arguments in jury trials (except in rare cases and in 
the absence of the jury). Some “in chambers” discussion may also happen with regard to 
the matters that counsel wish the judge to address in the summing-up. Closing submissions 
in judge-alone trials are much more like oral argument on admissibility issues or (in appeal 
cases) on points of law. Such a shift in emphasis and purpose indicates that less deployment 
of assumptions about rape would be expected in closing submissions, as opposed to closing 
arguments – however, as this example from George demonstrates, even this part of the trial 
process is not immune from meaning-making of complainant behaviour that does not match 
that of a “real victim”:

Also the evidence of [the complaint witness] that Ms Harley [the complainant] 
was texting her at 7.00 am on the morning of the 25th of January [the day after 
the alleged offending] and arranging to meet with her to discuss a matter. But not 
seeking immediate assistance. This is evidence the Court may consider with regard 
to the complainant’s actual consent. The evidence could also be used to assist the 
Court in assessing the reasonableness of Mr George’s honest belief.

Whether and how rape myths and misconceptions were relied on in closing submissions, and 
the extent to which they were resisted or problematised by the judge as part of that process 
or in the reasons for verdict, is discussed in Chapter Six.

Questioning of the complainant by the trial judge, summing-up and reasons 
for verdict

The final aspect of the jury trial analysis was using the same coding scheme to assess 
the extent to which the trial judge countered narratives that were heavily reliant on rape 
myths, or warned the jury about the use that could be made of such submissions. The judge 
has a duty to direct the jury about the law and the use that can be made of the evidence. The 
judge must also summarise the prosecution and defence cases for the jury. In a judge-alone 
trial, these aspects (applying the law to the facts) form part of the reasons for verdict (see 
Chapter Seven).

131 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at Chapter Nine.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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In the jury trial research it was recorded how often judges used existing statutory warnings, 
such as that contained in section 127 of the Evidence Act 2006, to disrupt reliance on 
rape myths,132 and whether any other counter-intuitive directions concerning memory 
or complainant behaviour were given.133 A related inquiry was the extent to which 
judges referred to the applicable aspects of section 128A of the Crimes Act 1961, which  
contains a form of legislative guidance on resisting rape mythology – for example, that “[a] 
person does not consent to sexual activity just because he or she does not protest or offer 
physical resistance to the activity” (section 128A(1)).134

In the judge-alone trials, analysis of the reasons for verdict (see Chapter Seven) included 
examining if and when judges rely on contestable assumptions when making their decision, 
to what extent judges “self-direct” with regard to matters such as the impact of delay, and 
the application of the law on consent.

As part of the coding process to identify and record judicial intervention, analysis of the 
content of any questions asked by the judge of the complainant was undertaken. While the 
relatively small numbers of questions in the jury trials meant that they were not also coded 
for rape myths, there is comment in the jury trial research as to what extent such questions 
operated to resist or reinforce rape myths or the “real rape” schema.135

In keeping with the more interventionist role of a judge when sitting as the finder of fact, 
coding was undertaken of the judge’s questions of the complainant in the judge-alone trials. 
Observations about the extent and nature of these questions form part of the discussion in 
Chapter Five.

In Chapter Three the analysis of the efficacy of the assistance that may be provided to 
complainants (pre-trial and at trial) is based on a wider focus on reducing the trauma 
associated with the trial process, of which reinforcement of rape mythology is a part but 
not the whole.136 A complainant’s experience in a rape trial can also be improved by those in 
the courtroom seeing her, and interacting with her with respect and compassion, as a person 
in an unfamiliar environment with difficult information to share.

132 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 219 and 405.

133 At 240 and 469.

134 See further Chapter Seven at 261.

135 For example, McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 381 
and following.

136 See also Louise Ellison and Vanessa E Munro “Taking trauma seriously: Critical reflections on the criminal 
justice process” (2017) 21 International Journal of Evidence and Proof 183.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Summary of potential advantages of a judge-alone trial in an adult rape case  
in terms of impact on complainant experience: observations from this research

Pre-trial process

The length of time between a decision to prosecute and the trial is considered to 
be a contributing factor to the difficulties faced by complainants during their engagement 
with the criminal justice system.137 They feel their life is on hold, timelines are uncertain 
and changing, and they cannot easily move through a healing process while they have to 
retain a strong enough memory of the events in order to give consistent and coherent 
evidence at the trial.138 One of the successes of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot was the 
effective fast-tracking of cases at the pre-trial stage, which impacted favourably not only 
on complainant experience but also on early disposition of charges.139 Given that efficiency 
and time to trial is one of the aspects of judge-alone trials that led to the change in approach 
to a defendant’s election rights,140 it was expected that this research would establish that 
time to trial is shorter as compared to adult rape cases heard with a jury.141

To the extent possible given the practicalities of physical file access,142 information was 
also collected regarding how many pre-trial admissibility rulings were made, as well as the 
number of times admissibility decisions were made during the trial itself.143 Given the lack 
of consistent file access across all cases, the comparison regarding numbers of pre-trial 
applications is not empirically accurate, but as a comparative exercise it was possible to 
establish how many times the complainant’s evidence was interrupted by the need for 
legal discussions.144 Having fewer interruptions reduces the overall time the complainant is 
required to be at court, but unplanned disruptions to complainant evidence are undesirable, 
especially when they can be avoided by appropriate pre-trial case management.

137 Rebecca May Parkes “The Journeys of Complainant Witnesses for Sexual Violence Crimes in the New 
Zealand Justice System” (PhD thesis, University of Auckland, 2017) <researchspace.auckland.ac.nz> at 60 and 
following; Victorian Law Reform Commission Improving the Justice System Response to Sexual Offending: Report 
(September 2021) at [19.25].

138 Michele Burman and Oona Brooks-Hay Delays in Trials: the implications for victim-survivors of rape and serious 
sexual assault (The Scottish Centre for Crime and Justice Research, 2020); and Louise Ellison The Adversarial 
Process and the Vulnerable Witness (Oxford University Press, New York, 2001) at 24–26.

139 Sue Allison and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and 
Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz>.

140 Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Unit (Ministry of Justice) and New Zealand Law Commission 
Departmental Report for the Justice and Electoral Committee: Criminal Procedure (Reform and Modernisation) Bill 
(16 May 2011) <www.parliament.nz> at 37–38 and 40.

141 See Chapter Three at 107.

142 Some only by e-copy due to distance to the court and/or the preferred practice of the trial judge regarding 
file access.

143 See Chapter Four at 128.

144 See Chapter Five at 200.

https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/2292/36307/whole.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/publication/improving-the-justice-system-response-to-sexual-offences/
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/49SCJE_ADV_00DBHOH_BILL10451_1_A186653/2ce1fb6cb47f441b32ddf519850beb28545b673f
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Trial process

The practice in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot of the judge meeting the complainant prior 
to their evidence is now being followed in other courts. While it is not always possible to know 
whether the judge did meet the complainant (unless a file note was made, or a reference 
to this process was included in the audio that was accessed), where such a practice was 
apparent in the judge-alone trials, this was recorded.145

A potential advantage for complainants in judge-alone trials is that the overall length of time 
that they give evidence (including cross-examination and re-examination) is reduced, as 
compared to jury trials. The comparative time frames are reported in Chapter Two.

In the earlier comparator jury trial research, judges infrequently intervened in the questioning 
of the complainant, even when the complainant was displaying heightened emotionality 
as a consequence of repeated or other improper questions, or what researchers heard as 
mocking or belittling questioning practices.146 Judges can be cautious about intervening 
during cross-examination too often in front of a jury, lest this is taken as appearing biased 
or indicating displeasure with the defendant. In cases where there is no jury, it might be 
expected that judges would intervene more often when the questioning is improper or unfair 
(in reliance on section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006), which would improve complainant 
experience.147 It follows that the expectation (and consequent advantage for complainants) 
is that the questioning process in judge-alone trials is likely to be different (less distressing; 
fewer challenges to credibility; less “theatre”). The extent to which this is the case in practice 
is discussed in Chapter Five.

As the judge is the fact-finder, there is likely to be more judicial questioning of the 
complainant (and other witnesses) than in jury trials. This may well include questions that 
are relevant to decisions about the complainant’s credibility, reliability and accuracy. This 
research allowed consideration of how often judges asked questions of the complainant and 
the nature (including manner and tone) of that questioning. Judicial challenges to credibility 
may well be difficult for the complainant, even when necessary. How such challenges occur 
in these trials is also discussed in Chapter Five.

One of the reasons defendants might prefer trial by a judge sitting alone is the widely held 
belief that judges are better able to properly assess the weight of prejudicial (but admissible) 
evidence about the defendant (such as previous convictions or the behaviour that makes up 
the particular allegations). In judge-alone trials, judges may well hear inadmissible evidence  
(either before or during the trial) that they are expected to ignore when coming to their 

145 See Chapter Three at 72.

146 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 370.

147 See Chapter Five at 186. See also John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the 
Adversary System (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1995) at 10, 111 and 200 (counsel tended to agree on more of the 
evidence, with the effect of shortening trials).

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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decision. The consequence of this dynamic could be that more irrelevant evidence of other 
sorts is offered during a judge-alone trial than in a jury trial. While such evidence will form 
no part of the decision-making process, to the extent that a complainant is asked to offer 
irrelevant evidence (sexual practices; driving convictions; number of children), this may 
unnecessarily cause distress or discomfort. Whether this actually occurs in adult judge-alone 
rape trials, and to what extent, is discussed in Chapter Four.

Decision-making process

An advantage for complainants may well be that the written reasons for the verdict reached 
are made available to them.148 To the extent that reasons for the verdict are publicly 
available,149 this also allows wider scrutiny of any reliance on misconceptions by the judge. 
While the majority of the verdicts in this research are not publicly available, access does allow 
critical analysis of judicial decision-making in this group of adult rape cases.150 Whether judges 
adopt a trauma-informed approach to verdict writing (as with sentencing in sexual and family 
violence cases) is also explored.151

The ability for a judge to give a reserved decision, including delaying the written reasons 
for verdict, may well however have an impact on complainant experience, if that delay 
is significantly longer than would be expected for jury deliberations. The possibility 
of a reserved decision means there may be a longer wait for a verdict than with a jury trial. 
Pressures on judicial time may also mean that preparing a written verdict necessarily results 
in a delay between decision and reasons. The time between the end of the trial and the 
verdict is discussed in Chapter Two and Chapter Seven.

Despite research indicating that jurors do subscribe to misconceptions about complainant 
behaviour, and that such beliefs impact on the deliberation process, research with New 
Zealand jurors published in 1999 concluded that the collective decision-making process had  
the effect of counteracting or at least mitigating such beliefs.152 The risk therefore of a judge 
sitting alone holding such views (and not necessarily articulating or exposing such beliefs in  

148 The Law Commission noted that the availability of a written judgment is an “obvious advantage for the 
defendant”: New Zealand Law Commission Juries in Criminal Trials (NZLC R69, 2001) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> 
at [112].

149 Note that most District Court decisions are not accessible on publicly available or legal publishers’ websites. Any 
decisions in sexual cases would also have to comply with the relevant suppression orders prior to publication.

150 See Chapter Seven.

151 At 297.

152 New Zealand Law Commission Juries in Criminal Trials: Part Two (NZLC PP37, 1999) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at 
[126] in vol 1 and [7.10] in vol 2. This of course relies on a range of views – a collective deliberation process 
cannot neutralise misconceptions that are held by all participants. See also John Jackson and Sean Doran 
Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1995) at 214; and Leandro 
De Brasi “Judicial decisions, intellectual virtues and the division of labour” (2020) 24 International Journal of 
Evidence & Proof 142 at 151.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20R69.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20PP37.pdf
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the reasons for verdict) is seen as one of the arguments against the use of judge-alone trials 
in rape cases.153 However, the ability of the judge to ask questions of, or have discussions 
with, counsel during the trial and while hearing any closing submissions is viewed by some as 
an effective substitute for the collective decision-making of a jury.154 The lawyers can also 
ensure that the judge is aware of the differing inferences to be drawn from the facts when 
reaching a verdict, and the particular significance of certain facts. Interaction between the 
judge and counsel is discussed in Chapter Six.

While not stated as the primary reason for changing the fact-finder in rape cases, some 
advocacy does focus on the possibility of higher conviction rates – or at least there is 
concern about the comparatively low rate of conviction for sexual offending under the 
current system.155 The combined views that cases where credibility findings are the key 
are “quintessentially” better suited for jury trials,156 and that credibility decisions about 
complainants are impacted by reliance on misconceptions, may indicate that defendants 
believe they would fare better (higher likelihood of acquittal) if they elect trial by jury. If this 
is so, then there may be a higher conviction rate in judge-alone rape trials. These issues are 
discussed in Chapter Two and Chapter Seven.

Outside the scope of this research

The first part of this chapter, and Chapter Two, sets out the scope of this research. Much 
attention has historically been given to the consideration of the role of the jury, in terms of 
how it is constituted,157 the jury deliberation process, jury efficiency, juror experience and 
the significance of the jury in a democracy.158 This research sits within the context of those 
discussions, but it does not focus on or give primacy to any of those matters. This book 
also does not focus on reasons to replace the jury, or on reasons to retain the jury. Rather, 
it is a book that reports an examination of judge-alone trials in adult rape cases, in order 
to inform a public debate about whether to retain the jury. The concluding chapter does, 
however, discuss whether judge-alone trials, in their current form, offer a better procedural 
experience to adult rape complainants.159

153 See above at 14.

154 John Jackson and Sean Doran “Judge and Jury: Towards a New Division of Labour in Criminal Trials” (1997) 60 
Modern Law Review 759 at 773.

155 See for example Kathleen Daly Conventional and innovative justice responses to sexual violence (ACSSA Issues No 
12, 2011) <aifs.gov.au> at 3–8, noting the “remarkable convergence of average convictions rates in common law 
countries” of between 10% and 14% of alleged offending reported to police (at 4, footnote omitted).

156 N-T v Police [2019] NZHC 1003 at [31].

157 See for example Carol Weisbrod “Images of the Woman Juror” (1986) 9 Harvard Women’s Law Journal 59.

158 See for example Mike Redmayne “Theorising Jury Reform” in Antony Duff and others (eds) The Trial on Trial 
Volume Two: Judgment and Calling to Account (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 99.

159 See Chapter Eight.

https://aifs.gov.au/sites/default/files/publication-documents/i12.pdf
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Language choices and writing conventions in this book

It will already be apparent that the research discussed in this book relates to the analysis 
of adult rape trials, in which the complainant is female and the defendant is male. While 
the offence of sexual violation by rape (section 128 of the Crimes Act 1961) need not 
be restricted to involve cisgendered individuals, there are no indications that any of the 
complainants in the total of 70 rape cases accessed for the three separate studies identified 
as trans or non-binary (or ENBY). This is unsurprising given the low rates of reporting by 
these members of the Rainbow communities, despite high rates of offending against them,160 
and the likelihood that any reported offending would likely be charged as unlawful sexual 
connection rather than rape, due to the definition of the offence of rape requiring that 
“person B” (the complainant) has female genitalia (section 128(2) of the Crimes Act).

The reason for the focus on the specific charge of sexual violation by rape was the desire to 
explore the impact of rape mythology on the trial process. The focus on the experience of 
adult women as rape complainants, rather than children or men, is not to ignore or to render 
invisible the experiences of those complainants, but rather to build on existing expertise while 
continuing to value and support the work of others. Further, it continues to be the case that 
ideas and lived experience of gender are deeply bound up in how sexual violence occurs and 
is understood in Aotearoa New Zealand. It remains true that victims/survivors are significantly 
more likely to be women, and that alleged offenders are overwhelmingly more likely to be 
men. As part of a wider group of Pākehā feminist researchers, my wish is to continue to 
contribute to the public discussions about the impact of sexual violence on women’s lives – 
including the impact of the response of the criminal justice system.

In referring to the person who gives evidence of her experience of being raped, the word 
“complainant” is used, as by this stage of the trial process that is the name given to a person 
in that (significant) role. This is not to suggest that the rape has not occurred or that she is 
not a victim or a survivor – but rather that she is the primary witness for the prosecution 
and there are particular rights, protections and procedural rules which attach to that 
status. The alleged rapist is referred to as the defendant, as that is the language used to 
describe a suspect once the trial has begun (and even at the pre-trial stages for the purposes 
of some legislation and rules of practice). Counsel (lawyers in the trial) are referred to as 
defence counsel, or counsel for the defendant, and (for the prosecution) as either Crown 
counsel or the prosecutor.

160 See New Zealand Family Violence Clearinghouse “New research and reports about violence affecting 
LGBTTQIA+ people” (26 January 2021) <nzfvc.org.nz>; and Jaimie Veale and others Counting Ourselves: The 
health and wellbeing of trans and non-binary people in Aotearoa New Zealand (Transgender Health Research Lab, 
University of Waikato, Hamilton, 2019) <countingourselves.nz>.

https://nzfvc.org.nz/news/new-research-and-reports-about-violence-affecting-lgbttqia-people
https://countingourselves.nz/index.php/community-report/
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CHAPTER T WO

METHODOLOGY

[I]f the rape trial provides a window onto culture “in action”, then it not only 
provides a forum for viewing discriminatory narratives about rape but also for 
viewing the potential for these narratives to change.1

This judge-alone adult rape trial research compares the experience of complainants in 
cases with a judge as fact-finder to that of complainants in jury trials. Those comparisons 
are made in the chapters that follow. This chapter explains how the cases from the two 
comparator groups of cases were identified, selected and analysed; discusses the ethical 
and representational issues; and provides an overview of the factual and trial characteristics 
of the two sets of cases. Case summaries for the jury trials can be found in Appendix One 
of Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process and for the judge-alone cases in Appendix One 
of this book. 

Identifying and accessing cases for the adult rape jury trial study

The primary purpose of the jury trial research was to assess the degree to which rape myths 
and misconceptions are reinforced in contemporary trials, and the degree to which that 
reinforcement might be contributing to complainant distress and dissatisfaction with the 
criminal justice system.2 Low reporting rates and high attrition rates during the criminal  
investigation of sexual assaults are well documented,3 as is complainant fear of being 

1 Susan Ehrlich “Perpetuating – and Resisting – Rape Myths in Trial Discourse” in Elizabeth A Sheehy (ed) 
Sexual Assault in Canada: Law, Legal Practice and Women’s Activism (University of Ottawa Press, Ottawa, 2012) 
389 at 408.

2 Elisabeth McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing adult rape trials with those in 
the Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University Press, Christchurch, 2020) <http://dx.doi.
org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> [McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process] at Chapter One.

3 Ministry of Justice New Zealand Crime and Safety Survey 2014 (2015) <www.justice.govt.nz> at 106; Sue Triggs 
and others Responding to sexual violence: Attrition in the New Zealand criminal justice system (Ministry of 
Women’s Affairs, September 2009) <women.govt.nz> at viii; Jan Jordan and Elaine Mossman “Women, Rape 
and the Police Investigation Process” (research presentation to Victoria University of Wellington, 16 April 
2019); Jan Jordan The Word of a Woman? Police, rape and belief (Palgrave Macmillan, London, 2004); and 
Ministry of Justice Attrition and progression: Reported sexual violence victimisations in the criminal justice system 
(1 November 2019) <www.justice.govt.nz>.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/NZCASS-201602-Main-Findings-Report-Updated.pdf
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/responding%20to%20sexual%20violence%20attrition-pdf.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/sf79dq-Sexual-violence-victimisations-attrition-and-progression-report-v1.0.pdf
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blamed and disbelieved, and of the cross-examination process, as reasons for withdrawal.4 
Behind those fears, it is argued, lies an awareness that rape myths and misconceptions 
are widely accepted, and that this acceptance may influence attitudes and decisions 
made by investigators, prosecutors, juries and judges, as well as the nature and content of 
questioning.5

Rather than ask complainants (again) about their experiences with the criminal justice system, 
especially as witnesses, the jury trial research analysed aspects of evidence and procedure 
in adult rape cases. The initial criteria for case selection for the comparator jury trial studies 
was recent rape trials that involved an adult female complainant and male defendant, 
who were known to each but not domestic partners, and in which consent or belief in 
consent was the issue in dispute. To identify them, legal databases publishing Aotearoa New 
Zealand judgments were searched. Cases with at least one sexual violation by rape charge6 
involving an adult female complainant and an adult male defendant in trials commencing 
after 1 January 2010 were selected.

The focus on female complainants who were adults at the time of the alleged offending 
and a sexual violation by rape charge against an adult male was intentional, given the 
gendered and heteronormative nature of rape myths and characterisations of “real” victims.7 

Cases with multiple complainants and defendants were excluded because of concerns about 
potential case and analytic complexities. Trials that had commenced after 1 January 2010 
were chosen due to the commencement of the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ) and the national 

4 Denise Lievore Non-reporting and Hidden Recording of Sexual Assault: An international literature review (The 
Commonwealth Office of the Status of Women, Commonwealth of Australia, 2003) at 28–34; Liz Kelly 
Routes to (In)justice: A research review on the reporting, investigation and prosecution of rape cases (Child and 
Woman Abuse Studies Unit, University of North London, 2001) at 9; Pia van de Zandt “Heroines of Fortitude” 
in Patricia Easteal (ed) Balancing the Scales: Rape, law reform and Australian culture (The Federation Press, 
Sydney, 1998) at 107; Venezia Kingi and Jan Jordan Responding to sexual violence: Pathways to recovery 
(Ministry of Women’s Affairs, October 2009) <women.govt.nz> at 5; Elaine Mossman and others Responding 
to sexual violence: Environmental scan of New Zealand agencies (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, September 2009) 
<women.govt.nz> at 94; Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of 
sexual violence: victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, 
August 2018) <www.justice.govt.nz> at 79; and Liz Kelly, Jo Lovett and Linda Regan A Gap or a Chasm? Attrition 
in reported rape cases (Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, London, 2005) at 64.

5 See for example Louise Ellison The Adversarial Process and the Vulnerable Witness (Oxford University Press, 
New York, 2001) at 112; Jennifer Brown, Carys Hamilton and Darrah O’Neill “Characteristics Associated with 
Rape Attrition and the Role Played by Scepticism or Legal Rationality by Investigators and Prosecutors” (2007) 
13 Psychology, Crime & Law 355; Sara Payne Rape: The victim experience review (Home Office, London, 2009); 
Katrin Hohl and Elisabeth Stanko “Complaints of Rape and the Criminal Justice System: Fresh evidence on the 
attrition problem in England and Wales” (2015) 12 European Journal of Criminology 324; Venezia Kingi and Jan 
Jordan Responding to sexual violence: Pathways to recovery (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, Wellington, October 
2009) <women.govt.nz>; Jan Jordan The Word of a Woman? Police, rape and belief (Palgrave Macmillan, London, 
2004); and Jennifer Temkin and Barbara Krahé Sexual Assault and the Justice Gap: A question of attitude (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2008).

6 See section 128 of the Crimes Act 1961 (NZ) at 326.

7 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 14.

https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/pathways-to-recovery-pdf_0.pdf
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/environmental-scan.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/pathways-to-recovery-pdf_0.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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implementation of “For The Record” software which makes audio recordings of trial 
proceedings for transcription. Funding for this jury trial research allowed for identification 
and analysis of 25 to 30 cases.8

The initial database search identified cases that had resulted in a conviction because a large 
proportion of publicly available decisions are appeals against conviction and/or sentence. 
However, Aotearoa New Zealand research has established that it is usual for fewer than 
half of prosecuted sexual violation charges to result in conviction.9 To locate more cases 
that had resulted in acquittal and achieve a more reflective selection of cases, an Official 
Information Act request was made to the New Zealand Police, who provided a list of trials 
that included charges classified as “Male Rapes Female Over 16” between 1 January 2010 
and 30 September 2015. This list was used to specifically identify trials resulting in acquittal 
on the sexual violation by rape charge.

To achieve a balanced national spread – including regional and urban centres and an 
approximate representation across court levels – to the extent possible given practical and 
funding limitations, 10 registries across seven locations were selected, being three High 
Court and seven District Court registries,10 with seven in the North Island and three in 
the South Island. The list of trials from the police did not include any factual or contextual 
information, so in each of the selected localities the Crown Solicitor was asked to review the 
list of trials to identify cases that appeared to fit the study criteria.

From these sources, a list of 64 trials was compiled. The Judicial Research Committee, the 
Heads of Bench and the Human Participants Ethics Committee of Victoria University of 
Wellington were all consulted on ethical considerations and aspects of permission to access 
the case materials (see further below). Requests to access the case records were made 
pursuant to rule 6.9 of the Criminal Procedure Rules 2012 (NZ) (which was then in force).  

8 Supported by the Marsden Fund Council from Government funding, managed by Royal Society Te Apārangi 
(2015–2018) and the University of Canterbury | Te Whare Wānanga o Waitaha (2017–2020).

9 Sue Triggs and others Responding to sexual violence: Attrition in the New Zealand criminal justice system 
(Ministry of Women’s Affairs, September 2009) <women.govt.nz> at viii. In that study the sample was 1,955 
police files coded as adult sexual violation between 1 July 2005 and 31 December 2007. Of the 600 cases that 
went to trial, 42% of prosecutions with at least one sexual violation charge resulted in conviction, 27% resulted 
in an acquittal, 14% were discharged by the judge and 17% were withdrawn by the prosecution. In the most 
recent study (Ministry of Justice Attrition and progression: Reported sexual violence victimisations in the criminal 
justice system (1 November 2019) <www.justice.govt.nz>), 35% of cases going to trial resulted in a conviction 
(27% for a sexual violation charge).

10 The hierarchy of general courts in New Zealand is the Supreme Court of New Zealand, the New Zealand Court 
of Appeal, the High Court and the District Court. The level of trial court for sexual violation charges is usually 
the District Court; however, trials for sexual violation may be heard in the High Court when the offences 
involve features such as multiple complainants or defendants, complainants who are especially vulnerable or 
young, significant additional violence, or the likelihood of a sentence of preventative detention.

https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/responding%20to%20sexual%20violence%20attrition-pdf.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/sf79dq-Sexual-violence-victimisations-attrition-and-progression-report-v1.0.pdf
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Access to most of the requested cases was granted. Members of the initial research team 
went to the relevant registry to review the case files and collect case information and any 
materials not electronically available.

It became apparent from a review of the factual circumstances of the 64 cases that there 
were several types of cases within the larger group. A pre-existing relationship between the 
defendant or complainant identified some cases as intimate partner sexual violence rather 
than acquaintance rape cases. These cases were excluded from the adult rape jury trial study, 
and separate analysis of those 18 cases is currently nearing completion.11 Thirty trials were 
eventually selected for inclusion in the adult rape jury trial study.12

Identifying and accessing cases for the adult rape judge-alone trial study

The support of the New Zealand Law Foundation made this piece of comparative research 
possible. Cases were initially identified through legal database searching and then with the 
assistance of Charlotte Brook, (then) Crown Counsel and Manager of the Criminal Team at 
Crown Law | Te Tari Ture o te Karauna. From the Crown Law database, Charlotte was able 
to provide a list of all the judge-alone trials in sexual cases held since 1 July 2013 (when 
the records began). At that time (3 July 2019), 61 cases were in that list. The nature of the 
charges were not broken down in the database, nor was the age of complainant or the issue 
at trial. However, with the criminal proceeding (CRI) numbers provided, it was then possible 
to approach the relevant Crown Solicitors for the 16 different courts to ask them to look at 
their files.

Following this process, the comparator cases were examined to determine whether they 
met the research criteria – namely, they had to involve at least one charge of sexual violation 
by rape, the complainant and the defendant needed to be adults at the time of the alleged 
offending, and the issue at trial was consent (not identification or denial of the events). 
Only five cases met the research criteria, while the aim was a comparator group of 20. 
Eleven other cases were eventually found through appeal judgments and contacts within 
the profession and the judiciary. By the time a decision was made to finalise the access 
process (November 2020), I was confident that all comparator adult rape cases heard 
by a judge sitting alone since the enactment of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (NZ) had 
been identified. Applications to access the case files were made under the District Court  

11 Funding was provided by the Borrin Foundation and the research will be published in 2023. See the Michael 
and Suzanne Borrin Foundation “Prosecuting intimate partner sexual violence: reforming trial processes” 
<www.borrinfoundation.nz>.

12 The fact summaries can be found in McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process  
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at Appendix One.

https://www.borrinfoundation.nz/prosecuting-intimate-partner-sexual-violence-reforming-trial-processes/
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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(Access to Court Documents) Rules 2017 (NZ). Judicial permission to access the relevant 
aspects of the court files was granted, with the support of Chief District Court Judge Heemi 
Taumaunu and (then) Chief High Court Judge Geoffrey Venning, and with the consent of the 
individual trial judges.

However, of the 16 cases initially identified, one involved a kin relationship and the rape 
charge was denied. This case was then excluded from the analysis, leaving 15 in total. Two 
further cases involved a complainant who originally made allegations of intimate partner 
sexual violence but subsequently resiled from those claims and was declared a hostile witness 
at the trial. As the consequence of such a ruling is a significant change to the mode of 
questioning undertaken by both counsel, the decision was made to analyse these two cases 
as a separate process, along with a jury trial comparator from the intimate partner sexual 
violence cases.13

Of the 13 cases left, five involved allegations of rape within an intimate relationship, and 
eight involved allegations of rape outside of a relationship by a person known, or in two cases 
previously unknown, by the complainant. While in all 13 cases the defence with regard to at 
least one charge of sexual violation by rape was consent, the facts of the intimate partner 
sexual violence (IPSV) cases, and the number of other charges involved, meant that the 
trial dynamics (including length and time of questioning) were very different from the eight 
non-intimate relationship adult rape cases (referred to in this book as “adult rape cases”). 
The five IPSV “judge-alone” cases will therefore be discussed in a future work as part of the 
consideration of the larger group of cases that deal with the prosecution of intimate partner 
sexual violence – including jury trials and when the complainant is a hostile witness. This 
leaves a group of eight adult rape cases as the primary comparator trials discussed in this 
book. The relatively small size of this group of cases means that the research is exploratory 
in nature, but will be supplemented by the analysis of the other seven judge-alone trials that 
involve allegations of intimate partner sexual violence in the forthcoming book.14

Ethical considerations

In Aotearoa New Zealand the court is closed to the public when complainants give evidence 
in sexual cases.15 The rule responds to the historical experience of complainants having 
to describe their experience of being sexually violated in detail in a public venue, which 
complainants described as being like a second rape. Closure of the court was intended to go  
 

13 This analysis will also form part of the forthcoming Michael and Suzanne Borrin Foundation publication (2023).

14 See above at n 11.

15 Section 199 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (NZ) at 336 provides that the court must be cleared when 
the complainant gives evidence in cases of a sexual nature.
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some way toward respecting the privacy and dignity of complainants.16 Yet it also reduces 
public scrutiny of the rape trial process and the ability of researchers to undertake in-depth 
analyses (through court observation, for example) of what happens in court and how that 
causes complainants so much distress.17

To build a robust analysis of current rape trial process, the research needed to be based 
on a substantial number of trials that took place within a relatively limited time frame. An 
open call to victims/survivors to consent to the use of their transcripts of evidence was 
not viable. Identifying cases and then approaching the complainants for consent to use the 
transcript and audio recording of their evidence was considered. In the end, this approach 
was rejected for ethical reasons. Initiating contact with victims/survivors who had already 
endured the length of time from reporting the offence to completion of trial, and were now 
unlikely to be interacting with the criminal justice system, was considered potentially harmful. 
Discussions with victim advocates confirmed that little can effectively be done to reduce 
the possibility of distress or difficulty from unsolicited contact with women for whom the 
trial process is complete. However, researcher experience and advice obtained indicated 
that many victims/survivors who have endured the trial process do support research aimed 
at reforming those processes, even if they do not want their lives disrupted by personally 
participating.

It was decided that the preferable approach was to safeguard the use of the material to 
limit the potential for harm to any complainant. These potential harms were considered 
from a range of perspectives including: victim advocates, who contributed a survivor-centric 
approach; the Chief High Court Judge and Chief District Court Judge, who were consulted 
on appropriate constraints under the Criminal Procedure Rules 2012 or the District Court 
(Access to Court Documents) Rules 2017 (as applicable); and the Human Ethics Committees 
of Victoria University of Wellington and the University of Canterbury, who granted ethics 
approval following an assessment process. Both universities contributed dedicated IT support 
and advice regarding the safe storage of highly sensitive material.

The safeguards included anonymising the case materials at the earliest opportunity. This 
included all references to any information that would identity the complainant, information 
specific to the incident such as location, and identifying information about witnesses and 
the defendant. Counsel and judges were also referred to by role only to protect complainant 
confidentiality, and also because individual professional practice is not the focus of the 
study. Tasks were distributed among the research team members to minimise researcher 
exposure to original information. Original case materials were carefully protected, including  

16 Warren Young Rape Study Volume 1: A discussion of law and practice (Department of Justice, Wellington, 1983) 
at 126–128. See also Gerald Orchard “Sexual Violation: The Rape Law Reform Legislation” (1986) 12 New 
Zealand Universities Law Review 97 at 107.

17 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 24.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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by ensuring they were not emailed or stored on internationally backed-up servers, and by 
use of encrypted storage devices. Such material has been kept separate from the fully 
anonymised documents that have been the working material for both studies.

An unanticipated impact of anonymisation has been the creation of somewhat generic 
versions of events in the published material, when reporting on the specific social and 
cultural context of those events would have felt more respectful of the complainants’ 
experiences. Further, in presenting a legal analysis based on these cases, it has been 
challenging to balance the level of detail and specificity needed to demonstrate a problem 
in its applied context with maintenance of complainant confidentiality and privacy. This has 
particularly been the case regarding the relatively small numbers of judge-alone rape trials. 
The aim has always been to appropriately balance complainant confidentiality and dignity with 
the pressing need to improve the process that harms so many complainants.

Of real concern was the identification of any Māori women as complainants in all three 
studies. Māori women are consistently over-represented as victims of sexual violence 
in Aotearoa New Zealand,18 and there is no reason to expect that this is different 
in these studies. However, given that information about complainant ethnicity was not 
recorded in many of the case files, claims about complainant ethnicity and the impact 
of cultural background on their treatment in the courtroom cannot be made based on 
these comparative studies. At the same time, as Pākehā researchers who have worked 
alongside Māori to end sexual violence, we recognised the particularities of Māori women’s 
experiences in the contexts of the cases, combined with their additional burden of being 
complainant witnesses in a colonial criminal justice system. Māori advocates and researchers 
were consulted at various points in the research. It was agreed that speculation about Māori 
women’s experience of sexual offending trials (beyond what is embedded in the published 
analysis) would not be helpful. What is necessary is kaupapa Māori research19 that makes use 
of trial analysis to unpack the specificities of how Māori women are positioned and treated 
as complainants in adult rape trials.20

18 Ministry of Justice New Zealand Crime and Victims Survey: Key findings – Cycle 1 (March–September 2018) 
Descriptive statistics (2018) <www.justice.govt.nz> at [4.15]; Sue Triggs and others Responding to sexual 
violence: Attrition in the New Zealand criminal justice system (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, September 
2009) <women.govt.nz> at 17 and 23; Ministry of Justice Attrition and progression: Reported sexual violence 
victimisations in the criminal justice system (1 November 2019) <www.justice.govt.nz>; Ministry of Justice New 
Zealand Crime and Victims Survey: Key findings – Descriptive statistics (June 2021) <www.justice.govt.nz> at [5.1]; 
and Melanie Randall “The Shackled Sexual Assault Victim: Trauma, Resistance, and Criminal Justice Violations 
of an Indigenous Woman” (2021) 39 Minnesota Journal of Law & Inequality 317 at 330–332.

19 An approach to research that embodies Māori principles and world views.

20 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 11.

https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/NZCVS-A4-KeyFindings-2018-fin-v1.1.pdf
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/responding%20to%20sexual%20violence%20attrition-pdf.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/sf79dq-Sexual-violence-victimisations-attrition-and-progression-report-v1.0.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Cycle-3-Core-Report-20210611-v1.5-for-release.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The case materials and how they were used

In all three studies, permission to access trial records was granted in relation to the audio 
recordings and Notes of Evidence (NOE) of the complainants’ testimony, pre-trial or at-trial 
judicial decisions related to the complainants’ evidence, closing statements by counsel, and 
the judge’s directions to the jury or the judge’s reasons for verdict. In addition, access to 
the physical court file enabled access to information not captured in these records – for 
example, regarding the jury trials, the verdict and sentencing (if any) of the defendant.

Access to the audio recordings of the complainants’ evidence is a unique aspect of this 
research.21 Research analysing transcripts of questioning has demonstrated some of the 
oppressive qualities of cross-examination in rape trials.22 An aim of the adult rape jury trial 
process research was to develop a deeper understanding of the relationship between the 
content and style of questioning and complainant distress. Opponents of reform to rape trial 
conduct have suggested that the distress that complainants report is inevitable given the 
subject matter. But, as previously argued, this response hides issues of degree and causation. 
To what extent do questions that rely on rape myths impact on complainants’ experience 
of giving evidence? Is it possible to limit practices that lead to unnecessary distress for 
complainant witnesses? Importantly, what difference does a trial conducted in the absence 
of a jury make to the use of rape myths and questioning practices?

To investigate how a complainant responds to questioning as it occurs, the audio recordings 
were used to augment the transcripts of evidence with the verbal and non-verbal 
expressions that were not already recorded. All audible expressions by the complainants 
were annotated by researchers onto the transcripts. This included: vocal paralinguistic 
features such as a pronounced change in volume, pitch or speed of speech; sounds made 

21 Notably, research undertaken during the Gender Bias and the Law Project by the New South Wales 
Department for Women in 1996, entitled Heroines of Fortitude: The experiences of women in court as victims 
of sexual assault (November 1996) <www.women.nsw.gov.au>, included the study of “all sound recorded sexual 
assault hearings in the District Court of NSW over a one year period [1 May 1994 – 30 April 1995] where the 
accused was charged with sexual assault and where the victim was an adult female” (at 1, footnotes omitted). 
The use of sound recordings and the focus on adult complainants of sexual assault are factors in common with 
the research for this book. However, the Heroines of Fortitude research was significantly wider in scope in that 
it covered all forms of sexual violence (not just rape, as defined in section 128 of the Crimes Act 1961), as well 
as including cases of stranger and intimate partner sexual violence. Further, the project that is the subject 
of this book is aimed at one aspect of the trial process (questioning of the complainant), while the Heroines 
of Fortitude work also analysed sentencing and directed verdicts. That ground-breaking and powerful 1996 
report does, however, allow us to make some observations about the impact of questioning historically, with 
reference to material from a very similar jurisdiction gathered from cases heard 25 years ago.

22 See for example Nina Westera and others “Sexual Assault Complainants on the Stand: A historical comparison 
of courtroom questioning” (2017) 23 Psychology, Crime & Law 15; Sarah Zydervelt and others “Lawyers’ 
Strategies for Cross-examining Rape Complainants: Have we moved beyond the 1950s?”(2016) 57 British 
Journal of Criminology 551; and Mark Kebbell, Steven Deprez and Graham Wagstaff “The Direct and 
Cross-examination of Complainants and Defendants in Rape Trials: A qualitative analysis of question type” 
(2003) 9 Psychology, Crime & Law 49.

https://www.women.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/777917/Heroines-of-Fortitude-Report-combined.pdf
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by the complainants such as crying, coughing or laughing (evidence of what was heard as 
“heightened emotionality”);23 and utterances made by the complainants such as talking to 
themselves. Pronounced pauses and silences were also recorded.

In the analytic phase, sustained or prominent episodes of heightened expression were 
coded together with the line of questioning that preceded or contained that episode. In this 
phase, spoken expressions of heightened emotion already on the transcript – for instance, 
requests for a break from giving evidence due to being emotionally overwhelmed – were also 
coded. These excerpts were used to identify patterns in the relation between questioning 
content or style and heightened emotionality in complainants. Often that expression could 
be interpreted as indicating negative emotion or distress, such as crying, but expression that 
could more readily be interpreted as resistance – for example, sarcasm or noticeably raised 
volume – was also captured. Some episodes of complainant expression were not readily 
interpretable – such as periods of silence – but if they seemed to indicate emotional conflict 
they were also coded.

Like transcripts, audio recordings do not give unfettered access to the subjective 
experiences of the women who gave evidence in these trials.24 Rather, they are “socially-
produced record[s] of a process” that are then interpreted by socially located researchers.25 
Two aspects of this partiality were particularly apparent in this method of analysis. First, 
there was considerable range in the expressiveness between complainants, with some 
complainants being highly expressive for much of the time they were being questioned, 
while others expressed heightened emotionality episodically, and some women used minimal 
audible expression or demonstrated flat affect. Secondly, ethnic and cultural differences in 
emotional experience and expression were not able to be taken account of. Further research 
using culturally diverse methodologies, especially kaupapa Māori, is needed in order to 
develop culturally responsive reform of law and practice in this area. However, the resulting 
material did demonstrate greater coincidence in patterns of complainant expressiveness and 
questioning than appear to be solely attributable to personal or cultural factors.

In order to capture non-verbal expression by complainants, a purpose-defined notation 
schema was developed. One researcher listened to the complainant evidence in all of 
the trials and added this spoken and expressed material to the written notes of evidence. 
After the first five cases were annotated, the lead researcher listened to those trials while 
reading the annotated transcripts and checked for agreement and completeness with the 

23 See further Lauren McManamon “Rape Complainants on Trial: Defence Questioning Approaches and Witness 
Emotionality” (MPsych thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 2014) <researcharchive.vuw.ac.nz>.

24 Elizabeth Sheehy Defending Battered Women on Trial: Lessons from the transcripts (UBC Press, Vancouver, 2014); 
and Emma Cunliffe “Untold Stories or Miraculous Mirrors? The possibilities of a text-based under standing of 
socio-legal transcript research” (1 March 2013) Social Science Research Network <papers.ssrn.com>.

25 Emma Cunliffe “Untold Stories or Miraculous Mirrors? The possibilities of a text-based understanding of 
socio-legal transcript research” (1 March 2013) Social Science Research Network <papers.ssrn.com> at 8.

http://researcharchive.vuw.ac.nz/handle/10063/3716
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2227069
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2227069
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researcher’s annotations.26 This process was also used as two further researchers joined the 
team, which allowed further refinements to the schema for denoting complainant expression. 
This annotation process produced complete anonymised transcripts of complainant evidence 
that could then be used for analysis. While none of the research team were linguistics experts, 
and while there is undoubtedly some subjectivity in the meaning ascribed to sounds heard, 
there was team agreement on the schema and the annotations used. Further, the studies do 
not distinguish, for the purposes of exploring the patterns of heightened emotionality across 
the trials, between the various types of emotion that was heard.

The audio recordings were also used to capture interactions with the complainant, such as 
communication between the complainant and the judge or counsel that was not transcribed 
(as this interaction is not part of the evidence), and notable auditory features of judicial or 
counsel questioning of the complainant. From these it can be observed how complainants 
are treated and responded to during their time in the courtroom. Other discussions about 
trial process or the complainants’ evidence were also transcribed, including those occurring 
in the absence of the jury and/or the complainant. These discussions included arguments 
and decisions regarding the admissibility of evidence, and judicial and counsel interventions 
in the questioning process. This aspect of audio annotation generated substantial material 
illustrating the application of the rules of evidence in rape trials which is not otherwise 
available to researchers. It is also material that has not been analysed in the same way as part 
of other trial process research – as it is not transcribed as part of the official court record27 
and, if researchers have permission to be in court when the interventions or admissibility 
rulings are discussed, these will not be recorded verbatim.28

Methods of analysis of complainant evidence, closing arguments and summings-up

To analyse the case materials, all the trial documents – the annotated transcripts of 
complainant evidence, records of evidential argument and rulings, closing statements to 
the jury by counsel, and jury directions or reasons for verdict – were coded in NVivo.29 The 
transcripts of complainant testimony were coded across four aspects: trial conduct; rape 
mythology; evidential issues; and the questioning process. Trial conduct included coding for 
complainant expression, trial management by the judge (such as managing the courtroom  

26 See also Elisabeth McDonald and Paulette Benton-Greig “Accessing court files as a feminist endeavour: 
Reflections on Feminist Judgments Project Aotearoa – Te Rino: A Two-Stranded Rope” (2018) 8 Oñati Socio-legal 
Series 1241.

27 Melanie Heenan The Crimes (Rape) Act 1991: An Evaluation Report (Rape Law Reform Evaluation Project, 
Department of Justice, Melbourne, 1996) n 122.

28 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995) at 87.

29 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 27 
and following.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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or intervening in questioning), and all objections and interventions from counsel. Coding for 
rape mythology involved developing a codebook, drawing on Jennifer Temkin’s article on 
rape myths in the courtroom,30 and the Rape Myths Acceptance Scale.31

The writing-up process of the analysis of the 30 jury trial cases indicated that not everything 
occurring in the trial was being adequately captured by the coding reports. Prior to the 
coding of the intimate partner sexual violence cases and the judge-alone trials, changes were 
made not just to reflect the different content but also to more easily access comparative 
data on types of judicial intervention, and when evidence of personal information about the 
complainant and her family was offered (for example).

While access to the jury trial cases included access to closing arguments and the judge’s 
summing-up to the jury, which were also coded and analysed,32 this stage of the trial process 
is very different in a judge-alone criminal proceeding. As discussed in Chapters One and Six, 
closing submissions are not always viewed as necessary or desirable in judge-alone trials. 
However, written submissions and/or oral arguments were made in the majority of the trials 
in this research (six of the eight), while the scope and content of those were, as expected, 
different from the closings analysed in jury rape cases. The coding approach was altered 
accordingly, while the focus of the research was still on the extent to which misconceptions 
were deployed by counsel, including how facts were interpreted and the inferences the judge 
was encouraged to draw.33

While the absence of a jury meant the absence of a summing-up and jury directions, aspects 
of what would be in a summing-up (for example, the legal elements of the relevant offences 
and the forensic meaning of delay or repetition) would be expected to be included in the 
reasons for verdict. Other aspects of the decision required a new approach to coding and 
analysis, such as the judge’s findings as to complainant credibility and the extent to which the 
reasons were written with the complainant as reader/audience in mind. These matters are 
discussed in more detail in Chapter Seven.

The cases in the comparator studies: fact and trial characteristics

The study criteria and practical factors associated with the case identification process mean 
that the cases in these two comparator studies are neither representative nor random. 

30 Jennifer Temkin “‘And Always Keep A-Hold of Nurse, for Fear of Finding Something Worse’: Challenging rape 
myths in the courtroom” (2010) 13 New Criminal Law Review 710.

31 Diana Payne, Kimberly Lonsway and Louise Fitzgerald “Rape Myth Acceptance: Exploration of its structure and 
its measurement using the Illinois Rape Myth Acceptance Scale” (1999) 33 Journal of Research in Personality 
27; and Sarah McMahon and G Lawrence Farmer “An Updated Measure for Assessing Subtle Rape Myths” 
(2011) 35 Social Work Research 71.

32 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 29.

33 See further Chapter Six at 207.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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However, they do all share the parameters set for the study, and all cases that met the 
criteria (subject to judicial permission) were included. As such, the cases offer a snapshot of 
contemporary adult rape trials taking place in Aotearoa New Zealand courts, whether heard 
by a jury or by a judge sitting alone.

The factual context of the cases in the adult rape jury trial study

The 30 cases in the jury trial study were sourced from seven locations – five in the North 
Island and two in the South Island – and included a mix of courts in large urban areas and 
provincial cities. Twenty-eight of these adult rape cases were heard in the District Court 
(93%), the other two in the High Court (7%). Some of the trials heard in provincial District 
Courts were ones in which the events occurred in a rural community serviced by a city court. 
The adult rape jury trials occurred between March 2010 and September 2015, and all relate 
to recent rather than historical offending; that is, the alleged offending had occurred no 
more than six months prior to it being reported to the police.34

Information about the complainants’ ages at the time of trial was available in 27 out of the 30 
jury trial cases. This age comparator was used as this information was known in most cases 
(mainly because the complainant was asked her age in examination-in-chief), whereas date 
of birth or actual age at the time of the alleged offending was not always recorded on the 
case file. Complainants ranged in age between 17 and 51 years old. However, 20 (74%) of the 
complainants were aged 25 years or under, with seven (26%) under the age of 20, so the 
median age was 22 years.

Age of complainant at trial – jury trial study (n=27)

17–19 years 20–24 years 25–35 years 36+ years Median

7 (26%) 10 (37%) 7 (26%) 3 (11%) 22

Many of the adult rape jury trial cases involved the consumption of alcohol by the 
complainant. In 21 of the 30 cases the complainant gave evidence that she had consumed 
alcohol prior to the alleged rape. In nine trials the complainant had either gone to, or been 
put to, bed after drinking when the sexual activity occurred. In four of those cases the 
complainant was sufficiently intoxicated to have memory loss that affected her ability to 
recall the sexual activity. In another two cases the complainant gave evidence of being 
extremely intoxicated in a public place and of memory loss of the events.35

34 Note that in one case the alleged offending had occurred over a period of six months, and the sexual violation 
by rape charge was representative. Complaint to the police was made within one month of the end of that 
six-month period.

35 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 255.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Research has highlighted the relatively high proportion of victims of sexual assault who 
suffer some form of mental, physical or social vulnerability.36 In the jury trial study, two of 
the women had physical impairments that impacted on the conduct of the trial or the events 
at issue, and three had cognitive or learning challenges that were mentioned, or became 
apparent, during trial. Two complainants needed English language translation services when 
engaging with the criminal justice system. During questioning, many complainants disclosed 
current or past struggles with mood disorders, including depression, anxiety and self-harming 
behaviour.

The factual context of the cases in the adult rape judge-alone trial study

The eight cases in the judge-alone study were sourced from seven locations – five in the 
North Island and two in the South Island – and included a mix of courts in large urban areas 
and provincial cities. Seven of the judge-alone cases were heard in the District Court (88%), 
and one in the High Court (12%). Some of the trials heard in provincial District Courts were 
also ones in which the events occurred in a rural community serviced by a city court. The 
judge-alone adult rape trials occurred between November 2014 and November 2020. The 
eight judge-alone adult rape cases also all relate to recent rather than historical offending – 
with the alleged offending in seven of the cases having occurred no more than 11 days prior 
to it being reported to the police.37

Information about the complainants’ ages at the time of trial was available in all eight judge-
alone cases. They ranged in age between 17 and 28 years old, with the median age again 
being 22 years.

Age of complainant at trial – judge-alone trial study (n=8)

17–19 years 20–24 years 25–35 years 36+ years Median

2 (25%) 4 (50%) 2 (25%) 0 22

36 Andy Feist and others Investigating and Detecting Recorded Offences of Rape (Research Development 
and Statistics Directorate, Home Office, Online Report 18/07, July 2007); Melanie Heenan and Suellen 
Murray Study of Reported Rapes in Victoria 2000–2003: Summary research report (Office of Women’s Policy, 
Department for Victorian Communities, 2006); Sue Triggs and others Responding to sexual violence: Attrition 
in the New Zealand criminal justice system (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, September 2009) <women.govt.nz> 
at 20; Hamid Khalifeh and others “Domestic and sexual violence against patients with severe mental illness” 
(2015) 45 Psychological Medicine 875; Australian Institute of Family Studies and Victoria Police Challenging 
misconceptions about sexual offending: Creating an evidence-based resource for police and legal practitioners 
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2017); and Patrick Tidmarsh and Gemma Hamilton Misconceptions of sexual 
crimes against adult victims: Barriers to justice (Trends & Issues No 611, Australian Institute of Criminology, 
November 2020) <www.aic.gov.au>.

37 In the other case the complainant did not talk to the police until eight months after the alleged rape, as a result 
of hearing about a related complaint about the same defendant.

https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/responding%20to%20sexual%20violence%20attrition-pdf.pdf
https://www.aic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-11/ti611_misconceptions_of_sexual_crimes_against_adult_victims.pdf
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As with the jury trial cases, most of the judge-alone trials involved the consumption of 
alcohol by the complainant. In six of the eight cases the complainant gave evidence that she 
had consumed alcohol prior to the alleged rape. In four trials the complainant had either 
gone to, or been put to, bed after drinking when the sexual activity occurred. In one of those 
cases the complainant was sufficiently intoxicated to have memory loss that affected her 
ability to recall the sexual activity, while in another the complainant was deeply asleep when 
the alleged offending began. In two of the cases the complainant gave evidence of being 
extremely intoxicated in a public place and of memory loss of the events.

Two of the complainants in the judge-alone trial cases were young at the time of the alleged 
offending (17 and 18 at trial), and one other had cognitive impairments that were apparent 
before and during the trial. One complainant needed English language translation services 
when engaging with the criminal justice system. During questioning, a number disclosed 
current or past struggles with psychological or mood disorders, including depression, anxiety 
and PTSD.

Trial features in the adult rape jury trial study

All 30 adult jury trial cases included at least one sexual violation by rape charge. Twenty-one 
(70%) of the trials involved more than one charge, many of which were other sex crimes 
– such as unlawful sexual connection or indecent assault – alleged to have occurred as 
part of the same episode (except for the Masters case). In 17 cases (57%) the defendant 
was also charged with at least one count of sexual violation by unlawful sexual connection 
(including three attempt charges). Charges included 12 digital–genital and 11 oral–genital 
sexual connection charges, and seven charges involving penetration of the complainant’s 
anus by a body part or object. Two of the cases included other violence charges that were 
not also sex crimes. Both cases were heard in the High Court.

On average, complainants spent four hours giving evidence;38 the range was between one 
hour and 18 minutes, and nine hours. The average length of time of evidence in chief was 109 
minutes (one hour and 49 minutes) and ranged from 20 minutes to five hours and 19 minutes. 
Time being cross-examined ranged from 30 minutes to five hours and 29 minutes, with the 
average being 116 minutes (just under two hours). Re-examination tended to be relatively 
short, with the average length of time being 15 minutes, ranging from three to 47 minutes.

Most of the complainants in the jury trial research (22 of 30) used at least one alternative 
way of giving evidence. Eighteen of the 30 complainants had a screen that prevented 
them from seeing the defendant while they gave their evidence in court. One complainant 
gave oral evidence via closed-circuit television (CCTV) from a room in the courthouse 

38 The time counted was from being called to being stood down, but did not include the lunch or overnight 
adjournments; however, morning and afternoon and unscheduled adjournments were counted. See further 
McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 32 and following.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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and another through audiovisual link (AVL) from a remote location. In 10 trials (33%) 
the evidential video interview (EVI) was shown as part of the complainant’s evidence in 
chief. Eight of these were in cases in which the complainant was also screened from the 
defendant. In another of these cases the complainant appeared by AVL. In one case the 
playing of the EVI was the only alternative way of giving evidence that was used.

Ways of complainant giving evidence – jury trial study (n=30)

EVI only Screen only AVL or  
CCTV only EVI and screen EVI and  

AVL/CCTV Ordinary way

1 (3%) 10 (33%) 2 (7%) 8 (27%) 1 (3%) 8 (27%)

At least 21 of the complainants in the jury trial study had a support person with them 
in court.39

Defendants gave evidence in person in 20 trials in the jury trial study (67%). In 21 trials the 
defendant’s video-recorded statement to the police was offered in evidence by the Crown. 
In two cases the defendant exercised his right to silence pre-trial and at trial. Both were 
convicted of sexual violation by rape.

Evidence by defendant (D) – jury trial study (n=30)

Pre-trial statement  
admitted

Pre-trial statement not 
admitted/made

D gave evidence at trial = 20 13 7

D did not give evidence at trial = 10 8 2

39 Five complainants did not have a support person; and in four cases the lack of reference to a support person 
on any documentation did not conclusively indicate whether or not there was a support person. Complainants 
are entitled to have a support person with them when they are giving evidence: section 79(1) of the Evidence 
Act 2006 (NZ). The entitlement is intended to assist the witness to give their best and complete evidence 
by reducing stress and providing comfort. It exists regardless of which way of giving evidence is being used. 
Support is provided by the other person’s presence, and the person is not permitted to prompt or advise 
the complainant while they are giving evidence, as that may influence the content of their evidence. Judges 
have the power to give directions regulating the support person’s actions, and this may be used to ensure 
that the presence or actions of the support person do not cause the jury to draw negative inferences about 
the defendant: R v AGR (No 1) HC Auckland CRI-2006-092-11084, 2 November 2007. There is current 
debate as to whether a support person should be permitted to touch the complainant (to calm or reassure 
them). Survivor advocates in Aotearoa New Zealand are pressing for any “no touching” rule to be relaxed, 
and for the support person to be able to be seated within view of the witness: Chief Victims Advisor to 
Government Strengthening the Criminal Justice System for Victims: Workshop Playback Report (August 2019) 
<chiefvictimsadvisor.justice.govt.nz> at 18 and 34. See also McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process 
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 503 (Recommendation 51).

https://chiefvictimsadvisor.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/6dhd38-Criminal-Justice-Victims-workshop-playback-report.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The length of trial in the jury cases, from opening statements until summing-up was on 
average 4½ days, with the shortest cases taking two days and the longest cases taking nine 
days. One of the nine-day cases involved two complainants, and in the other a large number 
of defence witnesses were called.

Trial length – jury trial study (n=30)

Less than
2 days 2 days 3 days 4 days 5 days 6 days 7 days 8 days 9 days

0 3 9 4 10 0 2 0 2

Across the 30 jury trials, four judges were women. Complainants were questioned by female 
prosecutors in 13 trials and by female defence counsel in four trials. There were no trials 
in which the judge and both the lawyers who questioned the complainant were all female; 
however, in 11 trials both questioning counsel and the judge were male.

Juries deliberated for between 40 minutes and 12½ hours, with the average time being just 
under 4½ hours. The outcomes at trial on the sexual violation by rape charges in the jury 
trial research was 12 guilty (40%), one hung jury (3%) and 17 not guilty (57%). In 11 of the 21 
cases (52%) in which there were charges additional to the sexual violation by rape charge, 
the defendant was found guilty on at least one other charge. In three of those cases the 
defendant was acquitted on the rape charge.

Of the 12 cases in which the defendant was sentenced on the sexual violation by rape 
charge,40 sentences ranged from four years and two months’ imprisonment to preventive 
detention.41 Of the 11 finite sentences, the average period of imprisonment was seven years 
and seven months. There was one case in which the defendant was found guilty on an 
unlawful sexual connection charge but not the rape charge; he was sentenced to five years’ 
imprisonment.

The defendant appealed his conviction in nine of the 12 cases (75%) in which there 
was a guilty verdict on the sexual violation by rape charge. One appeal was successful (on 
the grounds of trial counsel error) and a retrial ordered; however, the Crown offered no 
evidence for a second trial, so the defendant was discharged.

40 The maximum sentence for sexual violation by rape or unlawful sexual connection is 20 years’ imprisonment: 
section 128B of the Crimes Act 1961. A sentence of preventative detention may be imposed on adult offenders 
if they are convicted of a qualifying sexual or violent offence and the court is satisfied that the person is likely 
to commit another qualifying sexual or violent offence if the person is released at the sentence expiry date: 
section 87 of the Sentencing Act 2002 (NZ).

41 With a minimum period of detention of nine years and four months’ imprisonment.
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Trial features in the adult rape judge-alone trial study

As required by the methodology, the eight cases included at least one sexual violation by 
rape charge. Two (25%) of the trials involved more than one charge, all of which were other 
sex crimes: unlawful sexual connection, indecent assault and attempted sexual violation.

On average, the complainants in the judge-alone trials spent five hours giving evidence 
(including the time of any EVI); the range was between one hour and 36 minutes, and 17 
hours. The average length of time of evidence in chief was 122 minutes (two hours and 
two minutes) and ranged from 78 minutes to four hours and 10 minutes. Time being cross-
examined ranged from one minute to 12 hours and eight minutes, with the average being 155 
minutes (two hours and 35 minutes). Re-examination tended to be relatively short, with the 
average length of time being 16 minutes; the longest was 56 minutes, but in five cases the 
re-examination was six minutes or less (and in one case there was none).

On this basis, using averages, there is no reduction in time of the complainant’s evidence 
in judge-alone trials as compared to jury trials. However, in only one of the judge-alone 
cases (where interpreters were used) was the complainant required to be in court for more 
than a day (four days in total, in a case that had originally been set down for four days but 
required six). Taking this case, and the jury trial in which interpreters were used, out of the 
averages calculation, the comparative results tabulated are:

Duration of complainant evidence (in minutes) – including EvI

Type of 
trial

Evidence 
in chief 

(EIC) 
range

EIC av.

Cross-
exam 
(XN) 
range

XN av.
Re-exam 

(RE) 
range

RE av.
Total 

time (TT) 
range

TT av.

Jury trials
(n=29) 20–211 99 30–288 105 3–47 15 78–393

220
(3 hrs  

40 mins)

Judge-
alone trials

(n=7)
70–143 104 1–169 73 Nil–56 12 96–285

189
(3 hrs  

9 mins)

Therefore, there is only a 30-minute difference on average length of complainant evidence 
at trial (including the playing of an EVI) between jury trials and judge-alone trials. The 
difference is primarily attributable to the average shorter length of cross-examination.

All the complainants in the judge-alone rape trial research used at least one alternative way 
of giving evidence. Five of the complainants had a screen that prevented them from seeing 
the defendant while they gave their evidence in court. One complainant gave oral evidence 
via CCTV from a room in the courthouse, and another did so through AVL from another 
location. In six trials (75%) the EVI was shown as part of the complainant’s evidence in chief. 
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Four of these were cases in which the complainant was also screened from the defendant for 
questioning at the trial. In the other two cases the complainant appeared by AVL or CCTV.

There was therefore a greater use of alternative ways of giving evidence in the judge-alone 
rape trials – in particular, the combination of EVI and screen. This may be a result of these 
cases being more recent, or the nature of the offending. The Court of Appeal commented 
in March 2021 that: “The use of a screen in combination with the playing of a complainant’s 
EVI is a common arrangement regularly used for adult complainants in sexual cases.”42

Ways of complainant giving evidence – judge-alone trial study (n=8)

EVI only Screen only AVL or  
CCTV only EVI and screen EVI and  

AVL/CCTV Ordinary way

0 (0%) 1 (12%) 1 (12%) 4 (50%) 2 (25%) 0 (0%)

Six of the complainants in the judge-alone trial study had a support person near them when 
they gave evidence, with one also being permitted to have a further support person seated 
in the public gallery. An interpreter was provided in one of the other cases, but it seems that 
no separate designated support person was present; and it was unclear whether any support 
person was present for the complainant in the eighth case.

Defendants gave evidence in seven of the eight judge-alone adult rape trials (88%). In six 
trials the defendant’s statement to the police was offered in evidence by the Crown. In one 
case the defendant exercised his right to silence pre-trial and at trial. He was convicted of 
sexual violation by rape.

Evidence by defendant (D) – judge-alone trial study (n=8)

Pre-trial statement  
admitted

Pre-trial statement not 
admitted/made

D gave evidence at trial = 7 6 1

D did not give evidence at trial = 1 0 1

The length of trial in the judge-alone cases, from opening statements to closing submissions, 
averaged only two days, with the trial in which interpreters were used taking six days. In the 
eight judge-alone adult rape trials, all the judges were men. Complainants were questioned 
by female prosecutors in three trials and by female defence counsel in two trials. There were  

42 Foster v R [2021] NZCA 90 at [111].
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no trials in which the judge and both the lawyers who questioned the complainant were all 
female; however, in four trials both questioning counsel and the judge were male.

Trial length – judge-alone trial study (n=8)

1 day 2 days 3 days 4 days 5 days 6 days 7+ days

0 5 0 0 2 1 0

The time between the end of the trial (meaning, in this context, after the evidence was 
completed but before closing submissions, if any) and the verdict is set out in the following 
table. In all eight judge-alone adult rape trials, the decision and reasons for verdict were 
delivered on the same day. However, in only one case was the verdict delivered on the 
same day that the trial finished. In one case it was 27 days before the verdict and reasons 
were given.43

Time to deliver verdict – judge-alone trial study (n=8)

Same day as  
trial finished Next day 2 days later 3–5 days later 6–15 days later More than  

15 days later

1
(4½ hours) 3 0 3 0 1

(27 days)

The outcomes at trial on the sexual violation by rape charges in the adult rape judge-alone 
trials was seven guilty (88%) and one not guilty (12%). In the two cases in which there were 
charges additional to the sexual violation by rape charge, one defendant was acquitted of all 
charges (including rape), and in the other case the defendant was also convicted of unlawful 
sexual connection.

Of the seven cases in which the defendant was sentenced on the sexual violation by rape 
charge, sentences ranged from four to 11 years’ imprisonment. The average period of 
imprisonment was seven years.

The defendant appealed his conviction in two of the seven cases (29%) in which there 
was a guilty verdict on the sexual violation by rape charge (however, given the recency of 
several of the trials, further appeals are possible). One of the appeals was successful (on 
the grounds of trial counsel error) and a retrial ordered, in which the jury was unable to 
reach a verdict. The outcome of a third retrial (if any) is unknown.

43 At the end of the last day the log notes recorded: “Adjourned [until date of verdict] at 3:45pm – in the Crown 
list”. This may have been because this was the next available day when the judge, counsel and the defendant 
were available to be back in the same court.
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Summary of comparisons

The trial and case information in this chapter indicates some differences between jury trials 
and judge-alone trials in adult rape cases. More will be said about a number of these findings 
in later chapters.

1. Overall trial time in the judge-alone trials is on average shorter than jury trials 
(two days as compared to 4½ days), although this is unlikely to have an impact  
on complainant experience, except with regard to time waiting for a verdict.

2. The shorter trial time may in fact be balanced out by the longer waiting time 
for a verdict in judge-alone trials (an average of more than two days after the 
trial ended),44 as opposed to the average wait time in jury trials of 4½ hours.

3. Complainants spent 30 minutes less time on average giving evidence at trial 
(including pre-recorded statements) in judge-alone trials than in jury trials, 
mainly attributable to less cross-examination – which is likely to be viewed 
as a favourable difference from a complainant perspective.

4. There was much greater use of the combination of pre-recorded statements 
(EVIs) and the use of a screen (or CCTV) in the judge-alone trials, although this 
is likely attributable to the higher percentage of more recent cases in this group.

5. The conviction rate for rape in the judge-alone trials was significantly higher 
(88%) than in the jury trials (40%), despite the fact patterns being similar and the 
issues at trial the same. However, as discussed in Chapter Seven, this difference 
may well be attributable to several factors other than the mode of trial.

44 Excluding for this purpose the delayed result in one case.
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CHAPTER THREE

COMPLAINANT CARE AND SUPPORT IN JUDGE-ALONE TRIALS

[C]omplainants were often more informed – and therefore more empowered 
– after having met the judge ... In addition, those who work directly with 
complainants feel that the quality of the evidence that they are able to give  
is enhanced by having met the judge as they tend to be more relaxed.1

During the last 40 years, reforms to law and practice have been made with the aim of 
improving the experience of adult rape complainants when giving evidence. These changes 
included closing the court while the complainant testifies, the availability of alternative ways 
of giving evidence, the provision of support people,2 the ability to meet the prosecutor pre-
trial, as well as courtroom education and orientation visits.3 When these types of supports 
are provided, research suggests they do help lessen the ordeal of giving evidence.4

This research allowed consideration of what other trial (and pre-trial) practices could be 
carried out to assist adult rape complainants to give evidence. Access to the audio recordings 
offered a unique opportunity to observe how complainants are treated while they are in the 
courtroom and the types of difficulties that arise for them while giving evidence. The first 
part of this chapter provides a comparative analysis of the nature and extent of care for  
complainants by the judge and counsel. This analysis demonstrates that there are numerous 
ways in which to improve complainant experience of giving evidence, some of which are 
practices already followed by some judges in both jury and judge-alone adult rape trials.

1 Sue Allison and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and 
Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz> at 55.

2 See section 79 of the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ). The presence of a support person for the complainants in this 
research is discussed in Chapter Two at 60.

3 Some of these changes to practice are now found in Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting 
Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz>.

4 See for example Becky Hamlyn and others Are Special Measures Working? Evidence from Surveys of Vulnerable 
and Intimidated Witnesses (Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, 2004); Mandy 
Burton, Roger Evans and Andrew Sanders Are Special Measures for Vulnerable and Intimidated Witnesses 
Working? Evidence from the Criminal Justice Agencies (Home Office Online Report 10/06, 2006); and Sue 
Allison and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy 
Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz>.

https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
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This part of the chapter also focusses on some aspects of courtroom questioning that 
caused difficulties for some complainants, such as the lack of familiarity by judges and 
counsel with the operation and norms of social media, and the consequential impact on 
complainant evidence. Complainant distress was also caused by aspects of questioning 
during evidence in chief, especially the process of describing genitalia and sexual acts and 
viewing and responding to exhibits.

The next part of the chapter presents findings from the two studies on the use of alternative 
ways of giving evidence by complainants. As discussed in Chapter Two,5 the use of alternative 
ways of giving evidence was higher in the judge-alone trial study. Playing the evidential video 
interview (EVI) as a part of the complainant’s evidence in chief occurred less often in the 
jury trial study (perhaps due to the older case sample – however, usage in the 2018 Sexual 
Violence Court Pilot cases was also lower than in the judge-alone trials).6 Observations 
of some of the apparent advantages and challenges of the use of the EVI as part of the 
complainant’s evidence in chief in these studies indicate that there remains some inherent 
tensions in the EVI as an evidential product.

In the last part of the chapter, consideration is given to how some of the practicalities of the 
trial process impacted on complainant experience. These include the time of day at which 
complainants begin their evidence and delay in trial commencement. The particular focus of 
this discussion is the extent to which these challenges are lessened (in terms of complainant 
impact) in a judge-alone trial.

Throughout the chapter, and in concluding, recommendations about the management of the 
courtroom environment are made. The aim is to ensure that all adult complainants in rape 
cases, whether jury or judge-alone trials, are provided with appropriate and consistent care 
and support during their time giving evidence.

Caring communication with complainants: toward compassionate  
and consistent practice

The clearing of the courtroom during the complainant’s evidence in a sexual case protects 
her privacy and dignity as she gives detailed evidence about sexual acts.7 It is now a well-

5 At 59.

6 Elisabeth McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing adult rape trials with those in the 
Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University Press, Christchurch, 2020)  
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> [McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process] at 36.

7 Section 199 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (NZ). (Other people allowed to be present include any person 
requested by the complainant and any person expressly permitted by the judge.) For discussion of the purpose 
of this practice (first introduced in 1986), see Warren Young Rape Study Volume 1: A Discussion of Law and 
Practice (Department of Justice, Wellington, 1983) at 26–29. See also generally (on the emphasis on “dignity” 
with regard to treatment and reforms) Anna High “Sexual Dignity in Rape Law” (2021) 33 Yale Journal of Law 
and Feminism (forthcoming).

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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settled practice in Aotearoa New Zealand and appreciated by many complainants.8 However, 
it also means that what happens while complainants are in the courtroom has not been 
subject to public scrutiny since 1986,9 so that little is known about the specificities of 
the attitudes, communication styles and behaviour toward complainants while they are 
giving evidence. Access to the audio recordings made it possible to record and analyse the 
communications in the courtroom between the complainant and the judge, prosecution 
or defence counsel that were not questions asked with the aim of eliciting or clarifying 
evidence. Talk that is not evidence is not included on trial transcripts (Notes of Evidence or 
NOE), and judges and trial counsel do not often observe the discourse of trials, other than 
those they participate in.

Judicial communication and interaction in the jury trials

Previous research shows that complainants appreciate judges who are courteous and 
attentive to them and report that this helps them to feel protected and respected.10 Through 
their demeanour, communication, trial management and practices of pastoral care, judges 
can make the trial a more humane, less intimidating and less traumatic experience for 
complainants.11 A compassionate style of communication and basic gestures of respect and 
consideration can make the process of giving evidence more bearable for complainants. 
Equally, judges’ behaviour and communication can be distant, dismissive or imperious. This 
may well contribute to a complainant’s sense of vulnerability, ill-treatment or unfairness from 
the trial process.12

The predominant style of judicial interaction with the complainant in the jury trials was one 
of relatively low levels of interaction and largely instructive communication. In these 30 
cases, the amount and manner of communication from the judge to the complainant fell 
along a spectrum in which three broad groups were observable. At one end of the spectrum 
were cases demonstrating minimal (or no) communication and assistance (15 cases – 50%). 
In the middle band were cases featuring more judicial interaction with the complainant, 
but this was mostly for the purposes of communicating information or giving instructions  

8 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) 
<www.justice.govt.nz> at 73.

9 Media are permitted access, but what they can report is limited by suppression rules.

10 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 
2018) <www.justice.govt.nz> at 82; and Rebecca May Parkes “The Journeys of Complainant Witnesses for 
Sexual Violence Crimes in the New Zealand Justice System” (PhD thesis, University of Auckland, 2017) 
<researchspace.auckland.ac.nz> at 83.

11 For discussion in the Canadian context, see Elaine Craig Putting Trials on Trial: Sexual Assault and the Failure of 
the Legal Profession (McGill-Queen’s University Press, Montreal, 2018) at Chapter Six.

12 At 138–139.

https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/2292/36307/whole.pdf?sequence=2
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(10 cases – 33%). At the other end of the spectrum were judges who were active in their 
engagement with the complainant and more apparently attentive to her needs and well-
being (five cases – 17%).

In the largest group, judicial communication with the complainant was minimal and often 
occurred in the third person. For instance, some of these judges would address the jury 
about the taking of an adjournment and then indicate the same to the complainant by 
adding that: “I allow the witness to stand down.” Communication was mostly limited to 
giving brief instructions on required processes, which might include requests to speak 
up for the audio recording, overnight warnings, or standing down the witness. By way of 
example, a complainant might be instructed “You are on your former oath” when returning 
from a lunch or overnight adjournment; or at the completion of re-examination when the 
judge has the opportunity to ask additional questions and then excuse the complainant, 
she might be told: “I have none. You may go.” In this group of cases, there were few 
apparent opportunities for complainants to ask for assistance, and episodes of heightened 
emotionality were rarely responded to proactively by the judge.

In the middle group of cases (10), judges spoke more frequently and extensively to the 
complainant as part of managing trial conduct, including instructions about what to do 
and when, such as reading from interview transcripts or making arrangements for the 
complainant during adjournments. These judges made some effort to explain what was 
happening and to do so in a kind tone, or may have let the complainant know she could ask 
for a break if she wanted one. However, their communication with the complainant was 
mostly limited to giving instructions and information. The entire spoken communication from 
the judge to the complainant in the case of Young is provided by way of example:13

At the commencement of the afternoon adjournment:

JUDGE:  Ms Blackman we are going to take the afternoon adjournment now so 
you are going to be leaving the courtroom shortly but you are required 
to come back for more evidence later.

A: Okay.

JUDGE:  It’s important you don’t discuss your evidence with anyone during the 
afternoon adjournment. Do you understand?

A: Yes.

JUDGE:  Alright thank you. If you can just leave now please with your support 
person. Thank you.

13 The annotations from the audio recording – including complainant expression, judicial and counsel communi cation 
and in chambers (in the absence of the jury discussion) – have been included with quoted excerpts where they are 
relevant to the analysis. Some quoted excerpts have also been lightly edited for readability.
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After the afternoon adjournment:

JUDGE:  Ms Blackman I just remind you that you are still giving evidence under 
the oath you took earlier to tell the truth. And the other thing is don’t 
feel rushed and if you need a break at any stage just tell me, alright?

At the evening adjournment:

JUDGE:  Ms Blackman you are still giving evidence so you are not to discuss your 
evidence with anyone overnight and you need to come back here to carry 
on giving evidence tomorrow morning. Alright?

At the commencement of the second day of trial:

JUDGE:  Good morning Ms Blackman. We will now carry on with the questions being 
asked of you by defence counsel. Thank you.

At the end of questioning:

JUDGE:  Thank you Ms Blackman I have no questions for you and you may –

DEFENCE:  Your Honour just before the witness is excused may I see your Honour 
in chambers?

JUDGE:  Ms Blackman you are not excused yet and if you could just retire please 
and don’t discuss your evidence with anyone while you are out.

On return from court in the absence of the jury:

JUDGE:  Ms Blackman I have no questions for you. You have now completed your 
evidence and you may stand down.

The judge in this case used the complainant’s name in most interactions, indicated 
that a break could be requested, and provided some contextual information with the 
instructions that were required. A polite and professional tone was used and the regularity of 
warnings operated to signal transitions. However, the judge did not speak to the complainant 
when she began her evidence and the communication mostly comprised of warnings.

In the remaining five jury trials, judges communicated more expansively and compassionately 
with complainants. They engaged in communication practices to increase the complainants’ 
comfort, humanise the courtroom experience, provide information about what would  
happen in advance, and give reassurance to distressed or emotionally impacted complainants. 
Some of these kinds of practices were present in the middle group, but in this smaller group 
they occurred more often and in greater combination. The overall effect created was that 
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communication with the complainant in this group of cases was more clearly focussed on 
complainant well-being.

Analysis of the style and content of communication in the latter group of cases identified 
two primary aspects of the empathetic attitude these judges demonstrated: first, greeting 
the complainant and guiding her through the trial process; and secondly, proactively 
attending to the complainant’s needs as they arose. Greeting and guiding practices included 
welcoming the complainant, orienting her to the courtroom and assisting her to settle in, 
signalling transitions in the process, and thanking the complainant for coming to court. 
Attending to complainants who became distressed during questioning included offering or 
accommodating requests for unscheduled breaks, or explaining the reasons for certain types 
or lines of questioning. Judges also needed to manage various trial procedures or courtroom 
problems as they arose and did so in reassuring and supportive ways. In order to open the 
courtroom door to critique and provide feedback on the treatment of complainants by 
judges and support the development of good practice, some examples of these practices 
are provided and discussed below.

A welcome and some explanatory orientation from the judge when the complainant first 
enters the courtroom may help to humanise the courtroom and ground complainants in 
what is likely to be an unfamiliar environment. In Aotearoa New Zealand, complainants in 
sexual violence cases should be provided with the opportunity of a pre-trial courtroom 
orientation visit.14 However, even where such visits are undertaken, they are usually carried 
out in an empty courtroom and the experience is an abstract one. Those who give evidence 
via closed-circuit television (CCTV) at the trial will likely not have “seen” the courtroom 
through that medium with the lawyers and judge present. Entering the courtroom, whether 
physically or via CCTV, while it is in session and seeing the jury and defence counsel for the 
first time may, therefore, be confronting. A welcome could reassure the complainant as to 
the judge’s role in managing the courtroom and help to settle anxiety and fear. Complainants 
have reported that just having one courtroom orientation is not enough to “take it all in” or 
remember the processes that will impact on them.15 On the day, reminders, and direct and 
respectful communication, may therefore contribute to clearer and better evidence from 
the complainant.

14 Crown Law Victims of Crime – Guidance for Prosecutors (6 December 2014) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> at [14]; and 
Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> 
at [7.15]. The prosecution may provide courtroom education themselves, along with the police officer in 
charge, or arrange for it to be provided by a Court Victim Advisor (CVA). Information and video resources that 
explain the courtroom layout, the role of those present and the process of giving evidence for complainants 
are available online at Victims Information “The trial. Te whakawātanga.” <sexualviolence.victimsinfo.govt.nz>.

15 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) 
<www.justice.govt.nz> at 68.

https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Prosecution-Guidelines/victims-guidance-2014.pdf
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
https://sexualviolence.victimsinfo.govt.nz/en/home/the-court-process/the-trial-itself/
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
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A greeting was offered to the complainant in 11 of the 30 jury trials (36%). Elements of the 
various welcomes included: addressing the complainant by name; the judges introducing 
themselves; explanations of the oath process; descriptions of the order of proceedings; 
informing the complainant that she may ask for a break; and introducing the commencement 
of evidence in chief.

Other aspects of greetings included ensuring that the complainant could see and hear 
proceedings properly, confirming that she understood the purpose of the microphone (and 
could be heard by the transcribers), and checking that she had access to water and that her 
support person was seated nearby if she had one.

In nine other cases in the jury trial study, no such greeting was offered; however, the judge 
did speak to the complainant before she commenced giving evidence, usually to adjust 
or explain the presence of the microphone. In 10 cases the judge did not speak to the 
complainant before she began answering questions. Even if a complainant had been told 
during pre-trial preparation that she was welcome to speak to the judge if she needed 
something, it is difficult to imagine that she would perceive this to be a genuine invitation in 
this context.

Only five judges in the jury trial study provided some guiding or orienting information 
throughout the evidence-giving process. For instance, in the case of Nash, the judge spoke 
directly to the complainant at points of transition – before and after breaks or adjournments, 
and at each change in proceedings – using a kind tone, addressing her by name and 
explaining proceedings as they occurred. This extract provides an example:

Start of complainant’s evidence:

JUDGE:  Right Ms Oakes. My name is Judge [name]. Ms Craig your support person. 
Unfortunately this court room is not particularly well set up for this process 
so we are going to make sure you don’t see Mr Nash obviously so we will have 
you in the courtroom first and then we will have Mr Nash come in. Once he is 
in and seated I’ll get you to come into the witness box ok?

COMPLAINANT: Ok. Thank you.

JUDGE:  Then we will just bring the jury in and I will make sure Mr Nash will move out 
first before we finish for any breaks. Alright?

C:  Yes.

Communication about technology issues and delay:

JUDGE:  Alright Ms Oakes. My apologies for this break but we aren’t going to lose any 
time; we will start again a bit earlier at 2 o’clock but I think it is very important 
that we try and resolve this if we can. Ok? So thank you for your patience and 
we will see you back at 2. [The court attendant] will take you out.
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Evening adjournment:

JUDGE:  Ms Oakes we are going to adjourn for the day so you will have to come back 
tomorrow but I think Ms [name – the prosecutor] warned you that it may be 
longer than today anyway. Could I just ask you to sit back down in that chair?

 [INFORMATION TO JURY.]

JUDGE:  Alright. Thank you very much for coming today Ms Oakes and Ms Craig 
[support person] and we will see you back here tomorrow for a 10am start.

C:  Thank you.

Some of these judges also told the complainant about changes in questioning processes, 
for example: “[Name] for the defendant will ask you some questions now”; and some also 
explained adjournments to the complainant and personalised or contextualised warnings.

In 19 of the 30 jury rape trials, the judge thanked the complainant at the conclusion of her 
evidence and as she was being excused; however, in 12 of those cases the judge did not use 
the complainant’s name. Thanking a complainant for coming to court to give her evidence 
is a courteous practice that can go some way to acknowledging the effort and stress involved 
in doing so. Complainants in sexual offending trials have expressed a desire for increased 
acknowledgement of their contribution to the trial and of the impact that coming to court 
and giving evidence had on them.16 Judges are high-status representatives of society, so their 
appreciation can acknowledge the civic service that complainants perform when reporting 
an alleged crime and providing evidence in court.

While the practice of thanking complainants was relatively widely used in the jury trials, there 
was a range of ways of doing so, for example:

JUDGE: Alright. Thank you. You are now free to go.

…

JUDGE: I’ve got no questions. Thank you for coming and giving evidence. You may step 
out of the box and leave court when you are ready.

…

JUDGE: Ms Smits, you will be relieved to know that I don’t have any questions and so 
thank you very much for your evidence; you’re excused and can go now.

16 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) 
<www.justice.govt.nz> at 82–83.

https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
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The preferable approach is that taken in the latter two examples (rather than the reference 
to them being “free to go”, which implies in part a liberation from detainment), and the 
particular practice of thanking the complainant by name is more personal and acknowledging. 
As noted in Raising the Bar, judges can maintain their position of impartiality while thanking 
the complainant by acknowledging the effort associated with giving evidence as a witness, 
rather than being seen as affirming or approving of the content of the evidence itself.17

Therefore, in the jury trials, although thanking the complainants for coming to court was 
relatively common (70% of the cases), practices such as welcoming the complainants were 
less common (24%), and orientating and guiding the complainants on courtroom procedure 
even less so (17%).

Notably, the judge in four cases did not speak to the complainant at all when she finished her 
evidence, and there were many examples within the group of minimal interaction cases (15) 
where the judge never spoke directly to the complainant.

Judicial communication and interaction in the judge-alone trials

Previous research regarding judicial practice in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot demonstrated 
that there was a much higher level of judicial interaction with the complainant in that 
context.18 The trial dynamics in the judge-alone trials, however, were more similar to the jury 
trials outside the Pilot.19

However, in one judge-alone trial, Rasika, researchers heard what they annotated 
as a significant change in the complainant’s attitude to being in court after the judge 
spoke to her:

JUDGE:  Thank you. Good morning Ms Phoenix, can you hear and see me?

C:  Yup. (sounds reluctant and resistant)

JUDGE:  I’m Judge [name], I’m the judge looking after this trial today, and I’m now 
going to introduce you to Ms [name], who’s the lawyer you’ve probably met 
before for the Crown. And, but can I just ask you to keep your voice up, listen 
to the questions carefully and do your best, alright?

C:  Yes. (sounds engaged and present)

JUDGE:  Alright, thank you.

17 Advocacy Training Council of the Bar of England and Wales Raising the Bar (2011) at [17.7] (now the Inns of 
Court College of Advocacy). See also Elaine Craig Putting Trials on Trial: Sexual Assault and the Failure of the 
Legal Profession (McGill-Queen’s University Press, Montreal, 2018) at 175.

18 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 67.

19 At 61.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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With the addition of the annotated material, this is an important example of the difference 
that judicial interaction and attention can make for a complainant.

In the eight judge-alone adult rape trials, there were only two observable different styles 
of judicial interaction with the complainant. There were four cases (50%) demonstrating 
very minimal (or no) judicial communication and assistance. In contrast, there were judges 
who were active in their engagement with the complainant and attentive to her needs and 
well-being (four cases – 50%). Therefore, while the numbers in the judge-alone trial sample 
are relatively low, there was an appreciable difference in judicial communication – perhaps 
attributable to the fact that three of these trials (with high judicial interactions) were heard 
after the 2019 Pilot evaluations and associated judicial development programmes.

There was no evidence in the accessed case files (although not all physical files in this sample 
were able to be examined) or in the electronically available material to indicate that any 
judges met with the complainant out of the courtroom before the start of their evidence 
– a practice which has been encouraged after the completion of the Pilot evaluation.20 
However, there were four “interactive” cases of judges introducing themselves in the 
courtroom, in one case before the complainant had been sworn in, explaining the trial 
process and being alert to potential complainant difficulties. Here are two examples:

JUDGE:  Good morning Ms Wiremu. I’m Judge [name]. I’m the trial Judge. You’re  
Ms Wiremu’s support person?

A: Yes.

JUDGE:  And you know the rules? Can’t speak to her or indeed sort of communicate in 
any way, no arm around her shoulder or anything like that. This is a trial by 
judge alone, so it’s a little bit more relaxed about that than if there was a jury 
sitting across there. But you’re there just to provide moral support really.   
So Ms Wiremu, your screen is not particularly sophisticated. (small laugh)

C:  (laughs)

JUDGE:  But it’s a courtesy of which you can’t see the defendant. By law though, 
he can see you, through a monitor. So, we’re going to, Ms [name – the 
prosecutor] is going to introduce you in a moment and ask you a few 
questions to identify you. Then we’ll watch the EVI that you gave on 
[date], and you’ll be asked some questions. Mr [name] who is Mr Lucas’ 
[the defendant] lawyer, will cross-examine you, he’ll ask some questions. 
And Ms [name] may ask you some other questions. I might have some  
 

20 See Chapter One at 4. In research with young witnesses undertaken in the United Kingdom, their advice 
to other young people included “ask to meet the judge and lawyers”: Peter Dunn and Eric Shepherd “Oral 
Testimony from the Witness’s Perspective – Psychological and Forensic Considerations” in Anthony Heaton-
Armstrong and others (eds) Witness Testimony: Psychological, Investigative and Evidential Perspectives (Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 2006) 363 at 372.
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as well, if I need to clarify something. If you want to have a break at any 
stage, I’ll keep an eye on you.

C:  Ok.

JUDGE: But if you do, don’t hesitate. Just say you’d like to have a bit of a break, 
don’t feel embarrassed about that. So, any questions?

C:  No, not at all.

…

JUDGE:  Good morning. Now is Ms Harley [in CCTV room] there?

STAFF:  Yes, she is.

JUDGE:  Just the two of you in the room, I take it?

S:  Sir, there’s also a support person for Ms Harley. Her name is Nicola.

JUDGE:  Right, thank you. Could I just see the complainant please, Ms Harley?

S:  Yes.

JUDGE:  Hello Ms Harley, it’s Judge [name] speaking. So, we’re now connected into 
the courtroom itself. In the room with you, as I understand it, there are two 
other people, a support person and the court assistant who’s helped you 
this morning?

C:  Yep. (sniffs)

JUDGE:  There’s no one else there at all? Right. So, the set up in court has been 
checked so that the persons that you will be able to see are myself, and I’ll 
just ask the prosecutor, Mr [name], who I think you’ve met, to speak, and 
we’ll just ensure that you’re able to see him.

PROSECUTION:  Good morning Ella, can you see and hear me?

C:  Yeah, I can.

P:  Thank you.

JUDGE:  And we’ll just check that Ms [name], who is Mr George’s lawyer, likewise you 
can see and hear each other.

D:  Good morning Ms Harley.

C:  Morning.

JUDGE:  Now you will have seen, it’s back to the judge again, you will have seen in 
the background Mr George is in court, as you’re well aware, but he’s not 
appearing on the screen. So, you’re comfortable with these arrangements?

C:  Yep.

JUDGE:  Right, thank you. Well, we’ll, I’ll leave you now to be sworn and then your 
evidence will be heard. Thank you.
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In the second example, the judge also ensured that the complainant had been introduced to 
counsel, in the context of ensuring that the technology was working correctly – this is the 
only case in which that process (of introductions by the judge) was observed.

In all eight cases the judge thanked the complainant at the conclusion of her evidence, and 
in six of those cases the judge used her name when doing so. While there was some warm 
interaction with the complainant when she completed her evidence (sometimes via video 
link or CCTV), judges still used the terminology of telling the complainant she was “free to 
go” (which could well be replaced by another more neutral or common usage phrase, such 
as “Those are all the questions we have for you – thank you for giving your evidence”):

JUDGE:  No, I have no questions. Thank you Ms Harley. Thank you for coming to 
court today, you’ll be free to go now, thank you.

…

JUDGE:  Thank you Ms Peyton. I don’t have any further questions for you. Thank you 
very much for making yourself available and giving us this evidence today. 
Thank you very much, you are now finished with your evidence, so you’re 
free to go.

…

JUDGE: Ms Phoenix, thank you for your evidence, that’s all that’s required today 
and you’re free to go now …, all right, thank you.

While there was a larger number of judges (primarily in the most recent cases) who 
interacted often with the complainant – with explanations, greetings and responsiveness 
to issues – a similar number of judges had no interaction directly with the complainant 
except to thank her at the end of her evidence. In terms of an overall comparison, therefore, 
there was no significant difference in judicial response as a consequence of the change of 
decision-maker – any difference seems more likely to be a result of judicial education and 
development programmes, public discussions about the dynamics in the Pilot cases, and 
individual judicial style.

Judicial response to complainants experiencing difficulty or distress in the jury trials

Complainants in the jury trials often expressed difficulty or distress in the process of giving 
evidence. More generally, complainants consistently describe recounting what they have 
experienced as rape to a room full of critical observers as a highly distressing aspect of 
giving evidence.21 That experience of distress was borne out in the jury trial research, in which 

21 See for example Lori Haskell and Melanie Randall The Impact of Trauma on Adult Sexual Assault Victims 
(Department of Justice Canada, 2019) at 32.
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complainants commonly expressed heightened emotionality (such as crying, voice changes 
and forced breathing) when describing the details of the sexual acts.22 Many complainants 
struggled to recall the details of either the alleged assault or what they said to others about 
it in the aftermath. This inability to recall also tended to trigger heightened emotionality.

Regular and responsive breaks in the questioning process are a key aspect of assisting 
complainants who are experiencing heightened emotions. In nine of the 30 cases in the jury 
trial study, unscheduled or responsive breaks were offered to, or requested by, complainants 
who had become emotionally overwhelmed and were struggling to articulate their evidence. 
In four cases more than one break was initiated, so that there were 14 requests or offers 
for a break in total. Six of these were initiated by the judge, four by defence counsel, three by 
prosecution counsel, and in one instance the break was initiated by the complainant herself. 
Twelve of the 14 breaks offered or requested were allowed by the judge.

Responsive breaks were more likely to be requested or required during cross-examination 
than evidence in chief, and were often consequent to direct, repeated challenges to the 
complainant’s credibility or while counsel was putting the defendant’s version of events to 
the complainant. Complainants clearly found those types of questioning difficult to tolerate.23

Increasing the number of planned breaks, or shortening the length of questioning periods by 
adjusting adjournments, were also ways in which some judges proactively assisted distressed 
complainants. For instance, in five cases in the jury trial research in which complainants were 
obviously struggling emotionally, the judges proactively adjusted scheduled adjournments 
to assist them. Such adjustments included commencing or adjourning court early to accom-
modate additional, earlier or longer breaks. In one case, in which multiple responsive breaks 
were required, the duration of scheduled adjournments was reduced to accommodate the 
increased frequency of responsive breaks. Consequently, these responsive breaks were 
provided without significantly extending the time the complainant was required to be at the 
courthouse.

In one jury trial case the complainant declined the judge’s offer of a break, preferring 
to pause for composure and then continue with questioning. However, in Kingsford the 
complainant, Deb Smits, a sex worker, was being directly challenged about her evidence 
by defence counsel, leading her to express anger and then request a break. The judge did 
not allow that request, instead offering an explanation of the underlying rationale for the 
questioning process that was causing her distress:24

22 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 328.

23 At 71.

24 The duty of the cross-examiner to “put the case” to the witness: see section 92 of the Evidence Act 2006. See 
further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 326, and 
see Chapter Five at 182.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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D: We all behave a little strangely when we’re having sex though, don’t we?

C: I don’t. I don’t slap someone. I don’t hurt them. I don’t keep hurting someone 
when they ask me to stop. (raised voice)

D: You’re not reciting poetry to a client, are you? You’re not –

C: What, so because of my industry I’m allowed to be thrown around every now 
and again? Can I please have a break? (angry tone, sound of hand slapping 
hard surface)

JUDGE: Just stay there, have a glass of water, just pause for a minute.

C: (breathing out, silence for two minutes)

JUDGE: Ms Smits I know this is not easy. [Defence counsel] has a job to do. He is 
obliged to put his client’s version of events to you. So, I have to allow him to 
continue with those questions and you just have to answer them as honestly 
as you can, as you have, I’m sure, have been, and we will keep going. There 
will be a break obviously at half past 11. All right?

C: (no audible answer)

JUDGE: Okay. Thank you [defence counsel].

In Walters the 17-year-old complainant’s request for a break was ignored and the cross-
examination continued.25 In other cases, pauses, reassurance and explanations provided 
before complainants reached a state of high distress did appear to assist some complainants, 
allowing them to regain their composure and continue giving evidence. For example:

JUDGE: Well just take your time. It’s alright. Just take your time. Just think about the 
questions that you are being asked and when you feel ready see how you go. 
There are some tissues there if you would like to use those.

C: (wet sniffing, nose blowing)

JUDGE: Just stop, just take your time. (long pause) Are you okay?

C: Sorry, yeah, I’m all right. I’m just trying to run through it in my head, sorry.

This kind of practice is consistent with the findings and recommendations made in the 
Advocacy Training Council guidelines for questioning vulnerable witnesses.26 Research 
suggests that proactive and responsive breaks are an essential aspect of the type of trial  

25 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 371.

26 Advocacy Training Council of the Bar of England and Wales Raising the Bar (2011) (now the Inns of Court 
College of Advocacy). See also Inns of Court College of Advocacy The 20 Principles of Questioning: A Guide 
to the Cross-examination of Vulnerable Witnesses (Advocacy and the Vulnerable National Training Programme, 
2019) <www.icca.ac.uk> at 7; and Judicial College The Crown Court Compendium Part I: Jury and Trial 
Management and Summing Up (December 2020) <www.judiciary.uk> at 10-27.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.icca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20-Principles-of-Questioning.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Crown-Court-Compendium-Part-I-December-2020-amended-01.02.21.pdf
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management that should be practised in cases in which witnesses are at risk of harm from 
the trial process. However, a change of pace, a different line of questioning or a pause may 
be appropriate, as some witnesses will want to complete their evidence as soon as possible. 
As in a number of the examples above, in order to manage the conflicting imperatives of 
frequent breaks and minimising time at the courthouse, checking with the witness as to their 
preference is desirable.

Good judicial practice with adult complainants in rape cases includes providing an open 
invitation to complainants to signal when they are experiencing difficulty, ongoing monitoring 
and checking for stress, allowing support people to signal the need for breaks, and creating 
or allowing additional unscheduled breaks as required.27 These practices were much more 
apparent in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot cases,28 although there were five cases in the jury 
trial sample in which the judges proactively offered the complainant a break. The invitation 
to ask for a break before the complainant gives their evidence is only meaningful when it 
can be acted on, so the complainant needs to feel confident to do so by, for example, some 
individualised communication with the judge before beginning her evidence.29

Judicial response to complainants experiencing difficulty or distress  
in the judge-alone trials

In two of the judge-alone trials there was evidence of the judge reminding the complainant 
that she could ask for a break,30 which was also the case in two of the jury trials. Overall, 
however, there was a much higher rate of complainants and their support persons 
requesting a break (three cases out of the eight judge-alone trials – 38%, compared to three 
cases in the 30 jury trials – 10%). Notably, all three judge-alone cases were those in which 
there were high levels of judicial interaction with the complainant. In two cases the judge also 
took an earlier-than-scheduled tea break in response to complainant distress.

Further, unlike two of the jury cases in which the complainant was ignored or not 
given a break, all three requests in the judge-alone cases resulted in a break being taken, 
including in Henry when the judge’s first instinct was to suggest that the complainant just 
take her time:

27 There were other examples of judicial care offered to complainants through the evidence-giving process. 
For instance, in one case where the complainant did not have a support person, the judge ensured that the 
police officer in charge was able to be with her during the adjournments. There was also an instance of a judge 
allowing the day to run over time in order that the complainant could finish her evidence and not have to 
return the next day.

28 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 74.

29 Only three complainants asked for a break in the cases in the jury trial study, and on two occasions the request 
was denied or ignored.

30 Lucas, above at 72; and George, below at 78.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Q: There was no argument [about] having sexual intercourse that night?

A: Yes, there was. (sounds distressed, audible breathing during next question)

Q: And if your account is true, if when you say to this court, “He was yelling 
at me,” would that not have been an enormous sign for you to leave?

A: (sniffs) Yes, it was, which is why I tried to call my mum. (sounds distressed)

Q: We’ll get to that, isn’t it correct that on your evidence you said well, “I’m  
sorry sir, I don’t know whether the …”

A: I can’t – (sounds of crying)

JUDGE:  Just take –

A:  Please Sir. (sounds of crying)

JUDGE:  Sorry?

A:  Can I have a break? (crying)

JUDGE: Yes certainly. We’ll have a break for ten minutes.

A:  (crying)

There was also another case (Ryder) in which the judge offered the complainant a break, 
which she took. In George the complainant did not want to take the second break offered 
by the judge:

JUDGE:  Ms Harley, do you want another break?

C:  Nah. (crying)

JUDGE:  You sure?

C:  Yeah. (crying)

JUDGE:  Have you got a glass of water there?

C:  Yeah.

JUDGE:  Why don’t you just stand up for a minute and just walk around for a few 
seconds and then just sit back down?

C:  I don’t want to. (voice choked up, sounds resistant)

JUDGE:  You sure? Well just, just have a glass of water. Just take a little break, just 
take a few seconds and have a glass of water. You just let me know if you 
want to stop, or if ...

C:  I will, thank you.

JUDGE:  There’s no problem with that at all, thank you.

C:  (sniffs loudly) Thank you. (sniffs several times)

This is a helpful example of the judge being aware of the complainant having difficulty, 
inquiring about what she preferred and supporting her decision to continue.
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However, in the four cases in which there was little or no judicial interaction with the 
complainant, the complainant (or her support person) did not ask for a break. These 
observations support the argument made following the jury trial research that a complainant 
will feel much more empowered to ask for a break when there has been some individualised 
communication with her by the judge before she begins her evidence.

In Samuel the setting up of the courtroom for the complainant was recorded on the accessed 
audio, so it was apparent that in this case the complainant was told by the court staff she 
could ask for a break but she expressed concern about not knowing the right words to use:

S:  So, because it’s judge alone, judge will be taking notes.

C:  Mhm.

S:  Just speak nice and clearly into the microphone.

C:  Ok.

S:  So he can hear what you have to say.

C:  Mhm.

S:  And anytime you want a time out, you tell the judge.

C:  Do I have to say something though, or you do, or I just say “please 
can I please …”?

S: (inaudible)

The complainant in this case did not ask for a break, although the prosecutor suggested she 
take one, and the judge confirmed with her that she would like one.

In five of the eight cases (63%) in the judge-alone trials, the complainant took an unscheduled 
break (to manage her distress) during her evidence, as compared to nine cases (30%) in the 
jury trial study.

Prosecution complainant care practices: comparing the jury and  
judge-alone trial studies

The prosecution also has a role in supporting complainants through the process of giving 
their evidence in court. Like judges, prosecutors can engage in caring and compassionate 
communication, and this may help complainants to feel calmer and may contribute to 
their giving better evidence. Prosecutors also have a role in responding to complainants’ 
needs arising during evidence in chief, which can be distressing and difficult for some 
complainants. However, complainants have reported being disappointed with the 
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businesslike and aloof attitude they perceive in the prosecutor.31 The audio and Notes of 
Evidence in the two studies provide information about the nature and style of interactions 
between prosecuting counsel and complainants in the courtroom.

The prosecutors’ communication with complainants in the jury trials was sparse, and 
there was little evidence of prosecutorial pastoral care for complainants occurring in the 
courtroom in either of the studies. This may reflect two defining aspects of the prosecution–
complainant relationship. One aspect is the role of Crown counsel to prepare complainants 
for the process of giving evidence before trial. The other is their duty to the court to 
conduct the prosecution impartially. Nevertheless, Crown counsel can – and sometimes 
do – proactively engage in compassionate communication and considerate practice in their 
interactions with complainants in the courtroom. Doing so can support complainants to 
give their best evidence and reduce the risk of re-traumatisation. These two concerns are 
related – high levels of stress can negatively impact on recall and cognitive clarity, and cause 
or compound traumatic stress.32

The patterns and examples of Crown counsels’ interpersonal interactions with complainants 
in the courtroom are discussed for a dual purpose. First, to explore an aspect of why 
complainants so consistently report feeling abandoned in the courtroom. Secondly, to 
encourage careful consideration of the premise that the impartial conduct of criminal 
proceedings necessarily entails an interpersonal style of detached formality.

For the purpose of this analysis, prosecution–complainant interaction was defined as verbal 
communication by counsel to the complainant that was not questioning or instruction about 
evidence. The following types of interactions were observed in at least some of the cases: 
greeting the complainant or signalling the beginning of her evidence in chief; explaining the 
microphone or the need to speak loudly to be heard; transitioning a change in proceedings, 
such as viewing the EVI or the end of evidence in chief; inquiring after the complainant’s 
well-being; and signalling the end of re-examination and thanking her for her evidence.

In the jury trial study there were seven cases in which none of this type of communication 
occurred.33 In only five cases did Crown counsel speak to the complainant for these purposes 
four or more times. Two counsel greeted the complainant with “good morning” or “good  

31 See Venezia Kingi and Jan Jordan Responding to sexual violence: Pathways to recovery (Ministry of Women’s 
Affairs, October 2009) <women.govt.nz> at 94; Elisabeth McDonald “‘Real Rape’ in New Zealand: Women 
complainants’ experience of the court process” (1997) 1 Yearbook of New Zealand Jurisprudence 59; Sara 
Payne Rape: The victim experience review (Home Office, London, 2009); and Amanda Konradi Taking the Stand: 
Rape survivors and the prosecution of rapists (Praeger, London, 2007) at ch 4.

32 Lori Haskell and Melanie Randall The Impact of Trauma on Adult Sexual Assault Victims (Department of Justice 
Canada, 2019) at 14.

33 This information was gathered from the audio that was accessed – it does not take account of what interaction 
occurred between the prosecutor and complainant pre-trial, prior to her evidence beginning, or after the 
conclusion of her evidence.

https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/pathways-to-recovery-pdf_0.pdf
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afternoon”. In nine cases, counsel communicated to the complainant that they were about 
to begin asking questions, usually in combination with information about the microphone in 
the witness stand. This example is taken from Yamada:

Q: Ms Sik I’m going to be asking you some questions this morning. See that 
microphone in front of you?

A: Yes.

Q: It doesn’t make you louder in this courtroom, okay, it just takes what you’re 
saying to someone who’s typing it in another building. So, before when I asked 
[if] you see that courtroom, you sort of nodded your head?

A: Yes.

Q: I need you to answer verbally to every question because they’re in another 
building and they can’t see you nodding or shaking your head, okay?

A: Okay.

Q: And I need you to speak loudly, about as loud as I am, so that the jury can 
hear you.

A: Okay.

As with judicial greeting and guiding practices, there was more orienting communication 
from counsel when CCTV technology was used. The following example is taken from Ahmed 
and was the longest interpersonal communication by prosecution counsel to a complainant 
in the jury trial research:

Q: Now Ms Anae, I’m going to be asking you some questions and we’re relying  
on this technology to make sure that you can hear?

A: Yep.

Q: Can you just – can you indicate that you can hear me clearly please?

A: Yeah.

Q: All right and if for any reason at any time you can’t hear me, can you let us know?

A: Yes, ma’am.

Q: Now I understand you’re in your room with a staff member from the Court,  
is that correct?

A: Yes.

Q: All right and that’s [name], she’s going to be keeping an eye on the TV system 
to make sure that it’s operating properly?

A: Yeah.

Q: And if for some reason you need a break or anything like that, then you can 
perhaps indicate to myself or to [name] as we’re going through your evidence?

A: Okay.
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The prosecutor usually indicated the end of evidence in chief by asking the complainant 
to remain in the witness stand for further questions. These communications tended to 
be minimal and instructive, for instance “Please remain there” or “If you can just stay 
and answer any questions please”. Sometimes these transitional formalities incorporated 
acknowledgement to the complainant in the form of thanking or using the complainant’s 
name: “Thank you. Please remain and answer any questions”; or “All right. Can you just remain 
there Ms Anae and the other lawyer will have some questions for you?” In some cases, 
Crown counsel contextualised or personalised the transition from evidence in chief to cross-
examination by letting the complainant know what was going to happen next. For instance:

Thank you, Ms Sik. I don’t have any further questions for you at the moment 
but you are now going to be asked some questions by the accused’s lawyer and 
then I might have some questions at the end for you. Ok?

Re-examination offered further opportunities for orienting or reassuring communication. 
In one case, counsel did this by providing an indication about progress, in this instance at 
the beginning of re-examination: “Thank you. It’s been a long day Mrs Zhang. I don’t have 
many questions for you.” At the end of re-examination in 10 cases, Crown counsel told the 
complainant that they had no further questions. Eight counsel thanked the complainant at 
the end of re-examination. Five did so using her name (16%). In 12 cases, counsel informed 
the judge when they had no further questions for the witness but did not address the 
complainant. Although this latter form is technically adequate, a construction that informs 
and makes a request and, where possible, includes addressing the complainant by name is 
preferable. In only 16 of the 30 jury trials (53%) did the prosecutor use the complainant’s 
name when addressing her for any purpose, or while asking her questions.

Reassurance and responses to complainants’ arising needs in the courtroom by the 
prosecution was also relatively uncommon – perhaps out of concern for attracting criticism 
from the judge for seeking to engender emotional support or sympathy for the complainant, 
an action that would be at odds with their duty of impartiality. Nevertheless, some counsel 
did check with the complainant that she was coping with the questioning process, or offer 
her a word of encouragement when the jury had left the courtroom for an adjournment.

There were other ways in which the prosecutor offered some help to the complainant, such 
as by initiating responsive breaks for complainants who were clearly distressed.34 There 
were a few occasions when counsel signalled to complainants that a difficult question was 
going to be asked, for instance “This is very personal but I need to ask …” or “My question 
will irritate you but …”. Most counsel were polite and kind in their tone of communication. 
However, other than a few exceptional instances, reassurance and assistance in the 
courtroom from the prosecutor in the jury trials was minimal.

34 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 71.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The same overall dynamic was apparent in the judge-alone trials. There were two instances of 
the prosecutor initiating a request for a break on behalf of the complainant. In another case 
(Henry) the prosecutor requested an early morning tea break in response to complainant 
distress:

Q: Do you mind please taking the phone data booklet.

A: Yeah. (crying, sniffs)

P:  Your Honour, I wonder if it might be possible to take a slightly early morning 
adjournment?

JUDGE:  Yeah, sure. Ms Peyton, we’re just going to take a break, to give you a bit 
of a break and to give the transcribers a break. We’ll take a break for quarter 
of an hour?

P:  Thank you sir.

JUDGE:  Quarter of an hour. Alright? Thank you.

There were, however, very few other instances of proactive prosecutorial assistance or 
pastoral care in the courtroom in the judge-alone cases, with Henry and Samuel being the 
exceptions:

P:  Are you comfortable there [via video link], Mia?

C:  Sorry?

P:  Are you comfortable there?

C:  Yeah. (sounds very nervous)

P:  Have you got a desk or anything, or are you just sat at a chair?

C:  Um, there’s a table in front of me.

P:  There is, ok.

C:  Yeah.

P:  Where’s the microphone? Is it on the table?

C:  Um, I think it’s inside the computer?

P:  Oh right, ok, yeah.

In this interaction, before the complainant begins her evidence, the prosecutor in Henry 
seems responsive to the complainant’s nervousness and asks her some “settling” questions 
about the make-up of the space she is in, to get her used to talking. They also flagged some 
potentially difficult moments with phrases such as “I’m sorry if this is an awkward question”.

In Samuel there was also audio-captured interaction between the prosecutor, the 
complainant and her support people (she was permitted to have two) while the room was 
getting set up (with the use of a screen):
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P:  Hey you guys [court staff], can the complainant come in now, and get in 
position?

S:  Yeah, yeah, before they bring him up.

P:  Come in guys, seriously, there’s no time like the present. [Support person (SP)], 
if you want to, you’re sitting in the back eh.

SP:  She wants to be able to see me.

P:  Yep, so sit yourself down in that corner. You come with me, Isla [the 
complainant]. These fabulous court staff are just setting up for us. [Introduces 
all staff.] Isla, jump into that box, [other support person] is going to sit behind 
you. So come in.

C:  Do I have to do it now?

P:  Yeah, go on.

S:  Yeah, you can stay. Twenty to, so you’ve only got four more minutes.

P:  Now you’ll hear people say stand up when the judge comes in, so you just 
stand up.

C:  Ok.

P:  You’re going to be fine, trust me.

This may well be the kind of orienting and encouraging interaction that occurs in many 
cases before the complainant gives evidence, but this was the only audio accessed that 
demonstrated this. In this case the prosecutor also signalled some difficult questions (about 
the act of penetration) by saying “Now I am afraid I am going to have to ask you some more 
questions about that”, and reminded the complainant that there were some tissues available 
for her.

However, in comparison to the jury trials, the judges in the judge-alone trials were 
(as a percentage) much more proactive in relation to ensuring complainant well-being 
(Henry was also one of those cases). In addition, in three of the judge-alone cases the 
complainant gave evidence via CCTV or video link, and this may have meant there were more 
opportunities for supporting complainant well-being that were not visible in this research. 
Taken together, arguably there may have been less need or opportunity for Crown counsel 
to proactively respond to complainant difficulty.

The style of the prosecution’s communication with complainants in the judge-alone trials 
did tend to be warmer and more personalised overall. In all eight cases, counsel addressed 
the complainant by name at some point (100% as opposed to 53% in the jury trials), offered 
thanks for her evidence (five cases – 63%), and/or signalled progress within procedure 
transition communications.

In both studies the prosecutor may have provided pastoral care to complainants outside 
the courtroom, either during pre-trial preparation or in the witness room before or after 
evidence. There is an expectation that counsel meet with complainants in the weeks or days 
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before trial to explain the role of the witness, how the evidence will progress, and to answer 
any procedural questions. Assistance to complainants in their role as witnesses is understood 
to occur principally in this context. However, this practice has historically been inconsistently 
implemented; and when it does occur, it is often experienced as perfunctory or inadequate 
by complainants.35 Researchers have noted that effective pre-trial preparation in advance of 
being a witness “made a huge difference to their experience”;36 however, such preparation 
need not all be undertaken by Crown counsel.

On 1 July 2019 the Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence came into 
force.37 These new guidelines increased and elaborated the expectations on the prosecutor 
to prepare complainants for the experience of giving evidence. For example, in relation to 
proactively supporting complainants through the use of additional breaks, the Guidelines 
suggest that prosecutors should seek breaks for a complainant when she is becoming too 
tired or distressed to concentrate, and that “[p]rosecutors should try to avoid the witness 
being required to decide whether or not they need a break”.38 The Guidelines also suggest 
that if the prosecutor identifies a complainant who is particularly vulnerable ahead of trial, 
they should seek agreement in advance to additional breaks being taken.39

Crown counsel who appear in sexual offending jury trials have received training on the 
Guidelines. This suggests that complainants should receive increased pre-trial preparation 
and more prosecutorial responsiveness during trials in the future. However, given the limited 
amount of personalised and supportive communication that prosecutors demonstrated with 
complainants in the courtroom in both groups of cases, consideration of how this aspect 
of complainant care might be strengthened is desirable. The examples provided show that 
this need not be complicated nor necessarily demonstrate partiality. Rather, the suggested 
communication practices go unnoticed in courtrooms when they currently occur, precisely 
because they are unremarkable.

Notably, however, even in the absence of a jury, prosecutorial interaction and supportive 
communication with the complainant was no more common, although use of her name and 
offering thanks for her evidence was much more frequent. This may be explained by the 
recency of some of the cases, along with the training and development that accompanied 
the introduction of the Guidelines.

35 See for instance Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual 
violence: victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, 
August 2018) <www.justice.govt.nz> at 62–66; and Venezia Kingi and Jan Jordan Responding to sexual violence: 
Pathways to recovery (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, October 2009) <women.govt.nz> at 93.

36 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) 
<www.justice.govt.nz> at 121.

37 Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz>.

38 At [12.3].

39 At [12.4].

https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/pathways-to-recovery-pdf_0.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
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One case, however, demonstrated that a lack of engagement with the complainant’s personal 
situation can lead to unfortunate moments at trial, even where a prosecutor is attempting to 
assist the complainant to relax by asking questions about familiar topics:40

Q: Hi Willow, can you see and hear me okay?

A: Yeah.

Q: Great. Please state your full name?

A: Willow Shiloh Phoenix.

Q: How do you spell your middle name?

A: S-H-I-L-O-H.

Q: How old are you Willow?

A: Seventeen.

Q: And when did you turn 17?

A: Today. (small laugh)

Q: Happy Birthday. Have you got something nice planned for this evening?

A: Ah, hopefully. (small laugh, sniffs several times)

Q: Okay, well let’s see if we can get through today for you then, so you can  
go and do something nice.

Defence counsel introductions: comparing the jury and judge-alone trial studies

While complainants appreciate meeting the judge prior to giving evidence if possible,41 
research suggests that they would prefer not to meet defence counsel in advance.42 
However, it is suggested that defence counsel should introduce themselves – or be 
introduced by the judge or Crown counsel – before they begin to cross-examine the 

40 It might also have been preferable for the Crown to ensure that the complainant was not required to give 
evidence on her birthday. In this case the judge acknowledged her birthday at the end of her evidence: “Ms 
Phoenix, thank you for your evidence, that’s all that’s required today and you’re free to go now and celebrate 
your birthday, all right, thank you.” Elaine Craig refers to an Ontario judge-alone trial in which the judge wished 
the complainant a happy birthday, which was unsuccessfully argued to indicate bias (as well as the extent of 
intervention in the cross-examination of the complainant): Elaine Craig Putting Trials on Trial: Sexual Assault  
and the Failure of the Legal Profession (McGill-Queen’s University Press, Montreal, 2018) at 176.

41 Sue Allison and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and 
Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz> at 55.

42 At 56.

https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
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complainant,43 as a measure of respect and acknowledgement of the complainant and her 
role at the trial.44

In only one of the jury trials did defence counsel introduce themselves by name to the 
complainant, as well as reminding the complainant of their role and the oversight of the judge 
and Crown counsel:

Ms [name] my name is Mr [name] and I’ve got a lot of questions for you. We will 
take a little while, we’ll still be going tomorrow and the questions that I put to you 
will be monitored by my learned friend for the Crown and by His Honour and if  
I go too far they’ll stop me.

In one other case, counsel introduced themselves with reference to being the defendant’s 
lawyer. In this case and in three others, defence counsel greeted the complainant with 
“good morning” and used her name. While it is possible that defence counsel was introduced 
by name to the complainant in other trials, no accessed audio suggested this was the 
case. Therefore, in only five of the 30 jury trials (17%) was the complainant greeted by or 
introduced to defence counsel, either by role or name.

One counsel in the judge-alone trials introduced themselves by name and with reference 
to role:

Ms Hannah, I’m [name], and I’m the lawyer that represents Mr Samuel, I need  
to ask you some questions, and if you need time to answer those questions,  
or you need a break, just indicate to His Honour at the appropriate time.

In three other cases the judge or prosecuting counsel introduced defence counsel (by 
name), and in a further two cases defence counsel introduced themselves as lawyer for the 
defendant but did not use their name. In six of the eight cases (75%) the complainant was 
therefore greeted by or introduced to defence counsel, either by role or name. However, 
defence counsel did not greet the complainant and use her name in any of the eight judge-
alone trials.

While some difference was noticed between jury trials and judge-alone trials regarding the 
more personalised interaction between defence counsel and the complainant, there is no  

43 In research with young witnesses undertaken in the United Kingdom, their advice to lawyers included 
“introduce yourselves”, “stop being aggressive” and “slow down, explain what you mean and use simple words”: 
Peter Dunn and Eric Shepherd “Oral Testimony from the Witness’s Perspective – Psychological and Forensic 
Considerations” in Anthony Heaton-Armstrong and others (eds) Witness Testimony: Psychological, Investigative 
and Evidential Perspectives (Oxford University Press, 2006) 363 at 372. See also Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and 
Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas 
Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) <www.justice.govt.nz> at 96.

44 See also rule 13.2.1 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act (Lawyers: Conduct and Client Care) Rules 2008 
(NZ). No recent research with adult complainants has, however, discussed the desirability of such interaction 
from a complainant’s perspective.

https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
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reason for a difference just because of mode of trial. Polite, respectful and professional 
introductions, including an explanation of counsel’s role, are also possible in a jury trial, do 
not risk unfair prejudice or discomfort, and should be encouraged.

Assisting complainants to give their evidence: the importance of pre-trial 
preparation and prosecutorial best practice

Analysis of the transcripts in the jury and judge-alone trials highlighted some aspects of 
the process of giving evidence that repeatedly caused difficulties for complainants. Issues 
relating to the admissibility of evidence and the content of questioning are analysed in other 
chapters.45 This section focusses on the way that some aspects of courtroom questioning 
contributed to unnecessary difficulty or distress for complainants and may have reduced 
their perceived credibility or the accuracy of their evidence. It commences by discussing the 
ways in which a lack of understanding about social media and digital technologies by some 
counsel and judges may have undermined complainant credibility and at times contributed to 
their struggles as a witness. Next, two key points of tension for complainants during evidence 
in chief noted in the jury trial study are examined: giving detailed descriptions of the sexual 
acts involved; and viewing and answering questions about exhibits.

Prosecutors play an important role in assisting complainants to participate at trial and to give 
their best evidence.46 In particular, they lead the evidence in chief of complainants, which 
usually includes asking complainants to describe what happened and their state of mind at 
the time. It may also involve playing the complainant’s EVI, and will often include questions 
about exhibits such as photographs of the scene or text messages between her and the 
defendant. As described above, prosecutors are required to present the Crown case in an 
objective manner and are not advocates on behalf of the complainant.

The majority of the trials in both these studies (35 out of the total of 38) were conducted 
under the Solicitor-General’s Prosecution Guidelines.47 The Solicitor-General’s Guidelines 
for Prosecuting Sexual Violence that came into force from 1 July 2019, as noted above, 
operate in addition to the general guidelines for trials commencing after that date.48 They 
were developed in response to complainant dissatisfaction with the degree and type of 
preparation for court they received, especially with regard to the lack of contact with 
counsel before trial and subsequent feelings of being unrepresented and unsupported while 

45 See Chapters Four and Five.

46 See Elisabeth McDonald “The Views of Complainants and the Provision of Information, Support and Legal 
Advice: How Much Should a Prosecutor Do?” (2011) 17 Canterbury Law Review 66.

47 Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Prosecution Guidelines (1 July 2013) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz>.

48 Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz>.

https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Prosecution-Guidelines/ProsecutionGuidelines2013.pdf
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
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giving evidence.49 Consequently, they provide counsel with additional guidance on balancing 
the effective prosecution of sexual violence cases with the compassionate treatment of 
complainants.50

Court Victim Advisors (CVAs) also support complainants going to court. Each Aotearoa 
New Zealand courthouse where jury trials are held has a nominated regional CVA dedicated 
to advising sexual violence complainants and witnesses.51 CVAs provide complainants with 
courtroom education and liaise with them about dates and processes related to their cases. 
In a very small number of places in Aotearoa New Zealand, independent community service 
providers offer psychosocial court preparation and support services to sexual violence 
complainants. Complainants in recent research spoke highly of the benefits of this kind 
of psychological and practical preparation,52 and stakeholders consulted for the Sexual 
Violence Court Pilot evaluation were also supportive of increased service availability.53 The 
Government has announced an intention to extend these services nationally.54 These Court 
Support Services “will focus on victim’s/survivor’s mental, spiritual and physical support 
needs while they are going through the criminal justice process, to reduce the severity and 
longevity of trauma”.55

49 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [5.80]–[5.84]; Elisabeth McDonald “Complainant 
desire for information, consultation and support: How to respond and who should provide?” in Elisabeth 
McDonald and Yvette Tinsley (eds) From “Real Rape” to Real Justice: Prosecuting Rape in New Zealand (Victoria 
University Press, Wellington, 2011) 168; Elaine Mossman and others Responding to sexual violence: Environmental 
scan of New Zealand agencies (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, September 2009) <women.govt.nz> at xxii, 77 and 
121; and Taskforce for Action on Sexual Violence Te Toiora Mata Tauherenga – Report of the Taskforce for Action 
on Sexual Violence: Incorporating the Views of Te Ohaakii a Hine – National Network Ending Sexual Violence 
Together (Ministry of Justice, 2009) <natlib.govt.nz>.

50 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [5.83]; and Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for 
Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> at 3 (Attorney-General’s Introduction).

51 In smaller communities or in courthouses where jury trials are held less frequently, the court may be serviced 
by a CVA physically based at another location.

52 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) 
<www.justice.govt.nz> at 58.

53 Sue Allison and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and 
Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz> at 46.

54 Jan Logie (Parliamentary Under-Secretary to the Minister of Justice (Domestic and Sexual Violence Issues)) 
Proactive Release – Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence (2 July 2019) <www.justice.govt.nz> 
at [71].

55 Ministry of Social Development “Court Support Service” <www.msd.govt.nz>. See also Natalie Slade Literature 
review on international best court support models for victim-survivors of sexual violence (Ministry of Social 
Development, January 2020) <www.msd.govt.nz>.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/environmental-scan.pdf
https://ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE1332120&dps_custom_att_1=ilsdb
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/7236-Proactive-release-SV-response-final.pdf
https://www.msd.govt.nz/about-msd-and-our-work/work-programmes/initiatives/family-and-sexual-violence/specialist-services/court-support-service.html
https://www.msd.govt.nz/documents/about-msd-and-our-work/publications-resources/literature-reviews/literature-review-on-international-best-court-support-models-for-victim-survivors-of-sexual-violence.pdf
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Understanding social media and digital technology

Describing social media use was a source of difficulty and miscommunication during 
complainant evidence in the jury trial study. Social media is an everyday part of many of the 
complainants’ lives, and communications between the complainants and defendants on social 
media platforms were often entered as exhibits. Unfortunately, counsel and judges were at 
times unfamiliar with how those platforms operated, how communication occurred on them, 
and their language norms and forms. This led to unnecessary and distracting questioning, 
misunderstandings, and complainants having to try to explain norms or protocols. These 
kinds of exchanges tended to create an impression of the complainant as “other” to the 
sensible and mature social world of the courtroom – an impression that was exploited by 
some defence counsel to suggest the complainant lacked credibility.56

Sometimes complainants were asked to explain what an emoji or emoticon was, and to 
interpret the emotions that various emojis/emoticons are intended to convey – even if 
they were not ones they had used in their own communications.57 This had the effect of 
connecting those emotions or descriptions with the complainant, and this was particularly 
problematic when they were obscene or sexual. This effect was emphasised by some defence 
counsel who repeated questions about acronyms or emojis, requiring complainants to repeat 
obscenities in front of the jury.58

It may well be necessary for juries to have aspects of how social media operates explained 
to them. However, this responsibility should not fall to complainants.59 Nor should lack of 
understanding about social media by members of the court cause delay or inconvenience 
to complainants.60 A previous recommendation to address the potential negative impact on 
the complainant and the trial process is that an agreed statement of facts61 be considered 
as a mechanism for providing the judge (and jury) with information about technology,  

56 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 84.

57 Emoticons are typographics that convey emotional states, for instance , typically used in written 
communication. Emojis are ideograms and smileys in picture form typically used in electronic messages and 
web pages, including facial expressions, common objects and symbols, places, animals, weather and so on,  
that convey feelings, experiences or meaning.

58 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 85 
and 375.

59 In one case in the judge-alone study a complainant was asked to explain the use of the Tinder app:
“Q: Are you able to explain what that means, to match on Tinder?

A: So, you have pictures of people who are near your location and then if you want to be able to talk to them 
then you swipe right on the photo and then if the other person does that as well, then you can talk to each 
other on the app.”

60 See for example McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30>  
at 89.

61 See section 9 of the Evidence Act 2006 at 340.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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platforms and social media communication, including acronyms, that will assist fact-finder 
understanding of the evidence that is being given in the case.

In one of the judge-alone trials it was a cause of some distress to the complainant to have to 
explain during cross-examination why (and in what way) her phone was not working, so that 
she was unable to organise an Uber (ride-share service accessed by an app) or get assistance 
by calling any of her family or friends:

Q: So, isn’t that the case with a cancelled call, as identified by iPhone, that 
that’s when you call out to someone but you yourself cancel it by pushing 
the red central button on that phone?

A: If it wouldn’t connect then I would have cancelled it because nothing 
would have been happening, so I would just keep trying to call.

Q: Right, so you’re saying, I tried to connect but couldn’t, so I cancelled 
it, right?

A: It didn’t, I don’t know if I pressed the button, but I tried calling and it 
wouldn’t go through. (sounds distressed)

Q: I’m suggesting to you Ms Peyton, if you hadn’t pushed the red button to 
cancel the call it would have been logged as a failed call?

A: I don’t know, I don’t know enough about phones, to know, if that will 
[inaudible] or not. (voice flustered and shaky, sounds distressed)

Q: And then we see there that, I’m suggesting to you that that’s the case,  
but you’re saying to me, “I don’t know,” is that right?

A: Well I’m saying, “I don’t know,” because I don’t know enough about phones 
like that. (sounds distressed) I tried calling. (becoming tearful)

Q: But you’re saying you may well have pushed that button to cancel the call 
if it didn’t go through?

A: I might have done. I don’t know. (voice shaking, tearful)

Presumably, this line of questioning was aimed at making meaning of the difference 
between a cancelled call (initiated by the complainant) and a failed call (a network or phone 
error) – to suggest that a cancelled call showed an absence of real desire to get away from 
the defendant.

Further cross-examination in the case focussed on whether it was true, as the complainant 
claimed in evidence in chief, that she could not use Uber that night to get home (rather than 
calling a taxi, which was reliant on having a physical credit card, which had been mistakenly 
left at a local bar). That line of questioning resulted in explanation from the complainant in 
re-examination, questions from the judge and then further cross-examination:
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Q: [Defence counsel] asked you about Uber on your mobile phone and the Uber 
account that you had, was taking an Uber a possibility?

A: If the internet would connect and it would work I think, I didn’t know 
where I was, I can’t remember how much it cost or anything, if I could connect 
with the internet then I would’ve tried to do it. (sniffs) But I think I would’ve 
had to have my [credit] card automatically attached as well. I didn’t have my 
[new] card. (sigh, voice choked up, sounds distressed) I can’t remember, on the 
app, on the app. (sniffs)

Q: I just want to make sure I’ve understood the answer to that question, but 
it was that there were a number of issues, firstly internet connection and 
secondly having a credit card connected to the account?

A:  Attached. Yeah.

Q: Can you just explain what the issue was with that?

A: I was still using my [overseas] phone so it would’ve been connected to my 
[overseas] account. (sniffs) I would’ve had to put – take New Zealand dollars 
out of my [overseas] account on – I don’t know how that would’ve worked 
because it was [an overseas] Uber app. (sniffs, sigh) I don’t think I had a New 
Zealand bank account at that time. (sounds distressed)

Q: So in your mind, at that moment, was ordering an Uber an option?

A: No, because [of] the phone issues. (voice choked up, sounds distressed, sniffs)

…

JUDGE: Thank you. Ms Peyton, can I just clarify a relatively minor point, before this 
night in [month] had you used your Uber from your iPhone in New Zealand?

A: I don’t, I can’t remember. (sounds distressed, sniffs)

JUDGE: How did you get around, when you, because you’ve said you’ve been in 
town a few times, how did you get back home to [suburb]?

A: I was with my mum a few times and we got the taxi that go out the back 
of (sniffs), I can’t remember what it’s called, what street it’s called, behind 
the back of [a bar], out there. (sniffs) The taxis that just drive up and 
you can holler them down, I got back that way, I got back on the buses 
before. (sniffs) My mum used Uber all the time. We might have used Uber 
before, I can’t, I can’t remember, it’s so long ago, I don’t know, if it was set 
up or if it was working. (voice breaking up, audible breathing, sounds tearful) 
I’m sorry.

…
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D: Just in relation to his Honour’s question Ms Peyton, I just wanted to show 
you page 2, line 31 [of your statement], didn’t you say to the police on [date] 
“and I wanted to go somewhere that I knew so that I could get home pretty 
easy, so I knew I could get an Uber or I could get the bus”?

A: Yeah, yeah. (sounds tearful)

Q: And so Ms Peyton that’s because you were using Uber, wasn’t it?

A: I used Uber with my mum, I can’t remember, I used Uber all the time back 
home, so I can’t, can’t remember. (voice breaking up, crying)

Q: And this Uber account is connected to your credit cards.

A: It would be, would have been connected to my [overseas credit] card. I … (sigh)

Q: Thank you sir.

This was potentially a matter that could have been resolved pre-trial, so as not to be an 
unnecessary source of discomfort which also unnecessarily prolonged the questioning – 
that is, whether there was an actual lack of ability for her to use Uber via her own phone 
at that time. There appears to have been no real challenge to her inability to do so on the 
facts, but getting to that point did take up some amount of time at this judge-alone trial. 
This is not to say that no questioning on the point was warranted, but rather that the focus 
of the questions could have limited the impact on the complainant while still making the 
point about the potential to leave the defendant. This raises again the wider issue of how to 
encourage more pre-trial agreement about the scope and substance of questioning without 
undermining defendant fair trial rights.62

During cross-examination, meaning was also made of the kind of emoji the complainant 
sent to a friend while still with the defendant, although she attempted to explain the lack of 
connection between emojis and actual emotions:

Q: He’s on the internet corresponding with you that very morning [about a bar 
the complainant went to] when you’re still in that motel at seven minutes 
past midnight … So you know he is awake at seven minutes past midnight, 
don’t you?

A: I don’t know what time I read it. (sounds resistant)

Q: Because you respond at nine minutes past midnight and you say: “Went 
on a [dating app] date that wanted to take me there, ha ha, been there [to 
that bar] now” and there we have an emoji that’s laughing so much that it’s 
crying, it’s a laughy emoji. “Left my bloody bag, ha ha.”

A: I don’t know what to say. (voice very quiet, shaking, sounds tearful)

62 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 385; and 
Chapter Five at 186.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Q: Isn’t that what you sent to him?

A: I did, but … (audible breathing, sounds distressed)

Q: And that shows, doesn’t it Ms Peyton, that you are in good spirits?

A: I don’t like to show, like bad things or anything, I didn’t know why, I – (voice 
tails off, sounds distressed)

Q: You’re laughing?

A: (audible breathing) Emojis don’t show how you really feel they’re just part 
of a message. (voice choked up, sounds distressed)

Q: Well you could’ve sent an unhappy emoji but you chose a laughing one, 
correct?

A: Correct. (sounds distressed)

Q: And you have settled down now, obviously, about your [lost] bag, to the point 
that you’re laughing about it, nine minutes past midnight.

A: (sigh, sniff) Yeah, I don’t know. (voice breathy, tearful)

Q: And that’s because, Ms Peyton, there was no SOS because you didn’t ever 
intend to leave that motel that night, did you?

In this case, the sending of a particular type of emoji by the complainant was used to 
encourage the inference that she was actually not uncomfortable with continuing to spend 
the evening with the defendant, and so was more likely to have consented to sex with him.63 
This is not an example of a complainant becoming distressed by having to describe to the 
fact-finder the ability to send emojis as part of messages, as occurred in some of the jury 
trials; rather, it is a challenge to her evidence that she was not enjoying the defendant’s 
company. As such, the line of questioning about the meaning of the emoji is legitimate, 
although it is suggested that a judge sitting alone may be better placed to assess the 
significance of this challenge, rather than jurors who may have mixed understandings of 
contemporary emoji use. The risk is that undue time may be taken up by the jury debating 
the meaning and importance of the complainant’s choice of emoji.

However, there was only one judge-alone trial in which the use of social media, apps and the 
content of text messages caused the complainant difficulty when giving evidence. It may 
well be that the amount of this kind of evidence was reduced by agreement in these trials, or 
that use of social media was not a factor in these particular cases. It cannot be concluded, 
in the absence of having information about the pre-trial process, whether the nature of the 
proceedings (judge-alone) was the reason for this difference.

63 See discussion of the judge’s response to this line of argument in Chapter Seven at 254.
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Describing sexual activities

Two aspects of evidence in chief often caused difficulty for complainants in both the 
jury trials and judge-alone trials: first, describing the sexual activities that took place; and 
secondly, viewing and responding to questions about exhibits. This is not surprising given that 
both aspects require complainants to visualise or specifically recall the alleged offending and 
describe it in detail for the jury. The number of complainants who struggled to navigate these 
passages of evidence in chief was particularly striking in the jury trials.

A repeated difficulty during evidence in chief related to the use of language to describe 
genitalia and sex acts. The requirement for open questions, the level of detail necessary and 
some complainants’ lack of familiarity with a range of terms for describing female genitals 
created difficulty with a key aspect of the prosecution evidence. The increased use of agreed 
statements of fact under section 9 of the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ) to cover matters not 
in issue at trial – such as the nature and type of penetration in cases where consent is the 
issue at trial – could reduce the need for complainants to give this type of detailed evidence 
at trial.64

There was less indication of complainant difficulty in describing the actual sexual acts in the 
judge-alone trials:

Q: You’ve said that he had sex with you?

A: Yes. (sniffs)

Q: I need to check exactly what you mean by that.

A: Well he inserted his penis inside of me, but I, (voice trembling) I shut off when 
that was happening because of shock. (starts to cry) I can’t remember how 
long it was for. I can’t, I can’t remember. (crying, sniffs)

Q: You said that you told him “no”?

A: Yes. (sounds desperate) (Samuel)

…

Q: So what do you remember about Mr George being on top of you as you have 
described after he touched your breasts?

A: What do you mean?

Q: What was he doing, what do you remember?

A: I remember him penetrating me. (almost yelling, sounds distressed and 
irritated)

Q: With what?

64 Section 9 of the Evidence Act 2006 at 340 allows the admission of certain facts by agreement and without 
the need for evidence to prove the existence of the facts. 
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A: His, (mmm, heavy exhale, trying to calm down, audible breathing, sounds like 
starting to cry) – his cock. (starting to cry)

Q: When you spoke to the police interviewer on [date] do you remember that you 
said you weren’t entirely sure if he actually got his penis inside you?

A: Yep.

Q: Do you remember telling the interviewer that?

A: Yep. (George)

In this second example, actual penetration is focussed on given the complainant’s initial 
hesitancy about penetration when disclosing the alleged abuse – but at trial she was sure 
there had been.65

In neither case does the complainant sound uncomfortable or unfamiliar with the language 
to use to describe body parts – and this is also the case for the other five cases in which 
the complainant needed to refer to intimate parts of her body. With the exception 
of George, there was no challenge in cross-examination as to whether penetration had 
occurred in any of the judge-alone trials. This could well be the result of a narrowed focus 
at trial with questioning targeted at the main issue – consent – rather than the occurrence 
of penetration.66 Access to any opening submissions may have made such a trial tactic 
clear.67 However, the verdicts disclosed that in two cases the defendant accepted 
in the opening submissions that there had been penetration. In another there had 
been a section 9 statement in which the defendant formally conceded that penetration 
had occurred, and in two cases the defendant accepted in their pre-trial statement that 
penetration had occurred. In the final two cases the judge noted in the reasons for verdict 
that penetration was not disputed, and the complainant was not cross-examined on that issue.

viewing and responding to exhibits

Viewing and responding to questions about exhibits were other practical aspects of giving 
evidence that repeatedly caused difficulty for complainants in the jury trial study. They did 
so in two particular ways: emotional difficulty in response to seeing the content of an exhibit; 
and emotional difficulty in relation to an exhibit’s form and accessibility. Photographs of the 
scene triggered high levels of distress in some complainants, particularly if the photograph 
was of a place that the complainant had not been back to, or of a piece of clothing that  

65 See Chapter Four at 122.

66 Such a narrowing of focus in judge-alone trials is consistent with the findings in John Jackson and Sean Doran 
Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1995) at 200.

67 As no access to opening arguments was sought for the jury trial study, none was sought for the judge-alone 
trials. However, closing submissions in the judge-alone trials are directed at the trial issues – see further 
Chapter Six at 207.
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the complainant had not seen since the incident. Sometimes photographs were of injuries 
sustained by the complainant and these also caused emotional difficulty.68

Text messages or social media posts from soon after the incident also tended to cause 
distress. Sometimes these contained disclosures about what had happened or requests 
for help to friends or family members. In other cases there were communications from 
the defendant before or after the incident that provoked strong emotional responses.  
Complainants seemed surprised by this material, and the shock of unexpectedly seeing them 
in court tended to prompt high levels of emotionality.

The practicalities of being questioned with reference to some exhibits also caused problems. 
Text message schedules, in particular, seemed difficult to follow for both complainants 
and counsel. The number of columns to be navigated, the range of colours used, the 
representation of numeric data and, in some cases, the sheer volume of messages 
necessitated detailed instructions to assist complainants to locate the texts that they were 
being asked about, and often caused confusion and delay.

Transcripts of police interviews also caused problems, including requirements of English 
language literacy that some complainants did not have.69 In at least two cases in the jury 
trials, it appeared that the complainant had not seen the transcript before trial and therefore 
was confused when asked to comment on details in it.

As a consequence of researcher feedback on the draft,70 the Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for 
Prosecuting Sexual Violence recommend that the prosecutor show the complainant, at a pre-
trial meeting, exhibits she may be questioned about at trial – particularly if the exhibits 
contain sensitive material or could potentially confuse her.71

Three of the judge-alone trials were heard after the Guidelines were issued. Further, as 
noted earlier, text messaging and use of social media did not form a noticeable aspect of 
the questioning in the majority of the judge-alone trials, although there were three cases in 
which the complainant was referred to a schedule of text messages. The complainant was 
shown photographs of her injuries sustained during the assault in one case, and a drawing 
or photograph of the rooms in a house or outside area where the offending allegedly 
occurred were shown in five cases. In four cases the complainant was cross-examined on 
written statements made to the police or to forensic medical staff, and in two of these the 
complainant was directed to look at the relevant pages.

68 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 93.

69 See below at 99.

70 Letter from Professor Elisabeth McDonald to Brendan Horsley (Deputy Solicitor-General) providing peer 
review of the draft Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (25 January 2019).

71 Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> 
at [7.14.4]–[7.14.5].

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
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It appeared to the researchers that, unlike the jury trials, none of the complainants were 
negatively impacted by these aspects of the questioning process (beyond any challenges 
inherent in claims of inconsistencies). This may have been for a number of reasons, including 
that there is less discomfort for a complainant in having one judge as opposed to 12 strangers 
look at their text messages or social media profiles. It may also be because the complainants 
were better prepared pre-trial to look at and navigate exhibits, and in several cases the 
drawing of the house layout was penned by the complainant during their police interview.

In one case, however, the complainant (who was in the CCTV room during cross-examination) 
was directed to look at a map of the areas around where the alleged offending occurred and 
expressed some unfamiliarity with the photobook and contents:

Q: When you talked about going to the park, and you might need to turn back 
to page 27, and you said you went to go to the house, you saw the metal box 
and then you got a bit scared and you went to the park?

A: (no audible answer)

Q: You might have to put your head up and hold the book up a little bit so that 
we can see you?

A: Yeah, sorry. (small nervous laugh) Um, it’s kinda hard to tell on this map.

Q: Does page 27 help?

A: Yeah, I’m, I’m on page 27. It’s, um, it’s – 

Q: General direction, which sort of corner of the page?

A: So, I don’t know if I can read this map, it’s like – is this, is this my road?

Q: That’s [name] Road, yes? That’s got a label on it there, “[name] Road?”

A: You go down an alleyway that’s kind of like on the left, like towards the left 
of [name] Road but I can’t see the alleyway.

In Henry the complainant did sound distressed during the evidence in chief when she was 
asked to look at photographs of the place that the rape occurred. However, this immediately 
followed her giving evidence about her communicating her lack of consent to the defendant, 
after which the judge suggested she “take a moment”:

A: I didn’t wanna do anything with him and he was saying why I was denying 
myself like and after we had this like amazing connection, but I didn’t feel 
that amazing connection that he was talking about. (heavy breathing, 
starting to cry) Sorry.

JUDGE: Just take a moment, there’s no problem.

Q: That’s okay, take your time.

A: (sounds of crying, loud breathing)

Q: Ms Peyton, have you got the photographic exhibits in front of you?
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A: Yeah. (sounds distressed)

Q: Could I ask you to open those up please, and turn to page [number]?

A: Yeah. (sounds distressed, sniffs twice)

Being responsive to different communication needs

Currently, witnesses are entitled to communication assistance when giving evidence if they 
are not sufficiently proficient in English or if they have a communication disability.72 That 
entitlement is, however, subject to a judge’s consideration that the witness is unable to 
understand questions sufficiently and respond to them adequately.73 Historically, the most 
common form of communication assistance utilised for adult complainants in rape trials is 
interpretation of a language at trial.74 One complainant in the jury trial research (Perez) and 
one complainant in the judge-alone trials (Ryder) had English language interpreters. As would 
be expected, language translation of oral evidence considerably lengthens the time taken to 
give evidence, regardless of the fact-finder in the case.75

There was no evidence of communication assistance to complainants other than translation 
in these two studies.76 However, within the jury trials there were instances in which access 
to communication assistance might have helped the complainant to give her best evidence. 
The prosecution closing in one case indicated that the complainant had limited intellectual 
capacity, which may have affected her understanding of consent, but there was no evidence 
of any inquiry into whether she needed communication assistance to give evidence. In 
another case the prosecutor referred to the complainant as “simple” and “naïve” and 
suggested that this bolstered her credibility as a witness, and the judge referred in the 
summing-up to evidence about her “limited intellect”.77

72 See section 80(3) of the Evidence Act 2006 and the definition of “communication assistance” in section 4 of 
the Evidence Act, which will be amended if clause 4 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ) is 
enacted.

73 Section 81(2) of the Evidence Act 2006.

74 Andrea Ewing “Communication Assistance: Update” in Criminal Law Symposium (NZLS CLE Ltd, Wellington, 
2018) 103 at 105. See also Bae v R [2012] NZCA 455 at [22].

75 See Chapter Two at 59 and below at 104.

76 Access was not sought to information about communication with, or assistance to, complainants outside 
of the trial itself; therefore, it is possible that communication assistance or court preparation was provided 
to some complainants. Commentary in this research is therefore limited to observation based on the audio 
recordings and transcripts of the complainants’ evidence and pre-trial decisions. For discussion of the use of 
communication assistants in cases involving sexual assault, see Aitchison v R [2020] NZCA 657 and Judge Eddie 
Paul “The value of communication assistants in sexual violence courts” (2019) District Court of New Zealand 
<www.districtcourts.govt.nz>. The Ministry of Justice has also developed a resource for lawyers: Communication 
Assistance Quality Framework (July 2021) <www.justice.govt.nz>.

77 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 98.

https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/about-the-courts/judges-review-the-year/the-value-of-communication-assistants-in-sexual-violence-courts/
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Communication-Assistance-Quality-Framework-FINAL.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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One of the complainants in the judge-alone trials had a learning impairment and was living 
in a supported care facility. While she had been assessed as able to give evidence, no 
communication assistant was used at trial – although there may well have been pre-trial   
discussion about how to effectively question her, as the terminology used and the manner 
and approach of counsel was consistent.78

Use of alternative ways of giving evidence in adult rape cases

Section 103 of the Evidence Act 2006 provides that an application can be made to a judge 
for directions that a witness be permitted to use an alternative way of giving evidence, 
other than orally (“the ordinary way”) in the courtroom.79 Alternative ways include: being in 
the courtroom but screened so as not to be able to see the defendant; by video link from 
another place, including by CCTV; or by a video recording made before the hearing under 
specified conditions.80 This latter means of giving evidence usually refers to the playing of the 
video recording of the complainant’s statement to the police, or EVI, as part of her evidence 
in chief. In cases where the EVI is played as part of her evidence in chief, the complainant 
will still need to answer further questions during the trial, which may happen with the use of 
another alternative means – such as a screen or via CCTV.

Prosecutors are required to consider whether it would be appropriate for a complainant 
of sexual violence to give her evidence in an alternative way.81 In doing so, prosecutors 
are expected to tell the complainant what alternatives are available and to ascertain 
their views.82 Adult rape complainants have not been entitled to either make use of, or 
be consulted about, alternative ways of giving evidence, and this has been the subject of 

78 On appeal in this case, the Court of Appeal observed:
“Despite [her] disabilities she interacted well with adults, although her level of interaction with others was 

said to be ‘quite young’. Her answers in cross-examination were clear and confident … It is patently clear 
that trial counsel took the view that with this witness it was better to put the defence case succinctly, and 
neither labour issues nor risk upsetting her (and, potentially, the Judge).”

79 See section 83 of the Evidence Act 2006 regarding the ordinary way of giving evidence.

80 Section 105 of the Evidence Act 2006. A judge also has the power to make such directions on his or her own 
initiative. Section 106 sets out the processes and conditions covering the use of video record evidence as 
an alternative way of giving evidence. See further Elisabeth McDonald and Scott Optican (eds) Mahoney on 
Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, Wellington, 2018) at [EV103.01] and following, [EV105.01] and 
following, and [EV106.01] and following.

81 Crown Law Victims of Crime – Guidance for Prosecutors (6 December 2014) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> 
at [23]–[25]; and Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) 
<www.crownlaw.govt.nz> at [9.2]–[9.3].

82 Crown Law Victims of Crime – Guidance for Prosecutors (6 December 2014) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> at [24]; 
and Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) 
<www.crownlaw.govt.nz> at [9.2].

https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Prosecution-Guidelines/victims-guidance-2014.pdf
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Prosecution-Guidelines/victims-guidance-2014.pdf
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
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criticism and a number of recommendations for reform.83 Following an announcement in 
July 2019,84 the Government has introduced legislation supporting best practice of adult 
complainants being consulted about the ways in which they wish to give their evidence.85 
The Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ) also extends the available alternative ways to 
include the pre-recording and playing at trial of all of the complainant’s evidence, including 
cross-examination.86 Together, these initiatives are intended to increase the use of alternative 
ways of giving evidence in sexual violence trials.87

Complainants’ use of alternative ways of giving evidence in this research

A high proportion of complainants used an alternative mode of giving evidence in these 
studies – 70% in the jury trial study and 100% in the judge-alone trial study.88 These figures 
demonstrate a significant shift in practice from that reported in 2009, in which only one 
of the 11 research participants (9%) who gave evidence at trial used an alternative means.89 
However, in the jury trials there was more use of a screen as the only alternative measure, 
and a low rate of use of CCTV technology, which may be related to the lack of technology 

83 See Taskforce for Action on Sexual Violence Te Toiora Mata Tauherenga – Report of the Taskforce for Action 
on Sexual Violence, Incorporating the Views of Te Ohaakii a Hine – National Network Ending Sexual Violence 
Together (Ministry of Justice, 2009) <natlib.govt.nz>; Elisabeth McDonald and Yvette Tinsley (eds) From “Real 
Rape” to Real Justice: Prosecuting Rape in New Zealand (Victoria University Press, Wellington, 2011); and New 
Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [4.33]–[4.55].

84 Jan Logie (Parliamentary Under-Secretary to the Minister of Justice (Domestic and Sexual Violence Issues)) 
Proactive Release – Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence (2 July 2019) <www.justice.govt.nz> 
at [32].

85 Clause 24 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019, if enacted, will amend the Victims’ Rights Act 2002 to 
require the prosecutor to “make all reasonable efforts to ensure that the victim is informed about the ways in 
which the victim may give evidence”.

86 See clause 14 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019.

87 Jan Logie (Parliamentary Under-Secretary to the Minister of Justice (Domestic and Sexual Violence Issues)) 
Proactive Release – Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence (2 July 2019) <www.justice.govt.nz> 
at [23]. See also New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials 
and Alternative Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [4.33]–[4.80].

88 See Chapter Two at 59.

89 Venezia Kingi and Jan Jordan Responding to sexual violence: Pathways to recovery (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, 
October 2009) <women.govt.nz> at 95. Though note the acknowledgement (at 2) that the small sample size 
means the results should be interpreted with caution.

https://ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE1332120&dps_custom_att_1=ilsdb
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/7236-Proactive-release-SV-response-final.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/7236-Proactive-release-SV-response-final.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/pathways-to-recovery-pdf_0.pdf
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and facilities available in the courthouse at that time.90 In the judge-alone trials there 
was a significantly higher use of the combination of EVI (for evidence in chief) and screen or 
CCTV for cross-examination. But some issues in the use of EVIs were still apparent.91

There are a number of potential benefits in utilising a video record of the EVI as evidence in 
chief. For instance, if appropriate interviewing methods are used, the reliability and accuracy 
of the evidence is likely to be enhanced, particularly as in many cases the interview will have 
been conducted close to the time of the offending, before the memory of the witness fades. 
The use of a video record also allows for editing of the EVI in advance of trial in order to 
comply with evidential rules.92 A further key objective of using EVIs at trial is to ensure that 
the complainant only has to give a full account of the events once (and not again at trial). 
This means it should reduce the number of questions that a complainant has to answer while 
giving evidence in chief.

EVIs were played in 10 of the 30 cases in the jury trial study and in six of the eight cases in 
the judge-alone trials. In each of the studies, the length of time that evidence in chief took 
when the EVI was, and was not, played was analysed.

In the jury trials the average amount of time that evidence in chief took when an EVI was not 
played was 83 minutes (one hour and 23 minutes). In comparison, when the EVI was played, 
the length of evidence in chief nearly doubled, at an average of 162 minutes (two hours and 
42 minutes).

90 The use of a screen is the simplest and most cost-effective alternative mode, and it allows the jury to 
see a complainant in person while they are giving evidence. Some complainants appreciate being able to 
be seen in person by the jury and judge while not having to see the defendant when giving their evidence. 
Others have reported the experience of being in the same room with the defendant as distressing, 
regardless of whether they could see him. See Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the 
justice response to victims of sexual violence: victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy 
Ltd for the Ministry and Justice, August 2018) <www.justice.govt.nz> at 73–77; and Rebecca May Parkes 
“The Journeys of Complainant Witnesses for Sexual Violence Crimes in the New Zealand Justice System” 
(PhD thesis, University of Auckland, 2017) <researchspace.auckland.ac.nz> at 100–101. CCTV nearly 
eliminates the chance of seeing the defendant. It has the additional advantage of reducing distractions, so 
that the focus is on the person asking questions.

91 Other aspects of the jury trial research were not so apparent in the judge-alone trial study – such as 
heightened distress when cross-examination was the first main experience of answering questions at the trial: 
see McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 107.

92 For further discussion of pre-trial recording of evidence, see “Evidence Issues” in Elisabeth McDonald and 
Yvette Tinsley (eds) From “Real Rape” to Real Justice: Prosecuting Rape in New Zealand (Victoria University 
Press, Wellington, 2011) 279 at 288.

https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/2292/36307/whole.pdf?sequence=2
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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In most jury trials in which an EVI was played (eight out of 10), further evidential questions 
were put to the complainant as well. In two cases the additional questions by the prosecutor 
to the complainant took longer than the EVI itself. In one such instance the EVI was an hour 
and a half long and the additional questioning was two hours long.93

Jury trial study  
(n=30)

Average length 
(minutes)

Shortest  
(minutes)

Longest  
(minutes)

EIC (not pre-recorded) 83 20 198

EVI (n=10) 122 62 314

EVI and additional questions 162 90 319

Additional questions 40 4 119

Judge-alone trial study  
(n=8)

Average length 
(minutes)

Shortest 
(minutes)

Longest 
(minutes)

EIC (not pre-recorded) 101 97 105

EVI (n=6) 96 48 151

EVI and additional questions 129 78 250

Additional questions 33 4 99

93 The case materials included in these studies did not include the transcript of the EVI. Comparison of the 
content of the EVI with the oral evidence to determine if the same material was covered was therefore not 
possible. However, the questions asked in evidence in chief in cases where the EVI was played appeared to 
largely follow the sequence and coverage of events that is usual in cases in which the EVI is not played.
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With cases involving interpreters removed (being the longest cases), the figures are:

Jury trial study  
(excluding interpreter case)  

(n=29)
Average length 

(minutes)
Shortest  
(minutes)

Longest  
(minutes)

EIC (not pre-recorded) 83 20 198

EVI (n=9) 101 62 163

EVI and additional questions 145 90 211

Additional questions 44 4 119

Judge-alone trial study  
(excluding interpreter case)  

(n=7)
Average length 

(minutes)
Shortest 
(minutes)

Longest 
(minutes)

EIC (not pre-recorded) 101 97 105

EVI (n=5) 85 48 127

EVI and additional questions 105 78 143

Additional questions 20 4 47

In the judge-alone trials the EVIs themselves were shorter – averaging 96 as opposed to 122 
minutes. This may reflect the recent investigative interviewing policy of aiming to reduce 
the length of EVIs, where possible, to one hour or less.94 This contributed to a shorter total 
time of evidence in chief in which an EVI was played in the judge-alone trials as well – 129 
as opposed to 162 minutes. Nonetheless, in both studies the use of an EVI during evidence 
in chief increased, rather than reduced, the length of evidence in chief – and therefore 
increased the time the complainant needed to participate in the trial (where she was also 
required to watch the EVI during the trial).

94 Police at the jury trial workshop consultation on 30 August 2019 indicated that they are currently trialling 
changes to the investigative interview format, with the aim of reducing EVIs to one hour or less. An email 
from Detective Senior Sergeant Ian Dickie (Practice Leader: Professional Development (Investigations)) to 
Professor Elisabeth McDonald regarding changes to video-recorded interviews (28 October 2021) states:

“Further training in the last couple of years has really pushed to keep interviews relevant and on topic, 
with a focus on detail around key areas (in particular consent issues) and to provide more structure/
chronology to the interview to assist investigators and the judiciary.

The length of interviews has decreased as a result, but more relevant detail is being obtained and 
anecdotally Police are seeing more interviews played as Evidence in Chief in trials.”
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viewing of EvI prior to trial or at trial

In one judge-alone trial (from 2016) the complainant was not required to watch the video 
record of her pre-trial statement (EVI or video-recorded interview (VRI)) during the trial. 
At the conclusion of the research into trial process in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot, the 
practice of the complainant viewing the EVI prior to the trial, as opposed to in court, was 
encouraged for use outside the Pilot.95 The evidence from the jury trial study suggested 
that these practices are also reducing complainant waiting times, as well as the number of 
days that a complainant needs to attend court.96 The practice is also recommended in the 
Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence.97 An approach that provides 
more certainty for complainants and reduces waiting times is to be welcomed – whatever 
mode of trial is used. However, the practice was not followed in either of the two judge-alone 
trials in this study which occurred after the Pilot evaluation (and in which an EVI formed part 
of the complainant’s evidence in chief).

Waiting to be called to give evidence

Complainants have expressed dissatisfaction with the amount of time they can wait to give 
evidence on the day of trial. The courthouse environment is foreign to many witnesses, and 
it can be intimidating and uncomfortable.98 Even complainants and their supporters who 
are able to access dedicated waiting spaces and have relatively easy access to Court Victim 
Advisors (CVAs) find waiting times difficult, describing a sense of being “locked up” for the 
duration of their time at court.99 Reduced waiting times remain a priority for complainants, 
even when witness facilities are improved.100

Court sittings officially begin at 10 am. The Crown presents its evidence first, and in sexual 
offence trials the complainant is usually the first witness to be called to give evidence. 
Historically, complainants have been scheduled to appear on the first day of the trial. They  

95 Sue Allison and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and 
Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz> at 53. See also Julia Quilter 
and Luke McNamara Qualitative Analysis of County Court of Victoria Rape Trial Transcripts: Report to the 
Victorian Law Reform Commission (University of Wollongong and UNSW, 2021) at 26–27.

96 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 114.

97 Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> 
at [11.5.1].

98 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) 
<www.justice.govt.nz> at 72.

99 At 74.

100 As has been proposed by the Government: Jan Logie (Parliamentary Under-Secretary to the Minister of 
Justice (Domestic and Sexual Violence Issues)) Proactive Release – Improving the justice response to victims of 
sexual violence (2 July 2019) <www.justice.govt.nz> at [58]–[60].

https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/7236-Proactive-release-SV-response-final.pdf
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are required to be at court by 10 am and then wait to be called to give their evidence. Before 
the complainant can be called in a jury trial, a number of procedures have to be completed 
and the cumulative amount of time taken is difficult to predict. This means that complainants 
do not know how long they will need to wait on the day in advance of giving evidence.

The time that the complainants were called to give evidence was known for all of the trials 
in these studies. In the jury trial study, three complainants were called before 11 am, 10 
complainants were called between 11 am and 12 noon, and 13 were called after 12 noon 
and before 1 pm. Therefore, 26 of the 30 complainants (87%) were called before the 
lunch adjournment at 1 pm on the first day of the trial. The other four complainants were 
called after lunch on the first day of the trial – at 2.50 pm, 3.50 pm, 4.07 pm and 4.15 pm 
respectively. There was no information on these files to explain the longer waiting times.

Complainants who are called late in the day are more likely to have to return the following 
day and so spend two days at the court. Seventeen (57%) of the complainants in the jury 
trial study gave their evidence over two days. This included the four complainants who were 
called after the lunch adjournment (one of whom ended up not giving any evidence until the 
following day due to an issue arising for the trial judge). Witnesses are not allowed to discuss 
their evidence while they are giving evidence. This means that those complainants spent 
about 17 hours without being able to talk with anyone about the case and while awaiting 
further cross-examination.101 Trial management practices that increase the likelihood 
that a complainant can give all her evidence in one day are to be welcomed.

Time beginning evidence – jury trial study (n=30)

Between  
10 and 11 am

Between 11 am  
and 12 pm

Between  
12 and 1 pm

Between  
2.15 and 5 pm

3 (10%) 10 (33%) 13 (44%) 4 (13%)

In the judge-alone trials, five of the complainants gave their evidence in the courtroom, as 
opposed to via CCTV (two complainants). One complainant gave evidence at a distance 
via video link, so this trial is excluded for the purposes of this comparison as she was not 
expected to physically come to court.102 The times at which complainants were called to give 
evidence are represented in the table below. All seven complainants began their evidence 
before the lunch adjournment at 1 pm, with six completing their evidence the same day. 
No complainants were called after lunch. Six of these trials included an EVI as part of the  

101 For further discussion, see Elaine Craig “The inhospitable court” (2016) 66 University of Toronto Law Journal 
197 at 237.

102 She began her evidence at 10.23 am and it was concluded within the day.
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complainant’s evidence in chief – in five cases the EVI was played while the complainant 
was in the courtroom, while in one the EVI was played in the absence of the complainant, 
who then began her evidence behind a screen at 12.09 pm.103 One of the complainants gave 
evidence over four days, with the length of trial being impacted by the use of interpreters 
and unexpected delays.

This information indicates that complainants in adult rape cases giving evidence in a judge-
alone trial may have less waiting time at court and will usually only be required to attend court 
for one day – which is certainly preferable from a well-being perspective. The early start 
times and reduced time in court in these judge-alone trials also compare favourably with 
those in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot cases,104 indicating that the lengthier procedures in 
jury trials, even in a specialist court, impact on complainant experience.

Time beginning evidence – judge-alone trial study (n=7)

Between  
10 and 11 am

Between 11 am  
and 12 pm

Between  
12 and 1 pm

Between  
2.15 and 5 pm

5 (72%) 1 (14%) 1 (14%) 0 (0%)

Time from reporting of event to commencement of trial

The option to pre-record all of the complainant’s evidence for playing at trial in her absence 
is currently proposed.105 One of the primary reasons for implementing this alternative way of 
giving evidence is that it will allow the complainant to give her evidence earlier, reducing the 
harm caused by delays in waiting for trial.106 Trials are still said to take unnecessarily long to 
commence and to be frequently postponed during the timetabling process.107 Complainants  
report that the latter situation causes considerable emotional distress, including depression 

103 In the Sexual Violence Court Pilot, the increased use of CCTV, the prior playing of the EVI and the complainant 
only being required to come to court on the second day of trial were innovative practices intended to 
assist complainant well-being: see McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.
org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 114.

104 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 114.

105 See clause 14 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019.

106 For example, impacts on recovery and the need to recall details in order to provide consistent evidence at 
trial: see New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and 
Alternative Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at 7.

107 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 
2018) <www.justice.govt.nz> at 50; and Rebecca May Parkes “The Journeys of Complainant Witnesses for 
Sexual Violence Crimes in the New Zealand Justice System” (PhD thesis, University of Auckland, 2017) 
<researchspace.auckland.ac.nz> at 61.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/2292/36307/whole.pdf?sequence=2
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and anxiety,108 and may be associated with victims withdrawing their complaints. The speedy 
disposition of trial is therefore an aspect of complainant care.

Information about the interval between making a report to the police and the commence-
ment of trial was available for 29 of the 30 cases in the adult rape jury trials. The shortest 
interval was eight months and the longest was 37 months (three years and one month).109 The 
median time interval was 17 months.

Interval between report to police and commencement of trial – jury trial study (n=29)

Less than  
one year

Between 12 and  
18 months

Between 18 and  
24 months

More than  
two years Median

6 (21%) 10 (34%) 8 (28%) 5 (17%) 17 months

One of the likely advantages of a judge-alone trial is the likelihood that the time to trial (from 
time of report to police) will be shorter than for jury trials.

Information about the interval between making a report to the police and the commence-
ment of trial was available for all eight judge-alone trials. The shortest interval was 10 months 
and the longest was 31 months (two years and seven months).110 The median time interval 
was 15 months.

Interval between report to police and commencement of trial – judge-alone trial study (n=8)

Less than  
one year

Between 12 and  
18 months

Between 18 and  
24 months

More than  
two years Median

1 (12%) 5 (64%) 1 (12%) 1 (12%) 15 months

While the median is not significantly shorter than with jury trials in this relatively small study, 
the fact that the majority of the cases (six) went to trial in less than 18 months (with four at 
15 months and one at 14 months), indicates that the usual pattern may be for less time to  

108 Venezia Kingi and Jan Jordan Responding to sexual violence: Pathways to recovery (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, 
October 2009) <women.govt.nz> at 79; Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice 
response to victims of sexual violence: victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for  
the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) <www.justice.govt.nz> at 50–54 and 118–119; and Rebecca May Parkes 
“The Journeys of Complainant Witnesses for Sexual Violence Crimes in the New Zealand Justice System”  
(PhD thesis, University of Auckland, 2017) <researchspace.auckland.ac.nz> at 62.

109 Time was measured as less than x months – that is, if the time was between seven and eight months, this is 
recorded as less than eight months.

110 The longest time to trial (from time of report) was, however, a retrial.

https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/pathways-to-recovery-pdf_0.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/2292/36307/whole.pdf?sequence=2
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trial when the case is heard by a judge sitting alone. However, the jury cases in the Sexual 
Violence Court Pilot were faster to trial than the judge-alone trials in this study,111 indicating 
that case management may well be more effective in reducing delays than the mode of trial.

Summary of comparisons

This chapter made use of the audio recordings of complainant evidence to examine how 
some of the relational and circumstantial aspects of giving evidence affected complainants. 
The analysis focussed on what was noticed about communication, pastoral care practices, 
and the key points of tension that arose for complainants from the particularities of the 
evidence they were giving. The aim of this adult rape trial process research is to generate 
change and improvement for these complainants going to court. Therefore the focus in this 
chapter was on demonstrating what could be done differently, through personal and trial 
management practice, within the law and the adversarial trial process as it currently is.

There was significant variation in practice regarding care-focussed judicial communication 
with the complainant in both the jury trial and judge-alone trial studies. It did not appear 
that the variation in judicial communication with, or care for, complainants was related to 
the needs or presentation of the particular complainant. Indeed, in some cases where there 
was minimal interaction, factual or personal circumstances suggested the complainant was 
especially vulnerable to re-traumatisation. Rather, variation seemed to be related to the 
individual style or preference of a particular judge.

The judge-alone trials did not disclose different rates of pastoral care from judges and 
prosecuting counsel, although there were significantly higher rates of addressing the 
complainant by name and acknowledging her at the conclusion of her evidence. This was 
also the case regarding the introduction of defence counsel by name or role.

There was an absence of expressed difficulty around describing penetration or seeing or 
navigating exhibits in the judge-alone trials. While there was no researcher access to pre-
trial material, or any opening submissions, it is likely that some of this variation was due to 
the more focussed nature of the questioning at trial and the consequential lack of need to 
spend time on use of social media, unless of sufficient probative value. However, despite this 
difference, there were more unscheduled breaks taken to support the complainant in the 
judge-alone trials.

While there was a clear focus in the judge-alone trials on the primary issue (consent), 
increased use of section 9 statements of agreed facts, in appropriate cases, to manage 
matters such as details of penetration, names of body parts, and information about social  

111 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 120.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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media use and conventions is still recommended.112 Attention to these considerations 
should happen pre-trial, and requires careful communication with the complainant and her 
supporters.

The lack of understanding of, and attention to, the particular cognitive and communication 
needs of complainants must be addressed in judge-alone trials as well as jury trials. Use of 
psychosocial court preparation services may be a more effective, and attuned, way to make 
appropriate inquiries and, when necessary, inform the prosecutor of communication issues 
arising, including the need for an expert communication assistance assessment where that is 
apparent. As noted, no communication assistance, except for the provision of interpreters, 
was provided in any of the 38 trials, even when need was observed.

Analysis of the use of EVIs as an alternative way of giving evidence in both these studies 
demonstrates that there are a number of factors affecting whether the playing of the EVI 
is in the interests of complainant well-being in a particular trial. This includes the impact 
on the complainant of the time taken to present her evidence in chief, particularly where 
the combined length of the EVI and the amount of time that additional questioning is 
likely to take is considerably in excess of the time that oral evidence (in court or via CCTV) 
alone might take. It may be relevant to consider whether the complainant might benefit 
from a particular alternative way of giving evidence if she has communication assistance 
needs. How confident the complainant might be in communicating her evidence in the 
question and answer format, or in a chronological order, may also be relevant to her 
experience of evidence in chief. These are all matters which do not differ in terms of the 
need for attention, regardless of who the finder of fact is.

While the difference in the time taken between the report to the police and the commence-
ment of the trial was shorter in the judge-alone trials, better results in terms of reducing 
delay were observed in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot cases. However, even in the Pilot, 
the time of day the complainant began her evidence was later than in the judge-alone trials; 
and with the exception of one case, all complainants in the judge-alone trials completed their 
evidence in less than a day.113

112 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 488 
(Recommendation 11).

113 See further the comparisons on length of time giving evidence in Chapter Two at 59.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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CHAPTER FOUR

ADMISSIBILITY DECISIONS IN JUDGE-ALONE TRIALS

The fact that a woman has had intercourse on other occasions does not  
in itself increase the logical probability that she consented to intercourse  
with the accused. Nor does it make her a liar.1

The jury trial study demonstrated that admissibility rules, which rely on the identification 
of a logical connection between the evidence to be offered and an issue at trial, were 
applied inconsistently in adult rape cases.2 Further, application of the two rules which only 
apply in sexual cases3 – section 88 of the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ), concerning evidence of 
the complainant’s occupation; and section 44 of the Evidence Act, concerning evidence  
of the complainant’s sexual experience – were often either ignored in practice or interpreted 
in a way that was contrary to the purpose of the rules.

In this chapter the interpretation and application of the governing rules in the Evidence 
Act in the eight judge-alone adult rape trials are discussed. This discussion starts with the 
underlying principles of admissibility – relevance and probative value – which are codified 
in sections 7 and 8, followed by consideration of sections 44 and 88. Other admissibility 
rules that are often at issue in sexual cases are section 35 (evidence of a previous consistent 
statement) and section 43 (propensity evidence), and examination of those provisions 
is followed by comment on the admission of veracity evidence (section 37) and expert 
evidence (section 25) in these judge-alone trials.

Relevance and probative value – sections 7 and 8

The first admissibility principle (section 7 of the Evidence Act 2006), provides that all relevant 
evidence is admissible in a proceeding, except that which is inadmissible under the Evidence 
Act or any other Act. Evidence that is not relevant is not admissible. Section 7(3) sets out the 
relevance test: “Evidence is relevant … if it has a tendency to prove or disprove anything that 

1 R v Seaboyer [1991] 2 SCR 577 at 604.

2 Elisabeth McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing adult rape trials with those in 
the Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University Press, Christchurch, 2020) <http://dx.doi.
org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> [McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process] at Chapters Five and Six.

3 “Sexual case” is defined in section 4(1) of the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ). See Appendix Three at 339.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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is of consequence to the determination of the proceeding.” Irrelevant evidence should never 
form part of the decision-making process as it can never assist the fact-finder – it can only 
mislead and unnecessarily add to the cost of dispute resolution.4 The second admissibility 
principle (section 8) is that the evidence must be of sufficient probative value which is 
not outweighed by the risk that the evidence will have an unfair prejudicial effect on the 
proceedings or will needlessly prolong the proceedings.

In order to determine whether a piece of evidence is relevant, the purpose of offering the 
evidence must be identified.5 How will the fact-finder use this information if permitted to 
consider it when making their decision? Identification of purpose and use is an essential 
preliminary step in determining admissibility – but purpose is not always clearly articulated or 
identified either in counsel submissions or judicial reasoning. In the cases in this study in which 
penetration and identity were not at issue,6 there were three purposes for which evidence 
could be offered (to assist resolving the issues at trial). Evidence could be offered: for the 
purpose of bolstering (or challenging) complainant credibility; for the purpose of establishing 
that the complainant did or did not consent; or to support (or challenge) the defendant’s 
claim that he believed on reasonable grounds that the complainant was consenting. However, 
in the jury trial study, irrelevant evidence was regularly admitted during cross-examination 
of the complainant in the absence of any discussion or consideration about its purpose or 
use. This may well be because it is thought better to ignore the fact that it was admitted in 
error rather than emphasise the evidence in a manner that might indicate (erroneously) that 
it has forensic value, or exclusion may be the cause of jury distraction. Such a debate may 
also involve unhelpful use of court time.

While ignoring the admission of irrelevant evidence makes practical and pragmatic sense, 
this approach does not factor in the impact on the complainant (to the extent that the 
inadmissible evidence relates to her character or credibility); nor does it address the 
possible misuse of the evidence by the jury, if there is no instruction to ignore. The jury 
will be told to consider all the evidence in coming to their decision.7 One focus of this 
comparative research, therefore, is whether any inadmissible evidence which reinforces jury 
misconceptions about complainant behaviour (or character) – evidence which is irrelevant 
but nevertheless is not subsequently excluded in the belief that it is better to ignore than 
underline – is excluded in judge-alone trials.

In the jury trials there was a range of types of evidence that was inadmissible but still became 
part of the Notes of Evidence (NOE), with the jury not instructed to ignore it. Much of this  

4 Elisabeth McDonald and Scott Optican (eds) Mahoney on Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, 
Wellington, 2018) at [EV7.02].

5 R v Gwaze [2010] NZSC 52, [2010] 3 NZLR 734 at [28].

6 Except for the argument made in George – see Chapter Three at 95 and below at 122.

7 See for example H (CA533/2014) v R [2015] NZCA 124 at [45].
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evidence caused the complainant heightened emotionality (distress, concern, anger), and/or 
potentially reinforced negative judgements about her. For example:

 � Evidence about the names and ages of her 11 children (evidence in chief).8

 � Evidence that at the time of the alleged offending her partner was in prison  
(cross-examination).9

 � Evidence of her driving convictions (cross-examination).10

 � Evidence of her school qualifications (or lack thereof) (evidence in chief).11

 � Evidence about her prescription medication (evidence in chief and cross-
examination).12

 � Evidence about her clothing choices (cross-examination).13

These types of evidence were noticeably absent in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot jury 
trial cases, which may have been a consequence of judges ensuring effective pre-trial case 
management processes.14

In judge-alone trials the dynamic relating to inadmissible evidence is slightly different. 
While a judge sitting alone as fact-finder should ignore irrelevant evidence in coming 
to a verdict (if indeed such “forgetting” is possible),15 and so to that extent it is presumed that 
the harm of potential misuse is avoided, there remain the other two concerns of time-wasting 
and complainant impact. It is also uncertain to what extent judges may not recognise that 
information is irrelevant in the absence of counsel objection and argument.16 The risk of implicit 
bias also cannot be ignored, despite the often-stated appellate belief that judges can disregard 
unfairly prejudicial (and inadmissible) information.17 For all these reasons, judges should 
ensure, even in a judge-alone trial, that questions asked with the aim of eliciting inadmissible 
information should not be asked, and that inadmissible evidence that is offered in error should 
be excluded or clearly ignored. Indeed, that is what the Evidence Act 2006 requires.

8 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 141. In another 
case the complainant was asked to confirm that she was one of 11 children.

9 At 208.

10 At 233 and following.

11 At 206.

12 At 208.

13 At 286.

14 At 482.

15 “I think the proposition that by reason of his training and experience that a Judge is capable of taking on 
board that which should be taken on board and can put out of his mind that which should not be considered 
is baloney – how is anybody to put something out of his mind”: Robert F Julian “Judicial Perspectives on the 
Conduct of Serious Fraud Trials” [2007] Criminal Law Review 751 at 763 (the quote is from one of nine judges 
interviewed for the article).

16 See further Chapter Six at 207 and Chapter Seven at 294.

17 See Chapter One at 17.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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In the judge-alone adult rape cases, admission of clearly irrelevant evidence was minimal and 
occurred in only two cases. However, in six cases the majority of the complainant’s evidence 
in chief was by way of evidential video interview (EVI), which researchers did not have access 
to.18 Further, some evidence that was marginally relevant will be discussed in relation to 
section 44 of the Evidence Act,19 and also with regard to cross-examination as to credibility 
and consent.20

In one case the complainant was asked to confirm during cross-examination that at the 
time of the alleged offending her partner was in prison, and the nature of the (violence) 
charges he had been convicted of. There was no objection from the Crown to this evidence, 
which seems to have been offered to challenge the complainant’s credibility, given that 
in her statement to the police she had referred to him as her ex-partner. Even if that 
was a legitimate ground for challenging the complainant’s credibility, it is hard to understand 
why any reference needed to be made to the fact he was in prison at the time, or the nature 
of his conviction. There was no suggestion by the defendant in this case that it was regretted 
sex because the complainant was in a relationship at the time of the alleged offending.

In this same case, again with a view to challenging her credibility, the complainant was asked 
about her visit to a hospital for a “private matter”. Although she confirmed that the visit had 
nothing to do with pregnancy or her ability to conceive, she was asked whether following 
that visit she told the defendant that she was unable to have children (which she denied). 
Again, even if her alleged statement to the defendant was in some way relevant to the issues 
at trial, it could have been asked without reference to her hospital appointment. The line 
of questioning also led to re-examination on the topic, which clearly caused unnecessary 
distress:

Q: You were asked about why you had gone to the hospital?

A: Yes.

Q: And whether that was to do with whether you could have babies anymore, 
that sort of stuff?

A: Yes.

Q: What was it about?

A: I was bleeding. (loud exhale, voice very quiet, sounds ashamed)

Q: You were?

A: Bleeding. (voice very quiet, sounds ashamed)

Q: And when you say that, do you mean down below?

A: Yes.

18 This was not part of the accessed case material – see Chapter Two at 50.

19 See below at 118.

20 See Chapter Five at 171.
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In the other case in which a number of irrelevant lines of questioning during cross-
examination were undertaken, the judge did respond to two of them. In both examples the 
likely focus of the questions was to undermine the complainant’s credibility, and both times 
the judge held that the evidence was irrelevant to any issues at trial and that no further 
questions should be asked:

Q: So, from what you’ve told us, from the time when you returned to [your home 
town] until today you’ve never said a word about this incident to your parents?

A: That’s right I haven’t told them anything.

Q: When you were obliged to get on an aeroplane and fly back to [place of the 
trial] from [your home town], what explanation did you give your parents?

A: I told them that I was summoned as a third party and not as a victim. 
(speaking quietly, sounds embarrassed)

Q: You didn’t tell your parents the truth?

THE COURT ADDRESSES DEFENCE COUNSEL – NOT RELEVANT

JUDGE: Oh, I’m not sure that this is relevant, quite frankly, Mr [name].

P: Is the witness required to answer that question sir?

JUDGE: No. The fact that she might not have told them the truth about this doesn’t 
go to anything at all, Mr [name].

…

Q: Now, would it be correct to say that your position as a school teacher 
teaching that age group of students is a responsible position?

A: Yes.

Q: Would it be correct to say that controlling a class of students of that age 
requires some discipline?

A: Yes of course.

Q: Now, if a student were to step out of line and create a problem would you 
take any firm action against that?

THE COURT ADDRESSES DEFENCE COUNSEL – RELEVANCE

JUDGE: Mr [name], where is this going? I’m struggling to see the relevance?

D: Your Honour, the response to that is, the relevance would be, that when 
she was confronted with a, an indelicate situation with the defendant, your 
worship, that at that stage she should have acted more responsibly than 
she did.
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JUDGE: You can of course put to her why you think that she didn’t act responsibly in 
relation to this if that’s your view. But how she disciplines her students I see as 
completely irrelevant to that issue.

D: Your Honour, I bow to Your Honour’s viewpoint to this matter.

JUDGE: I’m happy to hear your response.

The judge’s intervention in the first line of questioning, about the fact that the complainant 
had not told her parents, was particularly important given the complainant’s obvious 
discomfort. However, at another point in the cross-examination the judge does not question 
the relevance of questions about the length and colour of the complainant’s socks, nor the 
type of shoes she was wearing:

A: Yes, I was wearing a long-sleeved top and pants, long pants.

Q: Were you wearing shoes and stockings?

A: I was wearing socks.

Q: Were they short or long socks?

A: Ah, just below knees. (speaking quietly)

Q: And what colour were your socks?

A: I think it might have been, they might have been black.

Q: What type of shoes were you wearing?

A: Shoes … (speaking slowly, sounds unsure) I’m not sure, black one or, ah, 
another pair with black and, I beg your pardon, white and pink mixed; 
mixed ones.

Q: Now, were these feminine shoes or were they shoes in the nature of runners?

A: I’m sorry?

Q: Were the shoes the type of fancy high-heeled shoes that women wear or were 
they actually runners or sports shoes?

A: Ordinary casual shoes.

Q: And lastly with, to do with the shoes, were these lace-ups or slip-on shoes?

A: Lace-ups.

Later in this part of the cross-examination, defence counsel asks about whether her trousers 
could come off over her shoes. She replies that she cannot remember how the defendant 
took her trousers off. So any meaning-making of shoe type (lace-up or slip-on) seems 
questionable, and certainly sock colour cannot be relevant. These questions, while they did 
not cause the complainant obvious distress, did require her to try to remember details of the 
evening which were not significant to the alleged offending. The judge refers to this line of 
questioning as “very long”, yet it is never disrupted at the trial:
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Then there was a very long period of cross-examination in relation to matters 
where the complainant either said she did not remember or that she did not know 
or she thought, as opposed to saying it did.

The evidence included whether she was covered by a duvet at any stage, whether 
her shoes were on or off, whether she was lying on her back on the bed, whether she 
was holding her buttons on her trousers, whether she tried to remove his hand from 
her trousers, whether the defendant managed to pull her trousers off, whether he 
pulled her trousers off over her shoes, whether she was moving her arms and legs 
whilst he was trying to remove her trousers.

However, overall there was relatively limited inclusion of irrelevancies in the judge-alone trials 
as compared to the jury trials. Consequently, there was less impact on the complainants by 
being asked questions aimed at eliciting such information.

Evidence of the complainant’s occupation – section 88

Section 88 of the Evidence Act 2006 subjects evidence of the complainant’s occupation 
to a heightened relevance requirement. Such evidence must be of “sufficient direct 
relevance to the facts in issue that to exclude it would be contrary to the interests of 
justice” (section 88(2)). This admissibility rule was regularly breached in the jury trial study. 
The admissibility rule was enacted in 1986 in order to protect complainant privacy,21 yet in 
20 of the 30 jury trials (67%) evidence of the complainant’s occupation (including a lack 
of occupation, such as being a beneficiary or an at-home parent) was offered – usually 
during evidence in chief.22 In only one case, following an objection by the prosecution, 
was a specific decision to admit such evidence made by the judge.23 However, analysis 
suggested that in only two of the 20 cases should evidence falling within the scope of 
section 88 have been admitted.24

In the eight judge-alone trials, evidence about the complainant’s occupation was given during 
evidence in chief in three cases. In another case, evidence was offered in cross-examination 
that the complainant was a beneficiary, having been asked in examination-in-chief about the 
age of her two-year-old child. In a fifth case the complainant was asked during examination-
in-chief about where she worked. Therefore, in five of the eight cases (63%) in the judge-
alone trials, evidence was admitted about the complainant’s occupation – without reference 
to section 88 or a discussion about the relevance of the information to the case.

21 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 199.

22 At 200.

23 At 202.

24 At 203.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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None of the alleged offending occurred in a workplace, nor were the complainant and 
defendant known to each other as a result of working together. In the case involving 
evidence that the complainant was a beneficiary, if her status as a beneficiary might have 
explained her reason for attempting to commit a dishonesty offence (asking the defendant 
to shoplift food for her), the evidence that she allegedly did so should have been subject to 
another admissibility inquiry.25 In the case where evidence of the complainant’s occupation 
as a teacher was offered, defence counsel attempted to make the argument that she 
should have behaved more responsibly given that she was able to discipline her students.26 
However, it is hard to see the relevance of being a teacher to the issue of whether or not she 
consented to sex with the defendant.

Thus there was no difference in how often evidence of the complainant’s occupation was 
offered in breach of section 88 in the judge-alone trials compared to the jury trials. While 
it would be expected that a judge sitting as the trier of fact would be able to disregard 
(irrelevant) evidence of a complainant’s occupation, more care should be taken in order to 
avoid the breach of a rule enacted to protect complainant privacy.27

Evidence of the complainant’s sexual experience with a person other than  
the defendant – section 44

Section 44 of the Evidence Act 2006 provides that, in a sexual case, evidence of the sexual 
experience of the complainant with a person other than the defendant is inadmissible unless 
it reaches a heightened relevance test. The evidence must be “of such direct relevance to 
facts in issue … that it would be contrary to the interests of justice to exclude it” (section 
44(3)). Such evidence is also (since 8 January 2017) subject to the procedural requirements 
in section 44A.

In the jury trial research the conclusion of the analysis regarding the application of sections 
44 and 44A of the Evidence Act was that:

 � Judges had differing views as to the scope of section 44(1) – that is, what evidence 
should be subject to the heightened relevance test.28

 � In particular, there was a marked divergence of approaches to the admission of 
evidence about whether the complainant was in an intimate relationship with 
another person at the time of the alleged rape.29

25 See below at 136 – meaning her status as a beneficiary was also irrelevant and inadmissible.

26 See above at 115.

27 See also Chapter Three at 88; and McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process  
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 203.

28 At 131 and following.

29 At 150.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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 � While sexual history evidence was excluded if offered for the purpose of 
establishing whether the complainant consented to have sex with the defendant, 
it was sometimes admitted to assist determination of the defendant’s reasonable 
grounds for believing she had consented30 or, most frequently, for the purpose of 
challenging the complainant’s credibility.31

 � When evidence of the complainant’s sexual experience was offered (solely) for 
the purpose of challenging her credibility (disputing her version of the events by 
reference to her sexual experience), no limited use directions were given.32

 � While arguably not inconsistent with the purpose of the section, evidence offered 
to bolster the complainant’s credibility was often excluded.33

 � Applications to offer evidence falling within section 44 were often made during the 
trial, rather than pre-trial, contrary to the notice requirements in section 44A.34

The overall conclusion from these findings was that: more legislative direction needs to be 
given as to the scope of section 44(1);35 more appellate guidance is needed with regard to 
evidence offered as relevant to credibility;36 and judges need to strictly apply the terms of 
section 44A.37 In the words of Louise Ellison:38

Sexual history evidence which is logically relevant may cloud issues and prejudice  
a jury, in much the same way as details of an accused’s previous convictions … The 
question should therefore be, not whether the evidence is relevant, but whether it is 
sufficiently relevant to counter any potential prejudice flowing from its admission.

30 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 170 and following.

31 At 163 and following. Commentary following the introduction of the predecessor to section 44 (section 23A 
of the Evidence Act 1908 (NZ)) stated that the result of the reform was to the effect that “[t]he character 
of the complainant was no longer relevant to the issue of her credibility as a witness or to the question of her 
consent (R v Bills [1981] 1 NZLR 760 [at] 764–765)”: James Wilson “Rape: Ten years’ Progress: Changes to the 
Law since 1985” in Juliet Broadmore, Carol Shand and Tania Warburton (eds) The Proceedings of Rape: Ten Years’ 
Progress? An Inter-Disciplinary Conference (Doctors for Sexual Abuse Care (DSAC), Auckland, 1996) 48 at 50. 
See also R v Young (1990) 6 CRNZ 520 (HC) at 522:

“The question then becomes whether the evidence … is or may be so damaging to the complainant’s credit 
that it should be admitted in the interests of justice in this case, notwithstanding the general assumption to 
the contrary.”

32 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 159.

33 At 176 and following.

34 At 161.

35 At 159 and 498 (Recommendation 40).

36 At 185 and 197.

37 At 161 and 489 (Recommendation 13).

38 Louise Ellison The Adversarial Process and the Vulnerable Witness (Oxford University Press, New York, 2001) at 
121–122. See also Scott Optican “Christian v R and Jones v R: How Bad Consent Law Creates Bad Evidence Law 
in New Zealand Sexual Offence Trials” (2020) 29 New Zealand Universities Law Review 283; and McDonald 
Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at Chapter Five.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Clause 8 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ) includes proposed changes to 
the scope of section 44(1) of the Evidence Act, including extending the admissibility rule 
to include sexual experience with the defendant as well as in some civil proceedings and 
attempting to ensure that the rule also applies to “disposition” evidence.39 The Court of 
Appeal has also made it clear in Sinclair v R that sexual history evidence offered to challenge 
credibility must be scrutinised with care in order to avoid undermining the policy behind 
section 44:40

The proposed line of questioning in the present case demonstrates the real 
dangers behind the application. We view the questions as designed to attempt 
to trap the complainant by asking her about a matter which is irrelevant to 
the allegation. Despite being relied on to test the complainant’s credibility, the 
questions essentially rely on the premise that, if the complainant had sex with 
another male, then she would have engaged in consensual sexual activity with 
Mr Sinclair. This is exactly the type of evidence which has the potential to draw 
the jury into illogical and impermissible reasoning. Whether the complainant 
was unfaithful to her partner with a person other than Mr Sinclair is irrelevant 
to whether she had consensual sexual activity with Mr Sinclair.

In this part of the chapter, consideration is given to the admission and use of sexual history 
evidence in judge-alone trials, occurring prior to the proposed legislative reform.

Evidence of the complainant being in an intimate relationship with another person

In the jury trial cases, evidence of the complainant’s relationship status at the time of the 
alleged rape (or sometimes before or after the alleged offending) was admitted in 12 of 
the 30 cases (40%) without consideration of its relevance under section 7 of the Evidence 
Act 2006, or its admissibility under section 44(3).41 In five cases it was agreed that section 
44 applied to the evidence, given the purpose for which it was being offered, and it was 
admitted on the basis that the heightened relevance test was satisfied. In another two cases 
the evidence was excluded.42

As previously observed, such evidence (of an existing intimate relationship) is sometimes 
offered to provide an alleged reason for the complainant to make a false complaint (namely,  

39 See Ministry of Justice Departmental Report for the Justice Committee: Sexual Violence Legislation Bill (March 
2020) <www.parliament.nz>; and Scott Optican “Christian v R and Jones v R: How Bad Consent Law Creates 
Bad Evidence Law in New Zealand Sexual Offence Trials” (2020) 29 New Zealand Universities Law Review 283 
at 307.

40 Sinclair v R [2020] NZCA 608 at [19] (footnote omitted).

41 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 150.

42 At 157.

https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCJU_ADV_93010_JU69165/eaed5427c026f002da50ce1a942abb93e14e8f63
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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to disguise from her partner a consensual affair).43 While evidence of the possibility of 
the complainant having (previously) made a false complaint is considered to be veracity 
evidence (having relevance to the complainant’s general truthfulness),44 the existence 
of a motive for a false complaint is usually treated as evidence going to matters of reliability 
and credibility.

The proposed changes to section 44 include providing that evidence of “the mere fact 
that the complainant has sexual experience with the defendant” does not need to pass the 
heightened relevance test in section 44(3).45 Recently in Sharma v R, the Court of Appeal 
noted that while evidence of the mere fact that the complainant had a boyfriend may not 
be caught by section 44(1),46 the evidence in the case (of her alleged infidelity) went further 
than that and risked being used for an illegitimate purpose.47

Identifying the purpose or reason for admitting evidence of an intimate relationship at the 
time of the alleged offending, whether with the defendant or another person, is therefore 
essential to an inquiry as to whether section 44 is engaged.

In the judge-alone trials, evidence that the complainant was (or had been) in an intimate 
relationship with another person was admitted in five of the eight cases (63%). In two cases, 
no reference was made to the complainant’s relationship status; while in the eighth case, 
evidence of the complainant using a dating app was admitted. In only one of these cases was 
there any pre-trial discussion about the admissibility of that evidence (based on the material 
accessed)48 – nor was there any objection to the evidence when offered at trial.

In one case, evidence that the complainant was married and initially thought her husband 
had got into bed with her (rather than the defendant) was clearly sufficiently relevant to the 
issues at trial. The use of a dating app also supplied narrative for how the complainant and 
the defendant met, but also the context for how the reporting of the offending unfolded – it 
would therefore have been difficult to avoid reference to those matters.

Evidence in another case that the complainant’s partner was in prison at the time of the 
alleged offending – offered to challenge the complainant’s credibility – has already been 
discussed.49 For similar reasons it is difficult to accept that evidence of her relationship status 
would be sufficiently relevant if applying the admissibility test in section 44(3).

43 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 150.

44 See the discussion of Best v R [2016] NZSC 122, [2017] 1 NZLR 186 in Elisabeth McDonald and Scott Optican 
(eds) Mahoney on Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, Wellington, 2018) at [EV44.03].

45 See clause 8 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ).

46 Sharma v R [2021] NZCA 141 at [7].

47 At [11]–[12].

48 See Levi, below at 127.

49 See above at 114.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The case in which section 44 is clearly at issue but not discussed is George. At issue in 
this case, unlike the other judge-alone trials, was whether penetration occurred. During 
examination-in-chief the complainant was referred to her pre-trial statement in which she 
said: “I’m not entirely sure if he actually got it in because I was sore so it didn’t make much 
difference. I mean it felt like it was but it was still painful.” Counsel then asked:

Q: [C]an you tell us why it felt like it was?

A: In or painful?

Q: Why it felt like it was in?

A: I wasn’t a virgin, I had just lost my virginity to my partner at the time so I was 
quite distinctive with how it felt having a penis inside of you, you know, yeah.

Recent appellate authority has held that evidence of a complainant’s virginity is caught by 
section 44, even though it is actually evidence of an absence of sexual experience.50 In 
George there was no objection by defence counsel, nor concern expressed by the judge, 
that this evidence was given. If a pre-trial application had been made, it must have been 
based on the only relevance that the evidence had: that the complainant knew what penile 
penetration felt like as she had previously experienced it. In other words, evidence of her 
sexual experience would have the effect of bolstering her credibility with regard to assessing 
her evidence that there had indeed been penile penetration.

While it is uncertain, based on existing case law, whether the judge would have permitted the 
Crown to offer the evidence for that purpose,51 it is certainly evidence that has relevance 
and is responsive to the defendant’s challenge based on her uncertainty about whether 
penetration occurred. There was no reference to this response or explanation in the reasons 
for verdict. On the penetration issue the judge gave very succinct reasons:

In the complainant’s evidentially recorded interview she said:

“He got on top of me and started humping me. It wasn’t in. He started 
humping me and after a while he tried to put it in, but he couldn’t find the 
hole. I’m not entirely sure if he actually got it in. I mean, it felt like it was.”

Combined with her account to the doctor of possible penetration and the 
defendant’s firm denial of penetration, I conclude there is a reasonable doubt 
as to whether penile penetration, even slightly, occurred.

50 Peterson v R [2021] NZCA 197 at [53]. See also Elisabeth McDonald and Scott Optican (eds) Mahoney on 
Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, Wellington, 2018) at [EV44.01(4)(d)].

51 Peterson v R [2021] NZCA 197 at [85]; but see also the argument in favour of admitting sexual history 
evidence to bolster complainant credibility made in McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process  
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 145 and 176–181.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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This conclusion seems to reflect the judge’s statement in the reasons for verdict about the 
complainant’s evidence on the matter:

Her uncertainty about this arose again in her electronically recorded interview  
the next day and in a concession in cross-examination at trial.

However, there seems to have not been a “concession” by the complainant in cross-
examination as to whether penetration occurred. While she accepted she made that 
statement (“not entirely sure”) to the police interviewer (which also included the phrase “it 
felt like it was” in), she also explained why it felt that way to her at trial, with reference to her 
sexual experience. On this basis the evidence was admissible and had direct relevance to the 
issue of penetration, but the judge was seemingly not persuaded by this explanation given 
the findings in his reasons for verdict.52

Evidence of sexual experience offered to challenge the complainant’s credibility

In Ryder the complainant explained during cross-examination that she felt unable to 
resist the defendant and was too scared to cry out or resist because, in essence, she had 
had a flashback to a previous occasion when she had been sexually assaulted. Defence 
counsel indicated that this had emerged unexpectedly at trial,53 and that the defence wished 
to explore the topic further. In the absence of the complainant, the judge heard argument 
and made the following ruling:

The issue arose in cross-examination of the complainant in regards to evidence of 
what appeared to be a previous sexual attack. It was offered by the complainant, 
to explain why there was no crying out or verbally alerting others who were present 
in the flat. The purpose of asking questions about that, would be to identify what 
it was, and why it prevented her from calling out and obviously that then goes to 
issues of veracity and determination of issues of credibility.

I have to decide whether the evidence is relevant for that purpose, and I find that 
evidence is relevant for that purpose. Having made that determination I have 
to acknowledge that any evidence in relation to this is subject to section 44 of 
the Evidence Act. That is, I must not grant permission to question on these issues 
unless I am satisfied that the evidence or question is of such direct relevance to 
the facts in issue in the proceedings that it would be contrary to the interests of 
justice to exclude it. I acknowledge that the threshold is high, and that the defence 
must satisfy the court that there is a direct link between the evidence of the earlier 
incident and a matter at issue at the trial.

52 See further the discussion of this point in Chapter Seven at 249.

53 There was no indication that the Crown knew the complainant was experiencing post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD) as a result of that assault either.
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I am prepared to allow cross-examination to this extent. There can be cross-
examination as to the generic issue, but no detailed questioning of the incident itself. 
There can also be cross-examination as to why that incident prevented her calling out 
on this occasion. Beyond that, no cross-examination at this point, will be permitted.

As I say, I recognise the high threshold that has to be crossed and those questions 
and answers are directly relevant to the facts in issue in the proceedings. And to 
disallow the questioning as I have circumscribed would be contrary to the interests 
of justice to exclude them. I do find a direct link between the evidence of the earlier 
incident and the matter at issue at trial, which has a bearing on the veracity of the 
complainant and it is likely to be substantially helpful.

While this evidence clearly has relevance to the complainant’s credibility (in fact, to bolster 
it), it does not amount to veracity evidence.54 In closing submissions, notwithstanding the 
cross-examination on this point, defence counsel still argued that the complainant’s lack of 
resistance meant the defendant had reasonable grounds to believe she was consenting:

I would submit to Your Honour that in the circumstances of the actual rape itself 
where the complainant does not make or take any overt actions to demonstrate 
that she is resisting the advances of the rapist, Your Honour, that the impression 
and the belief could be reasonably in his mind that she was assenting to this 
sexual intercourse.

The argument more clearly made in support of the defence case as a consequence of 
the admission of the evidence of the previous sexual assault (not established to be a false 
complaint) was actually that the complainant would have gone to the police immediately if it 
really happened – as she knew that was what should be done in such circumstances:

Interestingly enough, at that stage, she told the Court that she escaped that 
attack and her first reaction was to tell her attacker, one must remember Your 
Honour she was 17 or 18 at the time, her initial response was “I am going to tell 
the police what you have done to me” … Yet in this case, some 10 years later, 
when faced with a similar situation to the one that had happened to her when 
she was a teenager she chose not to report the matter to the police at all.

The evidence of the previous assault is referred to in the reasons for verdict as follows:

In cross-examination, in answer to a question as to why she had not told the 
defendant to put her down and immediately stopped what she was doing, 
she referred to an incident [when she was younger] where there had been an 
attempt to sexually violate her, so she said that she could not do anything.

54 Veracity evidence is evidence about a person’s general truthfulness – not information which suggests that 
their evidence on a particular point should be accepted (or not) in a proceeding. See Elisabeth McDonald and 
Scott Optican (eds) Mahoney on Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, Wellington, 2018) at [EV37.01].
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However, while the judge concluded that the complainant was credible and reliable, there is 
no specific reference to this evidence when the judge explained that conclusion. The judge 
instead referred to the complainant’s after-event behaviour:55

Ms Mila’s subsequent actions were also consistent with non-consensual penetration 
of her genitalia by Mr Ryder’s penis.

Her crying and hugging her language school friend straight after the event when 
she had left Mr Ryder’s bedroom, her inability to sleep and the interchange with  
Mr Ryder at 4 o’clock the next morning in the living room. Her verbal disclosure 
and demeanour at the time of relating the event to [her flatmate] and [her friend] 
and the events briefly recorded by Dr [name].

The evidence of the previous sexual assault of the complainant, offered to support her 
claim that she was unable or too scared to struggle, resist or call out, did likely meet the 
requirements for admissibility in section 44(3) of the Evidence Act 2006. However, it is 
unclear if the evidence was used for that purpose by the judge. Unsurprisingly, it was not 
relied on by the defendant for that purpose; rather, it was used to challenge the complainant’s 
credibility for failing to immediately report the alleged rape to the police, or to suggest that 
this was consensual regretted sex, which is why she did not so report. That was not, however, 
the admissibility argument made and accepted by the trial judge. While this does not matter 
in a judge-alone trial, it provides further support for the previous recommendation that limited 
use directions should accompany the admission of sexual history evidence.56

A further piece of evidence, regarding the complainant’s sexual experience with a person 
other than the defendant, was also admitted at trial.57 After the alleged rape by the 
defendant, the complainant left his room to seek out her friend who had invited her to the 
flat. He let her into his room and then kissed her on the mouth. While this evidence could be 
viewed as part of the events of the night, it is unclear what relevance the (unwanted) kiss had. 
From the Crown’s perspective, this may help explain why the complainant did not disclose 
the offending to her friend; however, it was only defence counsel who sought to link the kiss 
with delay. In closing submissions, counsel suggested that it was a further reason why the 
complainant should have immediately gone to police:

Your Honour her friend made what we colloquially call “a move” on the 
complainant. He kissed her on the mouth, she told him to stop and at that 
stage, one would have expected, Your Honour, that she would have been so  

55 See further Chapter Seven at 295.

56 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 495 
(Recommendation 34).

57 This likely formed part of the complainant’s EVI, but it was also the basis of questions during cross-
examination.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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horrified by the previous rape and now the actions of her so-called protector 
that she would immediately have left the flat, called for some assistance, or 
gone to the police and reported the matter.

The judge refers to the event in the reasons for verdict, while not indicating how the kiss was 
relevant to the determination of the issues at trial:

The complainant acknowledged that when she had gone to her friend after the 
incident, that he had kissed her and that the action of him doing that did not 
influence her decision to leave his room at four in the morning. She acknowledges 
returning to her friend’s room about half an hour later. She acknowledged that 
after she went back to her friend’s room that they got back on the bed, with him 
promising not to do anything to her.

However, questions about the kiss caused some obvious discomfort for the complainant:

Q: I’m going to re-ask that question. How long did the kissing by your 
friend last?

A: Just a brief kiss. (very quiet, barely audible)

Q: Are you able to put a timeframe on the length of that, time that kiss 
took place?

A: A second or less than that.

Q: Were you not horrified that the person who was supposed to be defending  
you was kissing you?

A: I asked him “why.” (very quiet)

Q: Did you get any response?

A: Yes. (very quiet)

Q: And what was his reply?

A: (long pause) “I will secure your safety” that’s what he said. (very quiet, 
barely audible)

Q: Now is that what he said immediately after he kissed you “I will assure 
your safety?”

A: After I said, “Why” he immediately said that. (very quiet)

It seems likely that reminding the complainant that her friend had let her down that evening, 
by not intervening during the defendant’s actions and then by kissing her when she was 
clearly distressed and in need of assistance, was the cause for the complainant’s difficulties 
during this part of the cross-examination. It could also be the case that she was embarrassed 
about how kissing her friend might impact on how she was perceived. This type of evidence, 
connected as it is to the events of the evening, would not often result in heightened scrutiny 
or analysis under section 44. Section 44 clearly applies to the evidence of the complainant 
being kissed by another man. Further, given the particular content and the impact of the 
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questioning about this part of the evening on the complainant (which may well have been 
evident during her interview), it would have been preferable to consider the desirability or 
necessity of offering the evidence.58

Evidence of sexual experience offered to establish consent or belief in consent

In Levi the defendant sought to cross-examine the complainant about a number of sexual 
experiences, including evidence of her disposition in sexual matters. This included evidence 
about her having a boyfriend, whom she had kissed – with the complainant having reported 
in her EVI that she liked kissing her boyfriend better than (kissing) the defendant. The Crown 
did not object to this evidence being the subject of cross-examination, expressing the view 
that section 44 of the Evidence Act 2006 was not engaged:

[T]here is no evidence and indeed it is a fact that there had been no sexual 
intercourse between the complainant and her boyfriend. She’s kissed him, and 
that’s the evidence. But it is a background factor because the defendant makes it 
one, that he says he’s educating her, so that her and her boyfriend can have sex. 
So, the Crown’s position on that is that section 44 is not engaged, it’s peripherally 
relevant and therefore I don’t oppose reference to it.

The evidence of the complainant describing how the defendant kissed her, by comparing 
that experience to kissing her boyfriend, may well be evidence relevant for that purpose – 
but that does not mean section 44 is not engaged. It is of some concern that this evidence 
(about sexual activity) is described as “peripherally relevant” and so is not opposed. The 
risk is that the evidence of a complainant’s previous sexual experience will be used in an 
illegitimate way. Presumably, this is less of a concern in a judge-alone trial,59 but the impact 
of questioning a complainant about sexual activity of peripheral relevance should not be 
ignored regardless of the form of the trial. Indeed, the judge comments on the significance 
of the admissibility inquiry (regarding another section 44 application) regardless of the 
nature of the proceedings:

JUDGE:  I understand all that. But what’s, what’s the difference between that 
approach and asking any complainant you enjoy sex don’t you, and you’ve 
had sex with these following people in similar circumstances both before and 
after this incident. That’s the very thing section 44 is designed to prevent.

D:  Well, if Your Honour is saying that there’s an aspect of character blackening 
of course that is lessened in a judge-alone trial –

58 See further the discussion of the evidence in the defendant’s closing submissions in Chapter Six at 219.

59 There is no reference in the reasons for verdict about the complainant’s evidence about having kissed her 
boyfriend, but there is in the defendant’s closing submissions:  

“The defence says in the evidence before the Court has been the complainant was aware of the mechanics 
of sex and had experience as a kisser at least Sir, and I would add to that, also certainly with the activities 
that took place early on in this incident, to do with the hugging, so those aspects would be accepted, Sir.”
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JUDGE:  It’s not a question of character blackening, it’s a question of admissibility.

A further piece of evidence at issue was that the complainant had allegedly behaved towards 
another man in a sexually provocative way the night following the alleged rape. The judge, 
acknowledging the underlying illegitimate purpose of offering it, ruled that this evidence was 
inadmissible:60

As I understand it the submission in support of that evidence was that the finder 
of fact would be entitled to take into account that it would be highly unlikely that 
if the complainant had been raped or sexually violated 24 hours before she would 
have acted in such a way towards a person like Mr [name] who seems to have been 
in a relatively similar position to the complainant, as was the defendant in the trial.

With respect to that submission it seems to me that it drives at the very reason why 
section 44 is in existence in the first place. What the finder of fact would be asked 
to infer is that because she behaved in a particular way to another individual that 
somehow has a bearing on her sexual behaviour with the defendant in this case.

When put like that there is no basis upon which that evidence is relevant or could 
be admitted. It does not go to any issue in the trial. It simply indicates that if it was 
accepted, and it has to be said that the witness in his statement is very lukewarm 
about it, that it is an indication of some behaviour that is entirely unrelated to what 
the accusations are against the defendant. Accordingly, on that basis I refused 
[permission] to ask questions under section 44.

Compliance with the notice requirements – section 44A

As previously noted, the terms of section 44A of the Evidence Act 2006 were often not 
complied with in the jury trials, with no pre-trial notice being given and the admissibility 
decision having to be made during the trial, even in the absence of good reason for the lack 
of notice.61

There were no cases in the judge-alone trial study in which pre-trial notice was given, by 
either the prosecution or the defence, of the intention to offer evidence falling within 
section 44(1). In Ryder it seems to have been accepted that the evidence at issue (previous 
sexual assault) had not emerged pre-trial in a way that would have led to the defendant 
making an application.62 In George the evidence of the complainant about her sexual 
experience seems to have been unanticipated (and was likely ignored when it emerged at 
trial).63 Evidence of the complainant’s intimate relationships with other people may well have  

60 This decision was upheld on appeal post-conviction.

61 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 161.

62 See above at 123.

63 See above at 122.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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been viewed as not falling within section 44. In one case, however, the evidence at issue was 
clearly caught by section 44(1), and the judge expressed his clear dissatisfaction with the 
lack of notice and therefore the ability to consider the admissibility in advance of the trial. 
The judge indicated that his approach to considering the matter would have been different 
in a jury trial:64

P:  I’m in Your Honour’s hands given it’s judge alone, as to whether you wish to 
deal with that [section 44 application] now or in the body of the hearing sir.

JUDGE:  Well, [defence counsel], with all that case management stuff why on earth 
would I be hearing a section 44 application on the day of the trial?

D:  Ah, I haven’t got an excuse at all sir, I apologise for the lateness.

JUDGE:  Well, I think it will be dealt with, simply because we can probably fit it in but  
I can tell you and you can pass it on, if you’d done this with a jury I wouldn’t 
have heard it. We’d have just gone ahead. Because you’ve had plenty of 
opportunity to sort these things out.

Previous consistent statements – the “recent complaint” exception – section 35

In this judge-alone research, as in the jury trial study, no access was sought to the evidence 
of other Crown prosecution witnesses, so comments about the admissibility of previous 
consistent statements (which is governed by section 35 of the Evidence Act 2006) are 
based on material in the complainant’s evidence, including during cross-examination and 
re-examination, and (on occasion) from admissibility rulings.65 It is not known how often the 
complainant was permitted to give evidence (as part of her evidence in chief) of the content 
of the first complaint she made – particularly in the seven jury trials and six judge-alone trials 
in which an EVI was played as the complainant’s evidence in chief. In one jury trial it was also 
not apparent from the complainant’s evidence or the closings or summings-up what, if any, 
complaint evidence (as to content) had been given, and by whom.

In five jury trials there was a record of an admissibility decision, all of which resulted in the 
admission of the complainant’s previous consistent statement.66

In four of the judge-alone trials, consideration was given to the admissibility of the content 
of the complainant’s pre-trial statements; while in another it is apparent from the reasons 

64 However, in all of the applicable jury trials (meaning, for this purpose, the Sexual Violence Court Pilot cases, 
given that section 44A of the Evidence Act 2006 did not come into effect until 8 January 2017) the notice 
requirement was waived in cases where no pre-trial notice had been given. See McDonald Rape Myths as 
Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 161.

65 See discussion of the application of this admissibility rule in McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial 
Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 125; and Elisabeth McDonald and Scott Optican (eds) 
Mahoney on Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, Wellington, 2018) at [EV35.03] and following.

66 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 218.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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for verdict that evidence of such statements had been admitted.67 In three of the four cases 
it was accepted that there would be a relevant challenge to the complainant’s evidence, 
so it was agreed that those previous consistent statements could be offered as part of the 
complainant’s evidence in chief. See for example the approaches taken by the judges in the 
following two cases:

As part of the Crown case it is proposed to lead evidence of complaint made 
shortly after the alleged events to two friends, [names]. Additionally, to two 
of the attending police officers, [names]. Those are, of course, prior consistent 
statements.

However, it is accepted by both the Crown and the defence that the statements 
being led go to the challenge to the witness’ veracity and/or recent invention. 
In essence, that is the nature of the defence and that I find in consequence to 
that the evidence is relevant, it is not excluded by the Act and therefore it is 
admissible. (Rasika)

…

In opening for the defendant Ms [name] made it clear that there was to be an 
attack on the complainant’s evidence on the basis that she had fabricated the 
complaint. In those circumstances the evidence of the complainant’s employer, 
[name], became admissible under s 35(2) of the Evidence Act 2006 as a response 
to the challenge that was to be made, and in fact was made, during cross-
examination of the complainant as to her veracity or accuracy on the basis 
of a claim of fabrication or invention on her part. (Henry)

In Samuel the judge preferred to wait until the cross-examination had concluded before 
ruling that the Crown could offer evidence of responsive aspects of the complainant’s 111 
call to the police:68

67 See Chapter Seven at 255.

68 While this approach is currently less common, in this case defence counsel had been having difficulties 
obtaining instructions pre-trial. Counsel also acknowledged that the usual concern (in a jury trial) of greater 
attention being placed on a statement that emerges in re-examination (see Elisabeth McDonald and Scott 
Optican (eds) Mahoney on Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, Wellington, 2018) at [EV35.04(2)]) 
was lessened in the judge-alone trial:

“J: It would seem to me that, in the position we’re in at the moment, it would be a situation of, either it’s 
allowed in by consent, recognising the challenge that is likely to come, or it’s allowed in, in re-examination, 
following cross-examination if it becomes relevant based on what those instructions and the cross-
examination is.

D: I think we’re going to have to adopt the latter, rather than the former.
J:  I think so.
D:  And I’m not too worried about it given that, well we don’t have a jury deciding the facts.
J:  No.
D:  The impact is not as great as I would be concerned if we had a jury (inaudible) but I think we probably have 

to adopt the latter.”
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In this particular case, Mr [name’s] cross-examination has been around reliability 
of the complainant’s account and whether it could have occurred in a different 
way that was consensual as opposed to non-consensual as she alleges. She has 
been cross-examined extensively regarding different aspects, and whether she 
can recall these with a background of her acknowledging that she was, at least 
at the very beginning of this episode, extremely intoxicated and has trouble 
remembering events.

When I deal with this matter, I consider that the veracity and/or the accuracy 
has been challenged of this particular witness. There can be no other way about 
it, given the way that the cross-examination has come out. The accuracy of this 
witness is challenged to the extent that the episode is said to be fully consensual 
and consented to by her as opposed to being non-consensual as she alleges in her 
evidence-in-chief and responses to the cross-examination. That must, at the very 
least, amount to a challenge to her accuracy, but in the circumstances, I would 
consider it is a challenge to her veracity as well, but that is probably something 
that I do not have to decide on the factual circumstances of this case.

…

Given what I already know about the timing of the complaint to the police and 
also the two versions that are put forward through her evidence and the cross-
examination, I am satisfied that the portion of the 111 call that is agreed between 
both counsel would be admissible if it was to come in under this section, can come 
into the evidence as contended by the Crown.

Based on the information available, therefore, in no cases was evidence of the content 
of a previous consistent statement ruled inadmissible.69

Of significance is that in 37 of the 38 jury and judge-alone cases, evidence of the fact, 
timing and receiver of the first complaint was admitted.70 Information about the timing  
of first complaint was compiled, establishing that in 31 out of 38 cases (82%) the complainant 
told someone about the alleged rape within two days of its occurrence. In 28 cases (73%) 
the complainant told someone within 12 hours of the alleged rape, and in 16 cases (42%) the 
complainant told someone immediately afterwards. Combining all 38 cases, there was a delay 
of more than two days in only seven cases (18%), and in only three cases was the delay longer 
than a week (8%).

69 For discussion of the use of a previous consistent statement, see Chapter Seven at 275.

70 In Timoko the complainant reported the offending to the police five days afterwards. She also gave evidence 
that she told her partner before going to the police, but based on the Notes of Evidence (NOE) it was unclear 
when that occurred.
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Timing of first complaint (to anyone) – jury and judge-alone trial studies

Immediate 
complaint

Complaint 
within  

12 hours

Complaint 
within  

1–2 days

Complaint 
within  

3–5 days

Complaint 
delayed 

by a week  
or more

Jury trials
(n=30) 13 9 3 3 2

Judge-
alone trials

(n=8)
3 3 0 1 1

Given the immediacy of reporting in many of the cases, it is unsurprising that a jury direction 
advising the jury that there may be good reason for delay (section 127 of the Evidence Act) 
was not given in the majority of the jury trials, nor as a self-direction in the judge alone trials.71

It is also unsurprising that there were very few cases in which the complainant’s evidence 
was challenged on the basis of delayed complaint (three in the jury trials; one in the judge-
alone cases). However, what did occur in many jury trials, and in several of the judge-alone 
cases, was a challenge to the complainant’s evidence on the basis of the content of her 
first complaint (she did not say she was raped or disclose all of the details), or her choice 
of whom to complain to. Neither of these matters are currently addressed by the Evidence 
Act 2006, but they may be part of counter-intuitive expert evidence informed by the 
social science research on the dynamics of evolving complaints and the expected recipient 
of a complaint. However, as discussed below,72 counter-intuitive evidence that is offered to 
provide information to challenge misconceptions likely to be held by jurors seems to be very 
rare in adult rape cases.

Challenges based on delay or recipient of complaint

In 11 of the 30 jury trials the complainant was asked, during cross-examination, to explain 
why she did not talk to the police earlier than she did – that is, the focus of the challenge 
based on delay was related to the timing of police involvement, rather than on the timing of 

71 Only in Henry was such a self-direction given:
“Finally, the last consideration is the point made by [defence counsel] that Ms Peyton did not complain 

she had been raped until she spoke to her boss after she saw Mr Henry’s photograph. I remind myself 
that although the incident occurred in [month] and Ms Peyton did not come forward to the police until 
[month] there can be good reasons for the victim of an offence of rape to delay making or to fail to 
make a complaint in respect of the offence. An obvious explanation is that she was embarrassed at the 
vulnerable position she had put herself in with Mr Henry and it was a thoroughly unpleasant experience 
which she wished to put out of her mind. She managed to achieve that until she saw the photograph of  
Mr Henry and it all came back to her.”

 See also R v Hogben [2018] NZHC 2915 at [75].

72 At 137.
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the first complaint. However, in the majority of jury and judge-alone cases the complainant 
did talk to the police less than a week after the alleged offending (76% of jury trials; 75% of 
judge-alone trials).

Timing of complaint to police – jury and judge-alone trial studies

Immediate 
complaint

Complaint 
within  

24 hours

Complaint 
within  

2–6 days

Complaint 
within  

1–2 weeks

Complaint 
within a  
month

Complaint 
1–6  

months

Complaint 
more than 
6 months

Jury trials
(n=29)73 4 8 9 1 4 1 2

Judge-
alone trials

(n=8)
2 2 2 1 0 0 1

The inference invited from a delay in going to the police was that something as serious as 
rape, if it actually happened, should be reported to the police immediately.74 A similar focus 
on delay in report to police was apparent in one of the judge-alone cases:75

Q: If you had wanted to go to the police, would it be correct to say that the 
police station in [place] was only some 10 or 15 minute walk from the 
[defendant’s] flat where you were?

A: Yes.

Q: The police station was in fact no further than walking to your bus station to 
catch the bus to [your flat]?

A: Yes.

Q: So why didn’t you get out of that flat as quickly as possible?

A: I thought if I give some sort of influence to him, he might do something to me, 
so I thought I would stay calm and quiet there and I will see when I should be 
leaving and I did.

Q: You’ve told this Court that you were the victim of an extremely serious incident.

A: Yes.

Q: Under those circumstances, why didn’t you seek protection from either 
your flatmate, [name], or from the police, to ensure that nothing further 
happened to you?

73 In one case (Gamage) the date that the complainant spoke to the police for the first time is not known.

74 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 220 and 
following.

75 See also the Crown’s question in Samuel about the complainant’s first phone call not being to the police in 
Chapter One at 31.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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A: In order to be protected by them, I had to disclose everything and at that 
time I didn’t want to do so.

Q: The next morning at eight o’clock when you decided to leave to get your bus, 
did you reconsider whether you should report the matter to the police or not?

A: No, I didn’t think about that at all. In fact, I thought about how I should 
behave not to let [my flatmates] know.

In nine jury trials the complainants were challenged as to why they did not tell a particular 
person, which would have amounted to a more immediate complaint (essentially the first 
person that the complainant spoke to after the alleged rape). Options put to the complainant 
included: her flatmate; a work colleague; a taxi driver; and a known or unknown person at the 
party, bar, social event or place where the alleged offending occurred.76 The same challenge 
was made in George, where there were multiple questions during cross-examination that 
focussed on why the complainant chose not to disclose the alleged offending immediately 
to those in the house.77 In the reasons for verdict in that case, the judge noted the need to 
consider that there is no stereotypical way that a complainant might react, including to whom 
they should report a rape:

Before dealing with these three critical issues, it is necessary to make 
some comment about what are known as counter-intuitive features of the 
complainant’s account. These include her not physically or verbally resisting 
the defendant; not leaving the room; not raising alarm with other occupants 
of the house; remaining at the house overnight; and continued association, 
including affection, with the defendant the following day. Modern thinking and 
jurisprudence makes it abundantly clear that there is no stereotyped or typical 
way in which a complainant might react.

Counter-intuitive evidence can explain the absence of expected reactions or 
the presence of unexpected reactions, but in and of itself it cannot amount 
to supporting evidence … The evidence is available to explain her behaviour at 
the time.

A prior recommendation was that the scope of the delay direction in section 127 of the 
Evidence Act 2006 be expanded to include reference to the complainant’s choice of whom 
they first complained to and the delay between event and report to the police in these 
cases.78 While case law concerning the common law “recent complaint” exception considered 
these matters (the alleged significance of who was complained to), these studies indicate that 
the defence challenge on the basis of delay in reporting to the police is not being responded  

76 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 222.

77 See Chapter One at 34.

78 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 222 and 411.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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to with a section 127 direction. This issue has not been specifically addressed by the scope of 
proposed new section 126A of the Evidence Act.79 There is also no specific reference in the 
proposed legislation to the need for self-direction by a judge sitting alone.80

Propensity evidence – sections 40 and 43

Propensity evidence about the complainant in sexual cases, if not governed by section 
44 of the Evidence Act 2006 or the veracity rule (section 37; see below), is admissible 
subject to the evidence being sufficiently probative (sections 7 and 8). This is the effect of 
the wording of section 40(2). “Propensity evidence” has a wide definition under section 
40(1) and includes evidence of single incidents that tend to show a person’s propensity “to 
act in a particular way or to have a particular state of mind”. While irrelevant evidence was 
admitted about the complainant’s previous driving convictions in the jury trial study,81 no 
evidence of any complainant’s convictions was offered in the judge-alone cases.

Propensity evidence about a defendant in a sexual case, if offered by the prosecution, is 
admissible subject to section 43 of the Evidence Act.82 Section 43 was at issue in four of the 
jury trials, and the evidence of the defendant’s propensity was admitted in two of these.83 No 
evidence about the propensity of the defendant was sought to be offered by the prosecution 
in any of the judge-alone cases, by way of an admissibility application. However, in one case 
evidence of the defendant’s connection with alleged offending against another woman was 
the reason the complainant went to the police:

I, I just – I wanted to help in some ways it was the same person who – (voice 
shaking, sounds distressed, sniffs) who was the person who did stuff to me, that 
the police should know that if it’s the same person that he’s not a good person. 
(very breathless, sounds distressed) And I just wanted to help in any way possible 
to – I was scared of going in ’cos I didn’t know what was gonna happen or 
anything, I just wanted to help in any way possible. (sounds distressed)

79 See clause 16 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019. See also Julia Quilter and Luke McNamara Qualitative 
Analysis of County Court of Victoria Rape Trial Transcripts: Report to the Victorian Law Reform Commission 
(University of Wollongong and UNSW, 2021) at 134–138.

80 See proposed section 126A(1) of the Evidence Act 2006: “In a sexual case tried before a jury, the Judge must 
give the jury any direction the Judge considers necessary or desirable to address any relevant misconception 
relating to sexual cases.”

81 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 233.

82 If offered by the defendant, it is admissible subject to section 41 of the Evidence Act 2006 – in essence, if it is 
sufficiently probative. As this research did not access the defendant’s evidence, no comment is made on the 
admissibility of propensity evidence offered under section 41.

83 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 228 and 
following.

https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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While such evidence was offered to explain the delay in reporting,84 the evidence on its face 
is clearly unfairly prejudicial, and the judge would have presumably been required to ignore 
that information for the purpose of reaching a verdict.85

Veracity evidence – section 37

Evidence about the defendant’s veracity (propensity to be generally a truthful person) does 
not appear to have been offered by either the Crown or the defence in any of the judge-
alone trials.86 Nor was veracity evidence sought to be offered about the complainant in any 
of the judge-alone trials (although the judge in Ryder characterised evidence of the sexual 
experience of the complainant as relevant to her veracity).87

In Timoko, however, the complainant was asked in cross-examination whether she had 
requested the defendant (in the days after the alleged offending occurred) to shoplift (steal) 
some meat for her:

Q: I’m suggesting you were having big difficulties because you had no money  
and you had no food to contribute to the household?

A: Kind of. (voice very quiet, sounds ashamed)

Q: Kind of?

A: Yes. (voice very quiet, sounds ashamed)

Q: That’s why you were asking Blair to shoplift for you, wasn’t it?

A: Yeah. (voice very quiet, sounds ashamed)

Q: Yes, this is the days after you and Blair had sex, you were asking Blair to  
do shoplifting for you, yeah?

A: (no audible answer)

…

Q: Well why did you ask Blair to shoplift for you?

A: ’cos I had no meat.

Q: You had no meat?

A: That night, yeah.

84 See the self-reminder about delay at n 71 above.

85 See further Chapter Seven at 295.

86 As access to the defendant’s evidence or pre-trial statements was not sought, reliance can only be placed 
on the closing submissions and the reasons for verdict. This finding is consistent with the jury trial research: 
McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 232 and 
following.

87 See above at 124.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The relevance of this line of questioning (the complainant is asked five times to confirm 
she made this request of the defendant) appears to be (although nothing is made of this 
point in the defendant’s closing submissions) that this kind of contact and interchange is 
inconsistent with what would be expected if the defendant had indeed raped her. However, 
even if evidence of ongoing contact with the defendant has relevance to the facts in issue in 
adult rape cases,88 the evidence of the fact that contact occurred could have been offered 
without reference to the request to shoplift. Such a request seems irrelevant and unfairly 
prejudicial – and indeed caused the complainant some distress at trial.

Further, the complainant’s encouragement for the defendant to commit a dishonesty-type 
offence raises the issue of whether this is also evidence about the complainant’s veracity – in 
which case, if offered for that purpose, it would need to be substantially helpful.89 Either way, 
the evidence was likely inadmissible; even if admitted solely for the purpose of challenging 
the complainant’s credibility regarding whether the rape occurred, it should not have also 
been used to challenge the complainant’s veracity.

However, the complainant’s contact with the defendant after the alleged rape, and the 
content of any communication during those times, was not referred to by the judge in the 
reasons for verdict.

Expert and counter-intuitive evidence – section 25

In the jury trials, any expert evidence offered was usually limited to that offered by a doctor 
(following a physical forensic examination).90 On occasion an expert from ESR91 would 
give evidence about the presence of the defendant’s DNA, but DNA evidence would 
also be offered as often by an agreed statement under section 9 of the Evidence Act 
2006.92 Notably, no expert was called to give counter-intuitive evidence that might rebut 
misconceptions about the behaviour of the complainant either before, during or after the 
alleged rape.93

The same use, or lack of use, of expert evidence was observable in the judge-alone trials. No 
counter-intuitive evidence was offered by calling an expert or by way of a section 9 agreed 

88 See further the discussion in McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/ 
1xqx-hy30> at 212.

89 See section 37 of the Evidence Act 2006.

90 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 238.

91 Institute of Environmental Science and Research (New Zealand).

92 The police contract ESR to do the majority of forensic testing as part of criminal investigations.

93 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 241. See also 
Julia Quilter and Luke McNamara Qualitative Analysis of County Court of Victoria Rape Trial Transcripts: Report 
to the Victorian Law Reform Commission (University of Wollongong and UNSW, 2021) at 123.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
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statement of facts. While in at least two cases94 the medical expert gave evidence that they  
found nothing that could indicate the sexual intercourse was either consensual or non-
consensual,95 and in one case the judge reminded themselves about the fact that there might 
be good reason for a delayed complaint, no other information about expected complainant 
behaviour or the likelihood of injury was provided to the judge or referred to by the judge in 
the reasons for verdict. The one exception was found in the decision of the judge in Henry, 
in which the judge did refer to the significance of delayed reporting.96

In Rasika a forensic scientist from ESR gave expert evidence about the results of toxicology 
screening of the complainant undertaken 16–18 hours after the alleged rape. This evidence was 
referred to in the judge’s reasons for verdict as supporting the conclusion that the complainant 
was in “an advanced state of drunkenness”, which would have been apparent to other people.97

In another case, expert evidence (perhaps by way of a section 9 statement) may well have 
assisted with understanding the complainant’s evidence about cultural norms regarding polite 
communication. In that case the complainant was cross-examined about the inferences the 
defendant might have drawn from her seemingly positive responses to his attention and 
compliments.

Counsel admissibility objections during the trial

In Judge Without Jury the authors opined:98

In trials by judge alone, the question whether to object may depend on the status 
and authority of the lawyers objecting vis-à-vis the judge, and even if a challenge 
is made the judge may not be swayed from his or her original diagnosis.

Their findings, while not necessarily establishing that the difference was due to lawyer status, 
demonstrated that objections (to admissibility or type of question)99 were significantly less 
frequent in judge-alone trials.100 Counsel interviewed in their study in general said that (in 
the authors’ words) “they would be more inclined to take objections in jury trials”, and that 

94 In other cases there is reference to the complainant having seen a doctor, but there is nothing in the material 
accessed about the content of any (admitted) medical report.

95 For example (from the verdict in Ryder):
“[I]n general the findings of a medical examination are often not able to confirm whether or not sexual 

contact occurred. If sexual contact occurred a medical examination cannot determine whether such 
contact was consenting or non-consenting.”

96 See above at n 71 and Chapter Seven at 255.

97 See Chapter Seven at 265.

98 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995) at 65.

99 See further Chapter Five at 201.

100 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995) at 202 and following.
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there is “less point in objecting to inadmissible evidence in a trial by judge alone because the 
judge will already be privy to the inadmissible evidence”.101

While further discussion in Chapter Five covers the number and type of intervention by the 
judge or counsel, comparing objections about the admissibility of evidence for the purposes 
of this chapter establishes, consistent with the Judge Without Jury findings, that counsel 
objections on the basis of relevance or admissibility are rare in judge-alone trials.

Number of trials with  
admissibility interventions

Total number of  
admissibility interventions

Jury trials 5 9

Judge-alone trials 0 0

This chapter has demonstrated that it was not the case that no inadmissible evidence 
was elicited in the course of the complainants’ evidence – rather, it was not objected to, 
presumably on the basis that the judge would disregard it when coming to their decision.

While in the majority of cases the inadmissible evidence was not referred to or overtly relied 
on by the judge when reaching their verdict, this may not of itself mean that the evidence 
did not form part of the judge’s reasoning process. The same can be said for evidence 
which was only admissible for a limited purpose, and where it was not clear from the judge’s 
reasons for verdict whether they consciously ignored the use of such evidence for any 
illegitimate purpose.102

Summary of comparisons

Analysis of these judge-alone adult rape trials demonstrates that some of the differences 
with potential to impact positively on complainant experience are observable in many of the 
cases. In particular, while the method varied, in most cases there was agreement about the 
issues at trial. Given that in seven of the cases penetration was not at issue, this meant that 
the complainant was not required to give evidence about that aspect of the offending at trial, 
nor was her pre-trial account of penetration challenged during cross-examination.

This approach had further impact on other admissibility rules – for example, the admission 
of the complainant’s previous consistent statements was not necessary if that evidence was 
only relevant to support the complainant’s claims that penetration occurred (as this was 
not disputed in most of the judge-alone trials). However, previous statements of relevance 

101 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 205.

102 See further Chapter Seven at 293.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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to consent or the defendant’s belief in consent were admissible, as these issues remained 
matters to determine. In this context also, however, early discussions between judge and 
counsel – sometimes after opening submissions – led to agreement that the previous 
statements were admissible, based on the identified pending challenges to the complainant’s 
evidence, and could be offered during examination-in-chief.103

In general, there was less admission of clearly irrelevant evidence (for example, reference 
to the complainant’s prescription medication or convictions) and limited reference to such 
evidence in the judge’s reasons for verdict. However, this chapter notes that even when 
there may be no harm in terms of illegitimate reasoning in a judge-alone trial (on the basis 
that the evidence is indeed ignored), questioning about marginally or peripherally relevant 
information may still have an impact on the complainant as witness, and more regard 
should be had to that dynamic. On that issue, there were no judge-alone trials in which the 
prosecutor objected to the eliciting of irrelevant or inadmissible evidence.

In a number of areas related to admissibility issues, there were no observable differences 
between the practices in the jury trials and those in the judge-alone cases. Evidence about 
the complainant’s occupation was admitted (without discussion) in the same percentage 
of cases. There was similar lack of pre-trial notice regarding offering evidence of the 
complainant’s sexual experience (with impact on the complainant in terms of disruption to 
her evidence),104 although the decisions of the judges in these cases who were asked to make 
an admissibility ruling pursuant to section 44 of the Evidence Act 2006 were sound and well 
supported. However, while the evidence of the complainant’s sexual experience with another 
person was found to be of heightened relevance (and admissible) in two cases, no apparent 
use was made of that information in the judge’s reasons for verdict.

In both studies it was notable that there were high rates of immediate or next-day reporting 
of the alleged offending by the complainant. In the judge-alone trials there was, on average, 
slightly longer periods of time until the complainant contacted the police, and (as with the 
jury trials) this was a focus of cross-examination. In only one case, however, did the judge 
self-direct about the evidential use of delay. There were also equivalent high numbers of 
previous consistent statements admitted, but only one case in which the judge self-directed 
about the impact of repetition.

Finally, as with the jury trial cases, expert evidence in the judge-alone trials was limited to 
that offered, usually in section 9 statements, by forensic medical officers or ESR scientists. 
No counter-intuitive evidence was offered in any of the jury or judge-alone adult rape trials. 
The impact of this omission is discussed in the chapters which follow.

103 While the change to the wording of section 35 of the Evidence Act 2006 in 2017 and the developing practice 
means that this approach is now common in jury trials, it was not usually the case in the jury trial study: see 
McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 218.

104 See further Chapter Five at 200.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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CHAPTER FIVE

QUESTIONING THE COMPLAINANT: CONSENT, CREDIBILITY 
AND CONTROL

A trial is the most visible part of the criminal justice system. It reflects how society 
responds to the crime. What happens in the courtroom, and the way victim 
survivors are treated, is a public signal of how society regards sexual violence.1

Reform-resistant questioning

The aim of the jury trial research was to seek to establish why, after decades of targeted and 
responsive reform, complainants still report that being a witness at the trial is like a second 
assault.2 Recent local research, focussing on the psychological impacts of giving 
evidence, found “an overall negative impact on complainant witness’ physical and mental 
health as a result of the stress of the trial” and that, despite reforms, “the experiences 
of complainant witnesses in sexual violence trials remain predominantly negative”.3 
Complainants almost unanimously describe being cross-examined by defence lawyers as one 
of the most difficult times in the criminal justice process, with “many saying that they were 
completely unprepared for how traumatic this process was”.4 Researchers concluded that 
this aspect of the trial “appeared to be a key point of revictimisation for many participants”.5

1 Victorian Law Reform Commission Improving the Justice System Response to Sexual Offences: Report 
(September 2021) at [21.3].

2 Elisabeth McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing adult rape trials with those in 
the Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University Press, Christchurch, 2020) <http://dx.doi.
org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> [McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process] at 3 and 321.

3 Rebecca May Parkes “The Journeys of Complainant Witnesses for Sexual Violence Crimes in the New Zealand 
Justice System” (PhD thesis, University of Auckland, 2017) <researchspace.auckland.ac.nz> at 2. See also 
John R Spencer and Rhona H Flin The Evidence of Children: The Law and The Psychology (2nd ed, Blackstone 
Press, London, 1993) at 389 (“enduring long and/or harsh cross-examination do[es] appear to have significant 
adverse effects”).

4 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) 
<www.justice.govt.nz> at 79.

5 At 79.

https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/publication/improving-the-justice-system-response-to-sexual-offences/
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/2292/36307/whole.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
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“Reform-resistant” questioning practices (in particular, but not exclusively, cross-
examination) were therefore a key focus of the jury trial research. Access to the audio of 
the complainant’s evidence allowed observation of the points at trial when she displayed 
“heightened emotionality”, which meant that patterns of difficulty across the cases could 
be identified. Attention was also given to the extent to which prosecutors or judges, in 
reliance on section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ), would object to improper questions 
governed by that provision. Finally, particular note was taken of the extent to which reliance 
on misconceptions about complainant behaviour, for example the “real rape” stereotype,6 
featured during questioning and was a site of difficulty for complainants.

Given that the issue at trial in these cases was consent (and belief in consent), consideration 
was also given to how consent was constructed during the questioning process. Consistent 
with other research,7 however, the majority of questions appeared to primarily have 
relevance not to the existence of consent, but to complainant credibility.8 The credibility of 
adult rape victims tended to be the principal focus of cross-examination, which is likely why 
complainants feel re-traumatised by the experience of giving evidence, and why some of 
them report that they were called a liar for hours and hours.9

Most types of questions asked in cross-examination to test a witness’s evidence are the 
same in rape cases as in other contexts (including in civil proceedings), such as a focus on 
inconsistencies or on other similar behaviour of the witness. The use of evidence about 
complainant intoxication, however, is different in sexual violence cases.10 It is also apparent 
from this research, and previous studies based on interviews with complainants, that the 
messages such lines of questioning convey to adult rape complainants are different and 

6 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 350.

7 See for example New South Wales Department for Women Heroines of Fortitude: The experiences of women in 
court as victims of sexual assault (November 1996) <www.women.nsw.gov.au> at 7:

“Complainants in the study were discredited and attacked during cross-examination by questions and 
themes which [were] biased in their nature and relied on stereotyped views of appropriate behaviour of 
women complainants of sexual assault.”

8 “Any relevance to the complainant’s credibility, no matter how slight, may be seen as requiring admission 
of the evidence to ensure a fair trial”: Mary Heath “Women and Criminal Law: Rape” in Patricia Easteal (ed) 
Women and the Law in Australia (LexisNexis, Sydney, 2010) 88.

9 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) 
<www.justice.govt.nz> at 79.

10 See Luke McNamara and others “Evidence of Intoxication in Australian Criminal Courts: A Complex Variable 
with Multiple Effects” (2017) 43 Monash University Law Review 148 at 163:

“Our data-set contained a number of instances where the court was concerned with the significance of 
the victim’s intoxication. The vast majority of these were sexual assault or indecent assault matters and 
included 28 instances where the credibility and/or reliability of the victim was considered. We note that 
no other offence category revealed such a pattern of concern for the credibility/reliability implications of the 
victim’s intoxication.”

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.women.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/777917/Heroines-of-Fortitude-Report-combined.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
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the consequential emotional impact is of heightened significance.11 Comparative linguistic 
analysis indicates that:12

[C]ertain kinds of questioning are likely to produce particular emotional reactions 
because of the stance toward the witness that they contain. If the same stance 
creates different and more powerful reactions in the context of an alleged sexual 
violation than in other legal contexts, the system must come to terms with and 
address that fact regardless of whether the technique pervades courtroom 
practice more generally.

Further, the challenges to a complainant’s credibility are more wide-ranging in the sense that 
their relevance relies on drawing inferences that relate specifically to (contestable) views 
and expectations about memory, sexuality and the behaviour of “real” rape victims.13 This 
dynamic is sometimes referred to as the “credibility discount”:14

Recurring tropes of disbelief center on three possibilities: the rape accuser is 
malicious or vindictive and therefore lying about her rape; she is regretful about 
consenting to sexual activity with the accused and therefore lying about her rape; 
or she is incapable of assessing whether she consented due to intoxication, and 
therefore lying when she claims otherwise. …

…

The perceived plausibility of an account – the second foundation of credibility – 
is similarly grounded in a listener’s pre-existing belief structures, which are often 
problematic. For instance, in the sexual assault context, preconceived notions 
of how a rape victim behaves or how rape is perpetrated, however inaccurate, 
inevitably inform a listener’s assessment of whether an accusation is plausible. 
When evaluated against a store of misinformation about how the world operates, 
truthful reports seem strange or even bizarre.

A further difficulty during questioning for many complainants in adult rape cases is the 
impact and forensic use of evidence of intoxication. In both the jury and judge-alone trial 
studies a large percentage of the complainants had been drinking, some heavily, prior to the 
alleged offending. A complainant’s level of intoxication can support an inference that she 

11 David Brereton “How different are rape trials? A comparison of the cross-examination of complainants in rape 
and assault trials” (1997) 37 British Journal of Criminology 242 at 259.

12 Tammy Gales and Lawrence M Solan “Witness Cross-Examinations in Non-Stranger Assault Crimes: An 
Appraisal Analysis” (2017) 4 Language and Law 108 at 136–137.

13 See for example Janine Benedet “Judicial Misconduct in the Sexual Assault Trial” (2019) 52 University of British 
Columbia Law Review 1 at 21; and Melanie Randall “Sexual Assault Law, Credibility, and ‘Ideal Victims’: Consent, 
Resistance and Victim Blaming” (2010) 22 Canadian Journal of Women and the Law 397 at 398.

14 Deborah Tuerkheimer “Incredible Women: Sexual Violence and the Credibility Discount” (2017) 166 University 
of Pennsylvania Law Review 1 at 9 and 13–14 (footnotes omitted).
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lacked the capacity to consent, while also allowing challenges to be made to her reliability 
and accuracy, and so “evidence of complainant intoxication may be said to be a double-
edged sword in sexual assault cases”.15 In fact, cross-examination about the level of 
complainant intoxication was directed at both areas of contention (consent and credibility) 
in the cases in these studies – focussing on disrupting the complainant’s claim that she was 
too drunk to consent and therefore is lying when saying that the sex was not consensual.16

In this chapter the comparative questioning on consent, credibility, intoxication and that 
which reinforces rape mythology is discussed. One aim of the research was to establish 
whether, as claimed, an adult rape complainant will be subject to less challenges to her 
credibility and is therefore less impacted by cross-examination in a judge-alone trial.

This comparative research also examined whether a judge sitting without a jury is likely 
to intervene more often when questions are improper. Three other potential impacts on 
complainant experience were also considered: whether the judge asks the complainant more 
questions in a judge-alone trial; whether there is less disruption to the complainant’s evidence 
to accommodate legal arguments that (in a jury trial) would be heard in the absence of the 
jury; and whether the prosecutor objects more frequently during cross-examination in the 
absence of a jury.

In the first part of the chapter, the evidence the complainant gives about how she 
communicated lack of consent – either by words or conduct – is evaluated. This discussion 
allows comparison with the evidence of lack of consent in the jury trials, and the difference 
in outcomes in the judge-alone trials.

Evidence of lack of consent

In the jury trials the complainant gave evidence that she told the defendant that she did not 
consent to the sexual contact, by saying a version of “no”, in 23 of the 30 cases (77%).17 In 
the other seven cases the complainant was either heavily intoxicated or asleep when the  

15 Luke McNamara and others “Evidence of Intoxication in Australian Criminal Courts: A Complex Variable 
with Multiple Effects” (2017) 43 Monash University Law Review 148 at 167. See also Janine Benedet “Judicial 
Misconduct in the Sexual Assault Trial” (2019) 52 University of British Columbia Law Review 1 at 53, referring 
to the “catch-22 of the complainant who is not intoxicated enough to be considered incapable of consent, yet 
too intoxicated to be considered a reliable witness”.

16 See also Elaine Craig “Sexual Assault and Intoxication: Defining (In)Capacity to Consent” (2020) 98 Canadian 
Bar Review 70 at 105–106 (footnotes omitted):

“Common stereotypes about women who consume alcohol include the beliefs that they are: responsible 
for any consequences they suffer; sexually promiscuous or indiscriminate in their sexual choices; and more 
likely to lie about rape.”

17 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 250. See 
also Elisabeth McDonald “Communicating Absence of Consent is not Enough: The Results of an Examination of 
Contemporary Rape Trials” (2021) 47 Australian Feminist Law Journal.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
http://doi.org/10.1080/13200968.2021.1930432
http://doi.org/10.1080/13200968.2021.1930432
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offending began, and in two of these cases the complainant was not aware that she had been 
raped until she awoke some time later.18 However, only 13 of the 23 cases resulted in a guilty 
verdict (57%). It is not known which element of the offence (penetration, lack of consent, or 
lack of reasonable grounds to believe in consent) was not considered by the jury to be proved 
beyond reasonable doubt, but it is likely the mens rea of rape (lack of reasonable grounds to 
believe in consent) was not established.19

In the judge-alone trials, based on the reasons for verdict as well as the Notes of Evidence 
(NOE),20 the complainant gave evidence that she told the defendant to stop, or that she did 
not want sex or used other words to indicate she was not consenting, in three of the eight 
cases (38%):

JUDGE: The question was, when did you say, no don’t?

A: I said no straight after we went into the room and also when he pulled my 
pants down, I said “No don’t.” (very quiet, speaking firmly)

P: You also mentioned that you used your hands to push him away on his 
shoulders?

A: Yes. (very quiet) (Ryder)

…

A: So he came and sat down next to me, he started kissing me again and then 
he started putting his hands on my legs and pushing my dress further up, 
because I had a maxi dress on, so he was pushing my maxi dress up and then 
he, I think he went to touch me and then I, I said I didn’t want to do anything, 
that night, that but no not tonight, like not now, I don’t wanna do that today 
and then he started to get mad at me, and he said like, what, what was my 
problem, like why was I denying myself of him after he’d treated me 
like a princess the whole night, he’d paid for everything, that I was being 
really ungrateful and his voice was just getting louder and louder and his … 
(audible exhale) Eyes were getting bigger and bigger. (loud exhale) He was 
just getting really mad at me and then I asked him to be quieter [and] not to  
shout so loudly. (speaking slowly, voice shaky, sounds like she is beginning to 
be tearful) I just didn’t want to do anything tonight, I said to him 
that I wanted to go home. (Henry)

…

18 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 256.

19 Elisabeth McDonald “Communicating Absence of Consent is not Enough: The Results of an Examination of 
Contemporary Rape Trials” (2021) 47 Australian Feminist Law Journal.

20 Referencing the reasons for verdict was necessary given that the complainant’s evidence in chief was given by 
evidential video interview (EVI) in six of the eight cases.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
http://doi.org/10.1080/13200968.2021.1930432
http://doi.org/10.1080/13200968.2021.1930432
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A: Um, he pulled me through the bushes which is where I received the 
scratches to my legs and arms and when he got me to, obviously where he 
thought was safe, where no one was around, he, sort of, was on top of me, 
and because I was panicking, and I was saying, “Stop what are you doing, 
you know why are you doing this?” And he put his hand over my mouth, 
to basically make me quiet (speaking quickly, voice croaky) and he was 
like looking around to make sure there was no one around. (voice shaking) 
Um, I was just, um, starting to cry I was so terrified and I was, you know, 
just kept saying, “Please let me go, why are you doing this. What are you 
doing? What are you doing?” And he just kept telling me to “Shush”. (loud 
sniff, clears throat, sniffs) Um, and then he um, pushed my skirt up and 
pulled my undies aside and proceeded to (loud sniff) have sex with me and 
then, oh I mean there was nothing I could do. (voice croaky, sounds helpless 
and very distressed) (Samuel)

In all of these three cases the defendant was convicted of rape.

In three other judge-alone cases the complainant was either asleep or heavily intoxicated, 
and in two of these cases did not know she had been raped until the next morning:

Q: Now do you have any memory at all during the early hours of that Friday 
morning [of] your underpants or tights being pulled up or down?

A: No.

Q: While you were awake, did you consent to unprotected sexual intercourse 
with Blair Timoko?

A: No.

Q: While you were awake did you do or say anything to indicate that you 
would consent to unprotected sexual intercourse with him?

A: No.

Q: During the DVD interview you talked about the morning after, the Friday 
morning, that they told you to “go and have a shower you dirty hag”, 
remember that?

A: Yes.

Q: Who said that to you?

A: [Defendant’s friend] and Blair [the defendant].

Q: And you then said that someone said, “Did you find anything up there,” 
after your shower. Who said that to you?

A: Blair.

Q: Did you know what they were talking about?

A: Not at the time.
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Q: And you said later in the interview that, “We’re going home now,” and 
then they started laughing and telling me that, “I needed to wash,”  
do you remember saying that?

A: Yes.

Q: Who said that to you?

A: Both of them. (Timoko)

…

Q: Do you remember this chap saying it was nice to meet you or words to 
that effect?

A: No.

Q: And kissing you once more?

A: No. (heavy exhale)

Q: Do you think at any stage you called out to anybody?

A: No.

Q: Do you think at any stage you told this person to stop?

A: Highly likely. I don’t remember. (sounds extremely irritated and fed up 
with questions)

Q: What’s highly likely?

A: Well, um, yes. (small laugh) I don’t know. I’m not, I don’t want to say 
things if I don’t remember. (sounds irritated)

Q: Well do you remember saying stop or do you remember not saying stop 
or words to that –

A: I was in and out of consciousness, let me put it that way. (assertive) (Rasika)

In the last two judge-alone cases the complainant gave evidence that she was too scared to 
say no (given the relationship she had with the defendant and her vulnerability). One of these 
cases was the only judge-alone trial that did not result in a guilty verdict:

Q: And what are you doing?

A: Lying there. (sounds resistant)

Q: Do you say anything?

A: Nope.

Q: Do you do anything?

A: Nope.

Q: Why don’t you just get out of bed?

A: Because – do you know how hard it is to get out of bed? When someone that 
you look to as a father is touching you inappropriately. (sounds resistant)
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Q: Did you take his hand and move it away from –

A: No, I didn’t. (sounds resistant)

Q: – your vagina?

A: No, I didn’t. (sounds resistant) (George)

While the rates of the complainant giving evidence of clear communication of lack of 
consent were lower in the judge-alone trials, the conviction rates were significantly higher. 
Although the case identification methodology means that the comparative conviction rates 
are not statistically significant of themselves, the fact that evidence of lack of consent did 
not lead to as many convictions in the jury trials (as compared to the judge-alone trials) is 
worthy of further consideration. Discussion of the judicial approach to determining absence 
of consent is in Chapter Seven. In this chapter, discussion of the impact of cross-examination, 
for the purpose of challenging the complainant’s evidence about her lack of consent, forms 
part of the consideration of where the complainant displayed heightened emotionality.21

Controlling the questioning of adult rape complainants

Questions seeking to elicit inadmissible evidence should be disallowed, even in a judge-alone 
trial where it might be thought that judges can ignore or give no weight to such evidence.22 
Section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006 also provides that judges may intervene in questioning 
that is “unacceptable”, taking into account contextual factors such as the nature of the 
proceeding:23

85 Unacceptable questions

(1) In any proceeding, the Judge may disallow, or direct that a witness is not 
obliged to answer, any question that the Judge considers improper, unfair, 
misleading, needlessly repetitive, or expressed in language that is too 
complicated for the witness to understand.

(2) Without limiting the matters that the Judge may take into account for 
the purposes of subsection (1), the Judge may have regard to—

(a) the age or maturity of the witness; and

(b) any physical, intellectual, psychological, or psychiatric impairment 
of the witness; and

(c) the linguistic or cultural background or religious beliefs of the 
witness; and

21 See below at 151.

22 See Chapter Four at 113.

23 Proposed reform of section 85(2)(a) includes adding reference to the “vulnerability” of the witness: see 
clause 9 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ).
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(d) the nature of the proceeding; and

(e) in the case of a hypothetical question, whether the hypothesis has been or 
will be proved by other evidence in the proceeding.

It is axiomatic that a trial judge’s duty “to ensure that litigants … do not spend time on 
irrelevant matters in court hearings”,24 as well as the duty under section 85, must be balanced 
against a criminal defendant’s right to a fair trial.25 To use the words of the New South Wales 
Court of Appeal:26

Judges play an important role in protecting complainants from unnecessary, 
inappropriate and irrelevant questioning by or on behalf of an accused. 
That role is perfectly consistent with the requirements of a fair trial, which 
requirements do not involve treating the criminal justice system as if it were 
a forensic game in which every accused is entitled to some kind of sporting 
chance.

It is recognised in many jurisdictions that it will frequently be necessary for a judge to 
play a more interventionist role in trials in which there is a vulnerable witness or defendant.27 
Counsel also should consider the likely impact of questioning when preparing the cross-
examination of a vulnerable witness, including adult rape complainants:28

Defence counsel who are required to cross-examine a complainant in sexual 
abuse cases, and particularly a young complainant, are faced with a tricky 
forensic task. On the one hand it is necessary to test the evidence, but on the 
other, there is a risk that a young and vulnerable complainant may be seen  
as subjected to unnecessary defence browbeating …

There was no cross-examination on a number of … topics … We accept [the 
Crown’s] submission that all of these matters come within the degree of latitude 
accorded to counsel as to how to conduct a cross-examination, particularly 
of a vulnerable witness.

24 Seimer v Heron [2011] NZSC 116, [2012] 1 NZLR 293 at [7].

25 Metu v R [2016] NZCA 124 at [23]. There are also fair trial controls on the judge’s ability to ask questions under 
section 100 of the Evidence Act 2006.

26 R v TA [2003] NSWCCA 191, (2003) 57 NSWLR 444 at [8].

27 See Advocacy Training Council of the Bar of England and Wales Raising the Bar (2011) at [17.3]. See also Judicial 
College The Crown Court Compendium Part I: Jury and Trial Management and Summing Up (December 2020) 
<www.judiciary.uk> at [10-5]; and Inns of Court College of Advocacy The 20 Principles of Questioning: A Guide 
to the Cross-examination of Vulnerable Witnesses (Advocacy and the Vulnerable National Training Programme, 
2019) <www.icca.ac.uk>.

28 S (CA361/2010) v R [2013] NZCA 179 at [60]–[61] (footnotes omitted).

https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Crown-Court-Compendium-Part-I-December-2020-amended-01.02.21.pdf
https://www.icca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20-Principles-of-Questioning.pdf
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In Aitchison v R the Court of Appeal observed that accepting the limitations of forced choice 
questions (primarily used in cross-examination) reflects the “growing realisation by judges 
and lawyers that conventional cross-examination may not always be appropriate where 
evidence is being adduced from a vulnerable witness”.29

In H (CA715/2020) v R the Court of Appeal also commented on the desirability of judicial 
intervention during the cross-examination of rape complainants:30

Judges often exercise their discretion to intervene during the cross-examination of 
complainants in sexual cases. Complainants are usually vulnerable witnesses who 
may experience heightened emotion that makes it difficult to respond to questions 
and may lead to questions being answered incompletely or not at all. Cross-
examination usually confronts their credibility and reliability and rehearses details 
of exactly what happened and/or whether they consented to it. Intervention may 
be necessary to ensure the witness can answer, and judges may stop questioning 
that is aggressive, demeaning or needlessly repetitive. There may be cases in 
which these imperatives lead judges themselves to ask the complainant about the 
substance of the defence case; it is done not to assist either party but to ensure 
the ordeal is no worse than necessary to protect the defendant’s fair trial right.

However, it is also accepted that the nature of the adversarial trial model, where it is the 
parties who make decisions about how to conduct the case, and where there is limited pre-
trial disclosure (in the criminal context) of aspects of the defendant’s defence, means that 
judges are not well placed to make decisions on the form and substance of questions at trial 
– given that interventions may risk unfairly impacting on the rights of an accused:31

Denied a clear advance overview as to counsel’s line of argument, the trial judge 
is also ill equipped to intervene and prevent questioning that may in retrospect be 
deemed insufficiently probative or misleading …

Legislation detailing the types of questions which judges may legitimately disallow 
might serve to remind judges of their protective role, but it will not overcome the 
structural barriers to effective judicial management of courtroom questioning 
inherent within the adversarial process.

One of the possible advantages of judge-alone rape trials is that judges may feel more 
confident to ask counsel what the issues are (by offering or indeed encouraging the making  

29 Aitchison v R [2020] NZCA 657 at [117], and see also [116] and [143(g)]. (Application for leave to appeal 
declined: Aitchison v R [2021] NZSC 56.)

30 H (CA715/2020) v R [2021] NZCA 400 at [51] (footnotes omitted).

31 Louise Ellison The Adversarial Process and the Vulnerable Witness (Oxford University Press, New York, 2001) at 
133–134.
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of opening statements) and so may be better placed to assess the scope and content of the 
questions in terms of relevance and procedural fairness. Judges may also feel less concerned 
about any potential unfair impact on the defendant through intervention (such as implicit 
criticism of defence counsel) in the absence of a jury. Two judges interviewed as part of the 
Judge Without Jury research commented (respectively):32

A judge can give you a much harder time in a [judge-alone trial]. Judges can’t 
really get at counsel in front of a jury because they don’t want to influence the 
jury one way or another.

Judges are justified in being more interventionist in non-jury trials because 
they do not have to worry about the danger of distortion. Judges do not know 
how a particular intervention may influence a jury and they therefore need to 
be very careful about what they say.

Later in this chapter, consideration is therefore given to whether section 85 of the Evidence 
Act, particularly regarding questions that are “improper”, is being interpreted and applied 
in a way that offers sufficient support and protection for adult rape complainants – that is, 
whether it delivers a fair process to those witnesses in judge-alone trials.

Examples of the complainants’ heightened emotionality during questioning

The use of overly complex language, demands for total recall of peripheral 
factual information, and direct appeals to outmoded stereotypes are just 
some of the ways in which vulnerable witnesses are unjustly discredited and 
jurors misled.33

The next part of this discussion identifies the places in the trials where the complainant 
appeared to be so impacted by emotion that she did not respond to questions, or her 
response was considerably delayed or disrupted. Heightened emotionality was indicated 
by: long pauses; crying; asking for a break; struggling to give a complete answer; failure 
to answer a question or giving one that could hardly be heard; and/or where the judge or 
counsel suggested an unscheduled break following one of these occurrences.34 Such events 
occurred in the jury trials when:35

32 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995) at 126.

33 Louise Ellison The Adversarial Process and the Vulnerable Witness (Oxford University Press, New York, 2001) at 112.

34 Lack of audible emotionality does not mean, of course, that a complainant was not experiencing emotional 
difficulty. Flat affect is also associated with traumatic experiences and does not always indicate an absence of 
stress or an internal state of calm – and may in fact be a symptom of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

35 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 328.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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(a) There were challenges to memory and inconsistences based on a failure  
to recall minute details of the event or peripheral matters;

(b) It was put to the complainant that she was lying about the events;

(c) There was a need for the complainant to recount detailed or unpleasant 
aspects of the alleged rape itself;

(d) Complainants were asked upsetting or “disgusting” (to use their words) 
questions about their behaviour at the time;

(e) There was reliance on one or more rape myths as the basis of questions, 
such as:

 � delay in going to the police;
 � failure to struggle or call out;
 � inappropriate clothing choices;
 � contact with the defendant after the alleged rape; or
 � lack of injury;

(f) It was suggested to the complainant that she was responsible for what 
occurred; and

(g) There were lengthy and repetitive questions by defence counsel categorised 
as necessary to put the defendant’s case.

Many of these events also caused episodes of heightened emotionality for the complainants 
in the judge-alone trials. The aim of this comparison is to consider to what extent complainant 
distress is less apparent in judge-alone trials, rather than to propose ways to avoid such 
distress.36 The following discussion provides an overview of these dynamics during the 
trials heard without a jury, including some comparative observations, and establishes that 
while some aspects of complainant questioning were not present in judge-alone trials, no 
significant differences were apparent overall.

Memory, inconsistencies and intoxication: challenges to credibility

The noted tendency of advocates in sexual assault trials to quiz complainants at 
length about ostensibly minor inconsistencies between their trial testimony and 
previous statements is … likely, psychological research suggests, to undermine 
their credibility unjustly.37

36 Recommendations focussing on reducing the emotional impact on complainants while not undermining fair trial 
rights are found in McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 
Chapter Ten.

37 Louise Ellison The Adversarial Process and the Vulnerable Witness (Oxford University Press, New York, 2001) at 103.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The New Zealand Law Commission identified a misconception concerning omission and 
inconsistencies in the 2018 Issues Paper on the Evidence Act 2006 – that inconsistencies 
in evidence represent evidence of fabrication since truthful people remember all the 
details.38 In The Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 the Law Commission listed the  
following misconception as one that could helpfully be addressed by a direction: that the 
complainant’s recollection should be clear, coherent, detailed, specific and should not 
contain any inconsistencies or omissions.39 Local jury research by Claire Baylis indicates that 
“some jurors laboured under [the misconception] that real victims would remember all the 
specific details of offending”.40

Current understandings of how memory works, however, indicate that:41

It is neither realistic, nor rational, to expect victims of sexual assault to recall 
all aspects of their traumatic experiences with detailed accuracy from start to 
finish. That is not how the brain works when the defence circuitry has kicked in.

Katrin Hohl and Martin Conway go further, saying that:42

Whilst inconsistencies, lack of detail, errors and omissions in the victim account 
undermine its credibility in the eyes of legal agents and put the complaint at risk 
of attrition, the modern view of human memory considers all of these typical 
features of a normal memory.43

38 New Zealand Law Commission Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 | Te Arotake Tuarua i te Evidence Act 
2006 (NZLC IP42, 2018) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [11.19].

39 New Zealand Law Commission The Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 | Te Arotake Tuarua i te Evidence Act 
2006 (NZLC R142, 2019) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [12.58].

40 Claire Baylis “Sexual Violence Legislation Bill – Submission to the Select Committee for Justice” (31 January 
2020) <www.parliament.nz> at 4.

41 Lori Haskell and Melanie Randall The Impact of Trauma on Adult Sexual Assault Victims (Department of Justice 
Canada, 2019) <www.justice.gc.ca> at 23. See also Shazia Akhtar and others “The ‘common sense’ memory 
belief system and its implications” (2018) 22(3) International Journal of Evidence & Proof 289.

42 Katrin Hohl and Martin A Conway “Memory as evidence: How normal features of victim memory lead to the 
attrition of rape complaints” (2017) 17 Criminology & Criminal Justice 248 at 261; and see further at 262:

“Perhaps, however, it is not only misconceptions of human memory that motivate police officers, 
prosecutors and juries to seek highly consistent, highly detailed and error-free witness testimony from 
the complainant. Might the nature of human memory evidence be fundamentally incompatible with the 
evidentiary demands of the criminal justice system?”

 See also Anne Sophie Pichler and others “Inconsistencies in complainant’s accounts of child sexual 
abuse arising in their cross-examination” (2021) 27 Psychology, Crime & Law 341; and Jane Goodman-
Delahunty, Natalie Martschutz and Mark Nolan “Memory Science in the Pell Appeals: Impossibility, Timing, 
Inconsistencies” (2020) 44 Criminal Law Journal 232.

43 Julia Quilter and Luke McNamara Qualitative Analysis of County Court of Victoria Rape Trial Transcripts: Report 
to the Victorian Law Reform Commission (University of Wollongong and UNSW, 2021)  at 84–88 and 92–106.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20IP42%20Second%20Review%20of%20the%20Evidence%20Act%20-%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/EA2%20-%20FINAL%20REPORT%20R142%20-%20Web%20Publishing.pdf
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCJU_EVI_93010_JU68901/38366e5ce79bdbd2725186674f41b9084b069a8d
https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/jr/trauma/trauma_eng.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
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However, perhaps unsurprisingly, questioning complainants about their lack of memory 
regarding the fine details of the events formed the basis of nearly all of the 48 cases in 
this adult rape trial research – and such questioning often impacted on the complainant’s 
emotional experience of giving evidence.

This type of questioning (challenges to memory and recall) was the cause of heightened 
emotionality for the largest percentage of complainants, with 12 of the 30 complainants 
in the jury study and six out of eight in the judge-alone trials audibly impacted by their 
inability to remember particular (minute or peripheral) details, or because of challenges to  
inconsistencies in their reports about the alleged offending. Use was made of inconsistences 
between their evidence and their pre-trial statement(s), or inconsistencies in their evidence 
at trial. For example:

Q: And do you remember saying to the police that you don’t think he used  
a condom because you were on the injection?

A: I don’t, I remember saying it, but I don’t, I said to them I don’t remember if 
there was one or not, I don’t remember. (sounds distressed)

Q: Well you actually said, your words were, “I do not think he used a condom 
because I was on the injection.”

A: (sniffs, sounds distressed)

Q: And I suggest, I suggest to you that shows, or in fact I better just, get you to, 
I’ll show you the relevant passage if I could. Thank you. I’m on page [number] 
and this is line [number], and the words were, “I don’t think he used a condom 
because I’m on the injection, but I don’t, I don’t know,” do you see that there 
Ms Peyton, do you accept you said that?

A: I said that, yeah. (sounds distressed, voice small)

Q: And isn’t it the case that when you said that to the police, that’s because 
there had been some discussion about whether a condom should be used 
or not, correct?

A: No, I don’t, I didn’t want to, I just, I’m, I was on the injection so I, when I did 
this interview my brain was everywhere. (voice choked up, sounds tearful) I 
don’t know if I, I didn’t want to, I did not want to, and I don’t remember if he 
used a condom because my brain won’t let me remember. (voice choked up, 
sounds tearful)

Q: But that suggests, doesn’t it, that there wasn’t the necessity for birth control 
because something was already in place? Correct?

A: (heavy sigh, crying) Yeah, correct, yeah. (voice breathy, crying)

Q: And I suggest that that is because there was a discussion about that Ms Peyton?

A: There was no discussion. (voice choked up, sounds angry, sniffs during 
the next question) (Henry)

…
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Q: You’ve said you, just previously, you said you couldn’t remember much 
about this incident now?

A: Yeah.

Q: Is that correct?

A: Yeah.

Q: Why is that?

A: I’ve had a lot of shit going on and it’s been a long time. (voice croaky 
and shaking)

Q: So, would it be fair to say that what you could remember when you gave 
your electronic interview is a more accurate account of what you can 
remember now?

A: All the specifics, yeah. (sniffs during next question)

Q: Yeah. So, you’ve said you can remember him penetrating you now, is that  
your evidence?

A: Sure, yeah.

Q: I’m asking you. Are you still unsure whether he penetrated you or not?

A: Nah.

Q: But you were unsure on [date] and you’re unsure [the next day] and is it  
your evidence you are sure now?

A: Yep.

Q: How come your memory has improved over this time?

A: Hasn’t, it’s just targeted certain areas of that time.

Q: You accept you were unsure back then though, don’t you?

A: Yeah. (sniffs during next question)

Q: It’s just hard to know, because some of your evidence back then on [date]  
you could remember more than you can today, is that fair?

A: Yes. But everything that I can’t remember, I haven’t talked about. (sounds 
resistant)

Q: Today?

A: Yes. (sniffs, heavy sigh) (George)

While complainant reliability is challenged on the basis that the full details should 
be remembered consistently over time if their evidence is correct, evidence of too 
detailed a recall is inferred to be suspicious some time after an event, as in this jury trial:44

44 See also Timoko below at 159. These interchanges followed questioning of the complainant by the judge.
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QUESTIONS ARISING: PROSECUTION

Q: One question Your Honour, what position was your body in when you had 
the fingers inside your vagina?

A: I was face down on the floor. One arm was wedged under the bed and the 
other arm was flat beside me, and my legs were slightly apart.

Q: Alright thank you.

QUESTIONS ARISING: DEFENCE COUNSEL

Q: How can you remember these details so well?

A: (pause) I can’t answer that question. (Schuette)

Generally speaking, when events are stressful or cause heightened emotionality (positive or 
negative), people are more likely to remember that the events happened; however, how well 
the details of such events are remembered, and why, is still being researched and is a point 
of difference between memory experts. What is generally agreed is that “high levels of 
arousal lead to the prioritising of certain information”, and that the language of “central” and 
“peripheral” details is not uniformly used.45

A further aspect of challenges about memory in the jury trials occurred in relation 
to intoxicated complainants – where the jury was invited to draw (negative) inferences 
about their credibility from evidence of gaps in their memory of the surrounding activities 
or people.

In the judge-alone trial Rasika the complainant gave evidence of being very intoxicated (to 
the point where she had “blacked out”) and not remembering the alleged rape until she 
returned home. In cross-examination she was challenged, on several different occasions, 
about the amount of alcohol she drank and its effect on her, regarding her memory of 
the events:

Q: Ms Phoenix, what you’re doing in fact is two things. The first is that you’re 
exaggerating how much alcohol you in fact drank that night, that’s true?

A: No, I’m not. (laughing) Ask anybody. I drank two bottles, 12.5% standard wine 
of [brand]. (speaking clearly and slowly, sounds angry)

Q: Secondly, you’re exaggerating the effect that alcohol had upon you?

A: No, I’m not. (laughing, angrily) You said yourself I was falling over, (sounds 
distressed, voice trembling) I can’t do anything – do you know how big I am, 
I’m like, I’m so small and two bottles of 12.5% wine standard bottle, what do  

45 P (CA470/2017) v R [2020] NZCA 304 at [22] and [32].
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 you think that would do to somebody of my size? I was blacked the fuck out. 
(speaking clearly) So, I’m not exaggerating how much I drunk because I’ve got 
all my witnesses that saw me drink the two bottles and I’m not exaggerating 
how drunk I was because everybody sees how drunk I get. You weren’t there. 
You don’t know that. I do. I haven’t exaggerated anything. (speaking calmly 
and assertively at the end)

…

Q: Around about [the time of the alleged offending] you’ve accepted 
you’re a heavy drinker, correct?

A: Correct. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Did you black out often when you were drinking?

A: Very often.

Q: Do you remember what you did when you blacked out?

A: No, I was blacked out. (sniffs, sounds like she thinks it’s a stupid question)

Q: Ok, alright. Is that what blacked out means? You have no memory or does it 
mean something else?

A: It means (heavy sigh) loss of memory. It means I do, I just fuck out 
completely. I can’t stand. I can’t do shit. I can’t, I, anybody who has seen me 
drunk will tell you that I’m just nothing, like I’m just like –

Q: And do silly things maybe when you’re blacked out?

A: Probably, but I don’t get myself raped.

JUDGE: How could she answer that, [name], if she’s blacked out?

D: You see Ms Phoenix you’re exaggerating when you say you black out. You 
don’t black out. That’s true isn’t it?

A: No (loud, voice shaking) I, no. You don’t know me. (speaking very loudly and 
clearly, voice shaking, sounds very distressed) You don’t know what I was like 
then. I couldn’t do anything. All I did was drink. (voice sad) Don’t act like you 
know that I’m exaggerating. You like don’t know me at all and I literally, I felt 
so shit about myself that I did drink until I was completely out of my own 
brain. (voice shaking, very distressed)

In this case the body size of the complainant at the time of the alleged offending 
became a focus of further questioning – as it was linked to an inference as to how impacted 
by drinking she actually was. Both the prosecutor and the judge asked her to say more about 
her height and weight during re-examination:
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P: Hey Willow, [honorific and surname] here, can you see and hear me 
all right?

A: Yep.

Q: Okay, just a couple of very quick matters. You were talking about the 
effect that alcohol has on you and you said, “Look, look at the size of me,” 
can you tell us what your height and weight is, do you know, or what it 
was back in [month and year]?

A: Back then I was about 45 kgs and I’m like five foot, is that correct, or  
is that tall?

Q: No, I’m not sure.

JUDGE: Do you know metrics?

A: I’m about 100 – I was about 150 centimetres.

P: Does Your Honour have any questions?

JUDGE: Can I just, just one thing Ms Phoenix, you’ve said 45 kgs and about  
150 centimetres, was that the size you were back in [year]?

A: Yes, still roughly my size now.

JUDGE: And you’re still about that size or you’ve put on a wee bit of weight?

A: Sorry what was that?

JUDGE: Are you still about the same size now?

A: Yes.

JUDGE: All right, thank you. Yes, nothing further.

The judge relied on this information in reaching the verdict:

I am satisfied that she had consumed a large quantity of alcohol very quickly. 
From those proven facts, I infer that the effects of that on a young woman 
of her age and diminutive stature would be significant. I am satisfied that she 
was heavily affected by alcohol at the time that she left the garage. I am also 
satisfied that this advanced state of drunkenness was readily apparent.

In one of the jury trials the complainant gave similar evidence about her level of intoxication:

Q: And at that time how are you feeling, you’re upset but intoxication-wise, 
how are you feeling?

A: Pretty wasted.

Q: Why do you say you’re pretty wasted, what were you doing, or what made 
you think you were pretty wasted?

A: Ah, I was just holding onto the bathtub – trying to hold on and sit 
down on it …
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Q: If we think of, I just want to think about your intoxication, you told us that 
you were unconscious. What do you mean by that?

A: Like I was out, I wasn’t able to do anything.

Q: Okay, so you were out of it, out to it, sort of thing?

A: Yeah.

Q: Asleep?

A: Yes …

Q: Okay, can you remember [the defendant] getting into bed that night with you?

A: No.

Q: Why can’t you remember these things?

A: I was unconscious, I didn’t even know anyone was in the bed with me.

Q: What caused you to be like that?

A: Alcohol. (Yamada)

In this case the jurors were directed to ask themselves “Was she too drunk?” and “Should 
she have been safe from such attention in the bedroom?”, and reminded that the fact the 
complainant was not able to remember what happened “is not necessarily conclusive”:46

The reality is that if she was asleep or unconscious, of course, she did not consent 
and could not consent to sexual activity. If she was so drunk she was in no position 
to know whether to consent or not, then you would be justified in finding that 
she did not consent. On the other hand, the fact that the complainant cannot 
remember what happened is not necessarily conclusive. People sometimes do 
things when they are drunk that they would not do when sober. A consent given  
by someone who is disinhibited by alcohol is still consent.

In the judge-alone case of Timoko the complainant, Ruth, gave evidence that the defendant 
raped her while she was asleep and intoxicated – which she was not aware of until the next 
day when he and his friend referred to her needing a shower. As in most cases involving 
intoxicated complainants in the jury trial study,47 Ruth was asked to put a figure on how drunk 
she was. In this case also the line of questioning was aimed at challenging her evidence on 
her level of intoxication by suggesting that someone who was that drunk would not be able 
to remember the level of detail she gave to the police:

Q: On a scale of one to 10 when you arrived at Murphy Street, how drunk 
do you say you were?

A: Eight or nine.

46 In Yamada the defendant was acquitted of rape.

47 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 258.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Q: With 10 being totally drunk? Ten being very, very drunk, zero being not at all 
drunk or sober, is that right?

A: I’m not sure.

Q: Okay, I just want to make sure that the eight or nine is out of 10 and 10’s 
as bad as you can be and zero is being sober, is that right? You think you’re 
about a 10 now?

A: (no audible answer)

Q: Okay. What’s your memory like when you’ve been drinking? Does it improve 
or does it get worse?

A: (no audible answer)

Q: If you’re eight or nine out of 10 drunk, does your memory – is your memory 
better than it usually is or worse than it usually is?

A: If I’m drinking?

Q: Yep.

A: Quite bad. (voice very quiet)

Q: Sorry?

A: Worse. (voice very quiet)

Q: Worse. So, you see you were asked a lot of questions by Detective [name] 
about what happened at [name] Street and you were able to tell the 
detective in quite some detail about a lot of things, weren’t you?

A: Yeah.

Q: I’ll give you some examples, you say you remember being on the three-
seater couch?

A: Yeah.

Q: You remember Blair [the defendant] being there?

A: Yeah.

Q: You say you remember him touching your bum and all that? Remember that?

A: Yeah.

Q: You say you remember Blair getting a blanket?

A: In?

Q: You remember Blair getting a blanket from out of your car?

A: Yeah.

Q: You remember someone eating [mushroom soup]?

A: Yeah. (voice very quiet)

Q: That’s quite a specific memory isn’t it? (Timoko)
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However, research indicates, contrary to the commonly held view that intoxicated witnesses 
are unreliable, that while intoxicated compared to sober witnesses provide testimony that is 
less complete, their testimony is no more likely to contain inaccurate details.48

In Harete, a jury trial, the complainant, similarly to the facts of Rasika, was very intoxicated 
at night by herself and was allegedly raped by a person she did not know who had stopped 
when driving by (ostensibly to offer her a ride home). The issue at trial was consent, and in 
this case the complainant also gave evidence that she was having blackouts:

Q: How did you feel at, while you were there? How, what level of intoxication 
did you think that you were at while you were drinking [the straight 
bourbon]?

A: Um, I would’ve been intoxicated, I don’t, I don’t remember being there like, 
like I was there but I don’t know how long I was there for, I – you know little 
blackouts and that yeah.

Q: Okay. So, are you saying that you don’t remember a lot from [after] what 
was going on there?

A: Yeah, yeah.

…

Q: When this person said, “Suck my dick” were you in the car or out of the car?

A: I don’t know. I can’t remember.

Q: Do you remember ever actually being inside the car?

A: No. I think –

Q: You’ve said that you remember pulling your pants up?

A: I remember the – a light, a street light –

Q: Yeah.

A: – a bonnet and pulling my pants up and – that’s all.

48 Theo Jores and others “A meta-analysis of the effects of acute alcohol intoxication on witness recall” (2019) 
33 Applied Cognitive Psychology 334; Lilian Kloft and others “Hazy memories in the courtroom: A review 
of alcohol and other drug effects on false memory and suggestibility” (2021) 124 Neuroscience & 
Biobehavioral Reviews 291; Heather D Flowe and others “An experimental examination of the effects of 
alcohol consumption and exposure to misleading postevent information on remembering a hypothetical rape 
scenario” (2019) 33 Applied Cognitive Psychology 393. See also Heather D Flowe and others “Alcohol and 
remembering a hypothetical sexual assault: Can people who were under the influence of alcohol during the 
event provide accurate testimony?” (2016) 24 Memory 1042 at 1058:

“Our findings suggest that intoxicated victims can provide accurate information to the police, at least within 
[a 24-hour to four-month delay]. Although compared to sober women, intoxicated women may remember 
less information, our results imply that when intoxicated women provide testimony, the information they 
provide is just as accurate as sober women, all other things being equal.”
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In this case, because of the lack of complainant memory about the events, defence counsel 
applied for a discharge (under section 147 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (NZ)). The 
judge declined the application, saying:49

The complainant’s evidence is essentially that she cannot remember the act of 
intercourse, nor can she remember having consented to intercourse. For practical 
purposes, the whole of her evidence around the immediate act of intercourse and 
any consent or otherwise which might have accompanied it, is a blank … [T]hese 
kinds of issues are for a jury to resolve, not for the Judge to intervene … We 
have no way of knowing what the jury [would] make of this evidence. The closest 
that the complainant can get to saying that she did not consent is that she was 
in a happy relationship and would not have consented to an unplanned and 
spontaneous sexual act with this defendant.

As recommended in the next section, it is preferable for the jury to have more information 
in order to assist them “making” something of the evidence of complainant intoxication. It 
is very unlikely that all jurors will have had experience of “blacking out” as a result of alcohol 
consumption, and the impact of alcohol on individuals varies by size and gender, among other 
factors. However, current appellate authority reinforces the view that:50

[T]he effects of alcohol consumption and use of cannabis, in a general sense, are 
sufficiently widely known that the jury will have an adequate collective knowledge 
and understanding of those effects to appropriately assess credibility and 
determine all relevant issues in this case. Judges generally proceed on the basis 
that juries have a sufficient understanding of how memory works for it not to be 
substantially helpful to have expert evidence as to how memory and behaviour 
might be affected by the use of illicit drugs.

Intoxication and absence of consent

Evidence about complainant intoxication is also used to infer that she consented to having 
sex with the defendant at the time but now regrets it. However, section 128A(3) and (4) of 
the Crimes Act 1961 (NZ) provides that allowing sexual activity while unable to consent (or 
refuse to consent) because of intoxication does not amount to consent:

(3) A person does not consent to sexual activity if the activity occurs while  
he or she is asleep or unconscious.

49 As the Court of Appeal stated in R v Hong [2018] NZCA 97 at [34] (a successful appeal from a decision to 
discharge the defendant on a similar set of facts), an inability to prosecute cases in which the complainant has 
no memory of what occurred due to intoxication would undermine the policy of section 128A(3) and (4) of the 
Crimes Act 1961 (NZ). (Application for leave to appeal dismissed: Hong v R [2018] NZSC 63 at [19].)

50 Dixon v R [2020] NZCA 667 at [33] (footnotes omitted). In this case the Court of Appeal held that the 
proposed defence expert evidence (regarding the impact of drugs or alcohol on memory) was not admissible.
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(4) A person does not consent to sexual activity if the activity occurs while he 
or she is so affected by alcohol or some other drug that he or she cannot 
consent or refuse to consent to the activity.

While subsection (3) does not require an inquiry into the complainant’s capacity to consent 
when they are asleep or unconscious (consent is simply not possible in those two scenarios), 
subsection (4) does require information about whether the complainant is “so affected” by 
alcohol so that they cannot consent. Capacity to consent therefore becomes a live issue 
when the complainant has been drinking or taking drugs.

When complainant intoxication is in issue at trial as being relevant to consent, one line of 
questioning will therefore focus on how intoxicated the complainant was at the relevant time. 
In R v Kim the Court of Appeal held that whether a complainant was so affected by alcohol 
or drugs that they could not consent or refuse to consent to the activity must be decided 
by the jury in light of the available evidence:51

There is no requirement in law that there be some independent verification of the 
complainant’s level of intoxication, or that there be expert evidence on the effect 
of such a level of intoxication on the ability to consent.

The consequence of this approach – an assumption that the jury is able to make an 
assessment of complainant intoxication and therefore capacity – is that expert evidence 
is rarely used. Instead, jurors are asked to apply their common sense, or layperson’s 
knowledge,52 about the effects of alcohol and other drugs in order to make decisions about 
“complex cognitive functions”.53 It has been argued that the ability of jurors to do this task 
effectively is questionable.54

The authors of Adams on Criminal Law state that “whether consent is ‘genuine’, in any 
particular situation, requires an assessment of the circumstances, taking into account relevant 
community values and expectations”.55 There is clearly a need to explore what, indeed, are 
the relevant “community values” that a jury should refer to when making decisions about 
whether an intoxicated complainant was in a position to give free and voluntary consent. 
The risk is that reference to “community values” is an invitation to make negative judgements 
about the complainant’s behaviour and assign her responsibility for the (unwanted) outcome 
of her drinking. Research into juror attitudes about complainant intoxication indicates that 

51 R v Kim [2010] NZCA 106 at [20] (footnote omitted).

52 See for example Te Poono v R [2021] NZCA 105 at [16] (“The effects of varying amounts of alcohol is within the 
expected experience of jurors”); and Dixon v R [2020] NZCA 667 at [33].

53 Luke McNamara and others “Evidence of Intoxication in Australian Criminal Courts: A Complex Variable with 
Multiple Effects” (2017) 43 Monash University Law Review 148 at 168.

54 At 168.

55 Simon France (ed) Adams on Criminal Law – Offences and Defences (Thomson Reuters, online edition) at 
[CA128A.07].
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complainants are viewed as being able and willing to consent after drinking, and that they 
should be aware of, and avoid, the “risks” of becoming intoxicated if they do not want to have 
sex.56 The research on this point has been summarised in this way:57

[R]esearch has shown that mock jurors and jurors view the victim as less credible 
and more responsible for the assault compared with a non-intoxicated victim … 
[W]hen the victim was intoxicated at the time of the rape, mock juror participants 
rated her as less credible and the defendant as less guilty. In general, individuals 
were more likely to perceive that a sexual encounter was consensual when there 
was alcohol involved prior to or during the alleged assault, thus increasing the 
responsibility placed on the victim.

In the jury trial study cases in which the complainant’s evidence was that she did not 
consent, either because she was so intoxicated as to be unable to, or because she was 
asleep as a consequence of drinking, one aspect of the cross-examination was that she 
was not really that drunk.58 The cross-examination focussed on the fact that she was still 
able to consent, either because of the (limited) amount she (actually) drank that night or 
because she was a regular drinker. The analysis of the cases in the jury trial study led to the 
observation also made in other jurisdictions:59 it appears that only intoxication amounting 
to, or close to, unconsciousness is viewed as rendering someone incapable of consenting.60 
Further, it should not be presumed that juries are able to make accurate assessments of 
incapacity without assistance from expert evidence or jury directions.61 Finally, even when  
evidence indicates a sufficient level of complainant incapacity due to intoxication, this does 

56 Emily Finch and Vanessa E Munro “Juror Stereotypes and Blame Attribution in Rape Cases Involving Intoxicants: 
The Findings of a Pilot Study” (2005) 45 British Journal of Criminology 25; and Elaine Craig “Sexual Assault and 
Intoxication: Defining (In)Capacity to Consent” (2020) 98 Canadian Bar Review 70 at 108, noting the:

“[P]roblematic social assumptions about women who get drunk: that they are partly to blame for what 
occurred; that they are not to be trusted; that, when drunk, women will consent to sex anywhere with 
anyone even if they would not engage in this same behavior when sober. Equally problematic is the attitude 
that the sexual predation of women in this condition is caddish not criminal.”

57 Kellie Rose Lynch and others “Who Bought the Drinks? Juror Perceptions of Intoxication in a Rape Trial” (2013) 
28 Journal of Interpersonal Violence 3205 at 3207 (citations omitted).

58 Julia Quilter and Luke McNamara Qualitative Analysis of County Court of Victoria Rape Trial Transcripts: Report 
to the Victorian Law Reform Commission (University of Wollongong and UNSW, 2021) at 71: 

“[I]n some of the trials ... there was clear evidence that the complainant had fallen asleep as a result of 
her intoxication, the defence attempted to suggest that she was less intoxicated than she said – to 
support a position that she later woke from sleep and participated in consensual sex.”

59 Elaine Craig “Sexual Assault and Intoxication: Defining (In)Capacity to Consent” (2020) 98 Canadian Bar 
Review 70 at 78:

“While it is clear that an unconscious individual cannot consent to sexual touching, and that this is not where 
the line should be drawn, there is inconsistency and uncertainty about what level of intoxication does 
render a complainant’s voluntary agreement, or apparent consent, legally ineffective. The result is that 
unconsciousness continues to serve as the primary marker of incapacity due to intoxication.”

60 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 265.

61 At 260.

https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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not of course prevent the defendant suggesting he had reasonable grounds to nevertheless 
believe she was consenting because of her behaviour while intoxicated (that she cannot now 
remember).62

In the judge-alone trials, however, while there were challenges to the complainant’s reliability 
because she had been drinking, less questions were focussed on developing the argument 
that the complainant regretted the drunken sex, even though she actually consented to it 
at the time or behaved in a way that indicated she was consenting. These types of questions 
were limited in the judge-alone trials to questions about what she might have said and how 
her underwear was removed. For example:

Q: During the course of events on the bed that night, did you at some stage say, 
“Fuck me, fuck me.”

A: No. (speaks very loudly, sounds resistant)

Q: Is that something you might have said?

A: No. (speaks very loudly, sounds resistant) (Lucas)

…

Q: Why didn’t you say something?

A: (loud exhale) Because I was afraid to.

Q: But he hadn’t been scary before that had he?

A: No.

Q: Ok. You say that he took his pants off but he kept them on his leg didn’t he?

A: Yes, I think he did.

Q: When he started touching your vagina did you make some noises?

A: No, I did not.

Q: Some noises to say that you were enjoying it?

A: No. (Levi)

…

Q: I suggest you were making noises that Mr Timoko could hear, signalling that 
you were enjoying that?

A: No. (firm, assertive)

Q: And it was you who pulled your tights down?

A: No. (firm, assertive)

62 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 269. See 
also Elisabeth McDonald “Communicating Absence of Consent is not Enough: The Results of an Examination of 
Contemporary Rape Trials” (2021) 47 Australian Feminist Law Journal.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
http://doi.org/10.1080/13200968.2021.1930432
http://doi.org/10.1080/13200968.2021.1930432
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Q: And it was you who pulled your undies down?

A: No. (firm, assertive)

Q: Mr Timoko took his trousers down too and he put his penis into your vagina?

A: No.

Q: And that you knew that was happening at the time?

A: No, I didn’t. (firm, assertive, louder) (Timoko)

This type of questioning was much less extensive and resulted in significantly less distress 
than that undertaken in the jury trial cases. See by way of comparison:63

Q: He will then say that you moved your hand down to where his jeans were, 
your hand down by his pants and you put your hand into his pants, which 
were done up reasonably tight so you had to use a reasonable amount 
of force, to stuff your hands down the front of his jeans and you started 
fondling his penis.

A: Ew, no.

Q: And he will say although he was surprised and taken aback, he actually 
quite liked what you were doing and he didn’t ask you to stop. So, that 
you carried on touching him for a while, do you remember that?

A: No. (sniffing)

Q: Then he will then say that after you’d been reaching over and you had 
your hand down his pants, that you then rolled over onto your, from your 
left side to your right side so that you were effectively facing him, and 
you started kissing him.

A: No.

Q: Well you can’t remember, can you?

A: I wouldn’t do that. (sniffing)

Q: Well –

A: No, I wouldn’t do that. (shaky voice)

Q: And he, when you started kissing him –

A: No.

Q: – he kissed you back, do you remember that?

A: No. (sniffing, blowing nose)

63 Of course, the difference may also be due to the detail of the defendant’s account and the particular style 
of counsel. However, in none of the judge-alone trials was this amount of alternative narrative put to the 
complainant about her alleged behaviour while drunk.
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Q: And then he believed there was some kissing and the kissing carried on and 
some more touching, that you were both engaging in, do you remember that?

A: No …

Q: He will say that you with your, that you, as you were facing each other, you 
leaned forward towards him, that you placed your left hand in the vicinity of 
his right shoulder and with your right hand you placed it on his crotch area 
and that you then kissed him, you pashed him, and what I mean, you tried to 
kiss him with an open mouth and using your tongue, what do you say to that?

A: No, that did not happen. (big breath in and sigh out)

Q: Okay, he will say that he was taken aback by this and he didn’t respond 
to your kiss and he pulled away from you, what do you say to that?

A: It didn’t happen, so how could –

Q: Is it [that] it didn’t happen or is it [that] you can’t remember it happening?

A: I know I didn’t do that. (determined, slower pace)

Q: How do you know when there was so much of what happened you can’t 
remember?

A: It didn’t happen.

Q: How do you know that?

A: Because I wouldn’t kiss him, he’s a dirty old man. (Yamada)

These combined challenges (to credibility and the likelihood of actual consent) appear to 
have had the effect in the adult rape jury trials that levels of conviction when the complainant 
was heavily intoxicated were very low. Only two out of nine cases in which the complainant 
had been drinking to the point of “blacking out” resulted in a conviction (22%).64

As stated in Chapter One, in the judge-alone trials alcohol was a factor in the majority of 
cases. In six of the eight cases the complainant gave evidence that she had consumed alcohol 
prior to the alleged rape. In four trials the complainant had either gone to, or been put to, 
bed after drinking when the sexual activity occurred. In one of those cases the complainant 
was sufficiently intoxicated to have memory loss that affected her ability to recall the sexual 
activity, while in another the complainant was deeply asleep when the alleged offending 
began. In two other cases the complainant gave evidence of being extremely intoxicated 
in a public place and of memory loss of the events. However, in all six cases the defendant 
was convicted.

64 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 256 (note that 
the figures in that table include those complainants who were asleep but had not been drinking).

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The rate of guilty verdicts in the judge-alone trials regarding complainants who were 
intoxicated to the extent that they could not remember details, or were drifting in and out 
of consciousness, is therefore very different to the jury trials. These kinds of fact patterns 
only resulted in convictions in the jury trials when the complainant was heard telling the 
defendant to stop (even though she did not recall doing this) or part of the surrounding 
facts of the offending was witnessed (two cases out of nine in which the complainant 
reported a comparative level of intoxication).

As discussed in relation to the jury trial research, jury directions, or self-directions for a judge 
sitting alone, are recommended in order to assist fact-finders to appropriately assess the  
evidence of complainants who are unable to recall specific details consistently over time, 
or who were affected by drugs or alcohol at the time of the alleged offending. This would 
include information to assist evaluation of the reliability of the evidence and the likely 
capacity of the complainant to consent at the material time.

Recounting difficult or hard to remember details

Cross-examination is an extraordinarily oppressive way to challenge witness 
testimony, even when ostensibly polite and low-key. Frequently the questions 
are designed to confuse or humiliate witnesses by enmeshing them in minutiae 
of marginal or no relevance.65

Recounting precise details of the alleged rape will be difficult for most complainants (and 
indeed for most witnesses) – whether that forms part of the evidence in chief or cross-
examination. In Chapter Four, as in the jury trial study, it is suggested that – to the extent 
possible – the need for the complainant to give precise details of penetration (where not at 
issue), or to name body parts, should be obviated by the use of an agreed statement of facts 
(under section 9 of the Evidence Act 2006).66 However, a number of occasions occurred 
in both studies in which questions about alleged behaviour by the complainant resulted in 
distress, anger and frustration.67 In Samuel the complainant’s high level of distress, after it 
was suggested to her that she put her underpants down her bra after the defendant allegedly 
removed them, results in defence counsel and then the judge offering her a break:

65 Jenny McEwan “Ritual, Fairness and Truth: The Adversarial and Inquisitorial Models of Criminal Trial” in  
Antony Duff and others (eds) The Trial on Trial Volume One: Truth and Due Process (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 
2004) 51 at 59.

66 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 122.

67 At 346.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Q: And do you recall when he lifted up your skirt, him asking you, if this was 
all right, do you remember him asking you that?

A: No, all I remember is what I said earlier, I said, “No, stop, what are you 
doing, please,” and I was just crying and crying and crying and panicking. 
(sniffs, sounds distressed)

Q: And in response to that questioning, you said yes.

A: No, I didn’t.

Q: And that’s when he grabbed both sides, both sides of your knickers and 
pulled them down?

A: No, he didn’t, I can’t –

Q: You can’t remember?

A: Like as I said in my statement, I remember him pulling down my skirt 
and putting my undies to the side.

Q: And to help him remove your underwear, you lifted your bottom off the 
ground to help him in that task?

A: No, I didn’t.

Q: And then you actually grabbed your underwear after he had taken them 
off and you said to him, “I’ll have those,” and you then put your underwear 
down your top by your bra?

A: No, I didn’t. I was wearing my undies until the point where I took them 
off by the river. (sniffs) Hence why there was DNA found on my knickers. 
(sniffs, speaking slowly, sounds distressed) There was … (voice tails off, 
starting to cry, sobbing, crying)

Q: Would you like a break?

A: (sobbing, crying)

JUDGE: Do you want to have a brief adjournment?

A: Yes please.

During this adjournment, counsel exchange comments that “it’s going to get worse before it 
gets better” for the complainant, with defence counsel saying they are going to “put some 
more propositions she [will not] like”. However, the court staff present observe that in their 
view defence counsel is asking the questions “quite nicely”, followed by “not that I would 
want those questions asked of me”. This interchange confirms Jenny McEwan’s view (above) 
that even when the questions are “polite and low-key”, cross-examination can still have high 
emotional impact on complainants. In this case the defendant gave evidence that after he 
took off her underpants, she grabbed them and put them down her bra for safe keeping 
before they had sex – presumably as part of his claim that she was a willing participant. 
However, the judge used this evidence as part of the reason to reject the defendant’s version 
of events – given that his DNA was found on her underpants:
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There is nowhere in the evidence to suggest that she put [her underpants] on again 
and he is quite clear that he removed them and she placed them down her top. She 
is equally clear that they were never removed, they were pulled to one side, sexual 
intercourse took place and she only removed them just before going into the water 
to wash herself. That, in my view, significantly corroborates the complainant’s 
version of events over and above the defendant’s version.

Given that the defendant admitted having sex with the complainant, the only relevance 
(given the defence theory of the case) of the proposition that the complainant grabbed her 
underpants off him was that this action assisted his reasonable belief that she was consenting.

In Ryder, inconsistencies in the complainant’s evidence as to if, when and where the 
defendant ejaculated resulted in a line of cross-examination which would only have been 
relevant to an assessment of the complainant’s credibility:

Q: Now Ms Mila, you told the Court that the defendant stopped intercourse 
after he had ejaculated?

A: I’m unsure.

Q: Ms Mila, are you able to tell this Court whether or not the defendant 
ejaculated inside your vagina or outside?

A: I didn’t recognise that he ejaculated. (speaking firmly)

Q: Now Ms Mila, it’s recorded in the history of assault notes at the [medical 
centre] that you were unsure whether ejaculation occurred inside or on 
the body surface of the defendant?

A: Yes, I answered like that. (very quiet)

In both these examples, questions seeking to elicit marginally relevant details resulted in 
what researchers coded as heightened emotionality for the complainants. As with the cases 
in the jury trial study, there was no prosecution objection nor judicial intervention to such 
lines of questioning.

In George the complainant became increasingly frustrated at the repeated questions 
requiring her to describe exactly how the defendant was lying on top of her:

Q: How are you lying at this time?

A: On my back the same as before. (sounds resistant, speaks loudly)

Q: And where’s he?

A: With his head between my legs. (sounds resistant, speaks loudly)

Q: Where’s his body?

A: I don’t know, I’m not looking at him. (sounds irritated and resistant)

Q: Was he still on the side of you, to the left-hand side of you?

A: No, he was on top of me. (sounds irritated)
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Q: Can you describe how he’s on top of you?

A: He’s just on top of me. (emphasises every word, sounds angry)

Q: Which part of him is on top of what part of you?

A: His entire, his entire body is over my entire body. (speaking loudly, sounds 
angry and distressed)

Q: Facing you?

A: Yes.

Q: Where were your legs?

A: [Oh, my fucking God.] (whispers, under breath, loud exhale) Underneath him. 
(sounds resistant)

Q: Ok. Is he lying like face, like his chest on top of your chest, on top of you like 
that, two people –

A: No.

Q: – together?

A: No.

Q: So, how is he lying on top of you?

A: I don’t know how he’s lying on top of me, I know he’s on top of me though 
because I could feel him. (speaking loudly and forcefully) I did not open my 
eyes to look at him. (sounds angry)

Q: So, where’s his chest in relation to your body?

A: (heavy sigh) I don’t know. (sounds angry and distressed)

This line of questioning (versions of “was he on top”? or “describe how he was on top”?) 
makes up 22 questions of the cross-examination, but no meaning is made of this interchange 
in defence counsel’s closing submissions, nor in the judge’s reasons for verdict. Was it 
therefore necessary?

Reinforcement of rape myth; challenges to credibility and existence of consent

In the jury trial study it was observed that reliance on rape myths in the questioning process 
caused episodes of heightened emotionality for many complainants. For example, where the 
cross-examination focussed on why the complainant did not struggle or cry out during the 
alleged rape.68 Other examples of reliance on rape mythology and misconceptions in the 
jury trials to challenge the complainant’s credibility, which appeared to lead to complainant 
distress, included: the failure to tell anyone straight away;69 the failure to cut ties with the 

68 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 350.

69 At 220 and 405.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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defendant following the rape;70 and dressing inappropriately.71 In this part of the chapter 
the comparative discussion is focussed on whether or not the complainant’s credibility was 
challenged in reliance on similar behavioural expectations in the judge-alone trials.

In none of the jury trials was counter-intuitive or expert evidence given, nor did this type 
of information form part of any jury directions. No explanation was provided that lack of 
physical resistance is not uncommon, and indeed that consent does not follow from the 
mere fact of a lack of resistance (see section 128A(1) of the Crimes Act 1961). No evidence 
was offered nor directions given to assist the jury to assess the significance (if any) of the 
complainant’s failure to resist,72 nor indeed any disruption of misconceptions about rape, 
except for directions about delay pursuant to section 127 of the Evidence Act 2006.73

In the judge-alone trials, challenges to the complainant’s evidence based on her behaviour 
being inconsistent with that of a “real” victim were also present in the majority of cases. In 
Henry it was suggested that the complainant did not get away from the defendant because 
“the night was going just fine” and it was not credible for her to assert otherwise:

Q: And you’re seriously saying to us that you would prefer to say in a motel 
with a man that had been yelling at you rather than going home and just 
saying to your mum, “Look the night didn’t go well, I had to get out of there, 
sorry for waking you up.”

A: (sniffs) I should, I should have done that, but I didn’t, I wish I had but I didn’t. 
(voice breaking up, tearful)

Q: You didn’t do it, Ms Peyton, because the night was going just fine, wasn’t it?

A: No. (sounds distressed)

Q: Because otherwise you would have gone home and just simply knocked on 
your front door?

A: No. (sounds distressed) (Henry)

In Ryder the complainant was asked numerous times in cross-examination about other 
options she had rather than remaining at the defendant’s flat, such as other people nearby 
she could stay with. The judge also asked her questions about why she did not leave or seek 
(external) help:

70 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 317 and 213. 
For discussion of the use made of the complainant’s contact with the defendant after the alleged rape in the 
judge-alone trials, see Chapter Six at 223.

71 At 287.

72 At 307 and 351.

73 At 405.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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JUDGE: You mentioned in your evidence that you had two people that you could call 
on if you were in difficulty and that, I think, was specifically in relation to 
accommodation if you got stuck in town, and I think you said there was a lady 
in [city] and [your flatmate]. When you left the bedroom around 11.30 pm and 
you had missed your bus and you say that you had been subjected to a rape, 
why did you not contact one of those two people and go and stay with them?

A: I once tried to call one of them, but my friend said, don’t bother, you don’t 
need to call him or her. (speaking firmly)

JUDGE: Would you accept that with either one of those two people you would have 
been safe?

A: Yes. I think I would have been safer because I could stay away from the 
defendant. (speaking quickly and firmly)

JUDGE: And you had your cell phone?

A: Yes, I did have mine, but the battery was rather low.

JUDGE: So why wouldn’t you go and stay at one of those two places, rather than 
in a location where you say you were raped and it was unsafe?

A: It was late at night and one of them works, so it might be too much trouble 
to him or her, so I didn’t contact him or her. (speaking quickly)

JUDGE: Having allegedly just been raped by one [ethnicity] gentleman, why would 
you elect to stay in the bedroom with the other one after that event?

A: Because I thought [my friend], who I’ve known for about a month, would 
be safer and then at least I knew him a lot more than others, so that’s why. 
(sounds small but speaks quickly)

In the same case the complainant is questioned at multiple points during cross-examination 
as to why she did not physically resist the defendant by kicking him in the groin, hitting or 
striking him, squeezing her legs together tightly, struggling, scratching him or biting his hand:

Q: Now Ms Mila, whilst the defendant was removing your trousers did you 
make any attempt to try and kick him or stop him from doing so?

A: I think I was moving my arms and legs.

Q: And can you explain in what fashion you were doing so?

A: (long pause) I don’t remember exactly how I did move them, to remove 
him off me, off my body I think I pushed him with my legs, I think. 
(speaking slowly and quietly)

Q: Now you’re not certain about that are you Ms Mila?

A: I don’t remember well. (quiet)

…
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Q: Ms Mila, I need you to tell His Honour, at that critical stage when the 
defendant’s on top of you and your legs are inside his legs, what were you 
doing with your own legs?

A: I do not know. (quiet)

Q: Ms Mila, you’ve told us repeatedly that you were so scared about what 
was happening to you, what I want to ask you is, did you not squeeze your 
legs together tightly, tense up or try and resist?

A: (inaudible)

Q: What I’m asking you is at the stage just before penetration took place, 
your legs were between the defendant’s legs, did you close your legs 
tightly at that stage?

A: I think I, in order for me to stop him from inserting his penis, I think I 
pushed him against me, but I don’t remember where my legs were.

…

Q: Now Ms Mila, to get back to the stage, the critical stage just before 
penetration, can you explain to His Honour how the defendant managed 
to effect penetration with your legs in between his legs?

A: I’m not sure. (very quiet)

…

Q: Did you at any stage struggle or try to kick the defendant in the groin?

A: No, I did not. (very quiet)

Q: Did you try to scratch the defendant?

A: No, I did not. (very quiet)

…

Q: Do you know which hand he used to put over your mouth?

A: I do not know.

Q: Do you know for how long his hand was over your mouth?

A: I do not know. (quiet)

Q: And are you able to tell His Honour what type of pressure was applied to 
your mouth?

A: I can’t tell exactly how strong or how much he pressed but whenever I shook 
my head left and right, the hand did not come off my mouth. (very quiet)
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Q: How many times did you shake your head left and right?

A: I don’t remember. (very quiet)

Q: Now Ms Mila, when the defendant placed his hand over your mouth did you 
consider trying to bite his hand?

A: No. (very quiet)

Q: Why not?

A: Biting did not occur to my mind. (very quiet, barely audible)

Q: At the stage the defendant put his hand over your mouth would it be correct 
to say that he wasn’t holding onto any of your arms?

A: Where his hands were and the legs were or anything about him I do not 
remember. (very quiet)

Q: Well Ms Mila, do you remember that at the stage when the defendant had his 
hand over your mouth, over your mouth, do you remember if both your arms 
were free at that stage or not?

A: I do not remember. (very quiet)

Q: Apart from pushing the defendant did you try to strike him or hit him with 
either of your hands?

A: I only thought of pushing him away from me, that’s the only thing I had in  
my mind. (very quiet)

In the jury trial study, while in many of the cases the complainant gave evidence of physical 
resistance and verbal cues, the failure to be more resistant, louder or more immediate in her 
response was also often explored in cross-examination to lay the foundation for an inference 
that she was actually consenting (or to suggest that the defendant had reasonable grounds 
to believe she was consenting given the absence of her physically resisting).

The complainant’s contact with the defendant after the alleged rape

Counter-intuitive expert evidence about a child complainant’s continued contact with 
an alleged offender is relatively regularly offered (to respond to an “intuitive” inference 
that a child who had been sexually abused would cease contact with the abuser).74 No 
counter-intuitive evidence to this effect (or any other) was offered in any of the cases in the 
two adult rape studies. However, in both studies the same propositions were put to adult 
complainants about the implications of their voluntary contact with the defendant after the 
alleged rape.75 For example, in the jury trial study:

74 See for example Kohai v R [2015] NZSC 36, [2015] 1 NZLR 833 at [14(g)] and [41].

75 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 212.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Q: Well, it’s not the sort of thing that perhaps we’d expect to happen if this 
man had raped you is it, that you’d go to his house? 

A: Yes.

Q: Do you agree with that?

A: Yeah.

Q: That you went there?

A: Yep.

Q: And you, from what you’ve told us you obviously were happy to go there.

A: I wasn’t happy to go there.

Q: But you didn’t decline to go there?

A: No, I didn’t.

Q: You didn’t have to get in his car?

A: No. (Devi)

…

Q: Well I’m just going to suggest to you, young lady, that it’s a bit odd, isn’t it, 
that a guy whom you say sexually offended against you and who you claim 
to have regarded as a result of that as a dick and an annoying person and 
also a bit weird as you’ve described earlier, that you would choose him to 
come to your rescue at 4 o’clock in the morning. Do you agree with me? 
(Masters)

Similar examples of questioning the complainant as to why she would continue to be in the 
company of an alleged rapist occurred in three cases in the judge-alone trials:

Q: You were happy for this man to drive you not only to [find your wallet] 
but drive you back to [home]?

A: (sniffs) I don’t remember everything I said to [my mother] on the phone 
if she could come and get me or not. (sounds resistant)

Q: You’ve said to your mother he was going to bring you home, that’s 
right, isn’t?

A: (sniffs) So, I think he said he would take me, I can’t remember. (sounds 
distressed, resistant, audible breathing)

Q: Again, you have choices and the choice that you exercise is to be with 
Mr Henry, correct?

A: I didn’t want to be with him. (sounds resistant) (Henry)

…
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Q: I’m suggesting you were having big difficulties because you had no money 
and you had no food to contribute to the household?

A: Kind of. (voice very quiet, sounds ashamed)

Q: Kind of?

A: Yes. (voice very quiet, sounds ashamed)

Q: That’s why you were asking Blair [the defendant] to shoplift for you, wasn’t it?

A: Yeah. (voice very quiet, sounds ashamed)

Q: Yes, this is the days after you and Blair had sex, you were asking Blair to do 
shoplifting for you, yeah?

A: (no audible answer) (Timoko)

…

Q: Why did you say, “Why would I hate you”?

A: Because he asked me if I hated him and I don’t know why – like, I was acting 
like I didn’t know what happened.

Q: Why didn’t you just say, “I do hate you, you’ve just raped me”?

A: Because I was going to see his daughter [at a community social event].

Q: And that stopped you from telling this man who you say had just raped you –

A: Yes, it did stop me. (sounds resistant)

Q: Why?

A: I don’t know. (sounds resistant) I wish I could tell you.

Q: And how did you get out to [the community social event]?

A: With [the defendant].

Q: What did you talk about in the van driving out to [the event] with Mr George 
and [his relative]?

A: I can’t remember.

Q: And what did you do when you were [at the social event]?

A: Acted like everything was normal. (George)
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As with the jury trial cases, the aim of such questioning about ongoing contact with the 
defendant was to suggest that the offending did not occur and/or any sexual interaction 
was consensual. This type of focus in cross-examination also caused episodes of heightened 
emotionality.76

Not a real rapist – no threats or force used

In a number of cases in the jury trial study the complainant confirmed, during cross-
examination, that the defendant did not use force or make any threats during or before 
the alleged rape.77 While it is not always apparent what the relevance of this evidence is, 
it could be argued that its relevance stems from the assumption that rape (as opposed to 
consensual sex) will involve use of force or threats. The following are examples from the 
judge-alone trials:

Q: Ms Mila, up to that stage the defendant had made no threats to you and 
had made no threatening gestures to you?

A: No, he didn’t do anything that scares me. (very quiet)

Q: Also, Ms Mila, he uttered no threatening words to you?

A: No, he didn’t say any. (very quiet)

…

Q: Now Ms Mila, at that stage nothing, no physical harm had happened to you?

A: No, he didn’t even touch me until I, we got into that room; his bedroom.  
(quiet, speaking firmly) (Ryder)

…

Q: At no point did he want to hurt you.

A: No.

Q: And again that’s what you told the police.

A: (sniffs) He never tried to –

76 It is suggested that, in jury trials, a jury direction is given as to why ongoing contact may occur, to assist the 
jury in making meaning of such evidence/submissions: see Natalie Taylor Juror attitudes and biases in sexual 
assault cases (Trends & Issues No 344, Australian Institute of Criminology, August 2007) <www.aic.gov.au> at 
4–5; New Zealand Law Commission The Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 | Te Arotake Tuarua i te Evidence 
Act 2006 (NZLC R142, 2019) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [12.50]; Lisa Dufraimont “Myth, Inference and Evidence 
in Sexual Assault Trials” (2019) 44 Queen’s Law Journal 316 at 349 (outlining the Canadian approach); and 
McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 214 and 455.

77 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 283.

https://www.aic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/tandi344.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/EA2%20-%20FINAL%20REPORT%20R142%20-%20Web%20Publishing.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Q: “I don’t think at any point he wanted to, at no point he wanted to hurt me.”

A: (sniffs) He never tried to physically hurt me but he threatened to suffocate 
me if I did not shut the fuck up.

Q: “At no point was he, that he wanted to harm me as such,” those are your 
words Ms Hannah?

A: He, knowing, I mean he never tried to like hit me or anything like that. 
(sniffs, loud exhale) But if I wasn’t doing what he was asking, he got very, 
he started getting very angry and agitated. (Samuel)

…

Q: Well, at no time did he try and push himself on you?

A: No. (sounds distressed)

Q: He didn’t threaten you in any way?

A: He just started shouting and getting angry.

Q: Well, I’m going to suggest to you that that never happened, Ms Peyton?

A: That’s not true.

Q: Did it?

A: It did happen. (sounds distressed)

Q: He never said to you, got angry with you because in your words you 
didn’t want to take it further?

A: He did get angry at me.

…

Q: At no time did he threaten you, did he?

A: No, no. (sounds distressed, audible breathing)

Q: I’m talking about when you had the sex, the penile vaginal intercourse, 
at no time did he threaten you in any way, did he?

A: No. (sounds distressed)

Q: And in fact, it was quite gentle wasn’t it?

A: I don’t remember. (sounds distressed) (Henry)

As with the jury trials, there was no intervention to prevent or disrupt these lines of 
questioning in the judge-alone trials – but in the last two cases the questioning actually 
resulted in the judge referring to the complainant’s evidence about the threats, or lack of 
threats, in support of the guilty verdict:
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In assessing Ms Peyton’s credibility, I have had the advantage of seeing her give her 
evidence. I accept that in her evidence, Ms Peyton was trying to relate the events 
of the night as best she could recall. Her emotional response when relating certain 
aspects of the evidence was real and not contrived. I also take into account that, 
where appropriate, Ms Peyton made a number of concessions. For instance, she 
accepted that when she told him no on the first occasion he stopped and got up 
from the bed and that when Mr Henry later had sex with her, he did not threaten 
her in any way. She did not try and improve her evidence. (Henry)

…

I find his actions afterwards, after the sexual intercourse had taken place, of 
keeping her confined by holding her by her arm, hiding, looking out for people that 
may have been in the reserve and may witness things, his hand over her mouth at 
times, getting her to be quiet, his threats, were all because he knew he had just 
raped her. (Samuel)

However, in the jury trial study the jury was given little assistance regarding how to use 
the evidence of lack of threats. It would be preferable to deal with the relevance of such 
questions or evidence at trial, or respond to defence submissions (in a jury trial) on the 
point, by making it clear that rape can occur even without the use of force, and that a lack 
of force or threats by the defendant is insufficiently probative of itself as to the existence 
of consent.78

Lack of injuries

In the jury trial study a lack of evidence of physical injuries was asked about during cross-
examination as relevant to the fact of consent, despite the absence (or presence) of genital 
injuries having little probative value.79 Because the skin and genital tissues are stretchy, the 
majority of people seen after an alleged non-consenting sexual contact have a normal 
genital examination. Injuries can occur in both consenting and non-consenting sexual  
contact. Whether or not the sexual contact was consensual is not a determining factor.80 
However, researchers observing mock juror deliberations often noticed “strong, but 
unfounded, convictions that vaginal tissues are easily torn”.81

78 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 286.

79 At 293.

80 Cathy Lincoln “Genital Injury: Is It Significant? A Review of the Literature” (2001) 41 Medicine, Science and the 
Law 206; and Tuhura v R [2010] NZCA 246 at [25] and following.

81 Louise Ellison and Vanessa E Munro “Reacting to Rape: Exploring Mock Jurors’ Assessments of Complainant 
Credibility” (2009) 49 British Journal of Criminology 202 at 207.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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One notable difference in the cross-examination of complainants in the judge-alone trials 
was that no questioning focussed on the presence or absence of genital injuries. It is possible 
that such questions were not asked because judges are aware of the case law and research 
indicating the equivocal nature of evidence of lack of injury.

Clothing choices as indicative of consent

In the jury trial study there were a number of cases in which the complainant was asked 
questions about what she was wearing – primarily during cross-examination, but also by 
the judge. In some cases the questions may have been related to an argument about how 
easy it was for the complainant to get or be undressed. However, even in that context such 
evidence is of marginal relevance of itself. Such relevance that it has comes from inferring 
meaning from a failure to resist getting undressed, which may, along with other evidence, 
allow an argument that the defendant had reasonable grounds to believe she was consenting. 
In the other contexts it was unclear why the complainant’s clothing was relevant – except 
(impermissibly) to the issue of consent or belief in consent.82

In the judge-alone trials, evidence was given about what the complainant was wearing (or not 
wearing) in seven of the eight cases. In five of these seven cases, the questioning about what 
she was wearing was related to how her clothing or underwear was removed. For example:83

Q: What happens next?

A: As far as I recall, he’s taking my pants off.

Q: Anyone saying anything at this point?

A: Not that I recall.

Q: And how does he take your pants off?

A: Tries to shimmy them off me.

Q: What do you mean by “shimmy”?

A: I don’t know how to explain it, but like do pieces at a time? Like, you know, 
I, I don’t know how to explain it, but like pull one side down, and then the 
other side down, and then one side, and then the other side, like that.

Q: Was he using one hand or two hands?

A: Both his hands. (sounds small and sad)

Q: And did you lift up your hips to assist?

A: No, I didn’t. (sounds resistant) (George)

…

82 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 286.

83 See also Samuel at 168 and Timoko at 165.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Q: How did your clothes get taken off?

A: I don’t know. I don’t remember. (firm, sounds irritated)

Q: With respect to your lower garments, your pants, are they long-legged 
pants are they?

A: Yes. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember removing those pants at all?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Is it possible that you took off one of your legs out of those pants?

A: No. (sounds disengaged) (Rasika)

In the judge-alone trial cases, therefore, evidence of the clothes the complainant was 
wearing was not directly linked to the existence of consent, but it is suggested that the only 
relevance of questioning about how her clothing or underwear was removed is to that issue. 
Reference was not made to the cross-examination on this point in any of the submissions or 
reasons for verdict, except for the defence closing submissions in Ryder:

We then come to the issue of the removal of the trousers. Your Honour, that 
is a he says/she says scenario. He says she doesn’t resist. She says she did and 
she further says that she pulled her trousers back.

This is a submission that lack of resistance to clothing being removed has relevance to (at 
least) the issue of the defendant’s reasonable belief in consent. However, this argument must 
be based on the (contested) view that the wording of section 128A(1) of the Crimes Act 
1961 (“A person does not consent to sexual activity just because her or she does not protest 
or offer physical resistance to the activity”) does not prevent lack of resistance having 
relevance to the defendant’s belief in consent.84

Repetitive questions; putting the defence case

The last category of examples of questioning which resulted in heightened emotionality for 
some complainants in the jury trial study was when the subject of long periods of questions 
was the defendant’s version of events.85 While putting aspects of the defence case can 
cause the complainant to get upset because of the particular content, complainants can 
also become frustrated and distressed at repeated questions on the same matters – and 
such repetition is not always controlled or limited by the trial judge. However, even in cases 
where the questioning did not result in obvious heightened emotionality, the lengthy and  

84 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 315.

85 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 354.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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unnecessary cross-examination was permitted to continue, presumably on the basis that it 
was relevant to the assessment of the complainant’s credibility.86

The same dynamic was observed in both jury trials and judge-alone trials. The complainant 
would be cross-examined about the details of the alleged offending, and at the conclusion 
of that (sometimes lengthy but usually very comprehensive) questioning defence counsel 
would move into the (repetitive) phase of putting the defence case to the complainant. While 
this happened in at least five of the judge-alone trials,87 the starkest example is from Ryder. 
In this cross-examination there were multiple points of repetition, including places where 
the Crown objected:

Q: And I’m going to put it to you further Ms Mila, that had you screamed or 
shouted or even talked in a loud voice one of the three other males in the 
flat would have heard you?

A: Provided if I could scream it would have worked. (quiet)

Q: So, Ms Mila, apart from being scared what prevented you from shouting 
for help?

A: Men are physically powerful and they can guess what’s going to happen. 
(speaking slowly, sounds distressed)

Q: Ms Mila, I’m going to repeat the question. At the stage you were lying 
on the bed the defendant was approximately two paces away from you 
standing at the door, what prevented you from calling for help?

A: From the time that I was put on bed in that room I was scared, but I really 
cannot pinpoint what stopped me from shouting or screaming. If I think if 
you’re really, really scared you cannot sort of say anything vocally. (very 
quiet throughout answer, barely audible at times)

Q: Ms Mila, I’ve listened to your answer, but did you make any attempt to  
scream or shout?

OBJECTION: CROWN COUNSEL

P: Sir, I’m loathe to interrupt my friend, but I wonder if this question has been 
asked and answered a number of times. She didn’t shout out for help.

86 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 356. See 
also Julia Quilter and Luke McNamara Qualitative Analysis of County Court of Victoria Rape Trial Transcripts: 
Report to the Victorian Law Reform Commission (University of Wollongong and UNSW, 2021) at 89–92.

87 The most notable exceptions were Lucas (only one minute of cross-examination) and Levi (more limited cross-
examination – 25 minutes – attributable to the complainant’s learning impairments). In Henry the defendant 
did not make a pre-trial statement, nor did he give evidence, so the “will-say” focus of cross-examination was 
not present; however, this case included the longest period of cross-examination (excluding the case involving 
interpreters) – 169 minutes.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
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JUDGE: Has been slightly repetitive, but I’m prepared to let it continue for the moment.

…

Q: Under those circumstances, why didn’t you seek protection from either 
your flatmate, [name], or from the police, to ensure that nothing further 
happened to you?

A: In order to be protected by them, I had to disclose everything and at that 
time I didn’t want to do so. (speaking firmly)

Q: Now Ms Mila, the next morning at eight o’clock when you decided to leave 
to get your bus, did you reconsider whether you should report the matter 
to the police or not?

CROWN COUNSEL ADDRESSES THE COURT – QUESTIONING REPETITIVE

JUDGE: Just before we get the answer, yes, [honorific name]?

P: Your Honour, with respect, this questioning is very repetitive, in that 
the questions have been asked and answered a number of times.

JUDGE: Yes, I agree, but I’m happy to have it pursued for the moment.

P: Thank you Your Honour.

JUDGE: I will stop it when I think we’ve gone far enough.

P: As Your Honour pleases.

Despite the two objections, and the further questioning below, the judge in this case never 
intervened to prevent counsel continuing a line of questioning on the basis of repetition.88

After the complainant in Ryder had been cross-examined for the whole of day two of the 
trial and 100 minutes of the third day, at lunchtime on day four (with the complainant giving 
evidence from 10 am that morning) the judge asked counsel how much longer they required:

D: Your Honour, I would certainly think that uh, all I have to do is put, put, 
put the defendant’s version and ask her for a simple yes or no answer on 
the issues raised. I wouldn’t think it would take longer than an hour. And 
that should dispose of the complainant.

However, the cross-examination continued for a further two hours and 45 minutes and 
traversed material already covered:89

Q: Did you see the defendant removing his trousers at any stage?

A: I think he did so after he took my trousers off. (voice quiet)

88 However, see the intervention regarding irrelevancies in Chapter Four at 115.

89 See above at 173.
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Q: So, are you unsure as to whether he took his trousers off or not?

A: I don’t remember well when he took his trousers off.

Q: Now Ms Mila, would it be accurate to say that at the stage when the 
defendant got on top of you on the bed you were half-clothed and do you 
remember if he was half-clothed?

A: I do not remember. (very quiet)

…

Q: The defendant will further say, well say Ms Mila that at that stage both he 
and you were naked from the waist downwards?

A: Because I got taken – my pants were taken off, so I’m sure I was not wearing 
anything.

Q: The defendant will further say Ms Mila that at that stage he was wearing a 
black t-shirt on the upper part of his body and you were wearing your top 
with a t-shirt underneath your top?

A: I don’t remember what he was wearing. (sounds distressed)

Comparison of heightened emotionality

Overall therefore, there was no noticeable decrease in the extent to which complainants 
displayed heightened emotionality in the judge-alone trials compared to the jury trials.90 With 
one exception (regarding the lack of focus on absence of injury),91 the points during cross-
examination where the complainant had difficulty responding were also the same. In the next 
part of the chapter, consideration is given to the extent to which complainant impact could 
have been lessened through pre-trial case management or at-trial judicial intervention.

The following table shows that in four of the jury trials there were no episodes of heighted 
emotionality during cross-examination, whereas there was at least one episode in all of the 
judge-alone trials. The number of episodes per case in the jury trial sample of those over 
12 episodes were: Buchner (17); Roberts (21); and Masters (31). In the judge-alone study the 
cases in which the number of episodes were over 12 were: Timoko (14); Henry (17); and Ryder 
(31). The average number for each case in the jury trials was 6.4 episodes per case (192/30) 
compared to 11.4 per case (91/8) for the judge-alone trials, indicating that on this measure 
complainants were not less impacted by the cross-examination in the judge-alone trials.

90 Again, it should be noted that in two of the cases there was comparatively little cross-examination (Lucas 
and Levi – see n 87). Cross-examination in the other cases ranged from 50 to 169 minutes, with Ryder at 728 
minutes (including translations).

91 There was also limited impact on complainant experience in having to relate the physical details of the rape, 
given that penetration was agreed in seven of the eight cases. See also Chapter Three at 95.
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Number of heightened emotionality episodes by complainants during cross-examination92

Mode  
of trial One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight Nine 10 11 12 or 

more

Jury trials
(n=26) 4 3 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 2 3

Judge-
alone trials

(n=8)
1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 3

Judicial intervention in reliance on section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006

This research will provide a point of comparison for any later study which examines the extent 
to whi ch a mandatory requirement to intervene has been relied on in adult rape cases. The 
proposed changes to section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006 include changing the word “may” 
(in terms of the judge intervening) to “must” if any question is unacceptable.93

Consistent with international research,94 judicial intervention in questioning was infrequent 
in the 30 cases in the jury trial research. Intervention in cross-examination by the trial judge 
on his or her own initiative (not in response to prosecution objection), in reliance on section 
85 (based on an analysis of the nature of the intervention), occurred in only 13 cases (43%). 
This compares to intervention in five of the eight cases (63%) in the judge-alone trials. 
Also of significance is the small number of interventions in each case. In all but two of the 
jury cases there were three or fewer interventions. In the two cases with more than three 
interventions, one case had 11 interventions and the other (a case in which an interpreter was 
used) had 16 interventions. In the judge-alone trials the most interventions (six) occurred in 
the case where an interpreter was used, and four interventions occurred in a case where 
the complainant was young and could not remember many details of the alleged rape. In the 
other three cases there were only one or two interventions.

92 In this research a comparison of episodes during cross-examination only is made, given the large percentage 
of cases in the judge-alone study in which an EVI was played as the complainant’s evidence in chief.

93 Clause 9 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019.

94 See for example Gerry Chambers and Ann Miller Prosecuting Sexual Assault (Scottish Office Central Research 
Unit, Edinburgh, 1986) at 136: “Rarely did the judge intervene to protect the complainer from certain lines of 
questioning.” See also Anna Carline and Patricia Easteal Shades of Grey: Domestic and Sexual Violence Against 
Women (Routledge, London, 2014) at 192.
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Number of judicial interventions in reliance on section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006

Case name
(jury trials = 13/30)

(43%)

Number of 
interventions

Case name
(judge-alone trials = 5/8)

(63%)

Number of 
interventions

Buchner 1 Henry 2

Depak 2 Levi 2

Edwards 11 Rasika 4

Jackson 2 Ryder 6

Jacobs 2 Samuel 1

Langley 2

Moss 3

Patel 1

Perez 16

Nash 2

Simon 2

Roberts 3

Yamada 3

However, while there was a slight increased use of section 85 interventions in the judge-
alone cases as a percentage of trials, the type of interventions was the same as in the jury 
trial research. While section 85 specifically refers to the need to take into account “the 
nature of the proceeding” when determining whether a question (or line of questions) is 
“improper”, this reference, which was intended to refer primarily to sexual cases,95 has not 
resulted in curtailing the type of questions that appear to be improper (see the examples 
discussed above and below).96

The type of section 85 interventions that was most common in these studies related 
to a request to: break down, shorten or simplify the question; ask a question rather than 
make a statement; use different/non-colloquial words; refrain from starting or ending 
questions with “do you remember” or “do you recall”; let the witness answer the question; 

95 See for example New Zealand Law Commission The Evidence of Children and Other Vulnerable Witnesses  
(NZLC PP26, 1996) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [C37].

96 At 114 and 196.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20PP26.pdf
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and avoid repetition. In other words, the focus in both forms of trial was on fairness in terms 
of witness comprehension (that is, question type), rather than on the improper content or 
tone of the question.97

While questions beginning with “do you remember” or “do you recall” are generally viewed 
as improper or to be avoided when they result in ambiguous answers,98 in a number of the 
judge-alone trials such lines of questioning were pursued.99 Sixty-nine questions began this 
way in Rasika, leading to the complainant becoming frustrated and increasingly resistant:

Q: Do you remember those people from the night before?

A: What do you mean?

Q: Do you remember either of them from the night before?

A: No, I don’t remember anything.

Q: Do you remember anybody saying in your presence, “I don’t know where  
she came from?”

A: No.

Q: Do you remember someone asking your name?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Do you remember anybody talking to you?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Do you remember giving someone your name?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Do you remember talking, walking past someone and giving, walking  
very close to them as you walked off the deck?

A: No. (firm, sounds irritated)

Q: Do you remember walking down the stairs of the deck?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Do you remember giving a facial expression of a flirting type to either  
of the two men on a deck?

97 Questions that are “improper” because they are poorly framed, so that they are unclear or misleading, are 
usually identified and re-worded – however attention to these kind of improper questions “does little to effect 
the substance of what is being asked – counsel can simply reword a question or ask a series of less linguistically 
complex directions directed at achieving the same result”: Russell Boyd and Anthony Hopkins “Cross-
examination of child sexual assault complainants: Concerns about the application of s 41 of the Evidence Act” 
(2010) 34 Criminal Law Journal 149 at 163.

98 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 361; and  
R v Josephs CA349/01, 26 February 2002 at [16].

99 For discussion of this point regarding the jury trial study, see McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial 
Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 361 and following.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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A: No. (firm, sounds irritated and upset)

Q: Did you hug one of these men outside the house before you went around 
the back of it?

A: No. (firm)

Q: Do you remember kissing one of those men before you went around the back?

A: No.

Q: Because if you think carefully that’s what happened isn’t it?

A: No.

Q: Do you remember walking around the back of the house with either of 
those two men?

A: No. (sounds distressed)

Q: So is it your evidence that you remember drinking at your home and the 
next memory is being on the box. Is that what you’re saying?

A: Yes.

Q: And you have no memory of what happened in between those times, is that 
really what you’re saying?

A: I don’t remember anything in between that time. I literally remember 
three, like two to three seconds of being on a box and I don’t remember 
anything after that or before that [not] including when I was at my house 
which I said I remembered.

Q: Do you remember, and I’ll use the name Rohit [the defendant] now, asking you, 
“Do you want to go somewhere for a bit of privacy,” or words to that effect?

A: No.

Q: Do you remember Rohit saying it was okay?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Do you remember kissing and holding each other down the side of the house?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Do you remember this person asking how old you are?

A: No. (sounds disengaged and growing irritation)

Q: Do you remember you saying that you were 17 years of age?

A: No. (sounds disengaged) I’m kinda tired of saying no. I’ve told you I don’t 
remember anything.

Q: Do you remember this person holding you and touching you in your 
private places?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: – as you were standing up?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)
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The findings in both studies of a lack of judicial intervention are consistent with other 
research.100 As previously noted, this may be because it is difficult for a judge, in adversarial 
proceedings, to intervene about matters of content when the defendant has a duty to put 
their case to the complainant (see section 92 of the Evidence Act 2006).101 However, the 
extent of the questioning required in order to meet this duty is contestable – and in both 
studies there were cases in which the judge queried the need for the questions and the 
response given that relied on section 92. In Rasika, after 10 more questions starting with “do 
you remember”, the cross-examination continued:

D: Do you remember making any noises whilst the intercourse occurred?

C: No. (sounds disengaged)

D: Do you think you may have?

C: What? (sounds incredulous)

D: Do you think you may have said something?

C: No. (sounds disengaged)

JUDGE: How can she answer that if she said she doesn’t remember it?

D: Well I have to put these things to her Your Honour.

JUDGE: I understand but –

C: Well I thought I, like I got told countless amount of times if I don’t remember 
something I say I don’t remember it. I’m not supposed to fill in the blanks.

D: Who told you that?

C: Everybody.

D: Who’s the first person [who] told you that?

C: I don’t recall I’m sorry.

D: You don’t recall who told you to say you don’t remember?

C: No one told me to say I don’t remember. (speaking angrily, fast, loud) They 
told me to say if I don’t remember say you don’t remember, don’t lie or don’t 
try to like fill in gaps. (assertive, loud)

D: Well who told you that?

C: Everybody. That’s the right thing to do. Why should I lie? (sounds irritated)

D: Well who’s everybody?

C: (loud expelling of air)

JUDGE: Well, I don’t know that that’s going to get us anywhere, [name].

100 See above at 186; and McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process 
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 368.

101 At 347.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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C: This is so irrelevant. I’m doing the right thing. (sounds irritated) [If I] don’t 
remember something I say I don’t remember it. I thought I had to swear on 
the Bible that I’d tell the truth.

In this interchange the judge, for the first time,102 intervenes on the basis that the 
complainant cannot answer the question, given that she has already said she cannot 
remember very much about what occurred. Defence counsel accepts the point but notes 
the need to put the case to the complainant. The judge is interrupted by the complainant 
before the matter can be resolved, and the questioning progresses on a different (and 
irrelevant) point before the judge intervenes again. It is unsurprising that the complainant is 
getting annoyed and frustrated, but the judge does not affirm her position – i.e. that she is 
correct to say when she cannot remember. After this interchange the questioning continues 
(uninterrupted):

Q: Did the man ask you if you were on the pill?

A: No.

Q: So, if I said to you that you said, “Yes” would I be right or wrong?

A: Wrong. (assertive) I can’t confirm anything though because I don’t remember 
anything which I’ve already said but I wasn’t on the pill so it is definitely no. 
(sounds irritated)

Q: Do you know how long you were on that metal box for?

A: No. (sounds irritated)

Q: Do you remember telling the man you were with to hurry up and to come?

A: No.

Q: Do you remember getting dressed again after the sexual activity?

A: No and I don’t appreciate you referring to it in those words.

Q: Right. Thank you for that. So, you don’t know how you got your clothes 
back on?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Do you remember the man you were with kicking the metal container that 
you were lying on at any stage?

A: No. (sounds disengaged, clears throat)

Q: Do you remember this person apologising to you for scaring you when he 
kicked the metal container?

A: No.

102 The only other time the judge intervenes on the basis that the complainant has already said she cannot 
remember (has blacked out) is an interchange following the level of her intoxication: see above at 157.
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Q: Do you remember kissing this gentleman after the sexual activity?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Do you remember hugging him after the sexual activity?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Do you remember him asking if you want to go and sit on the deck again?

A: No. (sounds small and sad)

Q: Did you go around after the sexual activity and go and sit on the deck?

A: No. I don’t know. I don’t remember. (sounds small and sad)

Q: What do you remember after the sexual activity occurred?

A: Nothing. (assertive, sounds irritated) I told you I don’t remember anything 
before or after, only that two seconds.

The cross-examination in this case takes 50 minutes, the majority of which consists of asking 
the complainant about events she cannot remember – and it is clear from the beginning 
(and likely also in her evidential video interview (EVI)) that she has very limited memory of 
the alleged rape: “I literally remember three, like two to three seconds of being on a box 
and I don’t remember anything after that or before”; and “I don’t remember anything before 
or after, only that two seconds”.

Despite the previous questions about the alleged events at the defendant’s house, defence 
counsel completes the cross-examination by again asking the same questions – the pattern 
commented on earlier of conducting a cross-examination and then putting the case:

Q: I’ve just about finished Ms Phoenix, I just want to clear some things  
in my mind. Correct me if I get any of this wrong please?

A: Yes.

Q: You don’t remember leaving the garage?

A: No.

Q: You don’t remember walking down the road?

A: No.

Q: You don’t remember walking onto [the defendant’s property]?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember speaking or seeing any people at the property?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t know what happened at that property?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t know what was said to you?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)
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Q: You don’t know what you said, if anything, at the property?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You only remember a couple of seconds of being on that metal container. 
Is that right?

A: Yes. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember what happened after you got off that container?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: Is that right? Have I got it right so far?

A: Yes. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember speaking to anybody after you got off that container?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember what you did with respect to your clothing?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t know how it came off?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t know how it got on?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t know how long you were at the property?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember kissing or cuddling anybody?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember any music at the property?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember seeing people drinking at the property?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember falling over at the property if you did?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: You don’t remember walking to the roadway. Is that correct?

A: No. (sounds disengaged)

Q: So, you don’t know what you did at the property at all other than lying 
on the metal container for two seconds. Is that, have I got it right?

A: Correct. (sounds disengaged)
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Neither the judge nor the prosecutor intervenes in this part of the questioning, despite it 
being needlessly repetitive and clearly impacting the complainant. The unfairness arising 
from this type of approach to cross-examination was noted by one of the judges in the 
Sexual Violence Court Pilot:103

JUDGE: [Defence counsel], I’m becoming concerned with your questions. Section 85 
issue. You do have a duty to put the case for Mr [name], but when the initial 
premise is denied, you don’t need to then go on and on and on with aspects 
that clearly have been denied already, because that does start to become 
abusive for the witness.

D: Well that’s what, with respect Sir, Mr [name] will give in his evidence.

JUDGE: And he may give his evidence of that, but it becomes abusive when you 
put questions to her, which the initial premise, is completely and utterly 
denied. And, therefore, the other questions cannot possibly be answered 
by her any differently.

D: Well Sir, thank you very much for indicating your view on that, because  
I know that there is, there are different views out there with respect to …

JUDGE: There are changing views on that out there.

D: ... different judiciary. And I know that other counsel from time to time over the 
years have been criticised later on down the track for not putting details to …

JUDGE: Well, that’s why I’m telling you. To say that you will not be criticised if you 
don’t, but I’ll become concerned and I will intervene if you put, very sensitive 
matters to her that she cannot possibly answer in any other way, because she’s 
already denied the initial premise. Because that just then becomes abusive.

D: In fact, that is my preference anyway, with respect [Your Honour], because  
it doesn’t really make too much sense if she goes, I cannot remember, and 
you continue …

JUDGE: If she can’t remember, then there’s no point carrying on with the other 
questions.

Judicial intervention in complainant questioning in the judge-alone trials was less than 
expected, given the absence of the jury and the agreed narrowing of the issues. Rasika, 
commented on above, was the case with the second largest number of interventions (four), 
yet it is apparent that the cross-examination could have been significantly shortened without 
unfairly impacting on the defence case. As noted earlier,104 the majority of cases in the judge-
alone trial study followed this format of repetition of the aspects of the defence case at the 
end of questioning the complainant. In these trials there was no different approach taken 

103 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 366–367.

104 Above at 192.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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by counsel to the task of cross-examination on the basis that it was before a judge sitting 
alone, contrary to what might be expected in such cases. For example, in Ward v R the High 
Court said:105

It also needs to be remembered that [defence counsel] was advancing Mr Ward’s 
defence before a professional and experienced fact finder. [Counsel] was entitled 
to proceed on the basis that the Judge would pick up points made by the defence 
and give them such weight as he thought fit. It was not necessary for [counsel] to 
labour important factors for the defence to the extent that might be appropriate 
if the case was being tried by a jury.

Belittling, mocking or insulting questions or manner

The current Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence state that questions 
“asked in an intimidating, hectoring or aggressively dismissive manner, or questions that 
are designed to humiliate the witness”, fall within section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006 and 
should be objected to.106 Aside from the procedural and evidential strictures that this rule 
imposes, there is also an overlaying ethical obligation set out in rule 12 of the Lawyers and 
Conveyancers Act (Lawyers: Conduct and Client Care) Rules 2008: “A lawyer must, when 
acting in a professional capacity, conduct dealings with others, including self-represented 
persons, with integrity, respect, and courtesy.” The Justice Select Committee, in its 9 June 
2020 report on the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ), stated:107

We believe the wording in new section 85(1) is too narrow because it could be read 
to contemplate only the appropriateness of questions’ subject matter, not the way 
they are asked. Judicial intervention should also be required when witnesses are 
asked questions in an unacceptable style. We recommend amending new section 
85(1) to reflect this.

In the jury trial study there were several cases in which defence counsel adopted an 
unnecessarily mocking and belittling manner and tone with the complainant – falling within 
the Guidelines category of being “designed to humiliate the witness” – but there was no 

105 Ward v R [2018] NZHC 775 at [39].

106 Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> 
at [12.2].

107 Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (185-2) (select committee report) <www.parliament.nz> at 4. Note also 
the advice on this point in Ministry of Justice Departmental Report for the Justice Committee: Sexual Violence 
Legislation Bill (March 2020) <www.parliament.nz> at [168]:

“We consider section 85 does contemplate judicial intervention based on ‘style’ of questioning. However, in 
light of submissions highlighting the types of questioning and tactics that are not well-controlled currently, 
we agree that additional amendment may be appropriate. We recommend explicitly clarifying that the duty 
to intervene applies when a question or the way in which it is asked is inappropriate. We also recommend 
inserting an additional factor the judge may consider, encompassing the context of previous questions to 
the witness and their potential cumulative effect.”

https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/SCR_98088/23cda8b64e13b798eebf21dfdb73084b2cf13070
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCJU_ADV_93010_JU69165/eaed5427c026f002da50ce1a942abb93e14e8f63
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objection from either the judge or the prosecutor108 with a focus on the “way in which [the 
question] is asked”.109

In the judge-alone trials there were also a number of examples of questions being asked 
in a mocking, patronising or belittling manner during cross-examination that passed without 
comment:

Q: Ms Mila, you were 27 years old at the time of the incident, you’re a  
grown woman, what did you think was going to happen in that room?

A: (pause) I thought something not nice was going to happen. (very quiet)

Q: Didn’t you want to take steps to prevent something not nice 
happening to you?

A: What could I do? (very quiet)

Q: Well you could have, was there anything wrong with your vocal chords?

A: Sorry, could you repeat that?

Q: Was there anything wrong with your voice, your vocal chords?

A: Problem? (very quiet)

Q: What’s your answer to that? (Ryder)

…

Q: You remember finding one hidden bottle of wine don’t you?

A: Yes.

Q: But you don’t remember leaving the garage?

A: No, that was after I drank (small laugh) the other bottle of wine and 
got wasted.

Q: See that’s quite convenient isn’t it, to say that you don’t remember, because 
you do remember don’t you?

A: No, I don’t. (very assertive, speaking slowly and clearly, sounds angry) (Rasika)

…

A: No other part of – no other part of my body touched his penis except for  
my vagina. (assertive)

Q: At all?

A: At all. Or not that I can remember.

108 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 370.

109 To use the words of the proposed amendment to section 85(1) of the Evidence Act 2006 – see clause 9 of the 
Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Q: Well, let’s think really hard and let’s really try and remember today?

A: I’ve been thinking really hard for the last year and a bit. (assertive,  
sounds irritated) (George)

Complicated questions or unfamiliar language use

While the language choices of counsel, in terms of legal terms or words not commonly used, 
did not form a part of the jury trial case analysis where it did not give rise to heightened 
emotionality, a range of phrases or terminology were clearly not easily understood by the 
complainants.110 Examples included: unscathed; normal fashion; receptive; measured way; 
reluctant; aware of; clear outline; brasserie; courting; reciprocated; confrontation; and initiated.

In the judge-alone trials, “courtroom speak” that could have been avoided during questioning 
included: “my learned friend put it to you very squarely”; “in what fashion did you resist”; “I 
will deal with any discrepancies”; “I am tasked to assist”; “what type of pressure was applied?”; 
“how did he manage to effect penetration?”; “was this after you parted company?”; and “the 
proposition is”.

Some forms of questioning during cross-examination were also unhelpful in terms of 
complainant ease of comprehension, including in Levi where the complainant had learning 
difficulties:

Q: If you didn’t want to do something, anything, would you not do it?

A: No.

Q: And you didn’t feel that you had to do everything that was asked of you did you?

A: Yeah.

Q: Can you give some examples of things you didn’t like to do and therefore 
refused to do them?

A: Yes, um, okay, let’s see, um, I didn’t like putting my shoes on.

Q: And that was it?

A: Yeah.

Q: Would you say, “I’m not putting my shoes on”?

A: Yes, I would say that yes.

Q: Alright. You didn’t say that in relation to what you and Joshua were doing 
on the couch because you were happy with it happening?

A: No. (Levi)

…

110 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 95.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Q: The CCTV footage last shows you going towards [shopping centre], around 
about seven minutes past three. Does that assist you?

A: What do you mean by does that assist me? (Samuel)

…

Q: I suggest that you and [name] had in effect ended your relationship in [month] 
last year before the events that we’re discussing in this trial concerning 
Mr Timoko. Do you accept that to be true?

A: I don’t understand what you mean. (voice quiet, sounds confused) (Timoko)

…

Q: Ms Mila, it will be put to you and I am going to put it to you now, but I would 
have put it to you at a later stage that at the moment that the defendant 
picked you up out of the chair and started to take you towards his room 
and at that stage, you should have demanded that he put you down? …

Q: I’m also going to put to you that the dishevelled bedding that’s a type of 
check duvet cover was the same bedding that was there on the night when 
you were taken into the bedroom. You have any comment on that? ...

Q: Now the reason I’ve asked you to look at this photo Ms Mila is you will 
see on the left-hand side is a door which is open, it’s at an angle and 
there’s a [colour] door handle and all I’m going to put to you Ms Mila that 
all the doors in that flat, apart from the main entrance door have the same 
type of handles and I’m going to ask for you to just look at photograph 
[number] you can see the handle on photograph [number] more clearly? …

Q: Now what I’m going to put to you Ms Mila is that the door handle to the 
defendant’s room had no lock on it, did you notice that? (Ryder)

Number of times the judge asked the complainant a question

Other research, anecdotal reports and expectations of the judicial role in a judge-alone 
trial all indicate that higher rates of the judge asking the complainant questions, including 
clarifying her answers, would be more prevalent in cases where the judge is the fact-finder. 
However, while the judge-alone trial sample is small, this research suggests that while it is 
more common for judges to ask questions (in 75% of the judge-alone trials compared to 57% 
of the jury trials), the number of questions asked (on average) are very similar (8.2 questions 
per judge-alone trial compared to 9.9 per jury trial).

Wh en taking out of the calculation the Jackson case (the jury trial in which the judge asked 
the complainant 58 questions), the average number of questions per jury trial drops to 6.8 
per case, but this average is still not significantly dissimilar (lower) to the rates in the judge-
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alone trials. On this basis, it appears that complainants are not disproportionally impacted 
by judicial questioning in judge-alone trials. Further, none of the questioning amounted to 
cross-examination or a challenge to the complainant’s evidence, although certainly some 
of the questions sought to clarify or extend some lines of inquiry from counsel’s cross-
examination.111

Number of judicial interventions to ask the complainant (C) a question

Case name
(jury trials 
= 17/30)

(57%)

Judge asks C question (or seeks 
clarification of her evidence)

168 total / 9.9 average per trial; or
110 total / 6.88 average per trial  

when excluding Jackson

Case name
(judge-alone 
trials = 6/8)

(75%)

Judge asks C question (or seeks 
clarification of her evidence)

49 total / 8.2 average per trial

Buchner 1 (2 questions) George 1 (1 question)

Depak 5 (26 questions) Henry 3 (5 questions)

Edwards 7 (16 questions) Levi 2 (2 questions)

Elliott 2 (4 questions) Lucas 3 (7 questions)

Gamage 2 (20 questions) Rasika 9 (12 questions)

Harete 1 (1 question) Ryder 6 (22 questions)

Harris 1 (1 question)

Jackson 17 (58 questions)

Langley 1 (1 question)

Masters 1 (6 questions)

Moss 4 (5 questions)

Nash 2 (4 questions)

Patel 2 (5 questions)

Perez 2 (6 questions)

Schuette 3 (10 questions)

Tait 2 (2 questions)

Vandenberg 1 (1 question)

111 See for example above at 173.
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While some of the questioning by the judges in the jury trials seemed to unnecessarily 
contribute to complainant distress,112 or led to the admission of irrelevant evidence,113 there 
were no examples of this occurring in any of the judge-alone trials. Frequently, in fact, the 
judge was apologetic about asking further questions of the complainant – for example:

JUDGE: And just so – I’m not very good at orienting myself to these things – in 
photograph [number] the photographer would have been standing with 
his or her back to the bathroom?

C: Yes, that’s right, yes, correct.

JUDGE: Thank you.

…

JUDGE: Sorry, just before you go on, can I come back to, say photograph [number] 
of the bed. I don’t know when these photographs were taken, but was that 
the bed that was there on the [date] – sorry, the [date] of [month]?

C: Yeah, this is the morning it’s happened, yes.

JUDGE: Right. What size is that bed?

C: Ah, it’s a queen size bed.

JUDGE: Ok, thank you. Sorry. (Lucas)

Number of times the complainant’s evidence was disrupted by a voir dire  
or legal argument

In jury trials where evidential or procedural matters arise during the complainant’s evidence, 
the issues are usually disposed of by an “in chambers” discussion with the judge. In practice, 
this means the jury and the complainant (unless required for questioning as part of the 
resolution of the issue) will leave the courtroom (or the closed-circuit television (CCTV) or 
video link will be muted) while the legal arguments are heard and considered by the judge. 
The reason for having the discussion in the absence of the jury is, in particular, to ensure 
that jurors do not hear any evidence which may be excluded during this process. However, 
this means the trial effectively stops and the complainant’s evidence is disrupted in an 
unforeseen way.

112 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 380.

113 At 207.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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One of the desirable differences that may occur in adult rape trials heard without a jury 
is that the complainant is asked to leave the courtroom less often during any legal or 
procedural arguments. Again, while the sample size is small, analysis suggests that this 
is indeed the case, with this type of (lengthy) disruption to the complainant’s evidence 
occurring less frequently in terms of numbers of trials (38% of judge-alone trials compared 
to 66% of jury trials). However, this could be a result of less objections by counsel as to 
irrelevant evidence being offered, or because more procedural and admissibility decisions 
were decided pre-trial.

Number of voir dire per trial

Mode of trial One Two Three Four Total

Jury trials
(n=20/30) (66%) 10 5 4 1 36

Judge-alone trials
(n=3/8) (38%) 0 2 0 1 8

Intervention by the prosecutor

The following table is a record of prosecutor objections during cross-examination of the 
complainant, and does not include points in the trial where Crown counsel attend to trial 
process or complainant management issues more generally.114 Objections based on issues 
of admissibility or the form or content of the question asked, as well as requesting that the 
complainant be given time to answer the question, occurred in 11 of the 30 cases in the jury 
trial research (36%) but in only one of the eight cases in the judge-alone trials (13%).

114 See Chapter Three at 79 and Chapter Four at 138.
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Prosecutor objections during cross-examination of the complainant

Jury trials
(n=11/30) 

(36%)

Objection type(s) and  
total number

Judge-
alone trials

(n=1/8) (13%)

Objection type(s) and  
total number

Depak Let witness answer = 1 Ryder

Asked and answered; 
not a matter for her; repetitive 
questions; witness entitled to 

give explanation = 4

Devi Misleading; repetitive; unfair 
representation of evidence = 3

Edwards

Speculative; repetitive; 
unclear question; reference to 

inadmissible evidence – hearsay 
= 4

Gamage Unfair representation of 
evidence; repetitive = 2

Harris
Speculative; reference to 
inadmissible evidence –  

section 44 = 2

Jacobs Hypothetical question = 1

Kingsford Unfair representation of 
evidence = 2

Moss

Unfair representation of 
evidence; reference to 
inadmissible evidence –  

section 44 (x 2) = 3

Perez Reference to inadmissible 
evidence – section 44 = 1

Yamada

Not a question (2); repetitive 
(2); let witness answer (5); unfair 
representation of evidence (3); 
more than one question asked 
(3); not relevant (2); reference 

to inadmissible evidence – 
convictions (2) = 19

Young Unfair representation of 
evidence = 3

The trend in both studies is therefore of little intervention by Crown counsel, with the 
exception of the prosecutor in the Yamada jury trial. However, as noted already in this 
chapter, and in Chapter Four dealing with matters of admissibility, there are many times 
in both sets of trials when Crown counsel could have intervened to prevent complainant 
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distress. As already noted, the Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence 
refer to the requirement for a prosecutor to intervene when a question falls within the scope 
of section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006 – which the Guidelines state “includes questions 
asked in an intimidating, hectoring or aggressively dismissive manner, or questions that are 
designed to humiliate the witness”.115 There is some resistance by prosecutors to not be overly 
active in this regard, on the basis of jury perception regarding performance of trial counsel.

While concern about jury perception (or perhaps disruption to the complainant’s evidence) 
might offer an explanation for lack of Crown intervention in jury trials, it is concerning to 
see that in judge-alone trials the prosecutors almost unanimously chose to not object to any 
aspects of the cross-examination. While objections might have prolonged the complainant’s 
time giving evidence (or increased the number of times her evidence was interrupted), 
interventions aimed at addressing improper questions that also negatively impacted on 
the complainant should have been made. Crown counsel undoubtedly place faith in the 
judge’s ability to ignore aspects of trial advocacy that do not assist fact-finding when 
reaching a verdict, but it should not be the case that complainant well-being is ignored. 
Notably, three of the judge-alone trials were heard after Crown counsel who appear in sexual 
offending jury trials received training on the Guidelines. In none of those three cases was 
there any intervention by the prosecutor during cross-examination of the complainant. In 
two of those cases there were (respectively) 11 and 17 episodes of complainant heightened 
emotionality, as well as unnecessarily repetitive lines of questioning.

Given that this research indicates that prosecutors do not intervene when such questions 
are asked, it supports a move to more widespread pre-trial clarity (and, ideally, agreement) 
about both admissibility and procedural matters with regard to the particular case, especially 
in judge-alone trials.

Summary of comparisons

The expectation (and consequent advantage for complainants) is that the questioning 
process in judge-alone trials is different (less distressing; fewer challenges to credibility; less 
“theatre”). However, as the judge is the fact-finder, there may be more judicial questioning 
of the complainant (and other witnesses) than in jury trials. This may well include questions 
that are relevant to decisions about the complainant’s credibility, reliability and accuracy.

115 Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> 
at [12.2]. See also section 7 of the Victims’ Rights Act 2002 (NZ):

“Any person who deals with a victim (for example, a judicial officer, lawyer, member of court staff, Police 
employee, probation officer, or member of the New Zealand Parole Board) should —
(a) treat the victim with courtesy and compassion; and
(b) respect the victim’s dignity and privacy.”

https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
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Judges can be cautious about intervening during cross-examination too often in front 
of a jury, lest this is taken as appearing biased or indicating displeasure with the defendant. 
In cases where there is no jury, it might be expected that judges would intervene more 
often when the questioning is improper or unfair (in reliance on section 85 of the Evidence 
Act 2006), which would improve complainant experience. One of the possible advantages 
of a judge-alone trial, along with identification of the issues (either at trial or pre-trial), is 
that judges may feel more comfortable asking counsel to identify the issues. This would 
enable the judge to assess the scope and content of the questions in terms of relevance 
and procedural fairness. Judges may also feel less concerned about any potential unfair 
impact on the defendant through intervention during questioning (such as implicit criticism 
of defence counsel) in the absence of a jury.

However, the comparative analysis of the judge-alone adult rape trials establishes that 
while some aspects of complainant questioning were not present in judge-alone trials, 
no significant differences were apparent. Complainants were similarly challenged about 
inconsistencies and gaps in their memory about particular details, with consequential distress 
and episodes of heightened emotionality. Challenges to the complainant’s evidence based on 
her behaviour being inconsistent with that of a “real” victim were also present in the majority 
of the judge-alone trials. There were also a number of examples of questions being asked 
in a mocking, patronising or belittling manner during cross-examination that passed without 
comment. However, as noted in Chapter Two,116 the average length of cross-examination was 
less in the judge-alone trials: 73 minutes compared to 105 minutes.

Overall, there was no noticeable decrease in the extent to which complainants displayed 
heightened emotionality in the judge-alone trials compared to the jury trials; in fact, in 
this small comparative sample the rates in the judge-alone trials were higher. Further, with 
one exception (regarding the lack of focus on absence of injury), the points during cross-
examination where the complainant had difficulty responding were virtually identical.

Judges intervened in more cases as a percentage in the judge-alone trials, but not very often 
in each case. Judicial intervention in complainant questioning in reliance on section 85 was 
therefore less than expected, given the absence of the jury and the agreed narrowing of 
the issues.

The same dynamic leading to repetitive questioning on the basis of meeting the duty to 
put the defence case (under section 92 of the Evidence Act) was observed in both jury 
trials and judge-alone trials. The complainant would be cross-examined about the details 
of the alleged offending, and at the conclusion of that (sometimes lengthy but usually very 
comprehensive) questioning defence counsel would move into the (repetitive) phase of 
putting the defence case to the complainant. In these adult rape trials, therefore, there was  

116 At 59.
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no discernibly different approach taken by counsel to the task of cross-examination on the 
basis that it was a judge-alone trial, contrary to what might be expected in such cases.

The trend in both studies was of little intervention by Crown counsel. While concern about 
jury perception (or perhaps disruption to the complainant’s evidence) might offer an 
explanation for lack of Crown intervention in jury trials, it was concerning to see that in the 
judge-alone adult rape trials the prosecutors almost unanimously chose to not object to any 
aspects of the cross-examination.

While there were more judge-alone trials (as a percentage) in which judges asked 
the complainant questions or clarified her answers, there were not significantly higher 
rates of judicial questioning. It therefore appears likely that complainants in judge-alone 
trials are not disproportionally impacted by judicial questioning. Further, none of the 
questioning amounted to cross-examination, aggressive questioning or a robust challenge 
to the complainant’s evidence, although some of the questions were aimed at clarifying or 
extending some lines of inquiry from counsel’s cross-examination.

Finally, this small sample indicates that there is likely to be, as expected, less disruption to the 
complainant’s evidence by the requirement that she leave the court during legal arguments, 
given the absence of a jury.
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CHAPTER SIX

COMPARING RELIANCE ON MISCONCEPTIONS IN  
CLOSING SUBMISSIONS

[B]ecause of the schematic way in which triers of fact reason in sexual assault 
cases, the empirical reality of [the] engrained social assumptions about sexual 
violence informs the contours of the professional responsibility not to invoke them.1

When all of the evidence in a jury trial is concluded (which includes the cross-examination 
and any re-examination of witnesses), prosecution and defence counsel have an opportunity 
to summarise their respective cases and present submissions to the jury. A closing address 
(section 107(6) and (7) of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (NZ)) is the context in which the 
prosecution and defence present their cases to the jury, and suggest that certain inferences 
are compatible with the facts presented. They might comment on the evidence and issues, 
and seek to point out inconsistencies or illogicalities in the opposing case. The closing 
statements may therefore include comment on any evidence which might be relevant (or 
said to be relevant) to the jury’s task of deciding on a verdict. However, these studies did not 
involve access to the entirety of the evidence given in the jury trials. For this reason, it is not 
possible to comment on whether the closing statements from both the prosecution and the 
defence were a fair and accurate representation of all of the evidence at trial.

With regard to judge-alone trials, section 105(4) of the Criminal Procedure Act provides:

Unless the court directs otherwise, neither party may—

(a) make submissions on the facts; or

(b) address the court on the evidence given by either party.

In keeping with the object of simplifying and shortening the trial process in judge-alone 
trials,2 opening and closing statements or submissions by counsel are therefore legislated 
as an exception rather than the norm – although the Supreme Court in Sena v Police noted 
the desirability of closings in cases of factual complexity to ensure that the prosecution and 

1 Elaine Craig “The Ethical Obligations of Defence Counsel in Sexual Assault Cases” (2014) 51 Osgoode Hall Law 
Journal 427 at 444.

2 Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Unit and New Zealand Law Commission Departmental Report 
for the Justice and Electoral Committee: Criminal Procedure (Reform and Modernisation) Bill (16 May 2011) 
<www.parliament.nz> at 37.

https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/49SCJE_ADV_00DBHOH_BILL10451_1_A186653/2ce1fb6cb47f441b32ddf519850beb28545b673f
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defence cases are understood by the judge and dealt with in the reasons.3 Prior to Sena, the 
Court of Appeal in R v Alexander dismissed an appeal on the basis that counsel had not been 
able to give a closing address in a judge-alone trial but said that it “would have been better if 
the Judge had inquired whether counsel wished to [make an] address”.4

While the absence of an opportunity to make closing submissions in a judge-alone trial has 
not always amounted to a miscarriage of justice,5 all recent appellate authority on the point 
indicates that it is beneficial for a judge to ask the prosecution and the defence whether 
they wish to advance any such submissions, including on the law, and then make an informed 
decision as to whether to provide the opportunity. This is seen as especially important in 
the case of unrepresented defendants.6 Further, in JI v R, a judge-alone rape case, the High 
Court held that defence counsel’s failure to make a closing address, when the trial judge had 
made a direction permitting this, amounted to an error:7

The failure to take up the invitation to make a closing address in a case like this 
where there has been such limited cross-examination, also might be regarded 
as a significant error by trial counsel. As I see it, this has contributed to the 
appellant’s trial being seen as unfair.

The expectation (and practice) is that any closing submissions will be brief (whether written 
or oral) and will be prepared or given with the aim of assisting the judge in coming to their 
decision on the law and the facts (and so focussed on particular contestable aspects of 
either).8

Reliance on misconceptions in closing statements: why analysis matters

The complainant is generally not present in either form of trial when closing statements 
are made. However, this does not diminish the importance of accurately summarising the 
evidence, and of challenging rape myths or misconceptions at this point in the trial process, 
given that the closings and the summing-up are the last statements the jury hear before 
going out to consider their verdict. Any closings that occur in a judge-alone trial may well 
influence the judge’s decision. There is also a broader concern about media reporting of 

3 Sena v Police [2019] NZSC 55, [2019] 1 NZLR 575 at [64]. See also Appendix Two at 323.

4 R v Alexander CA444/99, 2 February 2000 at [25].

5 See for example Roberts-Tuahuru v Police [2019] NZHC 1444 at [16].

6 Birchall v Police [2020] NZHC 2378 at [29]; and Birchall v Police [2020] NZCA 669 at [8].

7 JI v R [2020] NZHC 374 at [73].

8 See John Rowan QC “Thoughts on Trial Without Jury” [2011] New Zealand Law Journal 161 at 162. In the four 
trials in the judge-alone study in which closing addresses were given by the Crown, they took 11, 22, 30 and 
33 minutes (average of 24 minutes). The five closings by defence counsel took 14, 15, 27, 55 and 61 minutes 
(average of 34 minutes). The Crown closing addresses in the jury trials ranged from 11 to 72 minutes (average 
of 41 minutes); the defence closing addresses ranged from 17 to 91 minutes (average of 49 minutes).
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trials. If closing statements or submissions reinforce rape mythology, and the media rely 
on those statements to summarise the content or themes of the trial when reporting, this 
process can perpetuate unhelpful stereotypes or reasoning.9

Access was granted to the transcribed versions of both the prosecution and defence 
closing addresses for all 30 cases in the jury trial research.10 The analysis of these closings 
demonstrated that reliance on rape myths and stereotypical beliefs about rape victims 
remains a staple in defence closing statements in jury trials.

In many of the jury cases, defence counsel sought to make meaning of aspects of the 
complainant’s behaviour in line with rape mythology, or relied on underlying (and erroneous) 
ideas about what “real rape” looks like. It was rare to find examples where judges “countered”, 
or problematised, these submissions in summing up to the jury.11

In terms of countering rape myths, or unsupportable statements, the order of closings 
– prosecution first, defence second – obviously means that the prosecution’s ability to 
provide a counter-narrative is somewhat limited. They are unable to respond directly to any 
comments made during the defence closing. However, in their own closing, a prosecutor can 
identify and respond to any claims they anticipate will be raised by defence counsel in closing, 
including those arising during cross-examination of the complainant (or other witnesses) or 
by any evidence offered by the defendant.12

Access to the audio of closing addresses in the judge-alone trials, when they occurred, 
meant that analysis was possible not only of the reliance on misconceptions but also the 
extent to which the judge challenged such reinforcement in this part of the trial. It was also 
possible to observe the extent to which the recordings of the closing addresses contained 
discussion between the judge and counsel, in a way more akin to appellate legal argument, 
rather than the more speech-like dynamic of closings in a jury trial. This was the nature of 

9 See for example the report of the Media Council upholding a complaint about a news report that did not make 
it clear the report was quoting from closing statements, and not directly from the evidence, and thereby misled 
readers: New Zealand Media Council “X Against The Press / Stuff” <www.mediacouncil.org.nz>; and New Zealand 
Law Society “Stuff rebuked over misleading court report” (8 May 2019) <www.lawsociety.org.nz>. See also Nick 
Butcher “Decision highlights problems with court reporting” (2018) 921 LawTalk 51 <www.lawsociety.org.nz>.

10 Elisabeth McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing adult rape trials with those in 
the Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University Press, Christchurch, 2020) <http://dx.doi.
org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> [McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process].

11 At 475.

12 However, the prosecutor must “never strain for a conviction, still less adopt tactics that involve an appeal to 
prejudice or amount to an intemperate or emotional attack on the accused”: R v Roulston [1976] 2 NZLR 644 
(CA) at 654. This does not mean, however, that a prosecutor has to be devoid of emotion, or is unable to argue 
their case forcefully. In R v Hodges CA435/02, 19 August 2003 at [20], the Court of Appeal considered that:

“The Crown should lay the facts dispassionately before the jury and present the case for the guilt of the 
accused clearly and analytically. … [Crown counsel] are entitled to contend forcefully but fairly for a verdict 
of guilty; but they must not strive for such a verdict at all costs.”

 The Supreme Court cited Hodges with approval in R v Stewart [2009] NZSC 53, [2009] 3 NZLR 425 at [20].

https://www.mediacouncil.org.nz/rulings/x-against-the-press-stuff/
https://www.lawsociety.org.nz/news/legal-news/stuff-rebuked-over-misleading-court-report/
https://www.lawsociety.org.nz/news/lawtalk/issue-921/decision-highlights-problems-with-court-reporting/
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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the interaction described in Judge Without Jury, in which the authors also considered that 
the existence of this type of discussion may in part replicate the collective decision-making 
process of a jury trial:13

The opportunity for discussion of the evidence between counsel and the judge 
which the Diplock [judge-alone] trial affords, particularly in the closing stages of 
the trial, was in the view of some judges the most salient difference between the 
Diplock and jury trial procedure.

In the eight judge-alone adult rape trials there were six cases in which closing submissions, 
in some form, were delivered. There were none in either Lucas or Samuel, but in both 
these cases the judge asked counsel if they wanted to make submissions. In one case the 
submissions were in written form only (Rasika), and in another (Levi) only defence counsel 
made closing submissions. In only four cases, therefore, were closing (oral) addresses from 
both counsel given which could be analysed for this research in terms of possible interaction 
with the judge.

In the following table an absence of written submissions is sometimes recorded as “None 
accessed” since, although there may have been no written submissions, access to the 
physical court file was not possible in all cases to confirm this.

Case name
(n=8)

Written 
submissions  

– prosecution

Written 
submissions  
– defendant

Closing address  
– prosecution

Closing address  
– defendant

George Yes Yes Yes Yes

Henry None accessed None accessed Yes Yes

Levi No Yes No Yes

Lucas No No No No

Rasika Yes Yes No No

Ryder None accessed None accessed Yes Yes

Samuel No No No No

Timoko None accessed None accessed Yes Yes

13 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995) at 192.
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The next part of the chapter consists of a thematic analysis of the types of myths and 
misconceptions contained in closing statements, and the attempts to resist or “myth-
bust” these. The myths deployed in jury trials and in judge-alone trials are considered and 
compared, as well as the ways in which these are addressed or rebutted by the prosecution 
or the judge (in the judge-alone cases where this occurred during the closing addresses).14 
This analysis is followed by observations on the dynamic of the interaction between judge 
and counsel during closing addresses in the judge-alone rape trials.

Myths about delay and failure to make an immediate “hue and cry”

The misconception that if a woman really was raped she would make an immediate “hue and 
cry” was addressed as being such by the introduction of section 23AC of the Evidence Act 
1908 (NZ) in 1986.15 The current version of the direction that judges may give in relation to 
delay is contained in section 127 of the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ).16 Such a direction (that 
there may be “good reasons” to delay making a complaint) is, however, not mandatory, 
and in a number of the jury trials it was not given, even when it was argued that the delay 
meant there was no rape. For example, defence counsel’s closing statement in Patel was not 
followed by a direction under section 127:

If she’d been raped and violated, as she says she was, well that would’ve 
been a simple matter to, at least tell the [helping agency] people, or tell the police, 
she had a phone, she could have dialled 111, and even with her friend, she told her 
friend not to tell the police. Well that raised suspicions. She didn’t want to tell the 
police because she, in fact, at that stage she hadn’t been raped. If she’d been raped 
and violated like that, I’m sure she would have yelled, screamed, protest[ed] and 
been anxious to have Mr Patel apprehended and tell the police.

The point of a direction under section 127 is to “neutralise the erroneous perception 
that a victim of a sexual offence would complain immediately”.17 The risk of defence 
counsel’s comments in this case is that they would not only have allowed jurors to fall back 
on any erroneous misconceptions they already held, but would actually have reinforced, and 
potentially helped to validate, such misconceptions.

14 Whether, and when, a judge relies on or rebuts myths and misconceptions in their reasons for verdict or oral 
judgment is discussed in Chapter Seven.

15 Gerald Orchard “Sexual Violation: The Rape Law Reform Legislation” (1986) 12 New Zealand Universities Law 
Review 97 at 109.

16 See Chapter Four at 132; and see also New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of 
Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.57] and 
the sources cited.

17 Bian v R [2015] NZCA 595, (2015) 27 CRNZ 627 at [51].

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
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In the judge-alone case of Ryder a similar use of evidence of delay was suggested to the 
judge, but in a slightly different context. While still in the presence of the defendant, but also 
with her friend in the room, it was argued that the complainant should have confronted the 
defendant with a threat to go to the police, and the fact that the complainant had a different 
response is described as “out of kilter” and “bizarre”:

[The defendant] says, “why are you crying” and the response is, “it’s okay, I’m 
fine”. Your Honour, the response is out of kilter, I would submit Your Honour, 
with somebody who had just been raped. The woman is 27 years of age, 
Your Honour. If she had been raped, you would have expected that the very 
first thing she would have said to her attacker, once she’s in the presence of 
somebody who she considered to be her protector, “you’ve raped me, I’m going 
to call the police”. Instead, Your Honour, we have the bizarre response as she 
simply says, “it’s okay, I’m fine”.

Later in counsel’s address there was a return to the complainant’s failure to immediately tell 
the police, also argued as relevant to the assessment of the complainant’s credibility:

Yet in this case, some 10 years later, when she is 27 years of age, when 
faced with a similar situation to the one that had happened to her when she 
was a teenager, she chose not to report the matter to the police at all. The 
question obviously arises why did she not want to report the matter? Her 
answer is she did not want anybody to know. The truth may well lie somewhere 
in between, Your Honour, that she did not really want anybody to know or 
report the matter because she was not 100 percent sure of what happened.

In Henry, defence counsel also suggested that while there may be good reasons for a person 
to not complain to someone straight away, the failure to do so in the particular circum-
stances of the specific case (essentially, stuck with a stranger and with an opportunity to ask 
her mother to help her) is suspicious and undermines the complainant’s credibility:

She rings her mother at 6.15 am and her phone connects to her mother. They 
speak for nine minutes with the door open with [the defendant] just sitting 
in the bed. And I said to her, you know, this is her mother who she clearly 
enjoys a close relationship with, and I said to her, you know, and we know 
in cases of course and the literature suggests there’s reasons people don’t 
say things straight away when there’s sexual assault, but if you look at the 
circumstances of this case, a stranger essentially, a [dating app] date, and you 
have not sent any messages to your mother during the course of the night, 
“I’m in strife”, in fact you ring her and talk [to her for] nine minutes later in the 
morning, and you don’t even say “Mum come and get me, don’t want to talk 
about it, but I’d rather not be in a car alone with this man”.
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In George, defence counsel submitted that the complainant’s failure to not seek immediate 
help from her friend (whom she was texting) was behaviour relevant to the existence of 
consent – another inference sought to be drawn from delay. However, counsel went on to 
suggest that the content of this text message or the failure to get immediate help, after the 
alleged offending, was also relevant to the reasonableness of the defendant’s belief that the 
complainant consented to the prior sexual activity:

Also, the evidence of [her friend] that [the complainant] was texting her at 
7.00 am on the morning [after the alleged offending] and arranging to meet with 
her to discuss a matter. But not seeking immediate assistance. This is evidence 
the Court may consider … with regard to the complainant’s actual consent. The 
evidence could also be used to assist the Court in assessing the reasonableness 
of Mr George’s honest belief.

There was no response from the judge regarding this submission.

Crown counsel in two cases referred in their submissions to the legislative response to the 
forensic value of evidence of delay, and in particular that a requirement of “immediacy” is 
unrealistic, given what is now known about the context and impact of sexual offending:

Her subsequent behaviour on the following day at [a social event] with other 
family members is entirely consistent with her decision to pretend that nothing 
had happened and that she was asleep throughout the incident. Clearly, she 
did not wish to raise concerns with her best friend at this time and was still 
processing the events that had occurred.

The suggestion that the complainant must immediately resist and run out crying 
rape – the historic requirement of “hue and cry” are replaced with modern ideas 
of complainants taking time to understand what has happened and come to 
terms with it. (George)

…

Her lack of complaint straight after these events, apart from saying “help” and 
crying to [her friend], (which demonstrated that this was something that was fairly 
traumatic for this complainant) is of course a matter that the Court can take 
into account, but Your Honour’s reminded of course of the direction that a jury 
would ordinarily get in terms of a delayed complaint, which is contained at section 
127 of the Evidence Act, there being good reason why someone might delay in 
making a complaint. The Crown submits that in the scheme of things a complaint 
… effectively came the next day … And what she had to say the next day, in the 
Crown’s submission, demonstrates a consistency in her evidence. (Ryder)

While challenges to the complainant’s credibility based on the failure to immediately tell 
someone or seek help were made in three of the six closings, in only one of these three cases 
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did the judge “self-direct” in the terms of section 127.18 This is likely because in the other two 
cases the complainant did tell someone the day after the alleged offending, and the police 
shortly thereafter.19 However, when challenges are made to the complainant’s evidence 
based on a failure to report sooner (especially to the police), the jury in particular should be 
given guidance on what assistance such evidence provides.

As suggested previously,20 section 127 needs amendment (if retained) to allow a judge to 
comment that not only are there good reasons why a complainant may not make a formal 
report immediately, there are also good reasons for a complainant not to tell the first person 
she sees after the alleged sexual assault occurred. A judge should also be permitted to tell 
the jury, or give a self-direction, that different people react in different ways and there is no 
particular way to complain about sexual offending that means the allegation is more likely 
to be true. A complainant may or may not complain to a family member or close friend, and 
may or may not complain to a formal agency or other source of authority. They may also 
make a complaint incrementally, and not use particular words (for instance, they might not 
initially name it rape).

Further, the use of the term “delay” is considered to be unnecessary. Information about 
the variation in how people report sexual violence (time, recipient, detail, language), based 
on a range of environmental and personal factors,21 need not refer to the now somewhat 
pejorative inquiry into, or emphasis on, delay – which seems to imply an obligation to disclose 
in a certain time frame.

Myths about false allegations: easy to make a claim of rape

The claim that rape is an allegation easy to make but hard to disprove is usually traced to 
the seventeenth-century lawyer, judge and jurist Sir Matthew Hale. The original claim was 
published posthumously in his two-volume work on criminal law titled Historia Placitorum 
Coronæ: The History of the Pleas of the Crown. In full it reads:22

It is true rape is a most detestable crime, and therefore ought severely and 
impartially to be punished with death; but it must be remembered, that it is an 
accusation easily to be made and hard to be proved, and harder to be defended  
by the party accused, tho never so innocent.

18 Henry; see Chapter Four at n 71.

19 In Ryder the complainant went to the police two days after the alleged offending; in George it was four days 
following.

20 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 411 and 500 
(Recommendation 47).

21 Such as not being able to initially recognise, or accept, that what happened was rape, or to view it as “serious”: 
Melanie Randall “Sexual Assault Law, Credibility, and ‘Ideal Victims’: Consent, Resistance and Victim Blaming” 
(2010) 22 Canadian Journal of Women and the Law 397 at 431.

22 Sir Matthew Hale Historia Placitorum Coronæ: The History of the Pleas of the Crown (1736) vol 1 at 635.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The claim has had a long-lasting and practical influence on the development of legal thinking 
about rape in common law jurisdictions.23 Its influence has persisted, despite evidence about 
the inaccuracy of the claim.24 The difficulty of the process, and of the complainant giving 
evidence and appearing in court, was reflected in the prosecution closings in the jury trial 
study. For example, in the jury trial of Buchner the prosecutor referred to the complainant’s 
own evidence about the difficulty of the process and of making the initial disclosure:

Her being cross-examined about going to the police, I’m not sure if you recall that 
passage but there was challenge to her about going to the police and the time that 
it took her to go to the police. Well, I ask you to try and reflect back to what she was 
actually like in the witness box when she talked about that. You may recall that she 
described how hard that was. What a big call that was. What a significant thing it 
was for her to do. A hard, hard choice to make. Not one entered into lightly. You’ve 
heard that she’s an intelligent woman. I suggest you would know that she would be 
challenged, criticized, et cetera, for her own conduct through the Court process. 
Why go to the police and have to explain those very personal, private things? Why 
come before the 12 of you and have to talk about those very personal, private 
things? And what she’s really saying to you in her answer to [defence counsel] is,  
“I delayed in terms of going to the police because it took me time to deal with it and 
to get the courage to come along and say it. Because it’s not easy. The reason I’ve 
said it is because it’s happened and it’s happened the way that I’ve described”.

In addition to the falsity of the idea that making an allegation of rape is “easy”, the claim that 
“rape is an allegation which is easy to make and hard to disprove” misstates the burden of 
proof. It is not for the defence to disprove such an allegation, but rather for the prosecution 
to prove beyond reasonable doubt. It is also contrary to knowledge about attrition rates 
through the criminal justice system. In 2009 a study of attrition in relation to adult sexual 
violation cases found that the conviction rate for sexual violation was 13% based on all  
reported cases.25 However, in 13 of the 30 cases in the jury trial study the claim was made 
in the defence closing that rape is a claim easy to make but hard to disprove. For example:

23 Nicola Gavey Just Sex? The Cultural Scaffolding of Rape (Routledge, London and New York, 2005) at 17.

24 At 18.

25 Sue Triggs and others Responding to sexual violence: Attrition in the New Zealand criminal justice system (Ministry 
of Women’s Affairs, September 2009) <women.govt.nz> at vii. In the New Zealand Ministry of Justice report 
Attrition and progression: Reported sexual violence victimisations in the criminal justice system (1 November 
2019) <www.justice.govt.nz>, 11% of sexual crimes reported to police resulted in a conviction (at 2), with 30% 
of prosecuted intimate partner rape cases resulting in a conviction, as compared to 51% of stranger rape 
prosecutions (at 4). In the same research the “no crime” categorisation decreased during the time of the 
research from 17% to 2% (at 3), which is more consistent with overseas attrition studies and is related to how 
disposition is recorded. In a 2019 New Zealand study of 110 police files from 2015 (involving complaints of 
alleged sexual violation), researchers reported that only 9% of cases should have been classified by police as 
K3 (no offence or false complaint); however, none of these cases proceeded to a prosecution: Jan Jordan and 
Elaine Mossman Police Sexual Violence File Analysis Report: Women, Rape and the Police Investigation Process 
(Institute of Criminology, Victoria University of Wellington, July 2019) <researcharchive.vuw.ac.nz> at 33–35.

https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/responding%20to%20sexual%20violence%20attrition-pdf.pdf
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/sf79dq-Sexual-violence-victimisations-attrition-and-progression-report-v1.0.pdf
https://researcharchive.vuw.ac.nz/handle/10063/8249
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Now these allegations are very easy to make, easy allegation to make, I slept with 
this man, it wasn’t consensual, but it’s very, very difficult to disprove. (Patel)

Not unsurprisingly, there were no submissions made in any of the judge-alone trials using the 
actual words “rape is an allegation easy to make”. However, in Henry the defence made the 
argument that the complainant had been unable to back out of the claim once the police 
became involved, and that central events became “distorted”:

So, the defence perspective [Your Honour] is that this is not a malicious young 
woman who has essentially decided that they were going to go the police and 
make up a malicious complaint. This is rather a situation where a young woman 
has come along to give an account in a way looking through the, that the lens of 
that night, and given her shock and given the way that she, she felt on realising he 
had been arrested, distorted, central events of that night, because she didn’t want 
to find herself in a position where she was essentially someone that had wanted to 
sleep with Mr Henry on that night. She didn’t want to be the person that lacked 
judgement on that evening. She also wanted to be seen as essentially a victim 
herself because of the way that Mr Henry was being portrayed by all members of 
the community at that time, and she wanted to help, and in my submission to the 
Court that is how, that was the conception of how this complaint came to light ...

[H]er recollection of it really contorts and changes shape, from it really being a  
night, possibly a very forgettable night, that was one that she may have never  
thought back on with any great enthusiasm, to one of immediate fear and concern.

In Timoko a similar argument that the report to police only occurred and took shape as a rape 
at a later stage, once people found out about the sex, was also made by defence counsel in 
their closing address:

So, in total, [Your Honour], my submission is that this is a case divided between 
realisation or regret by the complainant. It is open to the Court to conclude, in my 
submission, that Mr Timoko’s boasting about the sex had gone too far, too many 
people had been told, the complainant was concerned that her partner in prison 
had discovered, through his brother, what had happened, and she was concerned 
about that.

The submission that what was consensual became regretted sex, and therefore the 
complainant is now lying, was also common in the jury trial study.26 For example:

Then texting the rapist in a friendly way. I suggest it has none of the hallmarks of 
rape. It may have the hallmarks of consensual sex later regretted and she has put 
all the spin she possibly could to dress it up as rape. (Carter)

26 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 423.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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A version of this argument was also made in the judge-alone trial of Henry:

[S]he regretted very much connecting with Mr Henry on [a dating app] and I have 
no doubt that she regretted very much having sexual intercourse with [him] but 
of course we know that hindsight and regretted sex, reluctant sex, doesn’t make it 
rape, and in my submission [Your Honour] that is, that is exactly what it was at its 
highest, but only again in hindsight.

In Timoko the complainant gave evidence that she was asleep after drinking heavily and did 
not know that the defendant had sexually violated her until the next day, when she woke 
up feeling like she needed a shower. In cross-examination her evidence was challenged on 
the basis that she was not so drunk that she could not consent, and in fact did so. In closing 
submissions, defence counsel claimed that what happened was a “regretted sexual episode” 
– for “why else would she be feeling dirty?” if she did not know she had had sex:

My next submission touches on the issue of the complainant’s behaviour the 
next morning. Her evidence was that she felt dirty and needed a shower and 
spoke of fish-smelling discharge. In my submission, all of these parts of her 
evidence are consistent with a consensual, but regretted, sexual episode with 
the defendant. I posit the question, why else would she be feeling dirty? She 
recognised, in my submission, the white/grey discharge which, in my submission, 
is consistent with her knowledge that Mr Timoko had ejaculated inside her.

Thus there were examples in the judge-alone trial closings of defence counsel making the 
claim that consensual sex became regretted sex, and then the lie was carried on or the 
recollection “distorted”. What was absent in these closings was any reliance on the general 
misconception that false complaints of rape are common (and “easy to make”), while this was 
certainly a theme of the jury trial closings.27 While this case sample is small, it does suggest 
that counsel refrain from making certain types of contestable claims to judges sitting as fact-
finders. There were also no defence closing submissions that attempted to make meaning 
of lack of injuries to the complainant or infer consent from what she was wearing (nor had 
there been any cross-examination on these points),28 in contrast to the jury trials.29 However, 
reliance on other misconceptions about “real victims” or “real rape” did occur in the judge-
alone trial closings. Discussion of these cases follows.

27 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 418.

28 See Chapter Five at 181 and 182.

29 Meaning was made of lack of injuries and clothing choices in the jury trial closings: see McDonald Rape Myths 
as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 433 and 458. However, in one judge-
alone case (Henry) the Crown emphasised that the complainant was fully clothed on the bed (inferring a lack of 
consent). In another (Lucas), the fact that the complainant usually slept naked was emphasised as meaning she 
would not have been woken up by the defendant having to remove any nightwear.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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“Real victims” would try to resist, escape or flee

There were a number of references in the jury trial defence closings to the idea that a “real 
victim” would immediately try to escape or flee a “real rape” scenario. There were 14 jury 
trials in which defence counsel sought to make something of the fact that the complainant 
had not left or “fled”, either after the alleged rape or during it. In three of those cases, 
counsel referred to the fact that the complainant failed to use her cell phone to call or 
text someone to assist her to escape or flee. One of those three cases was Walters, where 
defence counsel made much of the fact that the complainant was in contact with other 
people over the time of the alleged offending and did not ask them to call the police or for 
any other assistance in escaping from the situation.30

Defence counsel in Vandenberg made the argument this way:

She’s, what, inches, millimetres away from a door handle. She, there’s no attempt 
to get out of the car. There are people she can hear walking past. The obvious 
inference from that is if she calls out they’ll hear her. There’s obviously the 
opportunity to call out, ask for help, she doesn’t do it, and again remember she’s 
saying she’s uncontrollable, she’s crying uncontrollably and again if she’s crying 
uncontrollably, I would suggest that some of these other reflex actions you 
would expect to kick in as well. She’d be struggling. She’d be calling out. She’d be 
pushing him away. She’d be trying to get out the door. She’d be trying to attract 
attention at the people walking past or whatever. Those are things, if you are in an 
uncontrollable state that I would submit would just happen and there’s none of it.

The expectation that “real victims” would struggle, resist or try to escape is firmly adhered to 
by mock jurors.31 Interviews with actual jurors, post-verdict, indicate that such an expectation 
may influence verdict choice, with individual jurors in 11 of the 18 cases in that research 
stating that “the extent of the complainant’s resistance affected their (or other jurors’) 
assessment of how credible the allegation was”.32 In other jurisdictions, judges may direct 
juries about the use of evidence of a lack of resistance.33 Juries in Aotearoa New Zealand will 
usually be directed (where relevant) in accordance with section 128A(1) of the Crimes Act 

30 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 464.

31 See for example Rachel Ormston and others Scottish Jury Research: Findings From a Large Scale Mock Jury 
Study (October 2019) <www.gov.scot> at 33; Fiona Leverick “What do we know about rape myths and juror 
decision making?” (2020) 24 International Journal of Evidence and Proof 255 at 269; and James Chalmers, 
Fiona Leverick and Vanessa E Munro “The provenance of what is proven: exploring (mock) jury deliberation in 
Scottish rape trials” (2021) 48 Journal of Law and Society 266 at 276.

32 Yvette Tinsley, Claire Baylis and Warren Young “‘I Think She’s Learnt Her Lesson’: Juror Use of Cultural 
Misconceptions in Sexual Violence Trials” (2021) 52 Victoria University of Wellington Law Review 463 at 473.

33 See for example Judicial College (England and Wales) The Crown Court Compendium Part I: Jury and Trial 
Management and Summing Up (December 2020) <www.judiciary.uk> at 20-08; section 288DB of the Criminal 
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995; section 46(3)(d) of the Jury Directions Act 2015 (Victoria); section 80C of 
the Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1991 (ACT); and section 34N of the Evidence Act 1929 (SA).

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-jury-research-fingings-large-mock-jury-study-2/documents/
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Crown-Court-Compendium-Part-I-December-2020-amended-01.02.21.pdf
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1961 (NZ),34 but there is currently no specific accompanying social science research referred 
to in the absence of expert evidence, which is rarely used in adult rape cases.35

In four of the five defence closing addresses in the judge-alone trials,36 the complainant’s 
lack of resistance, or a particular form of resistance, or her failure to call for help during or 
immediately after the alleged rape, was similarly relied on to challenge the complainant’s 
version of events and to suggest she had consented:37

One would have thought, Your Honour, and I would submit one would have 
expected from a person who was being kissed against their will that there would 
have been some form of resistance, Your Honour. She could have bitten his tongue. 
She could have scratched his face. She could have done any of a number of things, 
sir, and yet she did nothing. On his version she simply participated. (Ryder)

…

Well, indeed, again we have an ample opportunity to go home and she said and 
Mr Henry said he’d ring her a taxi. So, there’s no “you’re not going anywhere”. 
And there are, there are options available again, and she then realises she doesn’t 
have her purse, and in my submission to the Court that was the real issue … but the 
one thing she has had throughout is her phone and her feet and her legs, and her 
ability to communicate. (Henry)

…

Had he been doing anything untoward and had she called out for help, help was 
readily available in the form of three other males who were present in other rooms 
in the flat. (Ryder)

…

That there was, and I’m not saying running screaming from the house, but there 
was no adverse reactions, even on the complainant’s evidence. There was no overt 
adverse reaction. There was no overt decline of advances ... She never left the 
bedroom, she never even left the bed, she didn’t even roll away. She didn’t push  
his hand away. (George)

…

34 Which provides: “A person does not consent to sexual activity just because he or she does not protest or offer 
physical resistance to the activity.”

35 However, see proposed new section 126A of the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ) (in clause 16 of the Sexual Violence 
Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ)).

36 In Timoko the complainant was asleep/unconscious or heavily intoxicated and unable to resist.

37 Consideration of defence counsel’s submission about the complainant’s “passive involvement” in Levi is 
discussed further below at 232.
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There is absolutely nothing in, in a very crucial moment in time to indicate 
she was in a state of mind that she has said to the Court she was in, because 
[contacting a friend who lived close by] was the ample opportunity, it was an 
absolute lifeline to her at that time and it was a lifeline she simply did not take 
because she was not in the place that she has [now] said she was. She had settled 
down because I suggest to you [Your Honour] that she realised she could get her 
wallet the next day with Mr Henry. They were only a few minutes’ drive down the 
road, some seven minutes’ drive, and that her plan right from then was, well in the 
morning I’ll just go and get my wallet, and Mr Henry will take her there. (Henry)

…

We know the next morning, Your Honour, perhaps before I get to this next morning 
we have this bizarre situation where the complainant goes back to the room of 
her [friend], after he has tried to kiss her. I mean the conduct, Your Honour, is 
really incomprehensible. I mean she has just been raped by the defendant. He is 
in a room a few yards away from the room of [her friend]. She is put upon by [him]. 
She tells him to stop. She goes out of the room for some 30 minutes and instead of 
leaving the flat, as one would expect Your Honour, she returns. (Ryder)

…

In conclusion for the above reasons, the defence says the Crown failed to prove an 
absence of consent by the complainant, essentially through the lead-up to each 
act and because her [passive] behaviour towards him was not consistent with her 
either being violated or the victim of rape [Your Honour] and I suppose to repeat 
it again is really to say from the defence perspective, that what has happened has 
been a natural progression if I may say so. (Levi)

…

One would expect that a woman of 27 years of age and who is a school teacher 
used to dealing with school students, Your Honour would have been well capable of 
taking a firm stance and saying and demanding, what are you doing to me, put me 
down immediately or else I’m going to call out for help from my [friend]. (Ryder)

In these cases the argument was also made that the complainant’s lack of resisting or seeking 
help supported the reasonableness of the defendant’s belief that she was consenting:

She was not in an isolated or immediately dangerous situation … [The defendant] 
says “I’ve known her for so long, if she didn’t like anything, she’d punch you in the 
face, that’s the type, there’s no weakness [in] her. If she didn’t like anything she’d 
let you know” … “[N]o body language showing me anything, absolutely nothing, 
it could easily have stopped if she’d just rolled off the bed, or you know just 
something, anything, but she didn’t, she just stayed there. To me that’s consensual, 
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every step of the way was consensual to me, without any doubt”. And perhaps 
that’s something the Court can consider as to how the woman gave evidence this 
week, and that was his belief. (George)

…

Your Honour, we know that at law a perpetrator takes his victim as he finds his 
victim, but Your Honour I would submit to Your Honour that in the circumstances 
of the actual rape itself where the complainant does not make or take any overt 
actions to demonstrate that she is resisting the advances of the rapist, Your 
Honour, that the impression and the belief could be reasonably in his mind that she 
was assenting to this sexual intercourse …

Now the submission is made, Your Honour that, if there was no real, if her version’s 
accepted, Your Honour, if there was no real, demonstrable hard pushing against 
the body of the defendant, Your Honour, there would have been no realisation on 
his part that she was objecting physically to his sexual penetration, or violation of 
her body [Your Honour]. (Ryder)

In three of these four cases,38 the Crown made submissions as to the relevance of the 
complainant’s lack of resistance or taking steps to get away from the situation. In George the 
Crown focussed on the age of the complainant, her friendship with the defendant’s daughter 
and the nature of her relationship with the defendant to explain why it was not easy for her 
to resist or to seek help immediately:

The complainant’s description of events and her response is entirely consistent 
with a victim of sexual abuse. This is particularly so given the relationship that 
existed between her and Mr George who was a father figure and confidante.

She clearly felt uncomfortable and compromised and was confused about the 
defendant’s intentions and actions towards her. Understandably she had difficulty 
in comprehending what was occurring and how to extricate herself from it.

Her reaction to freeze and do nothing, feigning sleep and ignorance of what 
was occurring, is entirely consistent with the actions of a young person in these 
manipulated circumstances.

The Crown submits that the Court should resist any suggestion that the 
complainant should have made contact with others in the house [at the time]. It 
is clear that the complainant had no real relationship with other family members 
in the house and was afraid of their reaction should she make a complaint about 
the actions of Mr George there and then.

38 There were no closing submissions from the Crown in Levi.
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The Crown’s claim that the complainant’s response was “entirely consistent with a victim of 
sexual abuse” is not of course accurate. One of the misconceptions held by jurors is that 
there are some behaviours consistent with those of a “real victim” and some which are not – 
when the research shows that not all victims behave the same way, and assumptions that they 
do so should be disrupted.39 What is accurate to say is that it is not uncommon for victims to 
“freeze” or be unable to resist,40 and often it may take a person some time to process what 
has occurred and decide what to do.41 The risk of counsel’s language in this submission is the 
creation of another set of misconceptions in these kinds of factual contexts.

In Henry and Ryder the Crown accepted that while there may have been more that someone 
in the complainant’s position could have done (by way of resisting or getting away), the 
submission was made that she had done all that was possible for her in that situation. In both 
cases the complainant had also clearly communicated that she did not want to have sex with 
the defendant.42

And in any event, in my submission, the fact that there may theoretically have 
been other options that she could have taken does not detract from her evidence 
about what happened subsequently. Just because she didn’t take every conceivable 
step that she might have taken to get away from that motel room in no way 
detracts from the evidence about the fact that she was raped in the motel room 
later on in the night. What she did do, what she felt like she had to do at that point, 
when she couldn’t get in touch with her mother or [her friend], was stay there. She 
got into bed wearing her clothes [and] she tried to stay as far away from Mr Henry 
as she could, but he pulled his arm around her and pulled her towards him. (Henry)

…

[I]n the Crown’s submission, she has still resisted the defendant as best she 
could, certainly on her evidence, but the Court is also reminded in terms of the 
element of consent of section 128A(1) [of the Crimes Act 1961] which relates to 
allowing sexual activity does not amount to consent in some circumstances and 
the particular one that the Crown would rely on, notwithstanding her resistance, 
would be subsection 1 – a person does not consent to sexual activity just because 
he or she does not protest or offer physical resistance to the activity, and it may be 
suggested that she hasn’t done everything possible, but in the Crown’s submission 
certainly by trying to push a much heavier defendant off her, she has done the best 
she could to demonstrate her lack of consent. (Ryder)

39 New Zealand Law Commission The Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 | Te Arotake Tuarua i te Evidence Act 
2006 (NZLC R142, 2019) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [12.60].

40 See the directions used for this purpose in other jurisdictions referred to above at n 33.

41 Laura C Wilson and Katherine E Miller “Meta-Analysis of the Prevalence of Unacknowledged Rape” (2016) 17 
Trauma, Violence & Abuse 149.

42 See Chapter Five at 145.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/EA2%20-%20FINAL%20REPORT%20R142%20-%20Web%20Publishing.pdf
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While not all of the defence submissions on this point amount to a claim that the lack 
of resistance in some form means no rape occurred, the inference is certainly being 
encouraged, as it was in the jury trial study. What was important to observe in the judge-
alone trials was whether the judge explicitly rejected drawing such an inference, either by 
responding to the closing argument at the time43 or as part of the reasons for verdict.44

“Real rape” includes the use of force or threats

In around one third of jury trial closings, defence counsel made reference to the fact that 
there had been no violence or threats by the defendant, despite the fact that physical force 
or threat of violence is not a required element of rape.45 In some cases these comments 
were coupled with remarks about how the complainant’s clothes had been removed, or 
intercourse achieved, with the implication that because there had been no violence, there 
must have been consent. For example:

In other words, she’s pushed down to the ground. He’s on top of her. She 
described that he’s supporting himself somehow above her with a 200 [mm] gap 
between them. Well, if it was like that – I don’t know if it was or it wasn’t, but 
if that’s what we’re talking about, how he’s there, how does he get her pants 
down? How do you do that? He’s supporting himself on top of her. We definitely 
– there’s no suggestion here that he’s used violence or anything like that, you 
know, and he’s dragged [them] off or anything. (Devi)

In two of the five closing addresses in the judge-alone trials, the fact that there were no 
threats made to the complainant was used to suggest that she was happy to stay with the 
defendant, the inference being that she consented to the sexual activity:

No threats, no right from the beginning of the night to the end, no suggestion 
there was even the threat of the application of force to her in that motel room, 
because the only thing at its highest she was concerned about was a verbal 
argument. Never tried to stop her going, and in fact said he would assist her in 
going through the aid of a taxi. She didn’t want to go [Your Honour] and that’s  
why she didn’t go. (Henry)

…

There were other people in the house, there was a neighbour that she knew 
nearby, there were people with cars, people with driver’s licences. There was no 
ever suggested immediate threat of violence or physical harm as to why she 
could not move or ought not just walk out the room. (George)

43 See below at 232.

44 See Chapter Seven at 260.

45 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 458.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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“Real rapists” do not behave as the defendant did

One of the most common themes of the defence closing arguments in the jury trials was the 
reference to what a “real rapist” looks like or does. In 23 of the 30 cases, defence counsel 
made some reference to an aspect of the defendant’s behaviour which indicated that the 
defendant was not a rapist or that the sexual contact was consensual. In many cases this 
took the form of distinguishing the defendant from the stereotypical rapist who violently 
attacks a victim and callously leaves her behind, by demonstrating that the defendant had 
shown concern or care for the complainant:

There is an agreement between the two of them here that at some stage he asked 
her if she’s okay, and well, I simply ask the question, is that consistent with raping 
her or with being concerned for her? (Devi)

Louise Ellison and Vanessa Munro’s mock jury studies have shown that jurors tend to 
have an expectation that a “typical rapist” would be marked out as distinct from “normal 
men”, despite research to the contrary.46 The strategy of distinguishing the defendant 
from a “rapist”, or by explaining aspects of behaviour as not being what a rapist would do, 
was used in nearly one third of the 30 cases from the jury trial study.47

In three of the five closing addresses in the judge-alone cases, defence counsel argued that 
the defendant’s behaviour was inconsistent with that of a rapist. In Ryder the description of 
what happened as a usual part of a normal dynamic of social interactions between young 
people recurred at various times during the closing address:

Now Your Honour, against that backdrop, Your Honour I would urge that it was 
one of those type of party scenes, Your Honour where the friend had disappeared, 
the complainant was sitting by herself where she had been sitting all evening and 
the defendant, as most people of a relatively young age would do, he would so to 
speak, Your Honour, chance his luck.

…

It’s clear, Your Honour that [lifting the complainant] up is not the act of some 
type of brutal rapist who suddenly grabs the complainant from behind, you know, 
in a dark alley or something like that. It’s done within the context of a party and 
drink that has taken place, Your Honour at [her] friend’s flat.

46 Louise Ellison and Vanessa E Munro “Of ‘Normal Sex’ and ‘Real Rape’: Exploring the Use of Socio-Sexual 
Scripts in (Mock) Jury Deliberation” (2009) 18 Social and Legal Studies 291 at 298–299.

47 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 449.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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Defence counsel also argued that the defendant’s behaviour towards the complainant after 
the alleged rape “flies in the face of someone who is a rapist”, as he gave her back her 
clothes, offered her tissues and said he would like to be her boyfriend:

If he had raped her he would hardly invite her back into his room, and at that 
stage he also would not have said to the complainant I dearly like you, I would 
like to be your boyfriend. The whole tenor of his actions, Your Honour, flies in 
the face of someone who is a rapist …

Your Honour, it would be submitted that the conduct of the defendant is not 
consistent with that of a person who has just raped somebody against her will. 
He clearly, Your Honour has no conception that he’s done anything wrong. He 
returns her clothes, gives her tissues, he then leaves and he has a shower and 
then, Your Honour, for the first time when he emerges from his shower and he 
comes into the sitting room, at that stage, he sees the complainant standing 
next to his flatmate, the flatmate’s sitting down, the complainant’s hugging his 
flatmate and she’s crying. His first reaction is, why are you crying?

In Timoko the post-sexual offending behaviour argued to be inconsistent with the behaviour 
of a rapist was that he ejaculated, tickled the complainant’s feet the next morning and 
“bragged” about having sex with her:

In my submission his evidence demonstrated his behaviour on the night and in 
the morning. It was, in a fashion, totally contrary to what one would expect 
of someone who had knowingly raped a person. It’s apparent that he bragged 
about having sex with the complainant and immediately told others. He 
ejaculated inside the complainant and the next morning was tickling her feet 
[and], in my submission, all those factors are totally contrary to what might 
ordinarily be expected of someone who has recently raped the same person.

While some of this behaviour may be inconsistent with someone who “knowingly 
raped” a person (on the basis presumably that a rapist would not ejaculate),48 bragging about 
having sex with the sleeping complainant is equivocal regarding the defendant’s state of 
mind at the time – in fact, it is consistent with a person who was indifferent about whether  

48 In the jury trial of Yamada, the reverse was argued (a rapist would ejaculate):
“Two things are important about that also. First of all, there was no evidence at all that he made any threat 
against her, if he said, ‘don’t tell or else’, or anything like that. And secondly, and this is significant, there’s 
no evidence that he ejaculated. You know, if you were going to rape a woman who was comatose for your own 
sexual gratification, you’re in that – if a man’s in that mode where he just wants to have sex, come what may, 
whether the woman’s awake, asleep or whatever, he doesn’t care. Is he going to stop before he ejaculates? No. 
There’s no evidence at all from anyone that he ejaculated. So, if you look at it, is it possible that what he’s 
saying is true.”
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the complainant was actually consenting. He may well not have considered (and may still 
not consider) that he was a rapist, but the elements of the offence were made out in the 
circumstances. This kind of submission also reinforces the (too) widespread belief that 
unwanted sex is not rape. Crown counsel in their closing said: “The obvious point is a sleeping 
woman cannot consent and if a male is feeling horny he cannot assume that she might 
consent.”

Another related theme that emerged from both these studies is that because the defendant 
did not use violence or force, or resisted in certain (more reprehensible) behaviour, he could 
not be a rapist and what happened was not rape. The closing address in the judge-alone trial 
of Levi is on point – in which defence counsel argued that what occurred was the natural 
progression of usual consensual sex, not rape:

Once you get to that point, without ad nauseum repeating myself [Your Honour], 
… he has gone through a natural progression. This has not missed, shall we say, any 
steps that might be thought of as unusual. It has progressed from hugging through 
to kissing, non-skin-on-skin, skin-on-skin masturbation, digital insertion [Your 
Honour] and finally with the attempt for a full penetration. What he says [Your 
Honour] is that when he stopped attempting, that it was quite consistent with his 
ability to desist, when it became uncomfortable and in relation to the prolonged 
nature of the foreplay.

In both the jury trials and judge-alone trials, therefore, arguments were regularly made that 
the behaviour of the defendant was not that of a “real” rapist, indicating (at the least) that 
the defendant had reasonable grounds to believe that the complainant was consenting. 
While a focus on the counter-intuitive behaviour of the defendant may be used in jury trials 
to make assessments of the defendant’s credibility, it is likely that judges would limit use 
of this type of evidence to considerations of the defendant’s state of mind,49 given that 
whether or not the defendant knew they had raped the complainant is not the basis of legal 
culpability.

Myths about intoxication and memory

Intoxication and consent were closely linked in the jury trial cases, both during cross-
examination and in closing submissions.50 However, the impact of intoxication may also 
be relevant from the point of view of misconceptions about rape. The Law Commission 
considered the research showing that jurors may be affected by an erroneous belief that,  

49 See further Chapter Seven at 261.

50 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 257 and 440.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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if a complainant has been drinking alcohol or consuming drugs, they are partially responsible 
for the offending or provoked it in some way.51 The New Zealand Gender Attitudes Survey  
found that 15% of respondents agreed with the statement that “[i]f someone is raped when 
they’re drunk, they’re at least partly responsible for what happens”.52

In the Vandenberg jury trial the prosecution said this in closing:

Members of the jury Zara Wilkes got herself in a stupid situation. No-one would 
say that she acted as sensibly as she should have. She was likely drunk and she 
definitely left a bar with a strange man 45 minutes after meeting him. But having 
got herself in that stupid situation she is still entitled to be protected by the law. 
She does not sign a stupid situations waiver which means that she deserves what 
comes her way. She is allowed to go where she wants to be with who she wants 
and she’s entitled to say no to sex whether or not she has got herself to the car 
and whether or not sex has previously occurred.

There were no overt instances of defence counsel stating in closing submissions in the jury 
trial study that a complainant who was intoxicated or had consumed drugs was responsible 
for the offending or provoked it in any way.53 However, drawing this inference was often 
encouraged. In Yamada, defence counsel said:

So, I suggest to you that it’s likely that what he said is that that was actually 
true when you consider the circumstances, the emotional connection of the 
prior play and the fact that she was drinking, you know, and he was drinking. 
Inhibitions get lowered, do all these silly things. If we didn’t have alcohol I’d  
be without a job, you know, it’s just, it’s these things happen. So, what he says 
about that hasn’t really been refuted reliably by anybody.

While some of this statement is clearly directed at a submission that the complainant was 
intoxicated and consented because her inhibitions were lowered, the statement in bold goes 
beyond a comment on the evidence. Instead, it seems to imply that when alcohol is involved, 

51 New Zealand Law Commission The Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 | Te Arotake Tuarua i te Evidence 
Act 2006 (NZLC R142, 2019) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [12.67] and the sources cited. See also Elaine Craig 
“Sexual Assault and Intoxication: Defining (In)Capacity to Consent” (2020) 98 Canadian Bar Review 70 at 108; 
and Yvette Tinsley, Claire Baylis and Warren Young “‘I Think She’s Learnt Her Lesson’: Juror Use of Cultural 
Misconceptions in Sexual Violence Trials” (2021) 52 Victoria University of Wellington Law Review 463 at 476:

“Jurors made explicit comments about complainants’ clothing, allegedly flirtatious behaviour, intoxication, 
lifestyle, prior sexual behaviour, or behaviour leading up the alleged offence, as suggesting that the victim 
was at least partly to blame for the sexual offending.”

52 National Council of Women of New Zealand Gender Attitudes Survey: Full Results 2017 (2018) <genderequal.nz> at 23.

53 But see the discussion in McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/ 
1xqx-hy30> at 339.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/EA2%20-%20FINAL%20REPORT%20R142%20-%20Web%20Publishing.pdf
https://genderequal.nz/ga-survey-2017/
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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it is common for consensual sexual intercourse to occur that is then later regretted.54 In 
other words, if the complainant had not been drinking in this case, she would not have had 
sex that she later regretted. Implicit in this comment is an assumption that if the complainant 
had not been drinking, the incident would not have occurred – a statement that is close to 
blaming the victim because of her intoxication. A similar submission was made in the jury 
trial of Tait:

So, a whole lot of things can happen with alcohol and with youth and with 
hormones and with freedom and with loneliness – that when you put it all 
into the mix things can happen, even though in the cold light of day Zoë says 
well this isn’t me, this wouldn’t have been me …

Zoë doesn’t think she would have consented and as I say maybe she wouldn’t 
consent in the cold light of day and it’s close to home and all that, but 
as I say with alcohol things can happen and attractiveness, sex appeal can 
be dramatically enhanced.

Defence counsel in the judge-alone trial of Henry also inferred there was a connection 
between alcohol and consent in that case:

In my submission none of that makes sense if, if what she has said about her 
reluctance during the course of the night is in fact true. And even [Your Honour] 
if there had been moments in the night where she has thought, she said, my 
learned friend said “I’m not, I’m not sure I’m feeling it”. The very nature of 
alcohol and how much it disinhibits people, you may have a moment in, in the 
night where you may not be feeling it, but that may not be the case later in 
the night.

In Ryder, defence counsel also suggested that the complainant’s level of intoxication 
contributed to what happened – and further, she was in a position to prevent any unwanted 
intimacy by not returning to the flat after more alcohol was purchased, and so, by inference, 
was in some way responsible for the events that followed:

Your Honour I would submit on behalf of the defence at this stage warning bells 
should have already started to have gone off in the head of the complainant, Your 
Honour. She realised the boys had drank a considerable amount and she would 
further have realised, Your Honour, that they were going to drink a considerable 
amount more as another three bottles had been purchased …

54 See also the closing in Ahmed (a jury trial):
“And we all know as my learned friend said that alcohol’s one of those great disinhibitor[s] isn’t it? It’s one of 
those things that allow us, unfortunately, to get in situations where you may regret or you may not want to 
place yourself in. But that’s the reality of the position or the reality of the evidence that you have before you.”
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Your Honour, I would submit that the probabilities are that the complainant 
had drunk more than she should have drunk and that that is a factor which 
could have played a role in what took place in the bedroom of the defendant.

As discussed earlier,55 evidence about the level of the complainant’s intoxication can be 
used to challenge the reliability of her evidence, as was done in the closing address in Henry. 
The argument made is that in her intoxicated state she was happy to spend time with the 
defendant, and to kiss him, but the consequence of that intoxication is that her evidence 
about the night is less reliable.56 Further, she is now re-creating the events, to try and 
distance herself from what was really drunken consensual but now regretted sex:

They make a decision to leave the [bar] and the complainant forgets her purse 
and I suggest to the Court that’s quite an important indication of her level of 
intoxication and where her mind is at that time …

The defence perspective is it’s not just a credibility issue here in this case. It’s 
credibility and reliability because we have again, we have a young woman who is 
looking back on the events of a single night and a date where she, they’ve both 
been consuming alcohol, and she is, and in some may say a considerable amount 
of alcohol between the two of them over that night, and so of course reliability 
of the exact events of that night are still in focus. What we have is, we have the 
complainant saying that she went on this date with Mr Henry [but] from the 
beginning of her complaint to the police and indeed in Court she is trying to 
distance herself in some way from him …

Yeah, [she says] I didn’t even want to be there, but I sort of had to be, so I went 
in, I was already feeling drunk she says. She was wobbly, not spatially aware 
were her words. But she still chose to sit and have a drink with him, and my 
learned friend when she closed today said well everything seemed to be fine 
because they were on the bed kissing again.

The other focus on complainant intoxication in cross-examination and in closing argument 
is to challenge the complainant’s evidence as to how drunk she really was.57 This has two 
purposes: to infer that she was not actually too drunk to consent; and/or to infer that she  
was not actually so drunk that she could not remember what happened (and that she actually 
did consent).58 The second of these purposes was clearly relied on in the closing from Rasika:

55 See Chapter Five at 152.

56 Julia Quilter and Luke McNamara Qualitative Analysis of County Court of Victoria Rape Trial Transcripts: Report 
to the Victorian Law Reform Commission (University of Wollongong and UNSW, 2021) at 72.

57 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 339.

58 Julia Quilter and Luke McNamara Qualitative Analysis of County Court of Victoria Rape Trial Transcripts: Report 
to the Victorian Law Reform Commission (University of Wollongong and UNSW, 2021) at 71.

https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Quilter-and-McNamara-Final-Report-26-August.pdf
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Accordingly, it is submitted that the complainant has deliberately decided to 
say she does not remember so that any answer given cannot be scrutinised 
or criticised or analysed. The first refuge of a guilty mind has been said to be 
– I cannot remember.

A variation of this suggestion – that the complainant is lying when she says she was too drunk 
to remember – was also made in the defence closing address in Timoko:

The second topic on the Crown’s evidence I wish to address is the complainant’s 
level of intoxication. It’s my submission for the defence that the complainant was 
striving to persuade the Court that she was intoxicated to the point that she did 
not know what was going on, the most startling examples of this in her transcript 
of her DVD interview, where she said, “I couldn’t see, couldn’t feel anything.” In 
my submission, she needs to explain to the Court – or she endeavoured to explain 
to the Court why she was a victim rather than a participant in what happened. 
She is distancing herself, in my submission, from participation through her said 
intoxication.

In both of these cases it was also submitted that the complainant could not have been so 
intoxicated as to not remember the alleged rape, as she could remember a range of other 
quite detailed events from that evening:59

It is submitted this must be of concern to the Court [as the alleged] lack [of]  
memory is just not possible on the basis of common sense as it defies “logic” …

The complainant can remember drinking in the garage with her friends but:

 � not of leaving the garage

 � not of the tantrum with father

 � not of apparently scaling a fence

 � not walking across a busy road

 � not going on to the property [in name street]

 � not obviously interacting with the defendant or his associate at any time

 � not kissing and hugging the defendant etc. This is prosecution evidence 
and [the complainant] only remember[s] the briefest part of the sexual 
activity? (Rasika)

…

59 See also the defence closing in the jury trial of Schuette:
“It’s almost as if the Crown want a dollar each way, we want to say this young woman was intoxicated, 
comatosed, unable to take care of herself, yet we want her to be able to remember the salient points which 
are adverse to Mr Schuette’s position.”
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In my submission, too, caution needs to be made when assessing the 
complainant’s said lack of recollection, because we know from her evidence that, 
in fact, at times she had a very good memory of what happened, particularly 
at [name] Street, and some examples are as follows. She recalls smoking on the 
balcony, and the events leading up to that. She has a specific memory of the 
[food] someone was eating in the kitchen. She has a specific memory and could 
explain without difficulty how she moved between couches. She remembers 
talking to her cousins and the details of those discussions. She recalls being on 
[social media]. It’s accepted she couldn’t tell us exactly when, but it’s a distinct 
memory she has. She remembers her cousins eating the food in the house 
and could describe how that took place. She could describe which end of the 
couch she went to bed on and had enough memory to say which way she woke 
up in the morning – which, you will recall, was the opposite way around. She 
remembers the interaction with Mr Timoko about the fetching of the blanket 
and has a specific memory in terms of how the two single couches were moved 
and by whom. So, in my submission, the Court needs to exercise caution when 
assessing her said lack of memory, because at times her memory appeared vivid, 
and she was able to commit those memories to diagrams in the police interview …

In my submission for the defendant, this evidence is inconsistent with her 
statement that she was so drunk and so asleep that Mr Timoko could have sex 
with her without her knowing. (Timoko)

These kind of submissions have an intuitive appeal, yet research indicates that fragmented 
memories are not uncommon, even when someone has not been drinking or the events are 
pleasant rather than (allegedly) traumatic.60 For this reason it is suggested that juries should 
be given more information about the usual workings of human memory, particularly with 
regard to the impact of intoxication on memory.61 Judges, however, are provided with this 
type of information during judicial development programmes, as well as having developed 
expertise in general fact-finding,62 and are arguably better placed to evaluate the strength 
of this line of argument.63

Two other examples from the defendant’s closing submissions in Ryder are also based on 
particular (contested) views about how memory works – that memories of events are 
complete and consistent:

60 Shazia Akhtar and others “The ‘common sense’ memory belief system and its implications” (2018) 22 
International Journal of Evidence & Proof 289 at 291.

61 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 340.

62 “Judges become aware of the strengths and frailties of memory”: William Young and Sam Katkhuda “Judicial 
Training” in Anthony Heaton-Armstrong and others (eds) Witness Testimony: Psychological, Investigative and 
Evidential Perspectives (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006) 425 at 426.

63 See further Chapter Seven at 282.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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He closes the door and at that stage he then turns off the light. Your Honour, 
the complainant is hazy on this issue. She cannot remember whether the light 
is on or the light is off. One would think, Your Honour, that that would have 
been a relatively important thing to remember especially in light of the fact that 
subsequently she says that she offers resistance to her trousers being taken off …

Even if she was terrified Your Honour, on the defendant’s own version, he said, 
Your Honour, that he initially undid her bra, tried to touch her breast, and when 
she resisted, he stopped. He then said that, at a later stage, Your Honour he tried 
the same action again and at that stage she did not resist … One would expect, 
Your Honour that, even if she was terrified, she would have remembered those 
things happening to her.

Finally, in Timoko, defence counsel suggested that it was highly unlikely that a person would 
not wake up when their clothes were taken off and put back on after penetrative sex:

In my submission, too, the Court needs to have caution when considering the 
acts of allegedly removing her tights and underwear without her knowing, 
having penetrative sex and then putting them back on, the physical act of 
penetrating her vagina with the defendant’s penis and then the alleged – whilst 
she was asleep – act of repeatedly penetrating her vagina to the point of 
ejaculation, all without her waking up.

This type of submission, if made to a jury, would also need to be accompanied by a counter-
narrative, perhaps in the form of directions or expert evidence. While the effects of 
intoxication may be known to the majority of jurors, it is unlikely that many will have life 
experience sufficient to accept or reject this particular argument. Nor should any such 
experience of a few jurors, on perhaps rare occasions, be a sound basis on which to evaluate 
such a submission.

Judicial intervention during closing arguments

John Jackson and Sean Doran have observed that an “obvious phase at which the jury’s 
absence could offer judges greater freedom to engage in active inquiry is during the closing 
submissions of counsel”.64 In their research – which also compares jury trials with those heard 
by a judge sitting alone (but not including a comparison of rape cases) – they noticed that, 
while during the closing submissions in a jury trial “judges tend not to intervene and the jury  

64 John Jackson and Sean Doran “Judge and Jury: Towards a New Division of Labour in Criminal Trials” (1997) 60 
Modern Law Review 759 at 774.
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is consigned to a passive listening role”, in the absence of the jury “the judge’s freer rein was 
most apparent”.65 They concluded:66

Judges approached this discussion [during closing arguments] in different ways, 
some merely asking clarificatory questions, others interrupting and querying 
counsel’s interpretation of the evidence. Others went even further and basically 
took over the submissions to state their own views and then asked counsel to 
comment on them.

In the judge-alone trial study a range of judicial approaches was also noticed in the five cases 
for which access to the audio of closings addresses was available. In two cases (Ryder and 
Timoko) there were no interventions. While no judges “took over the submissions to state 
their own views”, both clarificatory questions were asked, as well as (importantly for this 
research) some “querying” of counsel’s interpretation of the evidence. What was looked for 
was any judicial response to counsel’s reliance on rape mythology in order to encourage the 
judge to interpret the facts in a particular way.

The only discussion that may have in some way disrupted a developing narrative that relied 
on presenting “real rape” as having certain characteristics was the judge’s query in Levi as to 
what was meant by the complainant being “passively involved”:

D:  That was preceded obviously [Your Honour] by the hugging and then it has 
then progressively moved on and it is not in dispute that there was a period 
of touching of the groins where the complainant felt the defendant’s penis on 
her vagina. Obviously, the evidence is somewhat in dispute, or it is in dispute 
as to whether or not she was actively or passively involved in this activity.

JUDGE: How are you passively involved in this activity, [counsel’s name]?

D: Well, I suppose the passive involvement [Your Honour], would be to remain 
where she is, to not attempt to do anything to stop it.

JUDGE: So, to lie where she is, with someone lying on top of her and not try and leave?

D:  Pardon [Your Honour]?

JUDGE: To stay where she is, with your client lying on top of her and making no 
attempt to leave. That is the passively part, is it?

D: Well, I suppose it would be the opposite of her taking an active part with 
her becoming a part of the action, repeating the action [Your Honour], 
that would certainly be an active part and to take a passive part, I suppose 
simply remaining and perhaps receiving of what is happening [Your Honour] 
and allowing that to continue.

65 John Jackson and Sean Doran “Judge and Jury: Towards a New Division of Labour in Criminal Trials” (1997) 60 
Modern Law Review 759 at 774.

66 At 774–775.
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This discussion is (also) responsive to the issue of the reasonableness of the defendant’s 
belief. Whether or not the complainant was “involved” in the sexual activity has relevance to 
that inquiry – but here the judge is (rightly) querying whether just lying underneath someone 
and not trying to leave is being “involved”. Allowing sexual activity to continue does not 
amount to consent in some circumstances;67 but while the absence of physically resisting 
cannot of itself amount to consent, a defendant may currently still point to this absence as 
relevant to his reasonable belief in consent.68 “Something more”69 than just lying there (in 
Levi, some sort of “passive involvement”) may assist an argument that the Crown has not 
proved an absence of reasonable grounds to the requisite standard. Unpacking the basis of 
this claim was therefore important for the judge when considering the fault requirement.

In George, defence counsel asked the judge to give more weight to the evidence containing 
the complainant’s formal language about penetration, rather than her use of colloquial 
terms on other occasions. This was done on the basis, it is suggested, that it was in response 
to questions specifically about penetration (an element of the offence in dispute) that the 
complainant reported she was not sure if it “actually got in”. The judge made the point that 
use of colloquial language may well represent what actually occurred, despite not being the 
legally accurate terminology – so again it amounted to a query about counsel’s interpretation 
of the evidence:

D: … I submit that those detailed pieces of evidence about what the 
complainant says about penetration [to the doctor and the interviewer] 
should be preferred by this Court rather than the more possibly colloquial 
terms of “all the way” and “raped” [she used when talking to the complaint 
witness] and the Sergeant.

67 See section 128A of the Crimes Act 1961 (NZ) at 327.

68 “A reasonable belief in consent may exist even though section 128A makes it clear that the complainant’s 
actual consent is not given ‘just because’ of failure to protest or resist”: Christian v R [2017] NZSC 145, 
[2018] 1 NZLR 315 at [105].

69 In Christian v R [2017] NZSC 145, [2018] 1 NZLR 315 at [5(c)] and [45], the Supreme Court stated that consent 
cannot be inferred only from the fact that there is no protest from the complainant, or that they do not offer 
physical resistance. “Something more” is required to infer consent, either in the words used or conduct or 
circumstances, or a combination of these things. One example could be a positive expression of consent, 
although there are others, including relationship “expectations” (at [46]). What the “others” might be is 
unclear, as the Supreme Court focussed only on relationship “expectations”, and the Court’s discussion of such 
expectations has received criticism: see Andrea Ewing “Case Note: Consent and ‘Relationship Expectations’ 
– Christian v R [2017] NZSC 145” [2017] Te Wharenga – The New Zealand Criminal Law Review 357. Ewing 
is correct that consent should not be inferred from either relationship expectations or the fact that the 
complainant was intoxicated – neither should amount to “something more” that indicates consent has been 
given by an otherwise non-resisting complainant. See also Emily Blincoe “Case Note: Yes, No or Maybe? The 
‘Odd’ Result in Christian v R” [2018] New Zealand Women’s Law Journal | Te Aho Kawe Kaupapa Ture a ngā 
Wāhine 265; Anna High “Christian v R and s 128A(1) Crimes Act 1961” [2018] New Zealand Law Journal 47; and 
Scott Optican “Christian v R and Jones v R: How Bad Consent Law Creates Bad Evidence Law in New Zealand 
Sexual Offence Trials” (2020) 29 New Zealand Universities Law Review 283.
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JUDGE: Well, the danger of evidence from messaging and [recent] complaint evidence 
is, as you say, that in everyday language people use words that don’t actually 
have that legal meaning.

D: Exactly.

JUDGE: Most people say for example, if their house has been burgled, that they’d been 
robbed. Most people say if they’ve had [non-consensual] sex they would just 
describe that as “I’ve been raped”. But of course, what they amount to in the 
context of the evidence ultimately is a matter for me.

In Henry the judge intervened twice during the defendant’s closing address in order to clarify 
that counsel’s arguments were based on the actual evidence in the case – a slightly different 
type of “querying”. One intervention related to the use of Uber, and whether it was correct 
to say an Uber can be “called”, as if a phone call. This had relevance to the trial in terms of 
whether the complainant’s phone was working in a way that she could make calls, as opposed 
to having internet access for the purpose of using an app, related to the possible escape 
routes that were available to her.

D: … [I]n order to have gone out on a night like that with that very clear 
impression that you could get an Uber, one would have thought that she 
would have at least tried, even if it didn’t connect or it was a cancelled 
call. And I’ll talk to you more about that. She was either going to get the 
bus or she was going to get an Uber.

JUDGE: Well you don’t call an Uber though do you?

D: Using the app.

JUDGE: No, you just open up the app.

D: Yes.

JUDGE: I don’t know what record there is and I haven’t got any evidence about it, 
how it works.

D: No, no, no, no I appreciate that. I should rephrase that to say that was 
something that she should have at least attempted if you like because what 
she had said to the Court is that [social media apps], Uber, are all internet-
based applications and we know of course that [the social media apps] 
were successful applications for her on that night. So, there were more 
important moments in time when that internet connection was available 
and working for her.

The other intervention was also of the judge clarifying the evidence as to whether the 
complainant got into the bed or onto the bed when she had an argument with the defendant. 
Defence counsel accepts that it was “onto” rather than “into”, as first stated, but of interest 
is that while counsel seems to indicate it is of no moment, the judge said they are “different  
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things” – which presumably means that different inferences can be drawn, or different 
meaning made of whether or not the complainant got into the bed prior to the alleged rape.70

D: She says “when I went into the bed the first time I was still crying”, and the 
first time, what I suggest that means is that the first time she was on the 
bed was when they had the argument.

JUDGE: Into the bed?

D: Into the bed.

JUDGE: Onto the bed, into the bed are different things.

D: Yes, well either way it could well be when she first got onto the bed, but she 
doesn’t mention in my submission crying during sex, because she said she got 
onto the bed and was watching some television, she put the TV on and then 
Mr Henry came over and put his arm around her and was kissing her. There’s 
no, in my suggestion, clear evidence that she at all that she was crying during 
the sexual activity.

Overall, there was very limited judicial intervention or discussion during the closing 
arguments. While it is apparent that misconceptions about rape, rapists and the behaviour 
of “real victims” are relied on in closing arguments in judge-alone trials, there were no clear 
points at which any of the judges disrupted that narrative. In judge-alone trials the judge is 
not constrained by the effect their comments might have on a jury, so there is no obvious 
reason why they would not counter reliance on misconceptions during oral argument. While 
there is no other local research of judicial intervention during closing submissions, it is 
likely that the dynamics observed in these five judge-alone rape trials are similar to those in 
cases concerning other types of serious offending. However, even though judges are able 
to resist reliance on misconceptions when reaching a verdict, as stated earlier, the absence 
of a disruption to such narratives in adult rape trials has the effect of reinforcing them and 
risks repetition in other cases, including jury trials, and in the media.

Summary of comparisons

Comparisons between the closing submissions in jury trials and judge-alone trials in adult 
rape cases indicate similarities in terms of defence reliance on some misconceptions about 
sexual offending. Less pre-emptive disruption by Crown counsel of meaning-making of 
matters like delay were observed in the judge-alone trials, and judges did not challenge any 
of the contestable claims made in the closing addresses during this part of the judge-alone 
trial process.

70 In the reasons for verdict, the judge accepts that the complainant was crying during the sexual activity and 
the discussion about “onto” or “into” the bed appears to have had significance in the case as to timing of 
interaction, rather than relevance to consent. See Chapter Seven at 263.
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While there was consistent reliance on some of the common misconceptions about “real 
rape” in defence submissions in the judge-alone trials – such as the meaning of delayed 
reporting, memory gaps, failure to resist or seek help, and the expected behaviour of “real 
rapists”, including the absence of threats – there were also some aspects of the closings 
in the jury trials that were absent in the judge-alone trials. For example, while arguments 
were made that the complainant had been caught up in a process and could not back away 
from a claim of rape about an incident that was regretted sex, no actual or overt reliance on 
the myth that rape is an allegation easy to make was made. Further, no closing submission 
suggested that there are high rates of false complaints. While in the jury trials meaning was 
made of the complainant’s choice of clothing (as indicative of consent), this did not form part 
of any closing submissions in the judge-alone trials. No submissions focussed on the absence 
of injuries to the complainant or her lack of distress when reporting the alleged rape – nor 
was any argument about the existence of consent based on the complainant having ongoing 
contact with the defendant.

The fact that reliance on these myths or misconceptions was missing from the closing 
addresses in the judge-alone trials may be explicable on the basis that counsel are aware of 
the contestable nature of these claims, and that the judge will not view such arguments as of 
assistance.71 The “missing” submissions are ones which are now commonly rebutted by expert 
or counter-intuitive evidence in cases of alleged child sexual abuse (lack of injuries;72 post-
offence contact with the defendant),73 or which have been the subject of appellate authority 
(lack of distress;74 easy to make a claim of rape75). The irrelevance of a rape complainant’s 
choice of clothing has received media and policy-making attention,76 and official information 
on attrition rates are regularly updated and publicly available.

However, closing submissions did focus on expectations about the memory of (in particular) 
intoxicated complainants, including contestable claims about the meaning of disrupted 
memory. Judges do receive information about aspects of human memory as part of judicial 
development programmes, so it is suggested they are better placed to assess the weight 
of such arguments than jurors, who are usually expected to base their assessments on their 
own knowledge of how memory works and the relative effects of intoxication on reliability 
and accuracy.

71 This observation is also based on the fact that the judge-alone trial cases are more recent than the jury trial 
sample.

72 S (CA361/2010) v R [2013] NZCA 179 at [71].

73 G (CA738/2018) v R [2020] NZCA 375 at [46].

74 Taniwha v R [2016] NZSC 123, [2017] 1 NZLR 116.

75 R v Pere CA155/97, 6 October 1997.

76 New Zealand Law Commission The Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 | Te Arotake Tuarua i te Evidence Act 
2006 (NZLC R142, 2019) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [12.62]–[12.66].

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/EA2%20-%20FINAL%20REPORT%20R142%20-%20Web%20Publishing.pdf
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Although the judges sitting alone in these adult rape cases did not actively disrupt reliance 
on rape mythology during closing addresses, this does not mean that arguments based 
on misconceptions or contested assumptions were accepted during the process of 
reaching a decision. The extent to which judges implicitly or expressly rejected (or accepted) 
such arguments is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SE VEN

REASONS FOR VERDICT

[J]udges [are expected] to know the law and to possess empathy and to recognize 
and question any past personal attitudes that might prevent them from acting 
fairly. Judges are expected to demonstrate knowledge of social issues, and 
awareness of changes in social values, humility, tolerance and respect for others.1

One of the differences between jury and judge-alone trials argued to be of significance 
regarding rape complainant experience is the delivery of reasons for the outcome or verdict. 
In a jury trial the verdict is given without reasons. The prosecutor, support worker or officer 
in charge of the case may explain to the complainant why they believe the trial resulted in an 
acquittal – but this is unlikely to occur in all cases. In cases where there may be a conviction 
for some charges but not others, the sentencing (if by the trial judge) may provide some 
information as to the reasons for the outcome, but that also will only be based on the 
opinion of the judge as the actual deliberations of the jury are confidential, except in rare 
circumstances.2

There is a likely benefit for complainant well-being in understanding (particularly) an acquittal, 
or at least seeing (or hearing) the reasons for the verdict.3 The requirement for judges to 
provide reasons for their decisions means that misapplications of the law are more likely to be 
identified and challenged, as long as such decisions are publicly accessible. Judgments may 
also allow scrutiny of the extent to which the decision has not been impacted by the judge’s 

1 Canadian Judicial Council “Canadian Judicial Council recommends that Justice Robin Camp be removed from 
office” (press release, 9 March 2017) <cjc-ccm.ca>.

2 Such as for the limited purpose of permitted research (in which case confidentiality as to the particular case 
is still preserved), or when there is concern about jury misconduct: see section 76 of the Evidence Act 2006 
(NZ) and the discussion in Montaperto v R [2021] NZCA 170.

3 “[V]ictims would thereby be provided with the reassurance that, even if they are displeased with the outcome, 
the trier of fact conducted itself diligently and acted in accordance with the law”: Mark Coen and Jonathan 
Doak “Embedding explained jury verdicts in the English criminal trial” (2017) 37 Legal Studies 786 at 794.

https://cjc-ccm.ca/en/news/canadian-judicial-council-recommends-justice-robin-camp-be-removed-office
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knowledge of inadmissible evidence or pre-trial publicity.4 There is also a wider community 
interest in the transparency of judicial decision-making.5 Greater transparency in the way 
the law is applied has the further advantage that changes to law and policy can be informed 
by actual practice.6 In 2018, Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia summarised their 
arguments in support of judge-alone trials and the consequential delivery of reasons for 
verdict:7

Where the accused is acquitted, the complainant’s experience of hearing this 
verdict from a jury is likely to be more distressing than when presented by a judge. 
This is because a judge has greater capacity to apply principles of trauma practice 
throughout the trial. They may build a relationship of trust and confidence, 
acknowledge the impacts experienced by the complainant, and offer transparent 
and nuanced reasons for their decision that emphasise the legal complexities at 
play. In contrast, a jury has no capacity to build rapport with the complainant or to 
explain the reasons for their decision. Without this context, a jury’s announcement 
of “not guilty” may be heard by the complainant as “we do not believe you”.

Given that jury deliberations are confidential, and that the methodology of the comparator 
jury trial study meant the information analysed did not include the decision-making process,8 
this chapter does not – and cannot – compare the reasons for verdict in the two studies. 
What is possible to comment on is the extent to which the judge in the reasons for verdict 
reinforced, rejected or ignored misconceptions about rape, as well as noting the types of 
matters the judge stated he took into account when assessing the complainant’s credibility.9 
Comparison is possible between what juries are told about the legal elements of a charge of 
sexual violation by rape (section 128 of the Crimes Act 1961 (NZ)) and how the judge sitting 
alone described the elements in the judgment or reasons for verdict. Observations are also 
made about the outcome in each of the cases, and the impact of inadmissible or prejudicial 

4 “Despite the ‘unrealistic cerebral activity’ required by the trial court’s position as arbiter of fact and law, of 
course magistrates do this on a regular basis and this is generally seen as acceptable. In addition, this concern 
may be mitigated by the fact that the court must provide a written judgment of the decisions, outlining the 
reasoning in relation to both aspects of its role, in contrast to jury trials”: Liz Campbell “The prosecution of 
organised crime: removing the jury” (2014) 18 International Journal of Evidence & Proof 83 at 96 (footnotes 
omitted). See also Rebecca McEwen, John Eldridge and David Caruso “Differential or deferential to media? The 
effect of prejudicial publicity on judge or jury” (2018) 22 International Journal of Evidence & Proof 124 at 139.

5 John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary System (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1995) at 223; and Mark Coen and Jonathan Doak “Embedding explained jury verdicts in the English 
criminal trial” (2017) 37 Legal Studies 786 at 791.

6 Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia “Submission to the NSW Law Reform Commission review of 
consent in relation to sexual offences” (29 June 2018) <www.rape-dvservices.org.au> at [9.16].

7 At [9.1.4].

8 See Chapter One at 21; and Elisabeth McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing adult 
rape trials with those in the Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University Press, Christchurch, 
2020) <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> [McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process] at 5.

9 As noted in Chapter Two at 60, all of the judges in the eight judge-alone adult rape trials were male.

https://www.rape-dvservices.org.au/uploads/main/PDFs/Legal-submissions/RDVSA-Submission-Review-of-Consent-Law-Website.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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evidence. While there are aspects of a decision in a judge-alone trial that do not necessarily 
impact on complainant experience, such as whether the judge undertakes self-reminders 
(as opposed to jury directions) under the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ), these matters, as well 
as the requirements of reasons for verdict, are discussed in this chapter to provide wider 
context and potentially assist future researchers. Finally, the extent to which the judge 
“acknowledge[d] the impacts experienced by the complainant” will be considered.10

Required content of reasons for verdict

In Sena v Police the Supreme Court, in the context of considering the scope of an appeal 
from a verdict in a judge-alone trial under the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (NZ), outlined 
the recommended content of the reasons for verdict:11

They should show an engagement with the case, identify the critical issues 
in the case, explain how and why those issues are resolved, and generally 
provide a rational and considered basis for the conclusion reached. 
Reasoning which consists of a conclusory credibility preference is unlikely 
to suffice. … [A] reasoned judgment is essential to a fair trial. A failure 
to provide a reasoned resolution of a significant evidential dispute may, 
alternatively, suggest a misapprehension of the effect of the evidence, for 
instance a misapprehension of the significance of the dispute …

In saying all of this, we accept that imperfection of expression is practically 
unavoidable, particularly in oral judgments. Accordingly, appellate courts should 
assess reasons contextually, in light of the evidence given and allowing for the 
burden for judges of balancing the need for prompt determination of criminal 
cases with other workload requirements. The adequacy (or not) of reasons must 
be assessed in light of the type of case (including seriousness) and the issues 
involved. What is required are reasons which address the substance of the case 
advanced by the losing party. Depending on the circumstances, this can be 
achieved without necessarily referring in detail (or sometimes at all) to every 
issue or argument which that party has advanced.

The Supreme Court approved the approach taken by the Court of Appeal as to the content 
of “short form” decisions in R v Connell.12 In that case the Court noted that a judgment 
need not be extensive provided that it included: a statement of the ingredients of each 
charge and any other particularly relevant rules of law or practice; a concise account of 

10 Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia “Submission to the NSW Law Reform Commission review of 
consent in relation to sexual offences” (29 June 2018) <www.rape-dvservices.org.au> at [9.1.4].

11 Sena v Police [2019] NZSC 55, [2019] 1 NZLR 575 at [36]–[37]. In the Australian context see AK v Western 
Australia [2008] HCA 8, (2008) 232 CLR 438.

12 R v Connell [1985] 2 NZLR 233 (CA).

https://www.rape-dvservices.org.au/uploads/main/PDFs/Legal-submissions/RDVSA-Submission-Review-of-Consent-Law-Website.pdf
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the facts; and a plain statement of the judge’s essential reasons for his or her findings.13 
Those “essential reasons” can obviously vary from case to case, but more than a “conclusory 
credibility preference” is required, as well as “a reasoned resolution of [any] significant 
evidential dispute”. Missing particular aspects of these requirements may not necessarily 
amount to a miscarriage of justice, as long as the relevant issues are clearly addressed and 
the reasons for resolution clearly set out.14

Only three of the cases in the judge-alone trial study were heard after Sena was decided. 
Four judges expressly referred to how they needed to approach their decision-making, and 
the content of the reasons:

I also want to emphasise that in reaching a decision in a Judge alone trial, it is 
neither necessary, nor am I required, to articulate findings about every item of 
evidence. My role is to determine whether the prosecution has proven the elements 
of the alleged offence beyond reasonable doubt. In doing that however, it is 
necessary for me to resolve some primary disputes over the facts. (Samuel)

…

In R v Connell the Court of Appeal confirmed that a judge hearing a criminal trial 
without a jury is required to deliver:

“... a statement of the ingredients of each charge and any other particularly 
relevant rules of law or practice; a concise account of the facts; and a plain 
statement of the Judge’s essential reasons for finding as he does. There 
should be enough to show that he has considered the main issues raised at 
the trial and to make clear in simple terms why he finds that the prosecution 
has proved or failed to prove the necessary ingredients beyond reasonable 
doubt. When the credibility of witnesses is involved and key evidence is 
definitely accepted or definitely rejected, it will almost always be advisable 
to say so explicitly.”

In these reasons for verdict I have not set out in full or exhaustively the evidence 
or counsels’ opening and closing submissions. I record however I have carefully 
considered the evidence in this case and counsels’ addresses as they relate 
to that evidence and the charge. In compliance with the above (footnoted) 
authorities I formally address the elements of the offending, the principal 
evidence that bears directly on those elements, my conclusions in relation to 
those elements and the reasons for those conclusions. (Henry)

…

13 R v Connell [1985] 2 NZLR 233 (CA) at 237.

14 See Stevens v R [2020] NZHC 3290 at [22] and [26] (application for leave to appeal declined: Stevens v Police 
[2021] NZCA 340).
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I also want to emphasise that, in reaching a decision, it is neither necessary, nor 
am I required to articulate findings about every item of evidence. It is my role 
to determine whether the prosecution has proven the elements of the alleged 
offence beyond reasonable doubt. In doing that however, it is necessary for me 
to resolve some primary disputes over the facts. (Ryder)

…

In this judgment I adopt the approach endorsed by Heath J in R v Sullivan:

“I conducted this trial without a jury. In R v Connell, the Court of Appeal 
explained the extent of the reasons that should be given for a trial Judge’s 
verdicts. Generally, all that is required is a statement of the ingredients of 
each charge, any relevant rules of law or practice, a concise account of the 
facts, and a plain statement of the essential reasons why the verdicts have 
been returned. When the credibility of witnesses is involved and important 
evidence is either accepted or rejected, that too should be stated explicitly.” 
(Rasika)

In a number of the judge-alone verdicts in this study the judge outlined their approach to 
reaching a decision and providing reasons. Two judges specifically referred to their ability to 
draw appropriate inferences:

In coming to my conclusions, I also want to emphasise that I am entitled to draw 
inferences. An inference is simply a logical deduction from two or more proven 
facts, it is not speculation or guesswork, and if two conclusions are equally 
open, the one most favourable to [the defendant] should be chosen. (Ryder)

…

In coming to my conclusions, I also want to emphasise that I am entitled to 
draw inferences. An inference is simply a logical deduction from two or more 
proven facts. The making of inferences occurs by Judges on a daily basis in the 
deductive process of assessing evidence. (Samuel)

In George the judge set out what was titled (by way of a heading) as the “basic judge-alone 
trial rules”:

The basic rules of a judge-alone trial can for these purposes, be briefly stated. 
The Crown must prove each of the charges and the essential ingredients of each 
charge beyond reasonable doubt. The defendant need prove nothing. Each charge 
must be considered separately.

Where, as here, his evidence amounts to a total answer to the charges, I must reject 
it before turning back to her evidence and assessing whether I am satisfied beyond 
reasonable doubt of its essential truthfulness if I am to return verdicts of guilty.
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These “rules” included aspects of what is referred to as the “tripartite” direction, which is 
given to juries in cases where the defendant has given evidence. This example is from the 
jury trial study case of Moss:

However, the effect of the defence evidence is this. Firstly, if you accept what the 
accused says, then obviously the proper verdicts are an acquittal. That is, verdicts 
of not guilty because he would not have done what the Crown says he did, that is, 
rape the complainant in her bedroom at her house.

Secondly, if what he says leaves you unsure, then again, the proper verdicts are 
an acquittal, that is, verdicts of not guilty, because you would have been left 
with a reasonable doubt. If what the accused says seems a reasonable possibility, 
it follows that the Crown will not have discharged its task and you must acquit, 
that is, you must find him not guilty.

Thirdly, if you disbelieve the accused evidence about the consensual sexual 
intercourse with the complainant at her house, then do not leap from that 
assessment to guilt, because to do that would be to forget who has to prove these 
charges. Rather, you must assess all the evidence that you do accept as reliable. 
Does that evidence satisfy you of the accused guilt to the required standard, 
namely beyond reasonable doubt?

Except in Henry, all defendants in the judge-alone trials gave evidence.15 In those seven cases 
the judge included a self-direction similar to that in Moss in their oral judgment or reasons 
for verdict. For example:

[1] If I accept his evidence on key issues, then I should acquit.

[2] If I consider there is a reasonable possibility that his evidence on key issues 
might be true, then I should acquit.

[3] If I reject his evidence on key issues, then I must not automatically conclude he 
is guilty and I must still examine all of the evidence which I accept, and decide 
whether it establishes Mr Ryder’s guilt beyond reasonable doubt. (Ryder)

…

In this case the defendant gave evidence. That evidence goes into the pool of 
evidence available to me. Three possibilities arise. These are routinely summarised 
for juries in what are known as the “tripartite” direction. I must reach a verdict 
of not guilty if the defence evidence is credible, reliable and a convincing answer 
to the Crown case, or if I was left with a reasonable doubt as to its correctness. 

15 Given the focus and methodology of this study (including lack of access to the defendant’s evidence), the 
extent to which the judge fairly presents the defendant’s evidence (and their case) in the reasons for verdict 
will not be considered.
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If I was to reject the defendant’s evidence, either in whole or in part, I would 
not leap to a finding of guilt. Rather I would look to the balance of admissible 
evidence and determine if the Crown had proven the charge beyond reasonable 
doubt. (Rasika)

…

I remind myself that in respect both to the defendant’s account to the police in 
his interview and in his evidence at trial I am able either to accept that account 
as a complete answer to the Crown case or to conclude that if not fully an 
answer to the Crown case nevertheless it is sufficient to raise a reasonable doubt. 
If neither of those positions are the positions I adopt then I should not from that 
conclude that the defendant is guilty but simply put his evidence entirely to one 
side. (Timoko)

In Henry the judge made a specific reference to the fact that counsel’s questions (or 
propositions) were not evidence unless accepted or adopted by the complainant:

Counsel’s questions of a witness do not become evidence unless the witness 
agrees with them. On the basis of that exchange there is no evidence to 
support a defence submission that [the complainant] was kissing or otherwise 
responding to the defendant during the act of sexual intercourse.

At the conclusion of the jury trial study it was recommended that judges as a matter of 
course should remind jurors as part of the summing-up that submissions made by counsel 
and questions asked of witnesses (unless accepted) are not evidence.16

Jurors are also directed to set aside any feelings of sympathy or prejudice when reaching 
their decision “coldly, calmly and objectively”, as judges do. For example (from the jury 
trial study):

The third general topic is sympathy and prejudice. It is an important topic. You 
must reach your decision uninfluenced by prejudice or sympathy. Frequently, 
feelings of prejudice or sympathy can arise in any criminal trial. But when you 
are considering your verdicts, you are the judges. Judges can never allow their 
decisions to be influenced by feelings of prejudice against, or sympathy for,  
any accused or any witness or anyone connected with the case. (Moss)

…

16 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 400.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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So it follows that you must leave behind any preconceptions about cases of this 
kind and deal with it coldly, calmly, objectively on the evidence that you’ve heard. 
That after all, ladies and gentlemen, is the expectation that society has about its 
Judges, that they are unmoved by emotional sympathy and unmoved by prejudice.

You see, it’s critical to our system of justice that people are to be tried solely on 
the evidence heard in Court and tested, if necessary, by cross-examination. So you 
leave aside all other forms of information about this case, all preconceptions and 
sympathies. You might feel sympathy for a young man on his trial for a serious 
charge. You might feel sympathy for the plight of a young woman who says that 
she’s been raped. Put those sympathies aside and just look at the case coldly, 
calmly and objectively based on the evidence that you have heard. (Vandenberg)

In five of the judge-alone trials the judge reminded himself to not be influenced by sympathy 
or prejudice (or their “heart”) and to approach the task “dispassionately”:

I also remind myself that I must reach my decision uninfluenced by prejudice 
against or sympathy for anyone associated with the case … I remind myself 
to put all feelings of sympathy or prejudice for any party associated with or 
involved in this case to one side. (Henry)

…

I have looked at all of the evidence with the aim of being objective, careful, 
impartial and dispassionate in my assessment of the evidence. (Samuel)

…

I must also, and do, put aside any feelings of sympathy or prejudice for or 
against either Ms Wiremu or Mr Lucas. Such feelings could arise in this case 
because Ms Wiremu was understandably upset that she had sexual activity with 
Mr Lucas in the mistaken belief that he was her husband. Likewise, one might feel 
sympathetic towards Mr Lucas of whom his character witness, Mr [name], spoke 
highly, for the situation in which he finds himself. Conversely, one might feel 
prejudice towards Mr Lucas (on his account) for continuing the sexual activity 
with Ms Wiremu once he realised that the woman with whom he was having sex 
was not his girlfriend. It would be impermissible to allow such feelings to play 
any part in the assessment of the evidence. (Lucas)

…

I have looked at the evidence with the aim of being objective, careful, impartial 
and dispassionate in my assessment of it. (Ryder)

…
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In New Zealand in 2019, juries are told verdicts are decided by their heads, their 
thinking matter, not by their hearts. My heart tells me to reject the defendant’s 
evidence, but my head tells me I cannot. (George)

It is currently a contestable claim that jurors, or judges, are indeed able to approach their 
task entirely “objectively” and to set aside all feelings of sympathy or prejudice.17 Aside 
from the social science research on the universality of implicit or unconscious bias,18 
arguments marshalled in favour of trials by jury is that jurors may (desirably) respond more 
emotionally to the facts of a particular case or the situation of a particular defendant – that 
is, “take a wider view”.19 It may well be that the only supportable claim by judges (or jurors) is 
that they do approach their task with care, and by being mindful of the risks of impartiality 
and bias.

Two matters which are considered to be unfairly prejudicial to the defendant are illegitimate 
use of the defendant’s election not to give evidence (or make a statement to the police), 
and drawing any adverse inference arising from the way that the complainant has given their 
evidence. While all eight complainants gave evidence using an alternative way,20 only one 
judge gave a self-direction in keeping with section 123 of the Evidence Act 2006:

[T]he complainant gave evidence by [video link]. She did so [physical reason] and 
to make it easier for her to give evidence. I do not take the way the complainant 
gave evidence as having anything to do with the defendant.

In cases where a defendant does not give evidence, juries are directed not to make meaning 
of that, in terms of advancing the Crown’s case. For example (from the jury trial study):

17 See for example Frederick Schauer “The Role of Rules in the Law of Evidence” in Christian Dahlman, Alex Stein 
and Giovanni Tuzet (eds) Philosophical Foundations of Evidence Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2021) 
69 at 76:

“[E]ven if we were to assume, counterfactually as a historical and descriptive matter, that judges were 
explicitly trained in various strategies of debiasing, there is reason to doubt that such strategies would be 
substantially effective.”

18 See for example Daniel Kahneman Thinking, Fast and Slow (Penguin Books, 2012); and Baruch Fischhoff and 
Stephen B Broomell “Judgment and Decision Making” (2020) 17 Annual Review of Psychology 331.

19 See for example Mark Coen and Jonathan Doak “Embedding explained jury verdicts in the English criminal 
trial” (2017) 37 Legal Studies 786 at 805; Sean Doran, John D Jackson and Michael L Seigel “Rethinking 
Adversariness in Nonjury Criminal Trials” (1995) 23 American Journal of Criminal Law 1 at 26; and John Jackson 
“Modes of trial: shifting the balance towards the professional judge” [2002] Criminal Law Review 249 at 260. 
However, researchers investigating 48 New Zealand jury trials in 1998 found “little evidence of the exercise 
of jury equity or of verdicts being influenced by sympathy for the defendant”: Yvette Tinsley “Juror Decision-
Making: A Look Inside the Jury Room” (paper presented to British Society of Criminology Conference, 
Leicester, July 2000) <www.britsoccrim.org> at 3.

20 See Chapter Two at 59.

https://www.britsoccrim.org/volume4/004.pdf
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Well, the first thing about that is the defendant did not have to give evidence, 
and the fact that he did not, and the fact that he has called witnesses to give 
evidence, does not mean to say that, firstly, the failure to give evidence advances 
the Crown case. It does not. The burden of proof, it remains on the Crown, and 
the standard of proof remains beyond reasonable doubt. (Walters)

Juries may also be directed to make nothing of the fact that the defendant did not 
make a statement to the police:

The next point is the situation where an accused person elects not to answer 
questions asked of him by the police and that happened obviously in this case. 
The accused denied raping Ms Snow but declined to comment or to continue with 
the interview because he said he had been advised by a lawyer he had contacted 
not to say anything. Now, that was his right. You heard that the detective 
constable told him he was not obliged to say anything and that he had a right 
to speak with a lawyer. It would therefore be unfair and quite wrong to hold 
it against him or to read something into the fact that on the advice he was 
given he elected not to continue with his statement. He was told that it was his 
right not to do so, he was advised not to do it and that is the end of it. Nothing 
negative is to be read into that. (Roberts)

In the judge-alone trial study, two defendants did not make a statement to police, and one 
of those two was also the only defendant not to give evidence. Only in that case (Henry) did 
the judge refer to the lack of forensic value of the exercise of the right to silence:

Mr Henry did not give evidence. He had no obligation to do so. The fact that he 
did not give evidence does not add to the case against him. It remains for the 
Crown to prove his guilt beyond reasonable doubt.

Before considering in more detail the content of the reasons for verdict given in these 
judge-alone trials, the following table provides information about the time between the 
end of the trial (meaning, in this context, after the evidence was completed but before 
closing submissions, if any) and the verdict. An earlier comparison was made between how 
long a rape complainant waits for a verdict in a jury trial (the average in the jury trial study 
was 4½ hours, with the longest being 12½ hours).21 It is apparent, and unsurprising, that 
complainants will wait longer on average for a verdict in judge-alone trials, even for an oral 
judgment.

21 See Chapter Two at 61.
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Time to deliver verdict – judge-alone trial study (n=8)

Same day as  
trial finished Next day 2 days later 3–5 days 

later 6–15 days later More than 
15 days

1
(4½ hours)

Levi

3
Timoko;
George;
Samuel

0 3
Ryder;
Henry;
Lucas

0 1
(27 days)

Rasika

The next table sets out the relative length of the oral judgments (after transcription) and 
the written reasons for verdict. In only two cases (Levi and George) were there other charges 
(all of which were for other alleged sexual offending as part of the same incident). Not 
unexpectedly, the written (reserved) decisions were longer and were delivered three or more 
days after the conclusion of the trial.

Length of oral judgment or written reasons for verdict – judge-alone trial study (n=8)

Less than  
50 paragraphs

50–70 
paragraphs

71–90 
paragraphs

91–110 
paragraphs

111–150 
paragraphs

1
Timoko (oral)

1
Samuel (oral)

3
Levi (oral);

George (oral);
Rasika (written)

2
Lucas (written);
Henry (written)

1
Ryder (written)

Elements of the offence

It is generally agreed to be best practice for the elements of any charge to be set out in the 
reasons for verdict.22 The elements of the charge of sexual violation by rape (section 128(2) 
of the Crimes Act 1961) are:

22 See Stevens v R [2020] NZHC 3290 at [27] (application for leave to appeal declined: Stevens v Police [2021] 
NZCA 340):

“In my view it was not necessary for the Judge to go further than make the findings she did. Unlike a jury, 
the Judge was aware that these are necessary elements of the offending – indeed she specifically referred 
to the consent element. What the Judge’s finding involved is a conclusion that there was no evidential basis 
that could put consent in issue as a matter of fact. … I agree it would have been better for the elements of 
the offending to be set out, and addressed more methodically. But the reasoning nevertheless addresses 
what was necessary to properly address, and then explain the findings made by the Court.”
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1. penetration of the complainant’s genitalia by the defendant’s penis;23

2. the complainant did not consent (to the penetration); and

3. the defendant did not believe on reasonable grounds that the complainant 
consented (to the penetration).

Elements 1 and 2 are the actus reus (act and circumstances) of the offence; element 3 is the 
mens rea (fault requirement). All three elements need to be established by the prosecution 
beyond reasonable doubt. In the judge-alone adult rape cases, penetration was not an issue 
at trial except in George. The defendant in all other cases either admitted penetration pre-
trial or at trial. This element was therefore noted as being established in those seven cases. 
In George, as discussed earlier,24 the judge was not satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that 
sufficient penetration had occurred on the basis of the equivocation of the complainant 
in her pre-trial statements (and her accepting that she had been unsure) – although her 
evidence at trial was that there had been penile penetration.25

In the complainant’s evidentially recorded interview she said:

“He got on top of me and started humping me. It wasn’t in. He started 
humping me and after a while he tried to put it in, but he couldn’t find the 
hole. I’m not entirely sure if he actually got it in. I mean, it felt like it was.”

Combined with her account to the doctor of possible penetration and the 
defendant’s firm denial of penetration, I conclude there is a reasonable doubt 
as to whether penile penetration, even slightly, occurred.

It follows that there is a verdict, as earlier announced, of not guilty [of rape].

Her pre-trial claims (to the police and others) that she had been “raped” was viewed by the 
judge as the complainant using a colloquial rather than legal term for what occurred: “Her 
label that it was ‘rape’ is just as capable of rationalisation as colloquial usage of the word as 
it is in its strict legal definition.”

The complainant did not consent

The prosecution must also prove beyond reasonable doubt that the complainant did not 
consent. While there is no legislative definition of consent, a generally agreed statement is 
often used as the basis for guiding the jury:26

23 “Genitalia”, “penis” and “sexual connection” are defined in section 2 of the Crimes Act 1961 (NZ). See Appendix 
Three at 326.

24 See Chapter Four at 122.

25 And as discussed below at 271, the judge did otherwise consider her a credible witness.

26 This is the definition currently used in the publicly available “question trail” at Courts of New Zealand “Sexual 
violation by rape (Section 128 Crimes Act 1961)” <www.courtsofnz.govt.nz>.

https://www.courtsofnz.govt.nz/for-lawyers/question-trails/sex-offences/sexual-violation-by-rape-section-128-crimes-act-1961/
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“Consent” means true consent freely given by a person who is in a position to 
make a rational decision. There is no presumption of law that a person is incapable 
of consenting to sexual connection because of age. Lack of protest or physical 
resistance does not, of itself, amount to consent.

The point at which consent must be considered was emphasised in R v Adams, where the 
Court of Appeal referred to the Criminal Jury Trials Bench Book standard direction at that 
time (in 2005):27

The material time when consent, and belief in consent, is to be considered is at 
the time the act actually took place. The complainant’s behaviour and attitude 
before or after the act itself may be relevant to that issue, but it is not decisive. 
The real point is whether there was true consent, or a reasonably based belief in 
consent, at the time the act took place.

The Court noted that while evidence of events that occurred before and after the acts of 
sexual intercourse might be relevant in determining consent, they are not decisive.28

Where relevant to the facts of the case, any case-based definition of consent is supple-
mented by aspects of section 128A of the Crimes Act 1961 (which is titled “Allowing sexual 
activity does not amount to consent in some circumstances”). As with the jury trial cases, 
the three subsections most often at issue in the judge-alone trials were:

(1) A person does not consent to sexual activity just because he or she does 
not protest or offer physical resistance to the activity.

…

(3) A person does not consent to sexual activity if the activity occurs while he 
or she is asleep or unconscious.

(4) A person does not consent to sexual activity if the activity occurs while he 
or she is so affected by alcohol or some other drug that he or she cannot 
consent or refuse to consent to the activity.

In the jury trials it was noted that there were discrepancies between how juries were 
directed about consent,29 and the extent to which the relevant subsections of section 
128A were effectively employed in the summings-up or question trails in order to assist jury  
deliberations.30 Concern was expressed about the references to “reluctant” consent being 

27 R v Adams CA70/05, 5 September 2005 at [48]. See also Henry v R [2019] NZCA 266 at [26] and Hazelwood v R 
[2019] NZCA 484 at [27].

28  At [49]. See also Henry v R [2019] NZCA 266 at [26].

29 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 281.

30 At 319.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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considered to be consent that is “freely given”,31 as well as the direction that “not wanting” is 
different to “not consenting”.32 It was also recommended that juries be directed that the use 
or threat of force is not an element of the offence of sexual violation.33

In the judge-alone trials, given that the absence of consent was at issue in all eight cases, the 
judge should have referred to the legal requirements and considered whether the Crown had 
established each element of the offence beyond reasonable doubt. To the extent that the 
complainant’s lack of consent in a particular case was primarily established by a finding as to 
her credibility and reliability, those matters are considered in a later discussion.34 With regard 
to the judge-alone trials, a specific focus was the extent to which the judge’s explanation of 
the law as to consent was different to that used in jury trials.

The definition of consent and determining lack of consent

The portions of the reasons for verdict when the judge defined consent and referred to 
any relevant aspects of section 128A of the Crimes Act 1961 are set out below. As will be 
apparent, while there are some aspects in common (that consent should be free, fair, genuine 
and given by someone able to make a rational decision), there are a number of differences 
– in part, as is appropriate, due to the facts of the case and the emphasis of counsel’s 
arguments. Comment on those differences follows each extract, along with consideration 
of the judge’s reasons for determining that the complainant did not consent.

In George, while the judge determined that the Crown had not proved there was penetration 
in order to convict the defendant on the charge of rape, consent remained at issue regarding 
the charge of attempted rape (and attempted digital penetration).35 The defendant 
accepted that he had tried to have penetrative (penile) sex. The judge defined consent in 
the following way:

“Consent” means true consent freely given by a person who is in a position 
to make a rational decision. There is no presumption of law that a person is 
incapable of consenting to sexual connection because of age. Lack of protest 
or physical resistance does not of itself amount to consent, but both would be 
relevant to belief in consent. Although there are by law some circumstances 
where allowing or acquiescing in sexual activity does not amount to consent, 
they do not apply here.

31 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 248.

32 At 297.

33 At 459.

34 See below at 275.

35 In terms of the legislation, digital penetration is one of the ways that the offence of sexual violation by unlawful 
sexual connection can be committed (section 128(3) of the Crimes Act 1961).

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The material time when both consent and belief in consent are to be assessed 
is at the time the sexual activity took place. Behaviour and attitudes before 
and after are relevant but not decisive. (George)

In this explanation of consent, the judge notes that “[l]ack of protest or physical resistance 
does not of itself amount to consent, but both would be relevant to belief in consent”. 
The second part of this statement (the effect of section 128A(1) of the Crimes Act 1961) is 
discussed below.36 The next sentence in the judgment above, in bold, also refers to the list 
of when “allowing” does not amount to consent, and while none of the legislated matters 
apply to the facts of the case, section 128A exemplifies, but is not an exhaustive list of, the 
situations in which allowing sexual activity does not constitute consent (as section 128A(8) 
provides). Therefore, other circumstances may be relevant to the assessment of the lack of 
consent – such as fear, or misrepresentation as to the act, or the personal situation of the 
defendant.37

In George the judge did refer to misconceptions about complainant behaviour and specifically 
mentioned the matters used to challenge her account – such as not resisting, not leaving, not 
crying out and remaining in contact with the defendant. This is the only case in the judge-
alone trial study in which a judge expressly considered these wide-ranging assumptions about 
“real rape” and “real victims”:38

Before dealing with these three critical issues [including consent], it is necessary 
to make some comment about what are known as counter-intuitive features of 
the complainant’s account. These include her not physically or verbally resisting 
the defendant; not leaving the room; not raising alarm with other occupants 
of the house; remaining at the house overnight; and continued association, 
including affection, with the defendant the following day. Modern thinking and 
jurisprudence makes it abundantly clear that there is no stereotyped or typical 
way in which a complainant might react …

Counter-intuitive evidence can explain the absence of expected reactions or 
the presence of unexpected reactions, but in and of itself it cannot amount 
to supporting evidence. It is illogical, for example, to say that because the 
complainant hugged him the next day at [a social event] it must have happened. 
The evidence is available to explain her behaviour at the time.

36 At 261.

37 See for example the definition in Stephanie Bishop and others Garrow and Turkington’s Criminal Law in New 
Zealand (LexisNexis, online edition) at [CRI 128.4].

38 As previously discussed, a type of counter-intuitive (self) direction included in section 127 of the Evidence Act 
2006 (regarding the forensic use of delay in complaining) was given in the only case in which there was delay 
(Henry). See Chapter Four at 132.
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Later in the decision the judge found that the complainant did not consent to the sexual 
activities. In this passage her evidence of not responding (which was consistent with 
the defendant’s evidence) because of being “overwhelmed” (she viewed the defendant 
as a father figure) led the judge to conclude that the complainant was unable “to 
make a rational decision as to whether to consent or not”:

Before completing my analysis of the defendant’s evidence, I should say that I 
find that the complainant did not consent. I am unsure whether she verbalised her 
lack of consent by saying “No” but her whole description of being frozen, unable 
to respond, physically or verbally, confused and engaging in avoidance behaviour 
leads me to conclude there was no true consent freely given by her. She was 
engulfed and overwhelmed by what had occurred. She was unable, I find, to make 
a rational decision as to whether to consent or not; so, she simply just avoided it.

The behaviour of the complainant at the time, and the following day, while not of a type 
historically viewed as consistent with the behaviour of a “real rape victim”, is, as the judge 
accepted, within the range of behaviours that social science research has evidenced 
following sexual assaults:39

Neurobiology research also indicates that humans have evolved to freeze 
first when under threat and then flee as opposed to the common belief in the 
“fight or flight” response. Many victims exhibit conduct that may be viewed as 
inconsistent with their allegations of sexual assault, including:

 � immobility or “freezing” during a sexual assault;

 � speaking politely to the assailant or proactively contacting him 
following the assault;

 � showing little emotion in the aftermath of a sexual assault, referred 
to as a “flat affect” that results from naturally released opioids that 
protect the victim from pain; and,

 � dissociating to protect themselves, which may result in a failure to 
recall important information, such as the face of the assailant.

These behaviours are viewed by experts to fall within the normal range of expected 
conduct for a victim who has experienced trauma. Some may reflect the victim’s 
attempt to avoid further violence or to convince themselves that the event did 
not occur.

39 Coordinating Committee of Senior Officials Working Group on Access to Justice for Adult Victims of 
Sexual Assault Reporting, Investigating and Prosecuting Sexual Assaults Committed Against Adults – Challenges 
and Promising Practices in Enhancing Access to Justice for Victims (Federal-Provincial-Territorial Meeting of 
Ministers Responsible for Justice and Public Safety, St John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador, 15–16 November 
2018) <scics.ca> at [4.3] (footnotes omitted).

https://scics.ca/en/product-produit/reporting-investigating-and-prosecuting-sexual-assaults-committed-against-adults-challenges-and-promising-practices-in-enhancing-access-to-justice-for-victims/#a43
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In Henry the judge, in his reasons for verdict, responded to the challenges to the 
complainant’s account which relied on assumptions about complainant behaviour.40 In that 
case it was suggested to the complainant that she could have ended her date with the 
defendant and had some options other than staying at his motel room, such as calling for 
help or organising an Uber ride home. The judge accepted the complainant’s explanations as 
to why staying put “seemed easier”:

Further, by this late stage in the late evening of [date] and the early hours of 
[date] Ms Peyton was in a suburb of [city] she was not familiar with, it was after 
midnight, she did not have her passport or her wallet, she did not have her keys 
to get home, her phone was not working all the time, and she would have been 
significantly affected by the amount of alcohol she had drunk. Her decision-
making was undoubtedly affected. In the circumstances it may well have seemed 
easier for her to simply stay the night in the motel room with the defendant 
rather than go home. While the evening had not gone well she did not want to 
disturb her mother or friends any further. Her message to [her friend] at 12:09 
[am] is consistent with that. By that stage she had accepted she would stay in 
the motel room until the morning.

The 12.09 am message was the one with the laughing/crying emoji that defence counsel 
suggested indicated the complainant was in “good spirits” and happy to be in the company 
of the defendant.41 However, the judge viewed this piece of evidence as consistent with her 
decision to stay put and not unduly worry or bother her friends or her mother. Importantly, 
the judge went on to reject the connections sought to be drawn between the complainant’s 
behaviour and the likelihood that she consented – starting with her decision to remain in the 
motel room and sharing a bed with the defendant:

But the fact that Ms Peyton effectively accepted that she would have to stay 
in the motel room and that she was on the same bed as the defendant does not 
mean she consented to have sexual intercourse with the defendant.

40 The judge set out the consent inquiry in this way:
“Ms Peyton’s consent is a subjective issue to be determined by reference to her state of mind in the 
circumstances she was in at the time. In this context consent from the complainant’s point of view means 
true consent fairly given by a person who is in a position to make a rational decision. Lack of protest or 
physical resistance does not of itself amount to consent. Put another way, her consent cannot be inferred 
only from the fact that Ms Peyton did not protest or offer any physical resistance.”

41 See Chapter Three at 93.
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The other conduct suggested to be indicative of consent included her kissing the defendant 
during the alleged rape (which she denied),42 and the fact that her first response when seeing 
the defendant’s photograph in connection to another alleged offence was not “he’s the man  
who raped me”. The judge responded to that interpretation of her response by preferring 
the complainant’s explanation of the delay, and being aware that there may be good reasons 
for delay in making a complaint:43

Finally, the last consideration is the point made by [defence counsel] that 
Ms Peyton did not complain she had been raped until she spoke to her boss after 
she saw Mr Henry’s photograph. I remind myself that although the incident 
occurred in [month] and Ms Peyton did not come forward to the Police until 
[eight months later] there can be good reasons for the victim of an offence of 
rape to delay making or to fail to make a complaint in respect of the offence. An 
obvious explanation is that she was embarrassed at the vulnerable position she 
had put herself in with Mr Henry and it was a thoroughly unpleasant experience 
which she wished to put out of her mind. She managed to achieve that until she 
saw the photograph of Mr Henry and it all came back to her.

Defence counsel in Henry had also suggested that a likely conversation with the defendant 
about contraception (no need to use a condom) was indicative of consensual sex, rather 
than of rape.44 However, the judge interpreted the complainant’s statement to the police 
on this point in a different way – that is, one consistent with there being no discussion about 
contraception:

[Defence counsel] made a further point. [They] noted that when making her 
statement to the Police Ms Peyton said that “I do not think he used a condom 
because I was on the injection”. Ms Peyton denied that she had discussed that 
issue with Mr Henry. Again, in context, the reference to being on the injection 
is something that could have occurred to her when she was asked [by Police] if 
he used a condom. She did not know whether he had used a condom but it was 
irrelevant from her point of view because she was protected from pregnancy.

The judge in Levi spent the most time in any of the judgments relating the inquiry into consent 
to the particular context of the alleged offending. The judge also included matters not usually 
forming part of jury directions, such as making it clear that force is not a required element:

42 “Q: And that during the sexual activity between you and Mr Henry, you were kissing him, weren’t you?
A: No. (sounds distressed)
Q: Just like you had been earlier in the night?
A: No. (sounds distressed)
Q:. When he was on top of you, having sex with you, the two of you were kissing, weren’t you?
A: No. (sounds distressed, audible breathing)”

43 See section 127 of the Evidence Act 2006.

44 See Chapter Five at 154.
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Rape is not necessarily sexual intercourse by force. It is penetration without 
consent and without a belief on reasonable grounds that there is consent and 
the same applies to digital penetration. Consent in this context means a consent 
given by a woman who is able to understand the significance of what is to happen 
and who is able to make an informed and rational decision as to whether she will 
consent or not.

Any consent must be a freely given one. It is important to distinguish 
between a consent that is freely given and submission to what the woman may 
regard as unwanted but unavoidable. For example, submission by the woman 
because she is frightened of what might happen if she does not give in, is not 
true consent. Equally submission because she feels powerless or trapped or 
exhausted is not true consent.

The fact that she does not protest or physically resist or ceases to do so is not of 
itself to be taken as consent. Consent may be conveyed by words, by conduct or 
by a combination of both.

The material time when consent and reasonable belief [in] consent is to be 
considered, is at the time that each of the individual acts took place. The behaviour 
and attitude of the parties before or after the act itself may be relevant to that 
issue, but it is not decisive of it. The real point is whether there was true consent 
or a reasonably based belief [in] consent at the time of the act itself.

In the second paragraph of this extract (in bold) the judge makes it clear that unwanted or 
unavoidable sex is not sex that is freely consented to – which is a different (and preferred) 
approach to that seen in some jury directions:45

Consent given reluctantly and later regretted, is nonetheless true consent. Not 
wanting the sexual connection is not the same thing as not consenting to it.

The references to submission due to being frightened or powerless or exhausted are 
also rarely employed in jury directions, although they are phrases found in what has been 
described as a “model direction”.46

45 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 297. This direction 
was given in four cases in the jury trial study and also in a 2018 case in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot.

46 Stephanie Bishop and others Garrow and Turkington’s Criminal Law in New Zealand (LexisNexis, online edition) at 
[CRI 128.4]:

“It is important to distinguish between consent that is freely given, and submission to what the complainant 
may regard is unwanted, but unavoidable. For example, submission by the complainant because she is 
frightened of what might happen if she does not give in is not true consent. Equally, submission because 
she feels powerless, or trapped, or exhausted is not true consent.”

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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When determining that the Crown had proved that the complainant did not consent, the 
judge in Levi took into account the nature of her relationship with the defendant and her 
consequential understandable inability to verbally indicate lack of consent:

The events that occurred to her happened at the hands of somebody that she 
was supposed to be able to trust, somebody who should never have had any 
sexual contact of any sort with her for any reason at all, but who chose to do so. 
She found herself lying on a couch as things progressed. She did not say a word. 
She did not utter any condemnation of what was occurring and I accept her 
evidence that she did not by word or deed, encourage what was happening. She 
was upset and crying and possibly in pain when confronted with an unexpected 
sexual advance from a long-term caregiver, a person who was supposed to have 
her welfare at heart.

I accept her evidence as I have said that she did not respond to the defendant’s 
sexual advances. By any measure, she was not consenting to what happened to 
her. The fact that she was unable to articulate that in the circumstances is hardly 
surprising when one looks at what she was confronted with.

In Lucas the complainant gave evidence that she had gone to bed and was asleep at the time 
the defendant initiated the sexual conduct. Before she was fully awake she initially thought 
her husband was in bed with her, before recognising it was the defendant and then getting 
out of bed and sitting in the bathroom “in hysterics”. The judge set out the requirements of 
the consent inquiry in this way:

To consent to the sexual activity, the complainant must have understood the 
essentials of her situation and given true, real and genuine consent. As the 
Supreme Court held in Christian v R [2017] NZSC 145 at [45]:

“[S]ection 128A(1) [of the Crimes Act] means that consent cannot be inferred 
from the fact that the person does not protest or offer physical resistance. 
There must be something more in the words used, conduct or circumstances 
(or a combination of these) for it to be legitimate to infer consent.”

Furthermore, one person does not consent to sexual activity with another person 
if she allows the sexual activity because she is mistaken about who the other 
person is – section 128A(6) of the Crimes Act 1961.

While the judge did not specifically refer at this part of the judgment to section 128A(3) (“A 
person does not consent to sexual activity if the activity occurs while he or she is asleep”), 
the provision was set out in the judgment as relevant to the reasonableness of the defendant’s 
belief in consent.47 In coming to his conclusion that lack of consent was established beyond 

47 See below at 270.
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reasonable doubt, however, the judge relied on three subsections of section 128A – lack of 
resistance (without something more), being asleep and mistaken identity:

The Crown has proved beyond reasonable doubt that Ms Wiremu did not consent 
to the sexual activity because I am sure that she was asleep when penetration 
occurred, and she was mistaken as to the identity of the other person. Moreover, 
consent is not to be inferred merely from a lack of protest or physical resistance.
There must be something more in the words used, conduct or circumstances 
(or a combination of these) for it to be legitimate to infer consent. Nothing  
was said by either Mr Lucas or Ms Wiremu. She was asleep in her own bed, in  
her own home. She had not done anything to indicate a sexual interest in  
Mr Lucas at any time. And, there was nothing about her conduct from which 
consent could be inferred.

In Rasika the judge set out the consent inquiry as part of his finding that the element of the 
offence was established. In this case the judge referred to both section 128A(3) (implications 
of being asleep) as well as section 128A(4) (impact of intoxication), but held that subsection 
(3) was not made out:

I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that she did not consent. I reach that 
conclusion from the analysis detailed; noting that even though she may have 
allowed the sexual activity, there was no true, real or genuine consent – being 
consent that is full, voluntary, free and informed. I conclude she was so affected 
by alcohol that she could not consent or refuse to consent as set out in section 
128A(4). Moreover, she was so affected by alcohol that despite the activity 
underway, on what I infer must have been a cold and uncomfortable metal box, 
she is said to have fallen asleep. Whilst I would not find section 128A(3) made 
out, I am satisfied this evidence is equally supportive of the finding made under 
section 128A(4); that such was her level of intoxication she appears to have 
fallen asleep or possibly passed out.

As noted in the jury trial research, discussed further below,48 when a complainant is 
intoxicated and falls asleep or becomes unconscious as a result, the focus of the jury 
directions remains (in the majority of cases) on the inquiry into whether she was too drunk 
to be able to consent. While in this case the judge made that finding, it is unclear why he 
could not also have been satisfied that at certain periods of time during the alleged rape 
she was asleep or unconscious. This distinction becomes important when considering the 
reasonableness of the defendant’s belief in consent.49

48 At 259.

49 See below at 265.
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In Timoko the complainant gave evidence that she was heavily intoxicated and went to sleep 
on a couch near the defendant (whom she knew but disliked), and only realised the following 
day that he had raped her. In his reasons for verdict the judge considered what the Crown 
has to prove when determining the facts that establish lack of consent. Notably, the judge 
relied on both subsection (3) and subsection (4) of section 128A of the Crimes Act 1961 in 
support of his conclusion:

With respect to proof by the Crown of the absence of a real and informed 
consent by the complainant, I similarly conclude that the Crown have proved 
this element beyond reasonable doubt so as to leave me feeling sure as a result 
of the cumulative effect of first the complainant’s consistent evidence of 
sequential and forceful rebuffing including slapping and punching the defendant 
of the defendant’s repeated sexual attentions prior to her falling asleep on a 
number of occasions; both when she was with him and also in the presence of 
others. I accept her evidence that at no time did she want to have sex with the 
defendant, both as a result of the impression she had formed of him during 
the two weeks or so that he had lived at her flat and then his objectionable 
behaviour during the course of the evening …

I also take into account subsections 128A(3) and (4) and on the facts here conclude 
that the complainant was both asleep and unconscious at the relevant time and 
that she was so affected by alcohol that she could not properly consent to any 
sexual activity.

This approach is different from that taken in a majority of the jury trials. In nine of those 
30 cases (30%) the complainant gave evidence that she was asleep and was woken by the 
defendant raping her, or even that she did not wake up until sometime later and discovered 
the physical effects of being raped.50 Despite this, while there was often reference in the 
jury directions to the fact that a person who is unconscious or asleep is unable to consent, 
rarely was this inquiry related directly to the facts of the case. Because the complainant 
was asleep following a period of drinking, the focus of the trial and the summing-up tended 
to emphasise the impact of intoxication on her ability to consent, not on whether she was 
asleep at the relevant time.

In only two of the seven cases from the jury trials in which the intoxicated complainant 
said she was asleep or “out of it” at the time, was the jury directed to consider whether the 
complainant was asleep (in order to make the decision as to whether she had consented). 
It is suggested that the judge should make (or encourage the jury to make) an inquiry into 
whether she was asleep, as opposed to an inquiry solely into whether she was “so affected 
by alcohol” when the evidence is that the complainant had been put to or was in bed and 
went to sleep.

50 See McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 256.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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In Samuel the complainant accepted that she had been drinking heavily and was on her 
way home alone when she met the defendant. No argument was made that she was so 
intoxicated as to be unable to consent, and in this case the decision on whether she had 
consented was resolved by credibility assessments on the basis of the most logical scenario  
(discussed below).51 In the judgment the judge set out the definition of consent used most 
often in jury trial cases, which was not specifically adapted to the particular facts of the case:

“Consent” means true consent, freely given by a person who is in a position to 
make a rational decision. Lack of protest or physical resistance does not of itself 
amount to consent. If the complainant was so drunk that she could not consent or 
refuse to consent, then her allowing the sexual activity to occur was not consent. 
On the other hand, the fact that the complainant cannot remember or says that 
she cannot remember what happened is not conclusive. People sometimes do things 
when they are drunk, that they would never do when they are sober. A consent 
given by someone who is disinhibited by alcohol is still consent.

In Ryder, a case that also turned primarily on the judge’s assessment of the complainant’s 
credibility and reliability, the judge focussed on the relevance of lack of resistance when 
considering absence of consent. This was relevant to the case as the evidence from both the 
complainant and the defendant was that Ms Mila put up limited physical resistance:

When considering the matter of consent, I remind myself that consent means true 
consent, freely given by a person who is in a position to make a rational decision 
and that a person does not consent to sexual activity just because he or she does 
not protest or offer physical resistance to the activity.

The bold portion of this part of the reasons for verdict is the wording from section 128A(1) of 
the Crimes Act 1961. The judge in George stated that “lack of protest or physical resistance 
does not of itself amount to consent, but both would be relevant to belief in consent”. In 
Christian v R the Supreme Court held that “[t]here must be something more in the words 
used, conduct or circumstances (or a combination of these) for it to be legitimate [for the 
jury or the defendant] to infer consent” in the absence of resistance or protest.52

The inquiry into what amounts to reasonable grounds is viewed as the aspect of rape cases 
that is most influenced by contestable assumptions and misconceptions.53 Research drawing  

51 At 269.

52 Christian v R [2017] NZSC 145, [2018] 1 NZLR 315 at [45].

53 “Absent strict legislative guidance, determinations of reasonable belief in consent will be informed by the same 
socio-cultural scripts which have long-underpinned thinking about honest belief in consent. Overwhelmingly, 
these socio-cultural scripts reflect rape myths and victim-blaming attitudes”: Rape & Domestic Violence Services 
Australia “Submission to the NSW Law Reform Commission review of consent in relation to sexual offences”  
(29 June 2018) <www.rape-dvservices.org.au> at [6.5]. See also Jacqueline M Gray “What constitutes a ‘reasonable 
belief’ in consent to sex? A thematic analysis” (2015) 21 Journal of Sexual Aggression 337.

https://www.rape-dvservices.org.au/uploads/main/PDFs/Legal-submissions/RDVSA-Submission-Review-of-Consent-Law-Website.pdf
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on the outcomes in the jury trial study indicates that it is the Crown’s inability to prove the 
absence of reasonable grounds which most likely explains acquittals in adult rape cases.54 
How judges sitting alone approached their consideration of the fault requirement, or 
mens rea, of rape in their reasons for verdict, particularly in cases in the study where the 
complainant did not physically resist, is discussed next.

Reasonable grounds for believing the complainant consented

In the following discussion the legal inquiry into the fault requirement for rape stated by the 
judge in each judge-alone trial is set out, followed by the judge’s discussion as to whether or 
not the Crown was able to prove this element beyond reasonable doubt. 

At the conclusion of the jury trial study it was suggested that juries be given more guidance 
on the assessment of what amounts to reasonable grounds, including information to 
provide a counter-narrative to that encouraging reliance on myths and misconceptions 
about rape.55 It was also recommended that the directions (and question trail) given to juries 
regarding this element be changed to reflect the wording of section 128(2)(b) of the Crimes 
Act 1961 (i.e. change to “a reasonable person” rather than “no reasonable person”),56 and to 
include reference to the fact that the test of what the reasonable person believes is based 
on the position of a reasonable sober person.57

With regard to the reasons for verdict in the judge-alone trials, focus is placed here on what 
facts, inferences or findings the judges relied on when considering whether the Crown had 
proved that the defendant lacked reasonable grounds to believe that the complainant was 
consenting. This discussion also focusses on to what extent a defendant may still believe 
on reasonable grounds that the complainant consented when one of the circumstances in 
section 128A of the Crimes Act 1961 exists.

In two cases (Rasika and Levi) the judge set out the recommended jury direction regarding 
the fault requirement from the Court of Appeal decision in R v Gutuama:58

Remember that as with all aspects of the charge of sexual violation, the Crown 
has the onus of proving the third element. The Crown must prove that the 
accused did not have any reasonable belief in consent. It is not for the accused 
to show that he did have such a belief.

54 Elisabeth McDonald “Communicating Absence of Consent is not Enough: The Results of an Examination of 
Contemporary Rape Trials” (2021) 47 Australian Feminist Law Journal.

55 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 496–497 
(Recommendation 36).

56 At 496 (Recommendation 35).

57 At 320.

58 R v Gutuama CA275/01, 13 December 2001 at [39].

http://doi.org/10.1080/13200968.2021.1930432
http://doi.org/10.1080/13200968.2021.1930432
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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There are two ways in which the Crown could satisfy you on that subject. Either 
would do.

One would be to satisfy you that the accused did not in fact believe that she was 
consenting. That is concerned with what the accused himself thought at the time. 
If he himself did not believe she was consenting, that would be enough from the 
Crown’s point of view.

The other way of satisfying the third element would be to satisfy you that no 
reasonable person in the accused’s shoes could have thought that she was 
consenting. That is concerned with the belief of a reasonable person placed in 
the accused’s position. If no reasonable person would have thought that she was 
consenting, that too would be enough from the Crown’s point of view.

On the third element of sexual violation the onus is on the Crown to satisfy one 
or the other of those requirements. It must satisfy you beyond reasonable doubt.

If the Crown has failed to prove that the accused did not believe on reasonable 
grounds that she was consenting, the third element of sexual violation would not 
be satisfied. In that case you would find him not guilty.

At the conclusion of the jury trial study the use of the words “no reasonable person” 
was questioned as varying from the language of section 128 of the Crimes Act, and as 
being a harder test to satisfy than an inquiry into whether a or the reasonable person 
would not have believed the complainant was consenting.59 The wording implies that there 
is a range of beliefs that could be held by reasonable people, and that the jury must be sure 
that no one in this group of reasonable people would have believed that the complainant 
was consenting. Following publication of this jury trial research, but in the absence of any 
reconsideration of the direction at appellate level, the publicly available question trail was 
amended to include the following step regarding proof of the fault requirement:60

Are you sure that either:

a. at the time Mr Smith penetrated the genitalia of Ms Jones with his penis,  
Mr Smith did not believe that Ms Jones was consenting?

OR

b. at the time Mr Smith penetrated the genitalia of Ms Jones with his penis, 
there were not reasonable grounds for Mr Smith to believe that Ms Jones 
was consenting?

59 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 311.

60 Courts of New Zealand “Sexual violation by rape (Section 128 Crimes Act 1961)” <www.courtsofnz.govt.nz>.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.courtsofnz.govt.nz/for-lawyers/question-trails/sex-offences/sexual-violation-by-rape-section-128-crimes-act-1961/
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This version of the question trail was published after Henry,61 in which the judge set out his 
own question trail, including:

(c) Am I sure that at the time he penetrated Ms Peyton’s genitalia Mr Henry 
did not believe that the complainant was consenting? If yes, Mr Henry is 
guilty. If no, go to (d).

(d) Am I sure that at the time he penetrated Ms Peyton’s genitalia, no reasonable 
person in Mr Henry’s position could have believed Ms Peyton was consenting. 
If no, Mr Henry is not guilty. If yes, Mr Henry is guilty.

However, in this case the judge was satisfied that the defendant did not honestly believe that 
the complainant was consenting, concluding:

Absent any credible narrative from the defendant I am sure that neither the 
defendant nor any reasonable person in the defendant’s position could have 
considered the complainant, Ms Peyton, was consenting to the sexual act at 
the time.

The Crown have made me sure that Mr Henry could not have believed the 
sexual intercourse was consensual. It is unnecessary for me to consider the 
final question [at (d)] in the question trail.

As the defendant in Henry did not give evidence or make a pre-trial statement to police, 
the judge reached his decision based on his evaluation of the complainant’s evidence. More 
is said about the judge’s views on her credibility and reliability below.62 The judge set out 
the evidence which he viewed as relevant to the consideration of whether the defendant 
believed the complainant consented to the sexual intercourse. The matters relevant to this 
assessment included the circumstances which led to the complainant staying in the bed at 
the motel, and her lack of positive response to Mr Henry’s advances immediately before and 
during sexual intercourse:

The context is important. While Ms Peyton was prepared to kiss Mr Henry at no 
stage did she agree to go further. When they were first on the bed shortly after 
they arrived at the motel and he started putting his arms on her legs and pushing 
her dress up and then went on to touch her vagina, she said she told him that she 
“didn’t want to do anything, no not tonight, like not now, I don’t want to do that 
today” and that that then led to the argument.

61 This revised version of the question trail was published online on 19 March 2021: email from Liz Kennedy, 
Senior Judicial Communications Advisor, The Office of the Chief Justice | Te Tari Toko i te Tumu Whakawā, to 
Professor Elisabeth McDonald (8 November 2021).

62 At 282.
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From that incident Mr Henry could have been left in no doubt that Ms Peyton did 
not want to have sex with him at that time.

What changed that could have suggested to Mr Henry that she had changed her 
mind and agreed to have sex with him? After that incident Ms Peyton was upset. 
They shouted at each other and she was crying. She wanted to go home. She then  
became more upset because she realised she had left her bag behind at [a bar] and 
because for one reason or another, she could not at that stage contact her mother 
or [her friend]. It is not as though the mood of the evening changed for the better. 
Ms Peyton was even more upset about her situation and was vulnerable as Mr 
Henry would have known. She was also frustrated that Mr Henry would not help 
by driving to the bar or by taking her home, even though he had been prepared to 
drive earlier in the night after he had been drinking.

I accept that Ms Peyton did not expressly say “no” again to Mr Henry during the 
act of sexual intercourse. However, the circumstances had not changed since she 
had said she did not want to “do that” that night following the argument. When 
she realised she did not have her wallet and was not able to contact her mother, 
she accepted she had no option but to stay the night in the motel. But on her 
evidence, which I accept, she did not respond in any positive way to the defendant’s 
overtures from then on … I accept her evidence that during the sexual intercourse 
she was crying.

Importantly, the judge accepts that the complainant’s clear “no” earlier in the evening 
continued to have effect in the absence of any change to the circumstances.63 The 
challenges to the reliability and credibility of the complainant during cross-examination 
were not sufficient for the judge to be uncertain about key aspects of what occurred in the 
motel room.64 Given that the defendant did not provide any counter-narrative to that of 
the complainant, no inquiry into the reasonableness of the defendant’s belief was required.

In Levi the judge’s conclusion as to the fault requirement also followed his acceptance of 
the complainant’s evidence and the setting aside of the defendant’s explanation of why 
he believed she was consenting – that what occurred was the natural progression of usual 
consensual sex, not rape.65 The judge focussed on the situation and vulnerability of the 
complainant (in supported living accommodation some way from her family) which was 
known to the defendant:

63 This does not mean the reverse would be necessarily be true – a “yes” earlier in the evening in the absence 
of a change of circumstances would not amount to consent at the time, although it might help establish 
reasonable grounds to believe the person was consenting.

64 See below at 281.

65 See Chapter Six at 225.
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As far as I am concerned, the defendant knew full well that the complainant was 
not consenting to what he was doing and the way that the law defines consent. 
She was acquiescing in a conduct she did not want but did not know how to deal 
with and did not have the skills to get away from.

Even if the conclusion was reached that he believed she was consenting, then the 
Crown would easily get home on the second leg of that as well.

When any reasonable person stands back and looks at the circumstances that 
I have found to exist at that time, they could not possibly conclude that the 
complainant was consenting to the conduct that the defendant was inflicting 
upon her.

In Rasika there was evidence that the defendant had also been drinking. In the reasons 
for verdict the judge cited the relevant authorities and concluded that “his intoxication is 
not a factor for consideration when assessing the reasonableness of his belief”. The judge 
pointed to the evidence of the complainant, as well as the observations of others at the 
house where the alleged offending occurred, and was satisfied that the complainant, Willow 
Phoenix,66 was very intoxicated and that “this advanced state of drunkenness was readily 
apparent”. In this one case, toxicology screening was undertaken and supported this finding.67

The judge noted that Mr Rasika gave evidence that Willow “did not resist and was in fact 
touching his hips as he penetrated her” and “he interpreted that as consent”. However, the 
judge concluded:

Whilst the defendant maintains that he believed that she was consenting, 
on a careful analysis of the proven facts and circumstantial evidence, I am satisfied 
that the defendant did not have a reasonable belief that she was consenting.

[A]fter a careful review of all of the evidence, when placing a reasonable person in 
the defendant’s shoes, I am satisfied that no reasonable person in the defendant’s 
position would have thought that the complainant was consenting. In reality, all of 
the alarm bells were ringing, but the defendant simply pressed on irrespective. The 
Crown has proved beyond reasonable doubt that the defendant did not believe on 
reasonable grounds that [Willow Phoenix] was consenting.

66 All the names of complainants and defendants used in this book are pseudonyms – see Chapter Two at 48.

67 “Toxicology screening undertaken by ESR Forensic Scientist, Dr [name], on sampling done about 16–18 hours 
after the events in question supports this conclusion. While alcohol was not detected in the blood given the 
passage of time, the urine sample confirmed the presence of alcohol at 50 mg per 100 ml.” See a critique of 
the lack of probative value usually assigned to such evidence in Cassandra Richards “Intoxication, A Drunk 
Science: Expertise in Cases of Sexual Assault Regarding Capacity to Consent” (2020) 2 Canadian Journal of 
Law and Science 137.
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The “alarm bells” the judge referred to were those relied on when accepting the complainant’s 
evidence that she did not consent, such as her clear level of intoxication and confusion and 
only having met the defendant four minutes before the alleged rape occurred.68 However, 
the judge did not expressly link his finding under section 128A(4) (that Willow was unable to 
consent) with the conclusion that the defendant did not believe on reasonable grounds that 
the complainant was consenting.

At the conclusion of the jury trial research it was suggested that juries should be directed 
that, if the complainant was unable to consent (due to intoxication) and the defendant was 
aware of the extent of her intoxication, then the defendant could not have reasonable 
grounds to believe she was consenting.69

The New South Wales Law Reform Commission has recommended changes to the definition 
of consent,70 reform which will form part of a Bill to be introduced in late 2021.71 The 
suggested changes include a list (similar to section 128A) of “Circumstances in which there 
is no consent” in proposed section 61HJ of the Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) – including proposed 
subsection (1)(c):

61HJ Circumstances in which there is no consent

(1) A person does not consent to a sexual activity if—

(a) the person does not say or do anything to communicate consent, or

(b) the person does not have the capacity to consent to the sexual activity, or

(c) the person is so affected by alcohol or another drug as to be incapable of 
consenting to the sexual activity, or …

In the report the Commission stated:72

If any of these circumstances [in proposed section 61HJ(1)] is proven to exist, 
the complainant does not consent. If an accused person “knows” that the sexual 
activity occurred under any of these circumstances, by definition the accused 
person knows that the complainant did not consent to the activity.

68 See further 283.

69 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 313, 
referring to a recommendation from the Gillen Review: Report into the law and procedures in serious sexual 
offences in Northern Ireland: Part 1 (Department of Justice, 2019) <www.justice-ni.gov.uk> at 377 and 614 
(Recommendation 155).

70 New South Wales Law Reform Commission Consent in relation to sexual offences (Report 148, September 
2020) <www.lawreform.justice.nsw.gov.au>.

71 NSW Government “Consent Law Reform” (press release, 25 May 2021) <www.dcj.nsw.gov.au>.

72 New South Wales Law Reform Commission Consent in relation to sexual offences (Report 148, September 
2020) <www.lawreform.justice.nsw.gov.au> at [7.190] (footnotes omitted).

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.justice-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/justice/gillen-report-may-2019.pdf
https://www.lawreform.justice.nsw.gov.au/Documents/Publications/Reports/Report%20148.pdf
https://www.dcj.nsw.gov.au/news-and-media/media-releases/2021/consent-law-reform.html
https://www.lawreform.justice.nsw.gov.au/Documents/Publications/Reports/Report%20148.pdf
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Current case law in Aotearoa New Zealand does not make that link (“by definition”) clearly 
apparent in relation to all aspects of section 128A of the Crimes Act. While appellate 
case law exists to the effect that “if a complainant is unconscious or asleep, there cannot 
be a reasonable belief in consent”,73 there is one High Court case in which the defendant’s 
acquittal was upheld, even when he knew the complainant was unconscious, given their 
previous discussions about when he would be permitted to continue in such circumstances.74  
This decision also indicates the need for clarity regarding the role of section 128A with 
respect to the existence of “reasonable grounds”.75

The Supreme Court in Christian v R considered that the circumstances listed in section 128A 
are relevant to “the issue of reasonable belief in consent”,76 with Elias CJ (dissenting in part) 
stating:77

A reasonable belief in consent may exist even though s[ection] 128A makes it 
clear that the complainant’s actual consent is not given “just because” of failure 
to protest or resist. Whether the defendant has a reasonable belief that the 
complainant consents turns on what he believes and whether it is reasonable in 
context (in which the policy of choice behind s[ection] 128A may well be relevant). 
It does not depend on the meaning of consent.

The authors of Adams on Criminal Law make this point:78

With the possible exception of the situation where the defendant admits to 
being aware that the complainant was asleep or unconscious at the relevant 
time …, in order to secure a conviction for sexual violation where absence of 
consent arises from incapacity, the Crown must still exclude the possibility 
of the defendant having a reasonable belief that the complainant was 
nevertheless capable of and did consent.

In Timoko the judge concluded that the complainant, Ruth Harvey, did not consent, based 
on a finding that she rebuffed the defendant’s advances earlier in the evening, and that she 
was asleep, unconscious and incapable of giving consent as she was intoxicated at the time 
of the alleged offending. When considering the fault requirement of the offence of rape, 
the judge set out this element, which was followed by the reasons for establishing a lack of 
reasonable grounds to believe Ruth was consenting:

73 Nixon v R [2016] NZCA 589, (2016) 28 CRNZ 698 at [31], citing R v Pakau [2011] NZCA 180 at [30].

74 R v S [2015] NZHC 801.

75 See the critical examination, and re-imagining, of this decision by Paulette Benton-Greig in Elisabeth 
McDonald and others (eds) Feminist Judgments of Aotearoa New Zealand – Te Rino: A Two-Stranded Rope (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2017) at 425–455.

76 Christian v R [2017] NZSC 145, [2018] 1 NZLR 315 at [33].

77 At [105] (footnotes omitted).

78 Simon France (ed) Adams on Criminal Law – Offences and Defences (Thomson Reuters, online edition) at 
[CA128A.05].
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With respect to the Crown proving that the defendant did not reasonably believe 
that she was consenting, I conclude for the following cumulative reasons that the 
Crown have proved this final element.

First there is the consistent and repeated rebuffing of his earlier advances by the 
complainant and others. The accounts given by the Crown witnesses are largely 
consistent as between themselves and portray a picture of a somewhat drunk 
defendant who had in effect tried it on with whoever was around but consistently 
and often forcefully been refused in no uncertain terms and manner. He knew 
that none of the females present at the [street name] house were interested 
in him or interested in having sexual intercourse with him. As already noted, 
my conclusion is that the complainant’s level of intoxication in the lead up to 
her falling asleep on the couch was significant. On her own account she had 
had between one to two bottles of wine plus a number of premixed drinks. She 
described herself as very intoxicated as did her young cousins and indeed as did 
the defendant when interviewed by the police. So when she fell asleep on the two 
couches she was very drunk, she may indeed in that drunkenness have asked the 
defendant to get the blanket for her but when he laid down next to her on the 
couch I conclude that he realised that she was so drunk as to be unconscious, 
but having failed earlier in the night to obtain a sexual partner he simply 
took advantage of her and took advantage of the fact that he found himself 
in a situation where he could do just that.

I conclude then that the Crown have proved that he did not believe on reasonable 
grounds that she was consenting but rather having failed with all his earlier 
advances he simply wanted sex and took advantage of the opportunity that the 
drunken complainant asleep on the couch presented.

Significantly, the judge concluded that the defendant had realised Ruth was “so drunk as to 
be unconscious” and proceeded to have non-consensual sex with her, knowing that to be the 
case. This finding therefore also supports a conclusion that the defendant knew that she was 
not consenting. The judge’s reasons seem to suggest that the complainant was unconscious 
and the defendant knew that to be the case, therefore a finding of a lack of reasonable 
grounds must follow, consistent with existing authority.79 However, it is only an awareness 
by the defendant of this level of incapacity that “by definition” means he did not believe she 
consented and lacked reasonable grounds to believe that she was consenting. In this way, 
the approach of the judge to the forensic significance of complainant intoxication does not 
differ from the narrative observed in jury trials.80

79 Nixon v R [2016] NZCA 589, (2016) 28 CRNZ 698 at [31].

80 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 315; and Elaine 
Craig “Sexual Assault and Intoxication: Defining (In)Capacity to Consent” (2020) 98 Canadian Bar Review 70.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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The complainant in Samuel was also very intoxicated, but not to the point that she was 
incapable of consenting. In that case the judge determined that Isla Hannah did not consent, 
due to his conclusion about her credibility and the reliability of her evidence.81 In deciding to 
prefer the evidence of Isla, the judge considered that the defendant’s version of events was 
inherently implausible, “unrealistic” and contrary to independent evidence:

[The] defendant’s version of events is inherently unlikely. Firstly, because there seems 
no plausible explanation why somebody who had just met him for the first time 
would end up going with him for sex in the first place. She was virtually incoherent 
and appeared from the footage that we saw to be stumbling before being left sitting 
on a bench where the defendant then introduced himself to her. The whole idea of 
going into a dark unlit reserve on a dewy night through bush in her state is unrealistic.

This view of the defendant’s evidence was also emphasised as part of the judge’s reasons for 
concluding that the defendant knew Isla was not consenting:

There is another conflicting factor in the evidence that we heard and this relates to 
the washing in the river aspect. The defendant admits in his evidence that he told 
her to do this, he says to wash her arse. The first point about this is why on earth 
would she? Why would anybody who was there consensually, walk into the cold 
part of the river to wash themselves? It seems completely unrealistic. However, if 
someone was being forced to go along, had been raped, was being dragged along, 
was being told to shush and was having the defendant’s hand put over their mouth 
in a smothering fashion, then you may think that that is a plausible explanation 
why she would obey him to go and wash herself in the river. The only plausible 
explanation is that she was under some form of coercion from him, otherwise it is 
completely unrealistic that she would have done it. It seems very clear, as she says, 
she did it because she was fearful of him.

The second aspect is why would he ask her to do that? If there had been consensual 
sexual intercourse, why on earth would he care what she did and whether she 
went and bathed or washed her arse? Again, the only logical explanation for him 
directing her to do this is because he wanted to remove the evidence that he had 
had sex with her. That is, to wash his semen out of her genitalia in an effort to avoid 
detection. That deduction gains significantly more weight when the defendant 
admits as he did in his evidence that he did check her when she came out of the 
water. He felt her genitalia and then he ordered her back in to wash again. The only 
possible reason he would be doing that was to make sure that all evidence of his 
DNA, his semen, was removed. And certainly, if there had been consensual sexual 
intercourse, he would not have ordered her to go in and do it (wash her genitalia) 
the first time, let alone checked her and ordered her to do it a second time.

81 Discussed at 291.
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When that is added to the fact that on either narrative, it is only a matter of a 
relatively short time afterwards before he lets her go … The conclusion that I reach 
by those particular actions of the defendant are that he knew that she was not 
consenting. Those actions show that he was concerned immediately afterwards that 
she might complain and there might be evidence that he had had sex with her.

The complainant in Lucas was not intoxicated, but she gave evidence of being deeply 
asleep when the defendant starting having sex with her, and she initially thought it was her 
husband. The judge concluded that Aroha Wiremu had not consented, and nothing would 
have indicated to the defendant that she was consenting, based on the surrounding events:

There is no issue that there was little interaction between Mr Lucas and Ms Wiremu 
during the evening. There is also no suggestion that there was any flirting between 
the pair or that Ms Wiremu had shown any sexual interest in Mr Lucas.

The judge also rejected Mr Lucas’s evidence “as even a reasonable possibility that he thought 
the naked woman in bed was awake at the time he penetrated her with his penis”. On that 
basis, not only was there lack of consent but the defendant must have known that Aroha was 
not consenting. The judge stated:

Section 128A(3) of the Crimes Act provides that a person does not consent to 
sexual activity if the activity occurs while she is asleep or unconscious. It follows 
that proof that a defendant knew that the complainant was or might be asleep 
necessarily demonstrates that he was aware that she might not be consenting.

The final sentence could be worded more strongly – not only is it not reasonable for 
someone to conclude that a sleeping person is consenting (even, it is suggested, an intimate 
partner), the irresistible inference is that it must be known by the defendant that the 
(sleeping) person is not consenting.

The judge did conclude, based on a rejection of the defendant’s evidence due to 
inconsistencies (and omissions regarding his statement to the police), that the Crown proved 
beyond reasonable doubt that he did not have any genuine belief that Aroha was consenting. 
The judge went on to say:

[E]ven if I am wrong about his actual belief, the grounds for any such belief were 
not reasonable. He thought (on his evidence) that Mr Wiremu [the complainant’s 
husband] told him to get into bed with Aroha. When he went into the bedroom 
he knew that Aroha was in bed, asleep. He called out “hi Aroha” (on his account) 
and got no response. He got into bed under the covers with a naked Ms Wiremu. 
It makes no sense that he would awake just moments later and forget all that 
when on Mr Lucas’s evidence in cross-examination he has never had black-outs 
and has always been able to remember his nights out.

Therefore, if the defendant had any sort of a belief along those lines, the judge concluded 
that “there were no reasonable grounds at all for him to have that belief”.
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An evaluation of the credibility of the complainant’s evidence, as compared to the 
“implausibility” of the defendant’s explanation of his behaviour, led the judge in Ryder to 
conclude that the complainant was not consenting. Before determining the defendant’s 
belief about whether the complainant was consenting, the judge set out just the alternative 
(objective) fault requirement:

In considering whether Mr Ryder did not believe on reasonable grounds that 
Ms Mila was consenting, that requires an objective determination by me as 
to whether no reasonable person in Mr Ryder’s position could have thought 
Ms Mila consented. The issue of reasonableness is a matter for me to determine 
objectively. It does not matter whether Mr Ryder thought, or might have 
thought that his belief was reasonable.

The judge then concluded, in reliance on his previous view of the complainant’s evidence:82

Having determined Ms Mila’s evidence on the key issues was credible and 
reliable, it is in easy reach to be sure that Ms Mila did not consent to the 
penetration of her genitalia by Mr Ryder’s penis and I am sure that Mr Ryder 
could have had no belief on reasonable grounds that Ms Mila consented to  
the penetration of her genitalia with his penis.

Given my findings, no reasonable person in Mr Ryder’s position could have 
thought Ms Mila was consenting.

The case of George was the only judge-alone trial in which the judge found that he could not 
be sure that the defendant did not have reasonable grounds to believe that the complainant 
was consenting. While the defendant was acquitted of rape because penetration was not 
established beyond reasonable doubt, it was the lack of proof on the fault requirement that 
resulted in the acquittals for the other five charges. For the purposes of this discussion, the 
focus will be on the charge of attempted rape, as the mens rea inquiry is the same as for the 
full offence.83 The judge said that lack of protest was relevant to the defendant’s belief in 
consent and that:

Recklessness in the sense of being aware there was no consent can be enough. 
Recklessness, in the sense of not ascertaining whether there was consent, can 
be enough to prove its absence.

In George the judge accepted that the complainant, Ella Harley, had not consented to any of 
the sexual activities. He reached that conclusion on the basis that her behaviour (freezing, 
not calling out, not telling anyone immediately the next morning, remaining in the company 
of the defendant) were consistent with her evidence that she was scared, overwhelmed 

82 See 287 below.

83 L v R [2006] NZSC 18, [2006] 3 NZLR 291.
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and unable to resist or protest. The defendant also gave evidence that Ella did nothing, 
just lay there, while he kissed, licked and tried to have sex with her – but that he had told 
her she could tell him if she was uncomfortable with what was happening. She did not. The 
judge stated:

As I said before, however, that is not to say that her acquiescence, her lack of protest 
and resistance are irrelevant. They are critically relevant to whether I can reject the 
defendant’s evidence of belief in consent. Those features, I repeat again, are:

1. the unlikelihood that there was a verbalised “No”;

2. having agreed to say if anything inappropriate occurred, saying nothing;

3. declining requests to leave.

The judge concluded that he could not “absolutely reject” the defendant’s evidence “on 
the critical issue of his belief in consent”, despite the defendant’s multiple written (via social 
media) apologies to Ella for his behaviour – and the observations the judge made earlier in 
his decision:

[T]he defendant accepts the other sexual contact alleged. In that way, his 
evidence it has to be said is distasteful and disturbing, amounting as it does to 
sexual contact with a teenage girl, a friend of his daughter, 40 years or more 
younger than him in unseemly circumstances.

The judge concluded:

His evidence sadly does have a somewhat orchestrated and manicured sense to 
it. Much of it was offensive and distasteful but it is what it is. It is sworn evidence 
which I cannot reject that he honestly believed she consented. I conclude that 
there was a reasonable basis for that belief. I cannot reject it just because I find 
it manicured and distasteful. It has support as I have noted from some aspects  
of her evidence.

What appears to be missing in this finding on the critical issue, as in Ryder,84 is a second step 
providing an analysis of whether a reasonable person would have believed the complainant 
was consenting. While the Crown could not prove the defendant did not honestly believe 
the complainant was consenting (despite the “orchestrated and manicured” evidence of 
the defendant), the alternative way to establish section 128(2)(b) of the Crimes Act is to 
prove that there were not reasonable grounds for the defendant to believe that Ella was 
consenting. The judge in these reasons for verdict does not undertake the second part of 
the analysis as to whether this belief was based on reasonable grounds.

In George the judge was sure that Ella had not consented, stating:

84 See above at 271.
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[H]er whole description of being frozen, unable to respond, physically or verbally, 
confused and engaging in avoidance behaviour leads me to conclude there was 
no true consent freely given by her. She was engulfed and overwhelmed by what 
had occurred.

Ella was a young (not quite 17) vulnerable young woman in foster care, and was very close 
friends with the defendant’s daughter. The defendant was a man in his early 60s, somewhat 
of a religious leader and father figure to her. He knew of Ella’s living situation and her social 
isolation. Given that the judge was sure that Ella “was engulfed and overwhelmed”, it is difficult 
to agree that a reasonable person in the defendant’s position would not have appreciated the 
real risk that she was not freely consenting. The absence of a “no” or any disagreement does 
not mean it is reasonable to rely on complete lack of engagement as consent – to use the 
words of the majority of the Supreme Court in Christian v R, there must be “something more”.85

While the fact that she declined his offers to leave is a stronger indication of some form of 
willing participation, in reality she had nowhere to go to. She was in his home and reliant on 
him to transport her to an event the next day in order to see her good friend who she had 
travelled to see. There was nowhere else in the house to go that would not have required her 
to explain why she had changed sleeping arrangements. These circumstances would have 
been known to the defendant. The defendant’s own evidence, which the judge summarises 
(but does not really address) as part of the Crown’s submissions, was of self-doubt and not 
being disciplined enough to resist the “temptation” that night – despite dealing with many 
vulnerable young people in his leadership role. Her evidence on this point was that “he kept 
asking if [I] wanted to go home and [I] wanted to say yes but was unable to do so”.

In Christian (above), a case also involving a young woman complainant and an older religious 
figure that was decided before George, the Supreme Court held:86

In our view s 128A(1) (in both its pre-2005 form and its current form) means 
that consent cannot be inferred only from the fact that the person does not 
protest or offer physical resistance. There must be something more in the 
words used, conduct or circumstances (or a combination of these) for it to 
be legitimate to infer consent. As mentioned earlier, we see this as equally 
applicable to the evaluation of the issue of reasonable belief in consent.

One such factor could be a positive expression of consent. But there 
could be others. For example, if the participants in the sexual activity are 
in a relationship in which expectations have developed over time and the sexual 
activity is in accordance with those expectations, that may be capable of 
evidencing consent if there is nothing to indicate that the mutual expectations 
are no longer accepted.

85 Christian v R [2017] NZSC 145, [2018] 1 NZLR 315 at [45].

86 At [45]–[46].
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While there has been criticism of relationship expectations amounting to the “something 
more” required than lack of resistance from which to reasonably infer consent,87 on the facts 
of George there was no positive expression of consent and no previous sexual relationship. In 
fact, the nature of the relationship that did exist should have indicated to the defendant that 
consent was unlikely. It is difficult to see what was the “something more” that provided the 
defendant with reasonable grounds to believe that Ella was consenting.

Criticism of judicial use of lack of protest in two high-profile cases resulted in the New South 
Wales Law Reform Commission reviewing the law of consent:88

The judgments of XHR and Lazarus demonstrate that judicial officers continue 
to rely on rape myths when determining an objective standard of fault. In both 
matters, the trial judge found that a lack of resistance amounted to reasonable 
grounds for the defendant’s belief in consent. In other words, the judges relied on 
the outdated perception that submission equates to consent when determining  
the objective standard of “reasonableness”.

Elaine Craig makes this point more strongly, arguing:89

[L]egal reasoning that acquits a man of sexual assault because a woman failed to 
sufficiently fight back amounts to an institutionalized, state-supporting shaming 
of the complainant.

The judge in George was, of course, best placed to make a fair and careful assessment of all 
of the evidence in the case. However, a fuller engagement with the reasonableness of the 
defendant’s belief as a separate inquiry should have been included in the decision. By way 
of comparison, in Levi, a case where evidence of the nature of the relationship between the 
complainant and the defendant (one of her professional carers) was given, the judge noted 
that this background was part of the circumstances to be considered:

The defence case here is that in all of the circumstances the Crown cannot 
exclude consent or reasonable belief in consent. In [their] written submissions, 

87 See Andrea Ewing “Case Note: Consent and ‘Relationship Expectations’ – Christian v R [2017] NZSC 145” 
[2017] Te Wharenga – The New Zealand Criminal Law Review 357; Emily Blincoe “Case Note: Yes, No or 
Maybe? The ‘Odd’ Result in Christian v R” [2018] New Zealand Women’s Law Journal | Te Aho Kawe Kaupapa 
Ture a ngā Wāhine 265; and Anna High “Christian v R and s 128A(1) Crimes Act 1961” [2018] New Zealand Law 
Journal 47.

88 Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia “Submission to the NSW Law Reform Commission review 
of consent in relation to sexual offences” (29 June 2018) <www.rape-dvservices.org.au> at [6.7] (footnotes 
omitted). See subsequently New South Wales Law Reform Commission Consent in relation to sexual offences 
(Report 148, September 2020) <www.lawreform.justice.nsw.gov.au> at [3.40] and following. See further Joseph 
Briggs and Russ Scott “‘Rape myths’ and a ‘reasonable belief’ of consent: R v Lazarus [2017] NSWCCA 279” 
(2020) 27 Psychiatry, Psychology and Law 750.

89 Elaine Craig Putting Trials on Trial: Sexual Assault and the Failure of the Legal Profession (McGill-Queen’s 
University Press, Montreal, 2018) at 205.

https://www.rape-dvservices.org.au/uploads/main/PDFs/Legal-submissions/RDVSA-Submission-Review-of-Consent-Law-Website.pdf
https://www.lawreform.justice.nsw.gov.au/Documents/Publications/Reports/Report%20148.pdf
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[defence counsel] correctly states that all of the circumstances need to be 
considered and I agree with that. All of the circumstances in this case deal  
with the relationship between the parties in the year leading into these events, 
how the events occurred, the various positions of those involved in it in terms 
of authority and as well what actually happened at the time.

None of the circumstances surrounding the offending are set out in the reasons for verdict 
in George when reasonableness is considered. It does not, and cannot, follow axiomatically 
from a possibility that the defendant honestly believed Ella was consenting to a conclusion 
that such a belief was based on reasonable grounds. To fail to give appropriate consideration 
of this aspect of the fault requirement risks undermining the purpose of the 1986 law 
reform.90

Credibility assessments

In adult rape cases where consent is at issue, assessments of the complainant’s credibility 
and reliability are a critical factor in determining the outcome. Challenges to complainant 
credibility in reliance on rape myths and misconceptions formed a significant part of the 
cross-examination of complainants in both the jury trial and judge-alone trial studies.91 
Whether judges or juries are best placed to fairly and carefully consider complainant 
credibility – and avoid inappropriate reliance on contestable assumptions about “real rape” 
– is hotly debated and also one of the reasons why some advocates support changing the 
fact-finder in rape cases.

As stated earlier,92 in some civil law jurisdictions where two lay judges sitting with a professional 
judge determine the verdict in rape cases (rather than a jury), concern is expressed  
“that in the particular context of rape prosecutions laypersons could not fairly assess the 
credibility of female victims”:93

For some prosecutors, this critique translated into broader condemnation of all-
layperson juries. In such accounts, interviewees thought professional judges could 
productively intervene in distinguishing acceptable from impermissible grounds for 
assessing witnesses’ credibility. One prosecutor commented, for example, that[:]

90 Gerald Orchard “Sexual Violation: The Rape Law Reform Legislation” (1986) 12 New Zealand Universities Law 
Review 97 at 102.

91 See Chapter Five at 151; and McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process 
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at Chapter Eight.

92 See Chapter One at 9.

93 Anna Offit “Dismissing the Jury: Mixed Courts and Lay Participation in Norway” in Sanja Kutnjak Ivković and 
others (eds) Juries, Lay Judges and Mixed Courts: A Global Perspective (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
2021) 197 at 211.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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“Judges see a lot of these cases, so they know – OK, this is a typical reaction 
[for a rape victim]. Not all rape victims behave the way laypeople believe they 
should. So they have more experience – and for the jury, maybe this is the 
only time they’ve heard someone testify about rape.”

However, in Aotearoa New Zealand in 2006, the (then) President of the Court of Appeal, 
writing extrajudicially, said:94

Straightforward “she says: he says” [sexual abuse] cases are by no means 
uncommon. Yet there may be little in a judge’s professional experience that will 
enable him or her to develop a genuine understanding of the inherent probabilities 
of the competing narratives. Perhaps fortunately for judges, juries usually 
determine such cases.

Such an observation indicates that in order for judges to be best placed to make fair and 
careful assessments of complainant credibility in rape cases, more than just reliance on 
their “professional experiences” is required. The Law Commission has stated, as in other 
common law jurisdictions, that judges hearing rape cases should receive specialised 
training,95 and many jury trial District Court judges in Aotearoa New Zealand have indeed 
attended development programmes in advance of the establishment of the Sexual Violence 
Court Pilot.96

One of the aims of the judge-alone trial research was to examine how judges sitting alone 
reach decisions about complainant credibility – and whether they eschew rape mythology 
when doing so.

In adult rape jury trials, jurors are provided with guidance as to how to assess the evidence 
of witnesses, including complainants.97 This example is from the jury trial study case of Moss:

94 William Young and Sam Katkhuda “Judicial Training” in Anthony Heaton-Armstrong and others (eds) Witness 
Testimony: Psychological, Investigative and Evidential Perspectives (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006) 425 
at 428.

95 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.37].

96 Sue Allison and Tania Boyer Evaluation of the Sexual Violence Court Pilot (report by Gravitas Research and 
Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, June 2019) <www.districtcourts.govt.nz> at 14:

“All judges designated to preside over pilot cases have undergone specialised training on how sexual 
violence cases are dealt with in the justice system, which included content drawing on research into how 
complainants experience the process. For some judges, despite having presided over sexual violence 
cases for many years, this was their first insight into the perspectives of complainants. Judicial evaluation 
participants considered the judicial training to be very intensive and effective. Strengths of the training 
cited by judicial stakeholders included that it was interactive, complainant-focused, had a theoretical base, 
and that material presented was often new to judges – ‘a true learning experience’.”

97 See also the discussion of Taniwha v R [2016] NZSC 123, [2017] 1 NZLR 116 below at 284.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/reports-publications-and-statistics/publications/sexual-violence-court-pilot-evaluation-report/
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What you make of witnesses is for you to decide. You have to decide what witnesses 
you accept, what witnesses you reject, whether you accept part of what a witness 
tells you, or reject part. It is for you to decide whether a witness is credible or 
whether the witness is telling the truth. It is for you to decide whether a witness is 
reliable. A witness may be telling you the truth as he or she sees it but, for some 
reason, you might think that they are not reliable. So, credibility of witnesses, 
reliability of witnesses are right within your province. These are assessments that 
you have to make.

Be careful not to make those assessments just on the demeanour of the witnesses 
because that may be unreliable without more. It is better to base your decision 
on a number of factors such as:

(a) The probabilities and inherent plausibility of the explanation.

(b) Does it have the ring of truth?

(c) Opportunity to see, hear or do things described by the witnesses.

(d) Whether a witness exaggerates or minimises.

(e) Whether a witness has been consistent throughout.

(f) People’s recollection of events usually contain minor inconsistencies 
in matter of detail, especially events that are, in this case, some 18 or 
19 months ago and occurred late at night after drinking. You might be 
suspicious if people have their stories so off-pat that every last detail 
dovetails perfectly. However, sometimes discrepancies are significant 
enough that they cause you to doubt a witness’ evidence.

(g) Where a witness’ evidence is supported by other evidence, especially by 
independent evidence.

(h) And, of course, there is demeanour but with the caution that I have just 
made: demeanour alone will not assist you.

Use your common sense, as both counsel have invited you to do so. We think that 
it is a strength of our jury system that we pluck 12 people at random from our 
community. Each one of you have got your own knowledge of the world, your own 
knowledge of human nature and when you go into the jury room, you have got 
available to you this large fund of good, sound common sense that is probably 
more than any one person could possess. So please use your common sense. 
However, your decisions here are not a gut call.

Four of the judges in the judge-alone trials set out versions of this inquiry when discussing 
their evaluation of witness evidence. For example:
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I can accept all, part or none of what a witness has said. The process of assessing 
the reliability or credibility of a witness must be a rational and logical one, devoid 
of guess work or conjecture. There are a number of ways in which one can assess 
the evidence including:

 � Where were they when they made their observations? How far away were 
they, and what was the line of sight like?

 � Did any witness embellish, minimise or exaggerate in their evidence?

 � How did they perform under cross-examination? For example, were they 
prepared to make realistic and appropriate concessions?

 � Has their account changed over time? If so, is there a reasonable 
explanation for that?

 � Is the evidence of the witness consistent or different with other witnesses? 
If it is different, is there a reasonable explanation for that?

 � Is there anything else in the evidence that independently supports their 
account – for example in the photos of the scenes and exhibits that 
were found?

 � Issues of alcohol that can affect a witness’ reliability. (Lucas)

…

Clearly, I do not have to accept everything that a witness says or reject everything 
that a witness says. I am entitled to accept and reject parts of what a witness 
said in their evidence. In considering the evidence of each of the witnesses, I have 
considered the reasonableness, coherence and probability of the evidence of 
each witness. I have considered their evidence in terms of whether their evidence 
is consistent with or is supported by other evidence. I have particularly and 
cautiously examined evidence that I considered was contradictory, inconsistent 
and unsupported.

There are other matters that I have also taken into account in considering the 
evidence of each of the key witnesses. These include:

(a) The appearance, demeanour, and manner of the witnesses that was 
observed at the time the incident took place …

(b) Were the witnesses under the influence of alcohol or drugs at the time they 
made their observations …

(c) I have taken into account the reliability of the witnesses and their powers 
of observation.

(d) The opportunity the witnesses had to perceive material facts and the 
ability of the witnesses to articulate what (inaudible).
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(e) The memory and judgement of the witnesses.

(f) The interest that any particular witness may have had in the outcome 
of this case.

(g) Any bias or prejudice exhibited by any of the witnesses.

I have looked for independent sources to either support or refute that evidence, 
particularly that of the two key witnesses, the complainant and the defendant. 
I have considered whether independent evidence supported or detracted from 
any witnesses’ evidence.

I note that where there is a lack of independent evidence that is not fatal. Many 
cases involve issues of credibility without independent evidence. Factors related 
to this are:

(a) The reasonableness, coherence and probability of events occurring 
in the manner described by witnesses.

(b) How the witnesses performed under cross-examination.

(c) The appearance, demeanour, sincerity and manner of the witnesses 
as they gave their evidence.

However, I should say that Judges usually place little weight on demeanour alone as 
demeanour can be a deceptive and an arbitrary characteristic. I am very conscious 
of the guiding remarks contained within the Taniwha decision regarding demeanour 
and I have given application to that guidance in this decision. (Samuel)

The reference to the importance of looking for independent sources or evidence (in 
bold above) needs to be balanced, as it was in Samuel, by the acceptance of the fact that 
“[m]any cases involve issues of credibility without independent evidence”.98 In fact, except 
in relation to treason, perjury and related offences, no independent evidence is required 
for a conviction. That point was only noted expressly by the judge in George:

Although there is no requirement at law for corroborative or supporting evidence 
for her account, prudence would suggest that in assessing whether I am satisfied 
of the essential truthfulness of her account of events beyond reasonable doubt, 
as I must, to return verdicts of guilty, that I should consider supporting and 
refuting evidence.

98 Candida Leigh Saunders argues that referring to cases as a matter of “one person’s word against another’s” (a 
version of “he said/she said” cases) is “vague, ambiguous and uninformative”, in part because very few cases 
actually contain no other evidence – it is the use of what evidence does exist that requires scrutiny: Candida 
Leigh Saunders “Rape as ‘one person’s word against another’s’: Challenging the conventional wisdom” (2018) 
22 International Journal of Evidence & Proof 161 at 161.
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At the conclusion of the jury trial study it was recommended that juries be told as a matter 
of course, and not only to counter a defence submission, that independent evidence is not 
required for the offence of rape and they may convict solely based on the evidence of the 
complainant.99 The extent to which judges sitting alone emphasise the existence, or lack of, 
independent evidence is discussed below.100

In the jury trial study it was noted how often complainants were challenged on the basis of 
inconsistencies in their evidence, and often juries were not given assistance (as compared to 
Moss above) with how to evaluate the significance of inconsistencies.101 While the proposed 
section 126A of the Evidence Act 2006 does not include a reference to directions about 
inconsistencies,102 the Law Commission did identify a misconception concerning omission 
and inconsistencies.103 Other jurisdictions have codified jury directions to the effect that the 
mere fact a complainant or witness is inconsistent on a topic does not necessarily mean the 
person is untruthful or inaccurate – and that inconsistencies can happen even when someone 
is telling the truth.104

In the judge-alone trial research, inconsistencies between and within the complainant 
accounts were dealt with in three of the decisions. In two cases the judge concluded that 
any inconsistency was not material and did not impact on the judge’s overall acceptance of 
her evidence:

At some point [the complainant] said that [the defendant] told her “I had to do 
it” and “they held her down on a glass table”. It is not clear when that was said, 
and that detail is at variance with her evidence on this topic. Is it possible that she 
recalled the cold of the metal box and equated that with a glass table? I cannot 
speculate, but what is apparent in that description is being compelled and a recall 
of a hard, flat surface. While it does indicate a degree of memory, I am not 
satisfied it is significantly different in detail from: the three second snippet [of 
memory]; her presentation to [a witness] straight after the event; her comment 
when in the car with her friends; and her immediate response early the following 
morning. I am satisfied this evidence does not cast doubt on her account, given 
the other evidence as detailed. (Rasika)

…

99 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 428.

100 At 293.

101 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 329 and 
following.

102 See clause 16 of the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ).

103 See Chapter Five at 153.

104 See for example section 54D of the Jury Directions Act 2015 (Victoria) and section 293A of the Criminal 
Procedure Act 1986 (NSW).

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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I am acutely aware that there are some inconsistencies throughout the evidence 
of the complainant, there are inconsistencies throughout some of the other 
evidence, but these are not material inconsistencies that would take me away 
from any of the findings I have outlined. (Samuel)

In Henry the judge rejected counsel’s argument that there was an inconsistency in her 
evidence about whether she was shouting or crying at a particular time:

While I accept Ms Peyton responded to the defendant shouting at her by shouting 
back that was in response to his reaction to her telling him that she did not want 
to have sex with him. Ms Peyton was very emotional relating her evidence. There 
is no inconsistency in the fact she might well have been shouting and crying at 
the same time.

As discussed above, the judge also interpreted the alleged difference between the 
complainant’s evidence at trial and her statement to the police, about contraception, as 
not materially inconsistent.105 Further, the alleged inconsistency about the complainant’s 
reference to “force” was dealt with by the judge in this way:

While [defence counsel] sought to make something of the fact that [the complaint 
witness’s] description of what Ms Peyton had told her, namely that the defendant 
had forced himself on her, was contrary to Ms Peyton’s evidence that he had not 
used force, I place little weight on that. To the extent the defendant had sex with 
Ms Peyton without her consent, in colloquial terms, he forced himself on her. That 
was the context of Ms Peyton’s discussion with [the complaint witness].

While the complainant in Ryder was cross-examined on inconsistencies (for example, 
between her evidence and her statement to medical staff),106 the judge dealt with the issue 
as being part of the challenge to her memory more generally. The judge concluded: “The 
matters she cannot recall are relatively peripheral to the key issues.”

In Levi the judge noted that there was comparatively a very limited amount of cross-
examination focussed on any inconsistencies within and between the complainant’s accounts:

This case had an interesting feature to it. There may have been one or two 
instances, but they do not come to mind readily, but unlike most other cases of 
this type, there were either no or limited situations where the complainant was 
confronted with something that was different than she had said before or where 
the emphasis had changed from what she said before. This was not a situation 
where she was caught out on giving evidence orally that contradicted anything  

105 At 255.

106 See Chapter Five at 170.
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that was said in her [EVI] statements or with anything else that she had said to 
anybody leading into this prosecution.

Overall, challenges to complainant credibility on the basis of inconsistencies did not form as 
large a part of cross-examination and closing arguments as in the jury trial study, but there 
were also a number of cases in which no inconsistencies were apparent. In all the cases where 
challenges were made, the judge determined that either there was no inconsistency, or it 
was not one that was material. However, given time delays and the impact of intoxication, 
challenges to complainant memory – in particular, the existence of “gaps” – in order to 
suggest lack of credibility and accuracy were made in six of the cases.

The judges in these cases dealt with the forensic use of memory gaps and the impact of 
intoxication in a manner suggesting good understanding of the current research on memory 
and the expectation that most memories will not be whole, coherent and easily retrievable 
in the same form or detail over time. For example:

I am also mindful that when individuals recall the past in ways that do not 
correspond with objective reality, they are not necessarily lying. They are 
merely filtering distant experience through time, making sense of what has 
happened to them often framing the past as they would like to have it or prefer 
to recall it. Memory is malleable, in ways that are frequently unconscious. 
This is not necessarily deceit, or even self-deception, but a form of protective 
remembering. (Lucas)

…

I am also aware that a witness, although honest and sincere, may be genuinely 
mistaken about events. A witness needs to be not only honest and sincere, but also 
reliable and credible. I have reminded myself that inaccuracy about secondary, 
marginal or unimportant facts often arises because the attention of the witness 
was focused on central facts. (Samuel)

With regard to the impact of intoxication when the complainant had been drinking prior to 
the alleged offending, judges specifically commented that they had taken that into account 
when assessing reliability but it did not detract from their overall acceptance of the essential 
elements of the complainant’s evidence. For example:

On the issue of the reliability of her evidence I accept there is a need for careful 
consideration of aspects of her evidence. Undoubtedly Ms Peyton was badly 
affected by alcohol on the evening and on some details of her evidence she may 
have been unsure or even mistaken. However, on the important points, such as 
consent, and what the argument involved and matters of that kind, I accept that 
she was a reliable witness. (Henry)

…
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I am quite satisfied that her version of events as to how that sexual activity took 
place is the correct version. I make that knowing that she cannot recall it all, 
knowing that she was in shock as she admitted, and knowing that she admits that 
she was intoxicated but sobering up quite quickly during the course of the events. 
(Samuel)

…

I accept the complainant’s account despite the inevitable inconsistencies of 
recall caused both by the passage of time and by her level of intoxication but 
nevertheless I accept her account. (Timoko)

In Timoko and Rasika an issue in dispute was how drunk the complainant was – in terms of her 
ability to remember the details (or giving consent) and her capacity to be capable of giving 
consent. In both cases the judge accepted that the complainant was significantly impacted 
by alcohol, based on the complainant’s evidence as well as other witnesses who saw her at 
the relevant times:

I do not overlook both the cross-examination of the complainant, in particular in 
relation to her level of intoxication, given as already noted that the defence say 
that she has exaggerated that level of intoxication. Nevertheless, she was clearly 
very drunk that night as was attested to by a number of the witnesses at trial. 
The fact of her being able partially to function so as to drive her vehicle and the 
like is not inconsistent with her then falling asleep and being unable properly to 
give consent when the defendant had sexual intercourse with her. (Timoko)

In Rasika the judge set out the defence argument about the meaning to be made of the 
complainant’s lack of memory of the details of the alleged rape:

Defence submits that regardless of her level of intoxication and the bizarre 
nature of the matter, the complainant did in fact consent to the sexual activity 
and later regretted it and this led to her actions the next day. Alternatively, 
defence submits that the prosecution has not been able to rebut or refute the 
assertion made by the defendant that he believed on reasonable grounds that the 
complainant consented. In support of this submission counsel cites the concern 
the Court must have regarding the lack of memory after drinking in the garage 
and thereafter only the briefest of memories, if it is a memory, of the sexual 
activity. The substance of the defence is that the memory is not based on reality, 
but is deliberately contrived by the complainant.

The judge concluded, again based on the amount of alcohol the complainant said she had 
consumed (which was verified by others) as well as the evidence of others who observed her 
before and after the alleged rape, that she was heavily intoxicated and had “blacked out” for 
most of the period of time at issue:
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I watched [the complainant] carefully giving her evidence and I am satisfied that 
her lack of memory of the salient events is neither exaggerated nor contrived. I  
am satisfied that she had consumed a large quantity of alcohol very quickly. From 
those proven facts, I infer that the effects of that on a young woman of her age 
and diminutive stature would be significant. I am satisfied that she was heavily 
affected by alcohol at the time that she left the garage. I am also satisfied that 
this advanced state of drunkenness was readily apparent.

As noted elsewhere regarding the jury trial research, convictions for the rape of a heavily 
intoxicated complainant tend to occur only when there are independent witnesses to the 
level of the complainant’s intoxication as well as other evidence (usually witnesses) supporting 
the complainant’s claim that she would not have consented, and did not consent, to having 
sex with the defendant.107 In both cases in the judge-alone trial study (Timoko and Rasika) 
where the complainant was very intoxicated and could not remember the rape occurring, or 
all of the details, there were witnesses to support both aspects of her version of events. In 
jury trials where there are no witnesses, a defendant’s claim (as was also made in these two 
cases) that the complainant was consenting because of what she said or how she behaved, 
seems to be sufficient to amount to a reasonable doubt regarding the defendant’s belief.108

How the complainant gave her evidence was commented on in four of the judge-alone 
reasons for verdict. These observations included references to her demeanour, and also to 
the fact that she made concessions when appropriate.

In Taniwha v R the Supreme Court said that in a jury trial where credibility is likely to be a major 
issue, the trial judge could usefully include in their opening remarks to the jury a brief 
statement about the approach the jury should take to assessing competing accounts from 
witnesses.109 The Court referred to the following factors that could be referenced:110

(a) Whether the witness’s evidence is consistent with the evidence of other 
witnesses which the jury has accepted.

(b) Whether the witness’s evidence is consistent with objective evidence such  
as documents or text messages, and if it is not, what explanation is offered 
for any inconsistencies.

(c) Whether the witness’s account is inherently plausible – does it make sense?  
Is it likely that people would have acted in the way suggested?

107 Elisabeth McDonald “Communicating Absence of Consent is not Enough: The Results of an Examination of 
Contemporary Rape Trials” (2021) 47 Australian Feminist Law Journal.

108 Elisabeth McDonald “Communicating Absence of Consent is not Enough: The Results of an Examination of 
Contemporary Rape Trials” (2021) 47 Australian Feminist Law Journal.

109 Taniwha v R [2016] NZSC 123, [2017] 1 NZLR 116 at [44].

110 At [45].
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(d) Whether the witness has been consistent in their account over time and,  
if not, why not?

The Court then emphasised that the jury must consider a witness’s evidence in the context 
of all the evidence in the case, and that a direction along the following lines could be given:111

I must warn you, though, that simply observing witnesses and watching their 
demeanour as they give evidence is not a good way to assess the truth or falsity 
of their evidence. For example, a witness may not appear confident or may 
hesitate, fidget or look away when giving evidence. That doesn’t necessarily mean 
that their evidence is untruthful. The witness may be understandably nervous 
giving evidence in an unfamiliar environment in front of unknown people. Or 
there may be cultural reasons for the way a witness presents. On the other 
hand, a witness may appear confident, open and persuasive but nevertheless  
be untruthful. And remember that even an honest witness can be mistaken.

Things like gestures or tone of voice may sometimes help you to understand what 
the witness actually means. But you should be cautious about thinking that they 
will help you much in determining whether or not the witness is telling the truth.

While the Supreme Court sounded caution on an over-reliance on demeanour, consistent 
with social science research,112 this does not mean demeanour is irrelevant.113 The Supreme 
Court in Sena v Police stated (in relation to appeals from decisions in judge-alone trials):114

111 Taniwha v R [2016] NZSC 123, [2017] 1 NZLR 116 at [46].

112 “A judge will often be influenced by his or her view of the characters and personalities of the key protagonists 
in the case. That said, demeanour-based credibility assessments are unlikely to loom large in the reasoning 
process. Judges are, or should be, conscious of the scientific evidence that casts doubt on the ability of 
anyone to determine the truth of conflicting accounts based on the demeanour of witnesses”: William Young 
and Sam Katkhuda “Judicial Training” in Anthony Heaton-Armstrong and others (eds) Witness Testimony: 
Psychological, Investigative and Evidential Perspectives (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006) 425 at 427 
(footnote omitted). See also Mark W Bennett “Unspringing the Witness Memory and Demeanor Trap: What 
Every Judge and Juror Needs to Know About Cognitive Psychology and Witness Credibility” (2015) 64 
American Universities Law Review 1331; and Jeremy A Blumenthal “A Wipe of the Hands, A Lick of the Lips: The 
Validity of Demeanor Evidence in Assessing Witness Credibility” (1993) 72 Nebraska Law Review 1157.

113 Stevens v R [2020] NZHC 3290 at [34] (application for leave to appeal declined: Stevens v Police [2021] NZCA 
340). It is suggested in Vincent Denault, Norah E Dunbar and Pierrich Plusquellec “The detection of deception 
during trials: Ignoring the nonverbal communication of witnesses is not the solution—A response to Vrij and 
Turgeon (2018)” (2020) 24 International Journal of Evidence & Proof 3 at 7 that juries should be informed that 
they can consider some non-verbal evidence, with reference to a draft direction:

“Therefore, rather than using demeanor to determine who is lying and who is telling the truth, consider 
using demeanor to enrich your overall understanding of witnesses and their verbal testimony. Keep in mind 
that body movements are not reliable indicators of deception (or truthfulness) and do not have absolute 
meanings, but that information, feelings, intentions, scripts, or other reactions transmitted by facial 
expressions and gestures can help you understand witnesses and their verbal testimony better.”

114 Sena v Police [2019] NZSC 55, [2019] 1 NZLR 575 at [39]–[40] (footnotes omitted).
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In assessing the plausibility of what is said by the witnesses, the judge has the 
advantage of being also able to form a view as to what sort of people they are. 
This is an appreciable consideration despite the now well-recognised difficulties 
with demeanour-based credibility assessments.

… [W]hat a witness means may be conveyed, at least in part, by gesture or 
intonation, something which will not be apparent on the written record.

In Stevens v R, an appeal challenging the judge’s reasoning in an intimate partner sexual 
violence case, Cooke J said:115

It would certainly have been dangerous to base findings on demeanour alone. 
But demeanour can still be taken into account as one of a series of reasons 
why a Court accepts a witness’s evidence. Normally it may be better to ignore it 
as a factor. By itself it may not amount to much, but it may still be legitimately 
considered as inter-related with other factors.

The particular risks of using demeanour to assess complainant credibility in a rape case 
relates to the possible expectation that all complainants will be distressed when reporting 
the rape and then when giving evidence. As stated in the jury trial study, care should be taken 
managing juror expectations about how distressed a complainant should appear when giving 
evidence of the alleged rape, given that a flat affect is not necessarily inconsistent with the 
demeanour of someone who has experienced trauma.116

While the Law Commission did not specifically recommend the development and use 
of a direction on the forensic significance of distress, they referred to the assumption 
that a “real victim” would react “with visible distress and hysteria”.117 The Crown Court 
Compendium (England and Wales)118 and section 52(4)(a) of the Jury Directions Act 2015 
(Victoria) address this issue, and further juror education on this point has been recommended 
by Cheryl Thomas.119 Local jury research by Claire Baylis indicates that:120

115 Stevens v R [2020] NZHC 3290 at [35].

116 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 397.

117 New Zealand Law Commission The Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 | Te Arotake Tuarua i te Evidence Act 
2006 (NZLC R142, 2019) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [12.58].

118 Judicial College The Crown Court Compendium Part I: Jury and Trial Management and Summing Up (December 
2020) <www.judiciary.uk> at pages 20.7 and 20.8 (Examples 6 and 7).

119 Cheryl Thomas “The 21st C entury Jury: Contempt, Bias and the Impact of Jury Service” [2020] Criminal Law 
Review 987 at 1005.

120 Claire Baylis “Sexual Violence Legislation Bill – Submission to the Select Committee for Justice” (31 January 
2020) <www.parliament.nz> at 4.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/EA2%20-%20FINAL%20REPORT%20R142%20-%20Web%20Publishing.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Crown-Court-Compendium-Part-I-December-2020-amended-01.02.21.pdf
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCJU_EVI_93010_JU68901/38366e5ce79bdbd2725186674f41b9084b069a8d
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Some jurors had fixed expectations of how “normal” rape victims would respond, 
including that they would not be angry, and that they would not display different 
levels of emotion when testifying in court [compared] to when interviewed by 
the police.

In the judge-alone trial cases, no submissions based on the demeanour of the complainant 
were made (either absence or presence of distress). In a number of cases the judge 
expressly noted that caution with assessments about witness demeanour is required.121 
While there were some comments in the reasons for verdict about the visual assessment 
of the complainant, limited use was made of either the absence or presence of distress. 
Some examples of comments made, all falling within the acceptable parameters suggested 
in Stevens (above), included:

I watched her carefully giving her evidence. (Rasika)

…

Having watched her and listened to her answers over some two plus days and 
acknowledging the earlier conclusions and reasons for my conclusions, her evidence 
was credible and reliable on the key issues. (Ryder)

…

While [defence counsel] made the point in cross-examination and in closing that 
there were possible options for Ms Peyton, such as going to the motel office 
or possibly another unit or taking an Uber home, having observed her giving 
evidence I consider that Ms Peyton was not a confident person. She was generally 
concerned not to upset other people, including the defendant and sought to avoid 
confrontations. For example, she did not want Mr Henry to confront the couple at 
[a bar] who complained about her vaping. And she apologised to Mr Henry when 
he complained that she was messaging other people in the car. While I accept Ms 
Peyton responded to the defendant shouting at her by shouting back that was in 
response to his reaction to her telling him that she did not want to have sex with 
him. Ms Peyton was very emotional relating her evidence. There is no inconsistency 
in the fact she might well have been shouting and crying at the same time. (Henry)

In this last extract from the reasons for verdict, the judge’s conclusion that she was 
not a confident person was based on agreed facts, and her emotional state while giving 
evidence was very clear from the audio accessed. In this way the judge’s observations about 
her demeanour and personality generally were matters of fact from which inferences, it is 
suggested, could legitimately be drawn. In the following statement, however, the judge is 
making an evaluation of the authenticity of the complainant’s heightened emotionality:

121 See above at 284. See also Lucas at 245.
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In assessing Ms Peyton’s credibility, I have had the advantage of seeing her 
give her evidence. I accept that in her evidence, Ms Peyton was trying to relate 
the events of the night as best she could recall. Her emotional response when 
relating certain aspects of the evidence was real and not contrived. (Henry)

In three cases the complainant’s distress after the alleged offending did form part of 
the judge’s evaluation of her evidence. In Samuel the police officer gave evidence of the 
complainant being very distressed when she was found, which the judge stated was relevant 
to assessing her evidence, as part of considering “the appearance, demeanour, and manner 
of the witnesses that was observed at the time the incident took place”. However, the judge 
in this case also noted: “I am very conscious of the guiding remarks contained within the 
Taniwha decision regarding demeanour and I have given application to that guidance in this 
decision.” In this case, little appears to have turned on how distressed the complainant was 
(a contestable assumption about complainant behaviour) after the alleged offending, given 
the amount and significance of the independent and forensic evidence.122

In Rasika, only one of the judge’s 12 factual findings providing reasons for his verdict referred 
to the complainant’s demeanour, namely her “state” when found after the alleged rape by 
her family and friends – “incoherent, upset, crying and not able to walk unaided”.

In Ryder, however, the only reasons given by the judge in concluding that Ruby Mila 
was a reliable and credible witness was her behaviour on the night and the next day – all of 
which amount to behavioural expectations of a “real victim” (physical resistance; distress 
at the time and also when making a prompt complaint; consistency of account over time):

Ms Mila’s evidence was resolute and she never resiled from maintaining that 
she had resisted from the point immediately after being picked up, right to 
the point of penetration when she had maintained she had pushed Mr Ryder’s 
shoulders. Ms Mila’s subsequent actions were also consistent with non-consensual 
penetration of her genitalia by Mr Ryder’s penis.

Her crying and hugging her [friend] straight after the event when she had left 
Mr Ryder’s bedroom, her inability to sleep and the interchange with Mr Ryder 
at 4 o’clock the next morning in the living room. Her verbal disclosure and 
demeanour at the time of relating the event to [her flatmate] and [her friend] 
and the events briefly recorded by Dr [name].

Looking at Ms Mila’s evidence, there is a consistency of story and whilst  
re-telling to others, does not mean that something is more likely to be true,  
I have concluded in this case a consistency does support my assessment of  
her credibility and reliability.

122 See below at 293.
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While evidence of recent complaint (previous consistent statements) was admitted in most 
cases in the judge-alone trial research, and the content and consistency of those statements 
was referred to in most of those decisions, Ryder was also the only case in which the judge 
gave himself a form of the “repetition” warning:123

I remind myself that previous consistent statements in this case are relevant, 
because Mr Ryder alleges that Ms Mila has made up the story that she was 
raped and that the sexual intercourse was consensual, or that he believed on 
reasonable grounds, Ms Mila consented to the sexual intercourse.

I also remind myself that repetition does not mean something is more likely 
to be true, just because of repetition. The statements can be taken into 
account just like any other evidence.

In this case the judge seemingly used the previous consistent statements for the limited 
purpose of evaluating the complainant’s credibility, rather than for the proof of their truth, 
even though saying that such statements are “just like any other evidence”.124

What did not occur in the judgment in Ryder, which was apparent in the other decisions, was 
specific responses to the defence challenges to the complainant’s credibility – for example, 
the suggestion that she should not have gone back to the flat once she became aware that 
the defendant was buying more alcohol, and that as a 27-year-old woman she was able to 
leave at any time but did not. The complainant’s age was referred to on three separate 
occasions in the defendant’s closing submissions. While it is not a requirement of a judge-
alone verdict that every defence argument is addressed, when the crucial finding relates to 
the credibility of the complainant it is suggested that frequently made propositions aimed at 
undermining the complainant should be responded to. For example, in Henry the judge did 
reject the defence argument that the night had been (falsely) reimagined by the complainant 
in retrospect:

I find that Ms Peyton was a credible witness, and that she tried to give her 
evidence honestly as she remembered events. I reject the criticism of her 
credibility in the defence submission that she was in some way embarrassed 
by having sex with Mr Henry and so effectively falsely recast the night in her 
mind and in her statement to the Police and her evidence.

123 See further McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 415.

124 It is possible that the judge was reminding himself of the purpose for admitting the statements – although the 
appellate authority on the point (regarding previous consistent statements) is that once they are admitted 
they can be used for all purposes: see Elisabeth McDonald and Scott Optican (eds) Mahoney on Evidence: Act 
and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, Wellington, 2018) at [EV35.02].

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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In Levi the judge also specifically responded to what he viewed as an unacceptable 
proposition:

During the course of her cross-examination, [defence counsel] put to her that 
really she was unlikely to be scared or frightened in the circumstances that she 
was confronted with here. I simply do not accept the tenor of that question 
and I do accept her answer to it.

Responding to a regular challenge to complainant credibility, it is suggested, is also 
important for the complainant to see expressly included in a judgment. Such a response 
would acknowledge that what she may well have experienced as unfair and difficult cross-
examination was also viewed as such by the judge.125

One aspect of the assessment of the complainant’s evidence that was not a regular feature 
of the jury trial directions was whether the complainant was prepared to “make realistic and 
appropriate concessions”.126 In the jury trial study, Crown counsel in Jackson addressed this 
point in closing:

I suggest to you another significant indication of honesty is the concessions that 
she makes in her evidence. If you think about whether or not a person is telling you 
the truth, or whether they’re trying to put themselves in a better light than what 
in fact they are, you would know that they don’t normally make concessions that 
work against them.

A similar point was made by the Crown in Yamada:

Think about how she answered the attack on her about her driving convictions 
and false details. Straight up, accepted it absolutely. In fact, she said she’d made 
mistakes and she’d been stupid, bad mistakes, shouldn’t have done it. She was 
cross-examined vigorously by my learned friend and for a long time. She didn’t 
try to water it down. She wasn’t evasive and tried to avoid the questions as 
opposed to the accused who you might think when he was being cross-examined 
on several issues did try and avoid giving an answer because it just didn’t suit his 
version. Of course, members of the jury, that’s a matter for you and only for you 
but it’s something you can take into account when considering her credibility, her 
honesty and her account of the evening and his credibility, his honesty and his 
account of the evening.

125 This does of course raise a question as to why such lines of argument were not challenged at the trial.

126 See above at 278 from the reasons for verdict in Lucas.
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However, in neither of those cases did the judge refer to this submission, about the forensic 
value of complainant concessions when assessing her credibility, in summing up the 
respective (prosecution and defence) cases to the jury. Nor was there any reference to the 
making of appropriate concessions as an aspect of assessing witness credibility and reliability 
more generally. In one 2014 jury trial in the study (Masters) the judge did provide guidance 
as to what use to make of concessions:

Test the witness’ evidence against the yardstick of human nature or common 
sense. Does a witness have a good reason for saying what they said? Does it 
make sense? It is consistent with the rest of the evidence that you accept? Do 
other witnesses or other independent facts support or confirm what the witness 
has said? Did the witness make a concession when a concession was clearly 
called for? One indication of honesty and integrity can be a willingness to 
admit a mistake or make a concession that needs to be made. So these are all 
factors that you need to consider.

The making of appropriate concessions did form part of the assessment of the complainant’s 
evidence in three of the judge-alone trials. In Samuel the judge took into account the fact 
that the complainant appropriately made concessions “as to the level of her intoxication”, 
which “affected her reliability in what she could recall in terms of the events that 
happened”.127 Reference to complainant concessions as a factor in determining complainant 
credibility and reliability also occurred in Henry and Levi:

I also take into account that, where appropriate, Ms Peyton made a number of 
concessions. For instance, she accepted that when she told him no on the first 
occasion he stopped and got up from the bed and that when Mr Henry later had 
sex with her, he did not threaten her in any way. She did not try and improve her 
evidence. (Henry)

…

Obviously the complainant has her challenges but her evidence is available for 
consideration and a determination has to be made whether her evidence can 
be accepted. I have to say that I found her to be a very reliable witness. Where 
she had to give ground, she did give ground, but where she considered that the 
proposition being put to her simply did not reflect what happened … she said so 
and denied the proposition put to her. (Levi)

127 The judge also commented that “she appropriately concede[d] that she was intoxicated, she was panicked, and 
she was in shock”.
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Therefore, at least half of the judges in the judge-alone trials viewed the making of 
“appropriate concessions” by the complainant as a notable factor in the assessment of her 
credibility and reliability.128 This appears to be a different approach from that usually taken in 
jury trials as to how jurors are directed to assess witness evidence in adult rape cases. A legal 
database search resulted in the identification of just three appellate sexual violence cases 
over the last eight years which referred to directions in which the judge had suggested the 
jury consider whether a witness had made “appropriate concessions”.129 However, only one 
form of this direction, it is suggested, actually assisted the jury regarding what meaning they 
may give to concessions:130

Does a witness have good reason for saying what they said they did? Do they 
make concessions when a concession was clearly called for because one of the 
indications of honesty and integrity is often a willingness to admit a mistake 
or to admit that a concession need be made?

Given that judges sitting alone, including appellate judges,131 do place weight on the witnesses 
making appropriate concessions, it is suggested that this inquiry is included in the information 
provided to juries regarding how to make decisions about credibility and reliability.

128 Including Lucas, where the judge listed it as an inquiry to be made when assessing the evidence of a witness. 
See also the approach of judges in a number of other judge-alone trials, for example in Kilroy v R [2016] NZHC 
2115 at [16]–[17]:

“Then, in some detail, the Judge directed himself on the limitations of demeanour in assessing credit and 
reliability emphasising that each witness’ evidence should be tested against ‘the yardstick of human nature 
or common sense’. He referred to consistency, independent support, and the making of concessions when 
they were clearly called for. …
He then turned to his findings of fact, introducing this part of his decision in the following way:

‘… Firstly, I find that the two complainants were compelling and believable witnesses. Their evidence was 
consistent, both externally and internally. They made appropriate concessions. They were unmoved by 
cross-examination and there was no embellishment apparent.’”

 Another example is in Taueki v Police [2020] NZHC 2526 at [19]:
“I found Mr Brown to be a credible and reliable witness. His connection with Lake Horowhenua and its 
management is largely professional, and he came across to me as being clinical and detached. He has no 
particular emotional connection with the issues surrounding the lake and made concessions where they 
were appropriate.”

129 Taniwha v R [2016] NZSC 123, [2017] 1 NZLR 116 at [23]; E (CA799/2012) v R [2013] NZCA 678 at [79]; and  
F (CA411/2014) v R [2015] NZCA 229 at [23].

130 E (CA799/2012) v R [2013] NZCA 678 at [113].

131 In Montaperto v R [2021] NZCA 170 at [34], the Court of Appeal referred to the meaning of concessions when 
hearing evidence from a juror:

“We formed the impression that Juror A was essentially an honest and reliable witness. It was plain that 
disclosure to [counsel] in 2008 was made out of a sense of perceived duty and was painful to him 
(thus explaining the periods in which he had been uncooperative until summonsed). His honesty was 
unimpugned in cross-examination. He had no interest or advantage in coming forward; plainly he felt the 
contrary to be the case. He was prepared to make concessions where appropriate. He acknowledged gaps in 
his memory.”
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Finally, assessment of the complainant’s evidence (reliability and credibility) in the 
judge-alone trials was based on the inherent plausibility of her account, as well as other 
independent evidence. In Samuel the judge preferred the complainant’s evidence, in part 
because of the supporting evidence, but also because of the inconsistencies and air of 
unreality in the defendant’s account:132

When I deal with the issue of consent, the complainant says very clearly that she 
did not consent. She alleges being physically dragged by her right arm through 
bushes to a point where she was raped. There is bruising consistent with finger 
marks on her right upper arm. On the defendant’s account of events, there is 
no grabbing of her right upper arm at any stage. They appear to be walking 
peacefully through the reserve, holding hands or him carrying her. The bruising 
on her upper arm supports the complainant’s version of events.

The second aspect is that there are multiple scratches and abrasions on various 
parts of her body, as identified by both the photographs and the doctor’s 
evidence, consistent with movement through bushes or scrub. It is inconsistent 
with walking hand in hand as the defendant has said and it is implausible that 
his explanation for her scratches that she may have got it during the course 
of consensual sex would be likely to be true. That is particularly when his 
explanation of her wrapping her legs around him is taken into account.

I consider that her evidence of not consenting to this behaviour is far more 
plausible and realistic than the defendant’s. Her version of events in my opinion 
seems entirely consistent with the evidence of a very drunk person being 
escorted and walking and going along with somebody, thinking that they were 
going to get assistance, and then suddenly being dragged away into a remote 
location such as the reserve.

Independent evidence, including closed-circuit television (CCTV) footage and witnesses, is, 
however, not often available in adult rape cases. The fact that such evidence was admitted 
in four of the judge-alone trials (including both the cases in which the complainants were 
heavily intoxicated) may well explain the higher conviction rates in the judge-alone trials, 
despite the very similar fact patterns.

Treatment of inadmissible evidence

There are differing views about the ability of judges to disregard evidence or information 
they aware of that is irrelevant, inadmissible or unfairly prejudicial. Social science research  

132 See also Chapter Five at 168.
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indicates that the stated ability of judges to ignore evidence or only use it for limited and 
legitimate purposes is “a convenient fiction”.133

However, as discussed in Chapter One,134 judges do consider themselves able to “apply a 
disciplined approach to putting to one side potentially prejudicial material”.135

Such claims are contestable. In the context of research with actual judges regarding a civil 
(not criminal) proceeding, the authors concluded:136

[T]he self-image of professional judges who tend to believe that they are capable 
of being objective and unaffected by relevant circumstances does not seem to 
hold up. Our experiment [regarding defamation damages] shows that judges were 
influenced by negative circumstance in the plaintiff’s personal history.

There are some indications that judges are aware of their limitations in being able to 
effectively ignore prejudicial evidence, even as professional fact-finders. In Hamilton v R 
the High Court excluded propensity evidence in a dishonesty case on the grounds that the 
alleged propensity disclosed was very general.137 However, when considering the risk of unfair 
prejudicial effect, the judge commented:138

Even though Mr Hamilton faces a Judge alone trial, a point noted as relevant 
in Otimi v R, the admission of the evidence may tend to colour the Judge’s 
consideration of Mr Hamilton’s case so that the Judge may, without intending 
to, give disproportionate weight to the propensity evidence.

In one judge-alone trial the judge referred to the evidence of the defendant’s statement to 
the police as “most likely inadmissible” but of “little evidential value”. The police officer had 
recorded in their notebook that the defendant said: “Well, I didn’t say no to the temptation 
but that I, that I, go against everything that she said that it looks like it was a one-way thing.” 
Given that the defendant gave evidence at trial to this effect, the judge’s comment that 
“nothing turn[ed] on” the (inadmissible) statement appropriately acknowledges the weight 
of that evidence in the decision-making process.

133 Andrew J Wistrich, Chris Guthrie and Jeffrey J Rachlinski “Can Judges Ignore Inadmissible Information? The 
Difficulty of Deliberately Disregarding” (2005) 153 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1251 at 1331. See 
also Rebecca McEwen, John Eldridge and David Caruso “Differential or deferential to media? The effect 
of prejudicial publicity on judge or jury” (2018) 22 International Journal of Evidence & Proof 124 at 136 and 
following; and John Jackson “Modes of trial: shifting the balance towards the professional judge” [2002] 
Criminal Law Review 249 at 261.

134 At 17.

135 Stevens v R [2020] NZHC 3290 at [41] (application for leave to appeal declined: Stevens v Police [2021] NZCA 
340).

136 My Bergius and others “Are judges influenced by legally irrelevant circumstances?” (2020) 19 Law, Probability 
and Risk 157 at 163–164 (citations omitted).

137 Hamilton v R [2013] NZHC 3101.

138 At [34] (footnotes omitted).
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In another judge-alone trial the judge referred to other offending by the defendant, evidence 
of which was not offered at the trial:

I am aware that [the defendant] has been convicted of [other offending] … I am 
also aware that [the defendant] recently faced trial … in relation to another 
complainant and was found guilty. I am not aware of the details of that case 
but in any event, I am conscious that as the fact finder in this case I must 
(and I do) put those matters to one side and take no account of them at all in 
this case. I determine this case on the basis of the evidence the Crown has put 
before the Court in this trial.

While the evidence of the defendant’s convictions were not offered as propensity evidence 
in the case, the publicity around his alleged offending (as it was at that stage) resulted in 
the complainant contacting the police. The evidence of the defendant’s connection to that 
high-profile offending was admitted, and is propensity evidence,139 although it would not have 
been offered to support propensity reasoning.140 In this case it was important that the judge 
self-directed in this way, although it cannot be concluded just from this statement that the 
information was indeed fully put to one side when the judge considered the evidence in the 
case.141 In such a situation, all that can be done is for the judge to acknowledge the issue and 
make the claim that they have taken “no account” of this information.

Use of evidence of complainant’s sexual experience

At the conclusion of the jury trial study it was suggested that juries be given directions on the 
appropriate use of admissible evidence of the complainant’s sexual experience with people 
other than the defendant.142 This is viewed as particularly important when the evidence has 
been admitted on the basis that it has relevance only to assessment of the complainant’s 
credibility, not to the fact of consent. Limited use directions, or in fact any directions as to 
the appropriate use of sexual history evidence, were not included in any of the summings-up 
in the jury trials.

139 Elisabeth McDonald and Scott Optican (eds) Mahoney on Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, 
Wellington, 2018) at [EV40.02(1)].

140 That is, offered to support the complainant’s evidence but not to suggest that the defendant has a propensity 
to sexually offend against women: Simon France (ed) Adams on Criminal Law – Evidence (Thomson Reuters, 
online edition) at [EA40.02(1)].

141 “[A]lthough we expect judges to be able to resist partiality, it is a difficult and often unrealistic aim to achieve”: 
Yvette Tinsley “Juror Decision-Making: A Look Inside the Jury Room” (paper presented to British Society of 
Criminology Conference, Leicester, July 2000) <www.britsoccrim.org> at 3. See also Frederick Schauer “The 
Role of Rules in the Law of Evidence” in Christian Dahlman, Alex Stein and Giovanni Tuzet (eds) Philosophical 
Foundations of Evidence Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2021) 69.

142 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 495 
(Recommendation 34).

https://www.britsoccrim.org/volume4/004.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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In only one of the judge-alone trials was evidence of the complainant’s sexual experience 
admitted under section 44 of the Evidence Act 2006. The admissibility ruling in Ryder was 
made during the trial and concerned an alleged earlier sexual assault of the complainant 
by another person 10 years previously. The evidence provided an explanation as to why the 
complainant was too scared to call out or physically resist more strongly, as set out in the 
reasons for verdict when the judge summarised the complainant’s evidence:

When asked why she had not left the defendant’s room and just walked out, she 
said that she was scared and could not move. She said she was so scared that 
she could not shout out or call out. She related the feeling of being scared back 
to childhood, for being in a small room with one other person in her face. That 
was related back to the previous incident when she was 17. She said that she had 
been so influenced by the previous experience that when the defendant put her 
onto the bed and had sex with her, she was incapable of presenting any form of 
reaction to him.

The defendant’s submission about the relevance of the evidence focussed on the fact that 
she had told the police immediately on that prior occasion, but not in relation to this alleged 
offending:

The defence say the previous incident, when she was 17 or 18, her initial response 
was to tell the police, yet in this case in a similar situation, she chose not to. The 
defence say why? And the defence say that in light of that, her response was not 
credible.

The judge had concluded that the evidence of the previous allegation was admissible:

As I say, I recognise the high threshold that has to be crossed and those questions 
and answers are directly relevant to the facts in issue in the proceedings. And to 
disallow the questioning as I have circumscribed would be contrary to the interests 
of justice to exclude them. I do find a direct link between the evidence of the earlier 
incident and the matter at issue at trial, which has a bearing on the veracity of the 
complainant and it is likely to be substantially helpful.

As previously discussed, the evidence does not relate to an assessment of the complainant’s 
veracity,143 but the judge clearly found that the evidence was of heightened relevance. Given 
that, it is surprising that while the evidence is referred to in the reasons for verdict, it is not 
related to any finding about the complainant’s credibility, reliability or veracity.

In George, as discussed earlier,144 the judge made no reference to the complainant’s evidence 
of having had sex with her boyfriend. While no application was made to admit this evidence, 

143 See Chapter Four at 124.

144 See Chapter Four at 122.
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it is suggested that it was admissible for a limited purpose. However, the judge does not state 
that it was inadmissible (as opposed to the evidence of the defendant’s pre-trial statement), 
nor was it considered in relation to the issue of penetration. It is simply not mentioned in the 
judgment.

Judges should ideally address the use of admissible sexual history evidence in their reasons 
for verdict in adult rape trials. This will assist the complainant to understand why she was 
asked about her sexual history, or why someone else was permitted to give evidence about it. 
It will also require judges to identify and articulate reasons about how sexual history evidence 
is of assistance to decision-making in such cases, which may well impact on their own future 
admissibility decisions, as well as those of other judges.

Acknowledging and accommodating the complainant as reader

The desirability of clear judicial reasoning regarding complainant credibility, reliance on 
sexual history evidence, rejection of misconceptions and the assessment of reasonable 
grounds for the defendant’s belief has already been discussed. Not only are these matters 
legally significant to include in a judgment, but they are also matters of interest to the 
complainant, and they may well assist with her understanding of the outcome as well as 
providing affirmation and acknowledgement of her role.

An increasingly recognised important aspect of judgment-writing is thoughtfulness as to the 
audience or readers of the decision.145 In the civil context, both parties will have a legitimate 
expectation that their case will be responded to and reasons provided for rejecting or 
accepting their arguments. Sometimes there will be a wider public interest in aspects 
of a decision.146 The value of the use of plain language as an aspect of accessible justice is also 
widely accepted.147 Validation of a victim’s experience is seen as important in a sentencing 
decision.148 Judges are also aware of the need to balance (a) providing a factual basis for 
sentencing with (b) the desirability of not causing further harm to victims and their families 
by a confronting public recitation of distressing and disturbing accounts of the offending.149

145 See for example Debbie Mortimer “Some Thoughts on Writing Judgments in, and for, Contemporary 
Australia” (2018) 42 Melbourne University Law Review 274 at 284. Elaine Craig suggests that writing with 
humility will ensure that judges can “speak simultaneously to [the] very different facets of their audience”: 
Elaine Craig “Judicial Audiences: A Case Study of Justice David Watt’s Literary Judgments” (2018) 64 McGill 
Law Journal | Revue de droit de McGill 309 at 346.

146 R v Eide (2004) 21 CRNZ 212 (CA) at [21].

147 See for example “Clear, plain language powerful in making the law accessible” (2016) 902 LawTalk 38  
<www.lawsociety.org.nz>.

148 Rhiannon Davies and Lorana Bartels “The Use of Victim Impact Statements in Sexual Offence 
Sentencing: A Critique of Judicial Practice” (2021) 45 Criminal Law Journal 168. See also Anna High “Sexual 
Dignity in Rape Law” (2021) 33 Yale Journal of Law and Feminism (forthcoming).

149 Section 7 of the Victims’ Rights Act 2002 (NZ) states that at all times victim(s) should be treated with courtesy 
and compassion, and that their privacy and dignity must be respected.

https://www.lawsociety.org.nz/news/lawtalk/issue-902/clear-plain-language-powerful-in-making-the-law-accessible/
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As part of this examination of the reasons for verdict in judge-alone trials, consideration 
was given to whether and how the judge acknowledged the impacts experienced by the 
complainant or appeared to have written the decision with her as a reader in mind. That is, 
did the judge write or prepare the decision with an awareness of the impact of the reasons 
on the complainant? Did the judge use the complainant’s name? Did the judge avoid use of 
unnecessary legalistic jargon or archaic, inaccessible terminology?

The judges used different conventions regarding naming the complainant. In two cases the 
defendant and the complainant were named in full at the start of the judgment but were only 
referred to by their roles (“the defendant” or “the complainant”) for the rest of the decision. 
In two cases the defendant was referred to by his role while the complainant was only 
referred to by her initials, not by her full name or any honorific at any point. In three other 
cases, both the complainant and the defendant were referred to in the same way – in one 
case both by their first name and surname, and in the other two cases both by an honorific 
and their surname. In the final case the defendant was referred to as Mr [surname], while the 
complainant was referred to as Ms [initial].

Some of the conventions may have been adopted due to suppression issues, although it 
is likely that most of the decisions, as accessed for this research, were not anonymised in 
advance. It is suggested that names, replaced by pseudonyms as required for publication 
purposes, be used rather than just roles. Preferably, the naming convention adopted 
should be used for all people referred to in the decision – and, in particular, defendants 
and complainants should not be treated differently in this regard. However, where 
possible, a complainant could be asked what name(s) she would prefer to be referred to by 
in the decision. Being in a courtroom and hearing yourself referred to by initials only seems 
somewhat dehumanising.

In Chapter Five,150 reference was made to (impenetrable) language choices during 
questioning of the complainant. With regard to the reasons for verdict, judges (although 
not in all cases) did use incomprehensible or unnecessarily archaic or complex phrases, as 
well as words that would be unfamiliar to most laypeople – such as “audacity”, “attested”, 
“divergence” and “auspices”. The difficult phrases used included:

 � incapable of presenting any form of reaction to him

 � prudence would suggest

 � in the sense of not ascertaining

 � her account is one of passive acquiescence

 � emphasised the ramifications

 � the acid test of finding legitimate reasons

150 At 197.
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 � mutually supportive discussions about sexual habits

 � forthright in rejecting propositions

 � jurisprudence makes it abundantly clear

 � devoid of conjecture

 � protective remembering

 � confirmation that his judgement was impaired

 � the extent of drinking as occurred was not anticipated

 � alcohol was consumed whilst a meal was prepared

An example of an undesirable consequence of using unfamiliar terminology was found in 
one case, in which the likely word dictated by the judge (“capitulating”) was transcribed as 
an unfortunate alternative:

As far as the defendant is concerned, I reject his evidence as largely untruthful. 
He was totally inconsistent in many of the things he said. He had a very marked 
tendency to try and avoid or deflect difficult questions, particularly when 
cross-examined. The circumstances were such that the defendant clearly knew 
that the complainant was not consenting, that she was just copulating to what 
she had no choice about.

While some of the reasons for verdict were well crafted, comprehensive and written in plain 
language, none (even those resulting in a guilty verdict) specifically acknowledged the harm 
to the complainant or the impact of testifying. In at least two of the decisions, however, the 
judge was very respectful in his description of his assessment of the complainant’s evidence.

In one decision, which (it is suggested) would not have validated the complainant’s 
experience or assisted her understanding of the decision, the judge adopted an approach of 
setting out: the complainant’s evidence; the defendant’s evidence; the Crown’s submissions; 
and the defendant’s submissions. While this task was described as providing a summary, each 
aspect took 70 or so paragraphs. These summaries were then followed by 12 paragraphs of 
“findings”, including the verdict. This reserved decision, it is suggested, failed to properly set 
out reasons for the various factual findings, did not discuss the use of admitted evidence, and 
relied on contestable misconceptions in support of credibility assessments. It was, however, 
markedly different in these respects from the other seven judgments.
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Summary of the advantages of providing reasons for verdict

One of the noted advantages of a judge-alone adult rape trial is that reasons for the decision 
are given, and they are provided to the complainant.151 As reform advocates have argued, 
reasons are preferable to just “a jury’s announcement of ‘not guilty’”, which “may be heard by 
the complainant as ‘we do not believe you’”.152 While in most judge-alone cases there is likely 
to be a longer wait for a verdict than in jury trials, there are other advantages of providing 
reasons for verdict from a socio-legal perspective. These include transparency of decision-
making – especially the applied definition of consent, and the factual findings regarding 
consent and reasonable grounds to believe in consent.

It is also suggested that verdicts can “educate the legal profession and the community 
generally about the realities of sexual violence and what does (and does not) amount 
to consent”.153 Sector advocates supporting a move away from jury trials in rape cases 
have praised the judge in a New South Wales judge-alone trial, R v Shanmugam,154 who 
found that:155

 � it was not at all unusual that the complainant delayed reporting the sexual 
assault by a week;

 � the complainant’s credibility was not devalued by gaps in her memory 
regarding the complaint she made to police or by the fact that she did not 
describe the offences in the same way each time; and

 � the complainant’s act of cuddling with the accused at a club earlier that 
night and later snuggling with him on a couch “could not be regarded as  
an invitation for a sexual encounter.”

151 Advice suggests that there is unlikely to be consistent approaches to whether/how the complainant 
accesses a copy of the judgment. As a non-party, in terms of usual access, the complainant would need to 
make a request to the court (rule 8(2)(c) of the District Court (Access to Court Documents) Rules 2017 (NZ)) 
to see a copy of the judgment. Currently, the Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual 
Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz> do not require a copy of reasons for verdict to be proactively 
given or offered to the complainant; however, the Guidelines do require a complainant to be given information 
about “[t]he outcome of the prosecution, including … [a]ny guilty plea or finding of guilt” (at [6.5.5]). It is 
suggested that the Guidelines should be amended to state that the complainant (at the conclusion of a judge-
alone trial) should be offered, by the prosecutor, an opportunity to view the judge’s reasons for verdict.

152 Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia “Submission to the NSW Law Reform Commission review of 
consent in relation to sexual offences” (29 June 2018) <www.rape-dvservices.org.au> at [9.1.4].

153 Letter from Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia to the Victorian Law Reform Commission 
regarding the “Improving the Response of the Justice System to Sexual Offences” review (15 January 2021) 
<www.lawreform.vic.gov.au> at [55].

154 R v Shanmugam [2020] NSWDC 482 (appeal against conviction dismissed: Shanmugam v R [2021] NSWCCA 125).

155 Letter from Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia to the Victorian Law Reform Commission 
regarding the “Improving the Response of the Justice System to Sexual Offences” review (15 January 2021) 
<www.lawreform.vic.gov.au> at [55], summarising the findings in R v Shanmugam [2020] NSWDC 482 at [101] 
and [106].

https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
https://www.rape-dvservices.org.au/uploads/main/PDFs/Legal-submissions/RDVSA-Submission-Review-of-Consent-Law-Website.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Sub_39_Rape_and_Domestic_Violence_Services_Australia_final.pdf
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Sub_39_Rape_and_Domestic_Violence_Services_Australia_final.pdf
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In this small sample of adult rape cases heard by a judge sitting alone, similar statements 
that rebutted historical assumptions and misconceptions about the behaviour of “real rape” 
victims were made in a number of the cases, in particular the most recent case of Henry:

Ms Peyton did not come forward to the Police until [eight months later]. There can 
be good reasons for the victim of an offence of rape to delay making or to fail to 
make a complaint in respect of the offence. An obvious explanation is that she was 
embarrassed at the vulnerable position she had put herself in with Mr Henry and it 
was a thoroughly unpleasant experience which she wished to put out of her mind.

…

On the issue of the reliability of her evidence I accept there is a need for careful 
consideration of aspects of her evidence. Undoubtedly Ms Peyton was badly 
affected by alcohol on the evening and on some details of her evidence she may 
have been unsure or even mistaken. However, on the important points, such as 
consent, and what the argument involved and matters of that kind, I accept that 
she was a reliable witness.

…

But the fact that Ms Peyton effectively accepted that she would have to stay in the 
motel room and that she was on the same bed as the defendant does not mean she 
consented to have sexual intercourse with the defendant.

Particularly significant was the demonstrated understanding of most of the judges about 
the usual functioning of memory and the forensic impact of inconsistencies.156 In one 
case the judge also directly referred to social science research and “modern thinking” 
about contestable expectations of complainant behaviour, including failure to protest and 
remaining with the defendant.157

It is seen as important for judges to actively reject rape myths and stereotypes in order to 
disrupt what has been an historical “viable legal strategy” of challenging the complainant’s 
credibility and reliability on the basis of such mythology.158 Such challenges, as demonstrated 
in the jury trial and the judge-alone trial studies, cause heightened emotionality and likely 
contribute to complainant re-traumatisation, even in cases resulting in a guilty verdict. In the 
words of Jenny McEwan:159

156 See above at 282.

157 See above at 252.

158 Caroline Dick “Sex, Sexism, and Judicial Misconduct: How the Canadian Judicial Council Perpetuates Sexism in 
the Legal Realm” (2020) 28 Feminist Legal Studies 133 at 137.

159 Jenny McEwan Evidence and the Adversarial Trial Process: The Modern Law (2nd ed, Hart Publishing, Oxford, 
1998) at 14.
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[T]he goodwill of witnesses is necessary for the protection of society. Fear of 
humiliation in cross-examination could affect their willingness to come forward 
or to report crimes. If a genuine victim suffers a stinging attack from the defence 
during a trial, it looks as if he or she is being punished for objecting to the crime, 
and that is surely not the object of the exercise.

However, while there were heartening examples of why professional decision-makers may 
well be a preferable option in adult rape trials, some judgments lacked important areas of 
analysis – in particular, clearly setting out what were or were not reasonable grounds for 
the defendant to believe the complainant was consenting in the specific context. Such 
discussion is critical not only from a decision-making perspective, but – as a requirement 
that judges undertake this analysis – it would ensure judicial reflection and engagement with 
this contentious aspect of the law, and also allow challenges and critiques and (potentially) 
practice-driven reform.160

It is also suggested that judges should discuss the use of admitted sexual history evidence, 
and tailor the definition of consent to the facts of the case (including the application 
and interpretation of section 128A of the Crimes Act 1961). There was also reliance on 
misconceptions about complainant behaviour in reaching decisions about complainant 
credibility – which, although used to bolster the complainant’s credibility in those cases, 
risked reinforcement of such assumptions. Further, while in most cases there was sound 
analysis of the factual findings concerning assessment of complainant credibility, in some 
there was a failure to respond to the repeated defence challenges to credibility that were 
grounded in rape mythology.

The examination of the reasons for verdict also established that judges rarely “acknowledge 
the impacts experienced by the complainant”.161 While some decisions were well crafted and 
written using plain language, too often unnecessary archaic terms and inaccessible phrases 
were used. Complainant naming conventions were not consistent and, on occasion, risked 
making her invisible as a person. Overall, it is suggested that much more attention is given 
to considering the complainant as the audience and reader of the judgment. In the words of 
Elaine Craig, “the humanity and citizenship of the women who bring these experiences to 
the criminal justice system” should be “reflect[ed] in the official texts of the criminal justice 
process”.162

160 See further Ashlee Gore “It’s All or Nothing: Consent, Reasonable Belief, and the Continuum of Sexual 
Violence in Judicial Logic” (2021) 30 Social & Legal Studies 522 at 525.

161 Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia “Submission to the NSW Law Reform Commission review of 
consent in relation to sexual offences” (29 June 2018) <www.rape-dvservices.org.au> at [9.1.4].

162 Elaine Craig “Person(s) of Interest and Missing Women: Legal Abandonment in the Downtown Eastside” (2014) 
60 McGill Law Journal | Revue de droit de McGill 1 at 22.

https://www.rape-dvservices.org.au/uploads/main/PDFs/Legal-submissions/RDVSA-Submission-Review-of-Consent-Law-Website.pdf
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CHANGING THE DECISION-MAKER IN ADULT RAPE CASES: 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS

[T]he right to a jury trial [is] a fundamental part of the criminal justice system, 
but the re-traumatising of victims should not be.1

Advocates, researchers, sexual abuse victims/survivors and policy-makers in common 
law jurisdictions, including Aotearoa New Zealand, continue to call for changes to the 
decision-maker in sexual cases, in particular the removal of the jury. The ultimate goal of 
such a change is to improve the trial experience of complainants.2 This research aimed to 
compare the experience of adult rape complainants in jury trials with those in judge-alone 
trials in order to determine whether the claimed advantages for complainants do, or could, 
exist when the fact-finder is one judge rather than 12 jurors.

The original jury trial study, completed in 2020,3 was aimed at establishing why adult 
complainants still report that giving evidence, especially cross-examination, is “a key point 
of re-victimisation”,4 despite decades of targeted law reform. That research was based 
on a premise that deployment of rape myths and stereotypical expectations of the behaviour 
of “real rape” victims plays a major role in both the distress caused by the process, as well  
as the low conviction rates.5 As part of that work, consideration was given to the extent 

1 Acting Minister of Justice Chris Finlayson, quoted in Hannah Lee “Nicholas wants judges only to hear rape 
trials” (17 September 2014) Stuff <www.stuff.co.nz>.

2 See for example New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal 
Trials and Alternative Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [1.3]:

“The recommendations in this Report seek to reduce the risk of re-traumatisation of those who go through 
the criminal justice system by proposing a number of reforms to criminal trial processes as they apply in 
cases of sexual violence.”

3 Elisabeth McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing adult rape trials with those in 
the Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University Press, Christchurch, 2020) <http://dx.doi.
org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> [McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process].

4 Tania Boyer, Sue Allison and Helen Creagh Improving the justice response to victims of sexual violence: 
victims’ experiences (report by Gravitas Research and Strategy Ltd for the Ministry of Justice, August 2018) 
<www.justice.govt.nz> at 79.

5 Jenny McEwan argues that “since sexual assault cases typically lack independent corroborative evidence, there 
is more scope for the fact-finders to be influenced by personal values. Into the evidential gap gallop ‘fireside 
inductions’, defensive attributions and rape myths”: Jenny McEwan “Proving consent in sexual cases: Legislative 
change and cultural evolution” (2005) 9 International Journal of Evidence & Proof 1 at 4 (footnotes omitted).

https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/10506645/Nicholas-wants-judges-only-to-hear-rape-trials
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Improving-the-justice-response-to-victims-of-sexual-violence-victims-experiences.pdf
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to which judges could lessen the negative impact of questioning while not undermining fair 
trial rights of the defendant. Importantly, the recommendations made at the conclusion of 
that research were aimed at improving complainant experience, not at increasing conviction 
rates.6 Such aims and outcomes are consistent with those of other researchers and 
policy-makers:7

[T]o ensure that the requirements of participation in a criminal prosecution do 
not exacerbate the rape victim/survivor’s trauma by (again) compromising her 
autonomy and dignity. …

… They ask (only) that a woman’s rape experience is not “disqualified” by the 
legal reproduction of rape myths; that the “price” of seeking legal redress is not 
re-victimisation; and that her complaint is not treated with suspicion, incredulity 
or disdain. These objectives may even be considered as a baseline of institutional 
responsibility—that is, as necessary to ensure that the criminal law and criminal 
justice process do not exacerbate survivors’ distress and isolation, and actively 
contribute to conditions and myths that support and facilitate sexual violence in 
the community.

One of the available “process” responses is to have cases of rape (and other sexual offences) 
heard by a judge sitting alone. Judge-alone trials are viewed as having a number of benefits, 
beyond those that just impact on complainant experience. Such trials may:8

 � ensure decision-making based on legally relevant factors and evidence;

 � mean that published reasons are available – everyone can know where or 
why a prosecution or defence failed (or succeeded);

 � solve problems with jury understanding of the proper uses (and limitations) 
of tendency or context evidence, forensic evidence and expert witness 
testimony;

 � eliminate appeals based on inadequate or inaccurate jury directions; ...

 � be fairer to defendants who fit negative stereotypes or who are charged  
with highly stigmatised offences; 

 � afford the court greater flexibility in management of trials; ...

6 Indeed, Judith Herman argues that an increase in conviction rates alone will not disclose whether rape 
complainants were treated justly (in their view): Judith Herman “Justice from the Victim’s Perspective” (2005) 
11 Violence Against Women 571.

7 Wendy Larcombe “Falling Rape Conviction Rates: (Some) Feminist Aims and Measures for Rape Law” (2011) 19 
Feminist Legal Studies 27 at 34–35 (footnote omitted).

8 Wendy Larcombe “Rethinking Rape Law Reform: Challenges and Possibilities” in Ron Levy and others (eds) 
New Directions for Law in Australia: Essays in Contemporary Law Reform (ANU Press, Canberra, 2017) 143 at 149.
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 � enable prosecutors and defence to focus more on testing of evidence  
and less on jury understanding and persuasion; ...

 � assist to secure community and professional confidence in criminal 
prosecutions and outcomes – undermined currently by the expectation 
that criminal prosecutions will be determined by jury members’ beliefs  
and attitudes.

Not all of these elements could be the subject of analysis in this research, given the particular 
focus on reducing the negative aspects of the trial process on rape complainants and the 
type of material accessed for that purpose. This research therefore focussed on the argued 
advantages of such a reform from the perspective of complainant well-being, including:

 � the potential to narrow the issues at trial (which would reduce the time 
required for the complainant to give evidence);

 � the likelihood of less delay between reporting the event and trial;

 � more judicial and prosecutorial responsiveness regarding complainant  
care and communication during the trial given the absence of a jury;

 � increased judicial intervention (and Crown objections) to prevent improper 
questioning, including reliance on rape myths and misconceptions;

 � less disruption during the complainant’s evidence for legal argument 
(which in a jury trial would need to take place in the absence of the jury);

 � less cross-examination challenging complainant credibility based on 
contestable assumptions about the behaviour of “real victims” of rape  
(a cause of heightened emotionality in the jury trial study); and

 � the provision of reasons for verdict, in which judges would not rely on, or 
may even explicitly rebut, myths or outdated tropes in coming to their 
decision and would acknowledge the complainant.

The research also examined aspects of the judge-alone trial process that do not impact 
directly on complainant experience, but which do provide opportunities for the disruption 
of rape mythology, such as closing arguments (see Chapter Six). Admissibility decisions in 
the judge-alone trials were also considered. While it is suggested that this aspect of the trial 
process should not usually be different on the basis of who the fact-finder is, researchers 
also considered whether more or less irrelevant evidence was admitted or not objected 
to (see Chapter Four). One notable difference, which may be explained by the particular 
fact patterns of the cases, was that in only one judge-alone trial was evidence of the 
complainant’s sexual experience admitted.9

9 See Chapter Four at 123 and Chapter Seven at 296.
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Narrowing trial issues and reducing time giving evidence

The focus of both studies was on trials in which consent (and reasonable grounds to believe 
that consent was given) was at issue – not issues of identification or penetration. Despite this, 
in virtually all of the jury trial cases, evidence was still offered about penetration – and this 
resulted in difficulties for complainants, especially for those who were unsure or obviously 
uncomfortable about naming body parts. However, in seven of the judge-alone trials there 
was agreement, either pre-trial or at trial, that penetration had occurred, removing the need 
for this to be a focus of questioning:10 For example:11

The defendant [name] faces a single charge of sexual violation by rape. He 
has denied that offence. The essential defence is one of consent. In point of 
fact I have received a memorandum from counsel for the defendant signalling 
certain three admissions. Firstly, identification of the defendant, secondly, 
identification of the complainant and also the fact of sexual activity of the 
prescribed type not being in dispute. As [defence counsel] quite properly  
framed it, the issue is narrow and it is one of consent.

Despite this narrower focus in the majority of the judge-alone trials, and the limited number 
of cases in which there was disruption to the complainant’s evidence, the time that the 
complainant spent giving evidence, especially if including the playing of her evidential video 
interview (EVI),12 was not significantly shorter than in the jury trial cases.13

Less time between report and trial

There are noted benefits for the complainant in having as little time as possible between 
the alleged offence and the trial.14 The procedural route to a judge-alone trial is often 
more expedient than a jury trial. For example, the prosecution does not need to file formal 
statements and exhibits for a judge-alone trial. The ability to challenge evidence pre-trial 
is also restricted, as is the ability to appeal any such pre-trial decision. Given that there are 
fewer procedural complexities pre-trial for judge-alone cases, it would usually be expected 
(except in cases of late elections) that there would be fewer delays involved compared  

10 See Chapter Four at 122.

11 This is an extract from the judge’s memorandum on the first day of the trial in Rasika.

12 In only one case of the six in which an EVI or video-recorded interview (VRI) formed part of the complainant’s 
evidence in chief was the complainant absent while it was played: see Chapter Three at 105.

13 See Chapter Two at 59. Notably, the cross-examination of the complainant was shorter on average in the 
judge-alone trials.

14 See Chapter Three at 107.
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to jury trials – and so less time to trial. The Law Commission has expressed the view that 
without a jury “[t]here is likely to be [a] reduction in time to trial and length of trial”.15

While on average the time to judge-alone trial was less than to jury trial, it was not less than 
the jury trials in the Sexual Violence Court Pilot – indicating that fast-tracking of sexual cases 
can meet the same goal.16

Judicial and prosecutorial care and communication

The jury trial study established that there is a range of communication styles between 
the judge and the complainant, and between Crown counsel and the complainant. Similar 
variations were also noticed in the judge-alone trials, while it had been expected that the 
absence of a jury might see more direct communication with the complainant by the judge 
or Crown counsel.17

Unexpected findings from this small sample size included a lower level of personal or pastoral 
care interaction with the complainant by the prosecutor,18 although in most cases the 
complainant was addressed by name and thanked on completion of giving her evidence (by 
Crown counsel or the judge). However, a number of defence counsel in the judge-alone trials 
did personalise their interaction with the complaint, by introducing themselves by name and/
or their role. This type of personal communication was not visible in the jury trial cases.19

Judicial intervention or counsel objection during cross-examination

Judges can be cautious about intervening during cross-examination too often in front 
of a jury, lest this is taken as appearing biased or indicating displeasure with the defendant. 
It was expected that judges would intervene more often in the judge-alone trials when the 
questioning was improper or unfair (in reliance on section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006 
(NZ)), which would improve complainant experience.

Judges did in fact intervene in more cases as a percentage in the judge-alone trials, but not 
very often in each case. Judicial intervention in complainant questioning in reliance on section 
85 was therefore less than expected, given the absence of the jury and the agreed narrowing 
of the issues. There were also a number of examples of questions being asked in a mocking, 
patronising or belittling manner during cross-examination that passed without comment.

15 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.48].

16 See Chapter Three at 108.

17 See Chapter Three at 83.

18 See Chapter Three at 84.

19 See Chapter Three at 86.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
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The trend in both studies was of little intervention by Crown counsel. While concern about 
jury perception (or perhaps disruption to the complainant’s evidence) might offer an 
explanation for lack of Crown intervention in jury trials, it was concerning to see that in the 
judge-alone adult rape trials the prosecutors almost unanimously chose not to object to any 
aspects of the cross-examination.

Finally, while there were more judge-alone trials (as a percentage) in which judges asked the 
complainant questions or clarified her answers, there were not significantly higher rates of 
judicial questioning as compared to jury trials. It therefore appears likely that complainants 
in judge-alone trials are not disproportionately impacted by judicial questioning – which 
is a potential disadvantage to this form of trial. Further, none of the questioning from 
judges amounted to cross-examination, aggressive questioning or a robust challenge to 
the complainant’s evidence, although some of the questions were aimed at clarifying or 
extending some lines of inquiry from counsel’s cross-examination.

Disruption to complainant’s evidence due to legal argument

In jury trials, when legal arguments about admissibility of evidence (and some types of 
procedural matters) need to be resolved during the trial, this will happen in the absence of 
the jury.20 If this occurs during the complainant’s evidence, she will usually also be required to 
leave the courtroom, or have the closed-circuit television (CCTV) link muted or closed, while 
the matter is resolved. This could occur at a very challenging part of her evidence, which may 
well then need to be re-traversed, and (at the very least) will impact on the length of time 
she is required to be at court.

It was expected that in the judge-alone trials this type of disruption would happen less 
often, given the absence of a jury. Indeed this type of sometimes lengthy disruption to the 
complainant’s evidence occurred less frequently in terms of number of trials.21

Cross-examination

It … seems likely that in the absence of a jury, the tone and quality of rape trials 
would improve substantially as counsel, free from the need to convince juries by 
fair means or foul, would be less inclined to indulge in some of the excesses which 
even now characterise rape trials. A strong cross-examination of complainants 
would still be necessary, but the experience of victims should nonetheless become 
less painful and traumatic.22

20 See Chapter Five at 200.

21 See Chapter Five at 201.

22 Jennifer Temkin and Barbara Krahé Sexual Assault and the Justice Gap: A Question of Attitude (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 2008) at 179 (footnotes omitted).
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The likelihood of a more limited (and “muted”) cross-examination, in terms of scope and style, 
is a much-repeated expectation of rape trials heard in front of a judge sitting alone.

However, the comparative analysis of the jury and judge-alone adult rape trials established 
that while some aspects of complainant questioning were not present in the judge-alone 
trials (such as meaning-making of clothing choices), no significant differences were apparent. 
Complainants were similarly challenged about inconsistencies and gaps in their memory 
about particular details, with consequential distress and episodes of heightened emotionality. 
Challenges to the complainant’s evidence based on her behaviour being inconsistent with 
that of a “real” victim were also present in the majority of the judge-alone trials.

Overall, there was no noticeable decrease in the extent to which complainants displayed 
heightened emotionality in the judge-alone trials compared to the jury trials; in fact, the rates 
in the judge-alone trials were actually higher. Further, with one exception (regarding the lack 
of focus on absence of injury), the points during cross-examination where the complainant 
had difficulty responding were virtually identical.

The same dynamic leading to repetitive questioning on the basis of meeting the duty to 
put the defence case (see section 92 of the Evidence Act 2006) was observed in both the 
jury trials and judge-alone trials. The complainant was cross-examined about the details of 
the alleged offending, and at the conclusion of that (sometimes lengthy but usually very 
comprehensive) questioning defence counsel would move into the (repetitive) phase of 
putting the defence case to the complainant. In these adult rape trials, therefore, there was 
no discernibly different approach taken by counsel to the task of cross-examination on the 
basis that it was a judge-alone trial, contrary to what might be expected in such cases.

While there is comment to the effect that counsel will spend less time putting propositions 
in a judge-alone trial, in front of a professional fact-finder,23 that was not the dynamic 
observed in these adult rape cases.

The overall sense, in fact, of the cross-examination of complainants in the judge-alone 
trials was of similar but less controlled questioning as compared to jury trials. Rather than 
emboldening judges and Crown counsel to object more, given the absence of the jury, the 
reverse appeared to be true. In the absence of any risk of unfairness to the defendant by the 
nature of the complainant’s response to unfair or inappropriate questions, or the admission 
of irrelevant evidence, the complainant was very much left alone to fend for herself. Given 
the judge’s likely understanding of the defence case early on, it might have been expected  

23 See Ward v R [2018] NZHC 775 at [39]:
“It also needs to be remembered that [defence counsel] was advancing Mr Ward’s defence before a 
professional and experienced fact finder. [Defence counsel] was entitled to proceed on the basis that the 
Judge would pick up points made by the defence and give them such weight as he thought fit. It was not 
necessary for [defence counsel] to labour important factors for the defence to the extent that might be 
appropriate if the case was being tried by a jury.”
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that lengthy and repetitive questions, or those seeking to elicit information despite the 
complainant’s (accepted) lack of memory on various matters, would have been actively 
curtailed; however, this was not so. Nor did the prosecutor object or intervene.

Therefore, this exploratory study indicates that the most significant difference in trial 
dynamics, cited by advocates and law reformers in support of rape trials without a jury, does 
not exist.

Reasons for verdict

While in most judge-alone cases there is likely to be a longer wait for a verdict than in 
jury trials, there are clear advantages of providing reasons for the decision. The fact that 
the judge provides reasons means, especially in cases resulting in an acquittal, that an 
explanation is provided – rather than just a “not guilty”, which is likely to be experienced 
by the complainant as “I was not believed”. However, it is likely that complainants are not 
provided with the reasons for verdict as a matter of course, or that there are regional 
variations. A change to the Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence24 is 
therefore recommended.25

It is also argued that verdicts can “educate the legal profession and the community generally 
about the realities of sexual violence and what does (and does not) amount to consent”.26 
In this sample, statements that rebutted historical assumptions and misconceptions about 
the behaviour of “real rape” victims were indeed made in a number of the judges’ reasons 
for verdict.27

Particularly noticeable and significant in the decisions was the demonstrated understanding 
of most of the judges about the usual functioning of memory and the forensic impact of 
inconsistencies.28 In one case the judge also directly referred to social science research 
and “modern thinking” about contestable expectations of complainant behaviour, including 
failure to protest and remaining with the defendant.29

However, while there were examples of why professional decision-makers may well 
be a preferable option in adult rape trials, some judgments lacked important areas of 
analysis – in particular, clearly setting out what were or were not reasonable grounds for the 

24 Crown Law Solicitor-General’s Guidelines for Prosecuting Sexual Violence (1 July 2019) <www.crownlaw.govt.nz>.

25 See Chapter Seven at n 151.

26 Letter from Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia to the Victorian Law Reform Commission 
regarding the “Improving the Response of the Justice System to Sexual Offences” review (15 January 2021) 
<www.lawreform.vic.gov.au> at [55].

27 See Chapter Seven at 254.

28 See Chapter Seven at 282.

29 See Chapter Seven at 252.

https://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Solicitor-Generals-Guidelines-for-Prosecuting-Sexual-Violence.PDF
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Sub_39_Rape_and_Domestic_Violence_Services_Australia_final.pdf
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defendant to believe the complaint was consenting in the specific context. Such discussion 
is critical not only from a decision-making perspective, and to avoid an appeal,30 but also to 
ensure judicial reflection and engagement with this contentious aspect of the law, and to 
allow challenges and critiques and (potentially) practice-driven reform.

It is also suggested that judges should discuss the use of admitted sexual history evidence, 
and tailor the definition of consent to the facts of the case (including the application and 
interpretation of section 128A of the Crimes Act 1961 (NZ)). There was also reliance on 
misconceptions about complainant behaviour in reaching decisions about complainant 
credibility – which, although operating to bolster the complainant’s credibility in those 
cases, risked reinforcement of such assumptions. Further, while in most cases there was 
sound analysis of the factual findings concerning assessment of complainant credibility,31 
in a number there was a failure to respond to the repeated defence challenges to credibility 
that were grounded in rape mythology.

The examination of the reasons for verdict also established that judges rarely “acknowledge 
the impacts experienced by the complainant”.32 While some decisions were well crafted and 
written using plain language, too often unnecessary archaic terms and inaccessible phrases 
were used. Complainant naming conventions were not consistent and, on occasion, risked 
making her invisible as a person.

While the provision of reasons for verdict remains an important reason for preferring judge-
alone trials, the current crafting and content of these decisions do not deliver all of the 
argued benefits. In particular, the judgments did not challenge rape mythology as a basis 
for establishing complainant credibility, nor did they clearly articulate what inquiries should 
appropriately form the basis of a finding regarding a defendant’s reasonable grounds 
for believing the complainant consented. Much more attention should also be given to 
considering the complainant as the audience and reader of the judgment.

Finally, while it is claimed that the delivery of reasons for verdict supports transparency, 
and allows critical commentary and the development of reform of law and practice, this 
can only be the case if the judgments are publicly available. None of the reasons for verdict 
in these eight judge-alone trials are publicly available,33 nor are they accessible via any legal  

30 The prosecution, as well as the defendant, is able to appeal the decision on the basis of an error of law 
in a judge-alone trial: see section 297 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (NZ).

31 Given that judges sitting alone, including appellate judges, do place weight on the witnesses making 
appropriate concessions, this inquiry should be included in the information provided to juries regarding how to 
make decisions about credibility and reliability: see Chapter Seven at 290.

32 Rape & Domestic Violence Services Australia “Submission to the NSW Law Reform Commission review of 
consent in relation to sexual offences” (29 June 2018) <www.rape-dvservices.org.au> at [9.1.4].

33 In the sense of accessible to the public without the need to apply to the relevant court under the relevant 
rules in order to obtain access.

https://www.rape-dvservices.org.au/uploads/main/PDFs/Legal-submissions/RDVSA-Submission-Review-of-Consent-Law-Website.pdf
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database. In the absence of individual researcher resources and judicial support, therefore,  
analysis of these types of decisions is not possible. These stated advantages therefore do 
not currently exist, nor does it appear that complainants are routinely provided with a copy 
of the decision.34

Summary of the observations from the research

David Brereton concluded, after undertaking a comparison between cross-examination in 
rape trials and assault cases, that:35

[M]uch of what happens in rape trials, rather than being unique to the 
circumstances of these trials, is a function of broader systemic factors which 
operate in a wide range of trials. These factors include the constraints imposed 
by adversarial processes and structures, the structure and logic of legal talk, 
the laws of evidence and judicial concepts of relevance, the way in which 
lawyers are trained to cross-examine witnesses and interpret evidence, and 
courtroom work practices.

A similar conclusion is consistent with the findings in this comparative research – that is, 
the constraints of the adversarial trial process in adult rape cases remain the same, and 
deliver the same dynamic as a matter of practice, regardless of who the fact-finder is. 
In fact, the only significant difference apparent from this analysis of judge-alone trials is 
the availability of reasons for verdict – and the possibility that judges are indeed better at 
rejecting misconceptions about sexual offending when making a decision.

Therefore, many of the same recommendations made at the conclusion of the jury trial 
study apply also to judge-alone adult rape trials – such as the need for greater judicial 
intervention and control pre-trial,36 as well as during trial, and the desirability of changes 
to the manner and content of cross-examination.37 Indeed, an expert commentator and 
practitioner consulted by the Law Commission observed that “defence counsel questions 

34 See Chapter Seven at n 151.

35 David Brereton “How Different are Rape Trials? A Comparison of the Cross-Examination of Complainants in 
Rape and Assault Trials” (1997) 37 British Journal of Criminology 242 at 259 (citations omitted).

36 Including more judicially encouraged use of section 9 agreements (i.e. statements of agreed facts under 
section 9 of the Evidence Act 2006 (NZ)): McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process  
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 488 (Recommendations 11 and 12).

37 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at Chapter Ten. 
In the words of Adrian Keene, “training to put short, readily comprehensible questions, without needless 
repetition, etc., is hardly rocket science”: Adrian Keene “Cross-examination of vulnerable witnesses – 
towards a blueprint for re-professionalisation” (2012) 16 International Journal of Evidence & Proof 175 at 189. 
See also Victorian Law Reform Commission Improving the Justice System Response to Sexual Offences: Report 
(September 2021) Chapters 18–21 and Recommendations 67–89.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://www.lawreform.vic.gov.au/publication/improving-the-justice-system-response-to-sexual-offences/
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are appropriate for lawyers and inappropriate for complainants”.38 It is still recommended  
that judges, counsel, policy-makers and law reformers should continue to be responsive 
to reform of the current adversarial trial process. A change to the mode of trial within the 
same system appears not, of itself, to deliver demonstrably better experiences for adult rape 
complainants.39

However, there are ways to ensure that judge-alone trials can meet more of their promised 
potential, in terms of improving complainant experience as a witness at trial. In the same way 
that Vanessa Munro suggests that there is “a good deal more that we could do to ensure 
that we have given the jury a fair opportunity to dispense justice in rape cases”,40 it is also 
suggested that more could be done, using the currently available procedural rules and 
practices, to make judge-alone trials a preferable and viable alternative – and not necessarily 
just for sexual cases.

For example, the existence of a professional, experienced, legally trained and specialised 
fact-finder could indeed mean that questioning of witnesses can be shorter and focussed on 
the main factual disagreements. There should be no need for repetitive questioning in order 
to sheet home a particular point, and more robust discussion could occur both pre-trial (to 
reach agreement as to the scope of the issues and the questioning, as part of an enhanced 
case management process) and during closing arguments (regarding factual analysis and 
application of the law).41

Judges could intervene more regularly in questioning in the absence of a jury, including 
to clarify that they have heard enough questioning on a particular point. Finally, reasons 
for verdict could be improved in the ways suggested (such as express rejection of 
misconceptions and articulation of what amounts to reasonable grounds to believe in 
consent) without the need for any law reform. Access to judgments, appropriately edited 
to meet suppression requirements, could be prioritised as part of a move to wider public 
engagement with trial processes and outcomes.

38 New Zealand Law Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative 
Processes (NZLC R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [4.96].

39 John Jackson and Sean Doran concluded that defendants in the judge-alone Diplock courts did suffer 
from “adversarial deficit”: John Jackson and Sean Doran Judge Without Jury: Diplock Trials in the Adversary 
System (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1995); and Sean Doran, John D Jackson and Michael L Seigel “Rethinking 
Adversariness in Nonjury Criminal Trials” (1995) 23 American Journal of Criminal Law 1. However, there were 
no charges of sexual violence in any of the comparator judge-alone trials in that research.

40 Such as “encouraging judges to embrace it as part of their role to manage the tone of a trial and intervene 
actively when necessary to ensure questioning strategies are appropriate”: Vanessa E Munro “Judging Juries: 
The ‘common sense’ conundrums of prosecuting violence against women” [2019] New Zealand Women’s Law 
Journal | Te Aho Kawe Kaupapa Ture a ngā Wāhine 13 at 29.

41 See also the types of proposed procedural reform that received “very strong support” from submitters (New 
Zealand Law Commission Alternative Pre-Trial and Trial Processes: Summary of Submissions to Consultation 
(December 2012) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [14]) in New Zealand Law Commission Alternative Pre-Trial and Trial 
Processes: Possible Reforms (NZLC IP30, 2012) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at 18, 22, 25 and 34.

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/submissionAttachments/alternative_trial_and_pre-trial_processes_submissions_summary.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20IP30.pdf
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Of course, many of these changes could also be possible in jury trials, along with the current 
proposals to direct the jury regarding counter-intuitive evidence or to provide a counter-
narrative to assumptions and misconceptions about sexual cases.42

The most significant difference, therefore, remains the lack of provision of reasons for 
verdict in jury trials.43 This may be an issue that could be addressed without the need replace 
the jury as fact-finder. However, the jury system in its present form could not support the 
provision of reasons (beyond perhaps identifying where, in the question trail, agreement 
was not possible).44 A jury may, for example, require the assistance of an expert decision-
writer, a role that may be difficult to adequately limit in practice.45

The best way of providing community input and a reasoned judgment might indeed be 
that suggested by the Law Commission in 2012: a panel consisting of two laypeople and 
one professional judge who would deliberate and provide reasons for verdict.46 This 
recommendation was part of a wider set of procedural reforms of much promise, and 
with strong sector and public support. Ten years on, the conclusions of this comparative 
trial process research indicate that those proposed reforms remain worthy of serious (and 
overdue) political attention.47

42 See proposed new section 126A of the Evidence Act 2006, contained in clause 16 of the Sexual Violence 
Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ).

43 See Mark Coen and Jonathan Doak “Embedding explained jury verdicts in the English criminal trial” [2017] 
Legal Studies 786; and John Jackson “Modes of trial: shifting the balance towards the professional judge” 
[2002] Criminal Law Review 249.

44 This would only provide some insight into the matters that were not proved beyond reasonable doubt, 
however, and would not assist identification of areas of any disagreement in relation to a conviction. See also 
Lord Justice Clerk’s Review Group Improving the Management of Sexual Offence Cases (Scottish Courts and 
Tribunals Service, March 2021) <www.scotcourts.gov.uk> at [5.26] [Dorrian Report].

45 See further Jessica Sutton “Salvaging the Jury in Sexual Violence Trials: A Requirement for Reasoned 
Verdicts” [2020] New Zealand Women’s Law Journal | Te Aho Kawe Kaupapa Ture a ngā Wāhine 66.

46 New Zealand Law Commission Alternative Pre-Trial and Trial Processes: Possible Reforms (NZLC IP30, 2012) 
<www.lawcom.govt.nz> at 23 and 26–27. See also John Jackson “Modes of trial: shifting the balance towards 
the professional judge” [2002] Criminal Law Review 249.

47 The Law Commission only produced a report to follow the February 2012 Issues Paper once a new Minister of 
Justice asked the Law Commission to recommence the work on the reference on 24 November 2014: see  
New Zealand Law Commission “Commission resumes alternative trial processes review” <www.lawcom.govt.nz>. 
This followed clear indications from the Minister’s predecessor that the 2012 recommendations would not be 
implemented: New Zealand Family Violence Clearinghouse “Recommendations for sexual offence trials not to 
be implemented: Judith Collins” (24 September 2012) <nzfvc.org.nz>. In the December 2015 report, a newly 
constituted Law Commission stated that “there is a case for conferring the decision-making function in 
sexual violence cases on some other entity than the jury” but went no further than that: New Zealand Law 
Commission The Justice Response to Victims of Sexual Violence: Criminal Trials and Alternative Processes (NZLC 
R136, 2015) <www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [6.48].

https://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/docs/default-source/default-document-library/reports-and-data/Improving-the-management-of-Sexual-Offence-Cases.pdf?sfvrsn=6
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20IP30.pdf
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/news/commission-resumes-alternative-trial-processes-review
https://nzfvc.org.nz/news/recommendations-sexual-offence-trials-not-be-implemented-judith-collins
https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC-R136-The-Justice-Response-to-Victims-of-Sexual-Violence.pdf
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APPENDIX ONE

JUDGE-ALONE TRIAL ADULT RAPE CASE SUMMARIES

All names are pseudonyms. Defendants’ pseudonyms (as the case name) are listed in alpha-
betical order. Facts have been altered or omitted in order to comply with suppression orders 
and the complainants’ privacy and confidentiality rights. For example, if the events took place 
at a well-known location, the name has been changed to a generic identifier such as “public 
venue”. Dates and ages given relate to the trial rather than to the time of the alleged rape.

R v George (2019) – Ella Harley (18) arranged to meet up with a close friend visiting nearby. 
Ella asked her friend’s father, Charlie George (62), if he could give her a lift, which involved Ella 
staying the night at Charlie’s house. Ella gave evidence that at Charlie’s house he suggested 
they sleep in the same bed as there were other visitors. In bed, Charlie began touching 
her sexually. She said she was uncomfortable as she saw Charlie as a parental figure, and 
pretended to sleep while he sexually assaulted her. She was not sure if penetration had 
occurred. Charlie’s evidence at trial was that Ella was awake, he believed Ella was consenting to 
sexual activities, and there was no intercourse. Charlie George was found not guilty of all the 
charges of indecent assault, attempted sexual violation, unlawful sexual connection and rape.

R v Henry (2020) – Mia Peyton (23) met Finn Henry (28) on Tinder and went out on a date, 
visiting a number of bars for dinner and drinks. Mia gave evidence that at the end of the night, 
when she realised she was missing her handbag, Finn drove her to the motel he was living in. 
She did not know exactly where she was. Finn became verbally abusive when Mia did not want 
to have sex, and she tried to call family and friends to help her get home but no one answered. 
Finn told her she could stay at the motel, then raped her. The next day Finn dropped her 
off near her home, and they had no further contact. Finn did not give evidence at trial. The 
defence case was that the date had been uninspiring, but all sexual contact was consensual, 
and that Mia made up the allegations as she now regretted spending the night with him. Finn 
Henry was found guilty of rape and sentenced to 11 years’ imprisonment (cumulative with 
another sentence for sexual violence).

R v Levi (2016) – Rui Riley (22) lived in supported housing, where Joshua Levi had 
been a support worker for about a year. One evening Rui was upset about some family 
issues. Rui gave evidence that Joshua comforted her by hugging her on the sofa, kissed 
her and then raped her. Joshua gave evidence that the sexual contact between them was 
consensual. Joshua Levi was convicted of unlawful sexual connection and rape and sentenced 
to seven years and six months’ imprisonment. He unsuccessfully appealed his conviction on 
the grounds of a number of admissibility rulings.
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R v Lucas (2019) – Aroha Wiremu (25) was in her bed asleep after a night out socialising. Her 
husband and his sports team were winding down from a drinking night, and several team-
mates – including Noah Lucas (28) – crashed at their house. Aroha gave evidence that she 
had not been drinking heavily, she woke up during sex with a man she initially believed was 
her husband, and when she realised it was not she jumped out of bed in distress. Noah gave 
evidence that he was drunk and was told to crash in Aroha’s bed by her husband. Noah said 
he went to sleep and began having sex half-awake, in the belief that Aroha was his girlfriend, 
and continued after he knew it was Aroha because he believed she was consenting. 
Noah Lucas was found guilty of rape and sentenced to four years’ imprisonment. Noah 
successfully appealed his conviction on the ground of counsel incompetence and a retrial 
was ordered.

R v Rasika (2016) – Willow Phoenix (17) was socialising with friends at home before a party. 
Willow gave evidence that she became so intoxicated she could remember nothing except 
being raped outside later in the night. Willow’s father had refused to take her to the party but 
did take her friends. Willow left her property at some point and met Rohit Rasika (24), who 
was having a drink with a friend at his place. Later that night her father found Willow wandering 
in the street and took her home. Rohit gave evidence at trial that Willow approached him 
flirtatiously before having consensual sex outside on his property. Rohit said he had woken 
Willow up after sex and she left the property. Rohit Rasika was found guilty of rape and 
sentenced to five years and six months’ imprisonment.

R v Ryder (2014) – Ruby Mila (28) visited a friend’s house and met her friend’s flatmate Hugo 
Ryder (19). Ruby gave evidence that they shared food and drinks. She drank less than the 
others and missed her bus home. Ruby’s friend left, and Hugo carried Ruby into his room. 
Ruby told him she did not want to be in his room, but she didn’t know where her friend was. 
Hugo raped her with his hand over her mouth. Ruby did not have a detailed memory of what 
had happened, which she explained was due to an historical event of sexual harm. Hugo gave 
evidence that Ruby did not seem intoxicated, and he believed she was interested in him after 
he kissed her and told her she was pretty. Hugo said they had consensual sex in his room, and 
he had only covered her mouth because Ruby was noisy during sex. Hugo Ryder was found 
guilty of rape and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment.

R v Samuel (2017) – Isla Hannah (24) spent the night out with friends socialising at a bar. Isla 
gave evidence that she left the bar early in the morning very intoxicated, and was approached 
by a stranger, Max Samuel, in the street. Isla said that Max began by kindly offering her a lift 
home, but instead took her to a local park where he became aggressive and threatening and 
then raped her. Max gave evidence that Isla wanted to get to know him, and they went to the 
park together and had consensual sex. He denied being aggressive or threatening and said 
Isla became upset only when he told her he had a partner. Max Samuel was found guilty of 
rape and sentenced to nine years and six months’ imprisonment.
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R v Timoko (2015) – Ruth Harvey (22) and her boarder Blair Timoko (20) were socialising with 
some friends. Ruth gave evidence that she rejected Blair’s advances several times during the 
evening, and went to sleep on a couch very intoxicated. She woke up the next day with Blair 
on the same couch. Blair teased her about sex. Ruth realised over the next few days that she 
had been raped. Blair’s evidence was that sex was consensual, and Ruth was exaggerating 
her drunkenness because she regretted the sex. Blair Timoko was found guilty of rape and 
sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment.
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APPENDIX T WO

JUDGE-ALONE TRIALS IN AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND

As with other common law jurisdictions, and as a consequence of colonial history, trial by jury 
has been, and still is, perceived as one of the significant constitutional rights of an accused 
person. However, due to expense, timeliness and population-size imperatives, it has never 
been the case that all criminal matters have been heard by a jury.1 The type of offence and/or 
the maximum penalty available have legislatively narrowed the scope of the presumptive right.

Currently in Aotearoa New Zealand, section 4 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 (NZ) 
provides that category 1 or category 2 offences (maximum penalty of less than two years’ 
imprisonment) will only be heard by a judge (or community magistrate) sitting alone (a “judge-
alone trial” or “JAT”). Category 4 cases (listed in Schedule 1 of the 2011 Act, including murder, 
piracy and treason) must be jury trials, unless a JAT is ordered (under sections 102 or 103 
of the 2011 Act – such as when it is a complex or lengthy trial, or if there is a risk of juror 
intimidation). Category 3 cases (maximum penalty of two or more years’ imprisonment) 
provide the defendant with the right to elect trial by jury (with a JAT being the default 
position – the reverse of the previous category of electable offences under the now repealed 
provisions of the Summary Offences Act 1957 (NZ)). Charges of sexual violation by rape, 
while having a maximum penalty of 20 years’ imprisonment, are category 3 cases, meaning 
that they can be determined by a judge sitting alone if a defendant does not elect trial by jury.

Judge-alone trial procedure in adult rape cases

The procedure for judge-alone criminal trials is set out in the Criminal Procedure Act 2011. 
With regard to category 3 offences (which includes sexual violation by rape: section 128 of 
the Crimes Act 1961), a judge-alone trial procedure will be followed if:

 � the defendant does not elect to be tried by a jury or withdraws their election 
(section 73(2)(a)(i) of the 2011 Act); or

 � an order for a judge-alone trial is made under section 103 (section 73(2)(a)(ii)); 
and

 � the offence is not being heard with an offence that is to be heard by a jury 
(sections 73(6)(b) and 139).

1 Neil Cameron, Susan Potter and Warren Young “The New Zealand Jury” (1999) 62 Law and Contemporary 
Problems 103 at 104.
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The judge-alone trial will be heard in the District Court unless:2

 � an order is made under sections 68 or 70 of the 2011 Act for a High Court 
trial (section 73(3)); or

 � the offence is to be heard with another offence that must be heard in the 
High Court (sections 73(6)(b) and 139); or

 � the offence is a stage-3 offence as defined in section 86A of the Sentencing 
Act 2002 (NZ) (section 86D of the Sentencing Act); or

 � an order is made for a trial witness anonymity order (section 114(1) of the 
Evidence Act 2006 (NZ)).

The defendant’s election (to be tried by a jury: section 50 of the 2011 Act) must be made at 
the time of entering a not guilty plea (section 51(1)), unless the defendant obtains the leave of 
the court under section 51(2), which provides:

(2) The court may grant leave to make an election at a later time, but only if the 
court is satisfied that there has been a change in circumstances that might 
reasonably affect the defendant’s decision whether to elect a trial by jury.

Section 54 of the 2011 Act provides that if the defendant pleads not guilty to a charge 
for a category 3 offence, a judicial officer must adjourn the proceeding for a case review. 
Sections 55 to 57 deal with the case review process (which is similar in many respects 
to that followed for a jury trial, except that in practice the time taken for each stage 
will be, appropriately, shorter). Section 58(1) (which allows the court to authorise or 
accept a departure from the requirements of sections 54 to 57, or to give any other directions 
in relation to the management of the case) should not, however, be used in a case proceeding 
to a judge-alone trial to direct the use of the pre-trial procedure that applies to jury trial cases 
(e.g. the ordering of formal statements or oral evidence) because, as the authors of Adams 
on Criminal Law note:3

A direction to that effect would be inconsistent with Parliament’s intent that a more 
streamlined pre-trial procedure apply to judge-alone cases and the restriction on 
the use of formal statements in judge-alone cases to the circumstances specified 
in s[ection] 80.

Section 78 of the 2011 Act provides that the court may order a pre-trial admissibility hearing 
if the trial is to be a judge-alone trial. A pre-trial ruling regarding the admissibility of evidence 
(section 79) may be appealed with leave pre-trial (section 215).

2 See Simon France (ed) Adams on Criminal Law – Criminal Procedure (online edition, Thomson Reuters) at 
[CPA73.01].

3 At [CPA58.02].
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Section 78(4)(b) of the 2011 Act is of particular relevance in the context of rape trials:

(4) The court may grant a pre-trial admissibility hearing if the court is satisfied that—

(a) it is more convenient to deal with the issues before the trial and—
(i) the evidence raises a complex admissibility issue and the decision 

about whether it is admissible is likely to make a substantial difference 
to the overall conduct of the proceeding; or

(ii) the outcome of the pre-trial admissibility hearing may obviate the 
need for a trial; or

(b) the complainant or witness is particularly vulnerable and resolving the 
admissibility issue is in the interests of justice; or

(c) the trial is to be in the District Court and the evidence has been obtained 
under an order made, or warrant issued, by the High Court.

While “vulnerable” is not defined in the 2011 Act, the term is used in section 9 of the 
Sentencing Act 2002, and the Sexual Violence Legislation Bill 2019 (NZ) includes a proposed 
addition to section 85 of the Evidence Act 2006 to include a reference to the “vulnerability” 
of the witness. The Bill also proposes to extend the application of the bar on personal cross-
examination in section 95(1) of the Evidence Act to a “propensity witness” (that is, a witness 
in a sexual case who will be giving evidence about their experience of a sexual nature with 
the defendant). The generally agreed approach to the use of the term “vulnerable” is that it 
applies to adult complainants in sexual cases due to the type of evidence they will be required 
to give and the nature of the alleged harm.4 In relation to the operation of section 78 of the 
2011 Act, it is argued that:5

A complainant in a sexual case or a family violence case may also be particularly 
vulnerable. The particular vulnerability must be weighed against the interests of 
justice in the particular circumstances of the case.

It is in the interests of justice to resolve the admissibility issue before the trial if the 
decision on admissibility may mean that the complainant or witness is not required 
to give evidence or that the trial will not proceed. There is no requirement that the 
evidence in issue is evidence that the complainant or witness will personally provide, 
although that will be the situation in most cases.

Evidence of the sexual experience of the complainant (with someone other than the 
defendant) is only admissible subject to section 44(3) of the Evidence Act 2006 and 
notice is required to be given: see section 44A of the Evidence Act.6 A pre-trial appeal 
of an admissibility decision pursuant to section 44 of the Evidence Act is also specifically  

4 See New Zealand Law Commission The Evidence of Children and Other Vulnerable Witnesses (NZLC PP26, 1996) 
<www.lawcom.govt.nz> at [82]; and sections 95, 103 and 107 of the Evidence Act 2006.

5 Simon France (ed) Adams on Criminal Law – Criminal Procedure (online edition, Thomson Reuters) at [CPA78.05].

6 See also Tautu v R [2017] NZCA 219 at [22]–[24].

https://www.lawcom.govt.nz/sites/default/files/projectAvailableFormats/NZLC%20PP26.pdf
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permitted under section 215(2)(b) of the 2011 Act, and so the sections collectively seem 
to indicate a clear legislative intent that a pre-trial ruling regarding the admissibility of such 
evidence should usually be sought, even prior to a judge-alone trial.7

A judge sitting alone can still hold a voir dire8 during a defended hearing to determine the 
admissibility of evidence. However, the authors of Adams on Criminal Law express the view that 
“there may be less necessity to do so ... in light of s[ection]s 78–80 of the Criminal Procedure 
Act 2011”,9 as compared to before the 2011 Act when there was no provision for pre-trial 
admissibility hearings. Pre-trial admissibility hearings for judge-alone trials require the leave of 
the judge, although in sexual cases the judge would likely grant leave (as noted above). While 
the expectation for jury trials is that admissibility issues would be dealt with pre-trial as part of 
the trial callover process,10 the results of the jury trial study demonstrated that admissibility 
decisions were often needed during trial, even in relation to section 44 arguments.11

The general conduct of a judge-alone trial is set out in section 105 of the 2011 Act:

105 Conduct of Judge-alone trial

(1) Unless the court directs otherwise, neither the prosecutor nor the defendant 
may make an opening statement other than,—
(a) in the case of the prosecutor, a short outline of the charge or charges the 

defendant faces; and
(b) in the case of the defendant, a short outline of the issue or issues at the trial.

(2) Unless the court directs otherwise, the prosecutor and the defendant must 
call evidence in the following sequence:

(a) the prosecutor may adduce the evidence in support of the 
prosecution case:

(b) the defendant may adduce any evidence that he or she wishes to present:
(c) subject to section 98 of the Evidence Act 2006, the prosecutor may adduce 

evidence in rebuttal of evidence given by or on behalf of the defendant.
(3) Without limiting subsection (2), the court may give the defendant leave to 

call 1 or more witnesses (for example, an expert witness) immediately after the 
prosecutor has called a particular witness or witnesses.

7 However, see the discussion in Elisabeth McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process: Comparing adult 
rape trials with those in the Aotearoa Sexual Violence Court Pilot (Canterbury University Press, Christchurch, 2020) 
<http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> [McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process] at 161 and 185–186.

8 Sometimes referred to as a “trial within a trial”, where legal argument is heard in the absence of a jury (if any) 
and witnesses (“in chambers”). Sometimes a particular witness may be required to give evidence as part of the 
voir dire, in order to determine whether that evidence can be offered in the trial itself.

9 Simon France (ed) Adams on Criminal Law – Criminal Procedure (online edition, Thomson Reuters) at 
[CPA105.04].

10 Section 88 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011.

11 McDonald Rape Myths as Barriers to Fair Trial Process <http://dx.doi.org/10.18124/1xqx-hy30> at 161 and 185–186.

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/18594/Rape%20Myths%20as%20Barriers%20to%20Fair%20Trial%20Process%20%28online%29.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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(4) Unless the court directs otherwise, neither party may—
(a) make submissions on the facts; or
(b) address the court on the evidence given by either party.

(5) Despite subsection (4), the defendant, whether or not he or she intends to call 
evidence, may address the court at the end of the prosecutor’s case to submit 
that the charge should be dismissed.

In keeping with the object of simplifying and shortening the trial process in judge-alone 
trials,12 opening and closing statements or submissions by counsel are the exception rather 
than the norm. Although the Supreme Court has noted their desirability in cases of factual 
complexity,13 or where the law is not settled,14 the general expectation (and practice) is that 
any closing submissions will be brief (whether written or oral or both) and will be prepared 
with the aim of assisting the judge in coming to their decision on the law and the facts (and 
therefore focussed on particular contestable aspects of either).15

The order of calling evidence (section 105(2) of the 2011 Act) is consistent with the approach 
in jury trials (section 107).

In respect of the defendant’s failure to call or give evidence, section 33 of the Evidence Act 
2006 prohibits any person other than the defendant, the defendant’s counsel or the judge 
from commenting on the fact that the defendant did not give evidence at trial. The Trompert 
principle (which provides that the defendant’s failure to give evidence may properly be taken 
into account in determining whether a charge has been proved beyond reasonable doubt)16 
has survived the enactment of the 2011 Act, and therefore an adverse inference as to guilt 
may still be drawn by a judge sitting alone (and presumably a jury, although they are directed 
not to do so).17

With regard to a defendant’s failure to make a pre-trial statement, section 32 of the Evidence 
Act 2006, rather than the 2011 Act, governs the limited forensic use which may be made 
of this fact. While section 32 does not currently prevent a judge sitting alone from relying 
on a defendant’s pre-trial silence in order to draw an adverse inference as to guilt, this 

12 Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Unit (Ministry of Justice) and New Zealand Law Commission 
Departmental Report for the Justice and Electoral Committee: Criminal Procedure (Reform and Modernisation) Bill 
(16 May 2011) <www.parliament.nz> at 37.

13 Sena v Police [2019] NZSC 55, [2019] 1 NZLR 575 at [64]:
“[I]n cases of factual complexity, judges would be well advised to seek submissions from counsel on the facts. 
These would be of assistance to judges in ensuring that the prosecution and defence cases are understood 
and dealt with in the reasons.”

14 See further Chapter Six regarding the content of closing submissions.

15 See John Rowan QC “Thoughts on Trial Without Jury” [2011] New Zealand Law Journal 161 at 162.

16 Trompert v Police [1985] 1 NZLR 357 (CA).

17 See further Elisabeth McDonald Principles of Evidence in Criminal Cases (Brookers, Wellington, 2012) at 264 and 
following; and Elisabeth McDonald and Scott Optican (eds) Mahoney on Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson 
Reuters, Wellington, 2018) at [EV33.03].

https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/49SCJE_ADV_00DBHOH_BILL10451_1_A186653/2ce1fb6cb47f441b32ddf519850beb28545b673f
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is viewed as a legislative oversight and the Government has agreed it will be amended.18 
However, appellate authority indicates that pre-trial silence may be relied on by the fact-
finder, whether judge or jury, to draw adverse inferences as to the defendant’s credibility 
(provided that they later give evidence at trial, as otherwise their credibility or veracity will 
not be at issue).19

Section 106 of the 2011 Act outlines the process and timing of the judge’s reasons for verdict:

106 Decision of court

(1) The court, having heard what each party has to say and the evidence adduced 
by each, must consider the matter and may find the defendant guilty or 
not guilty.

(2) The court must give reasons for its decision under subsection (1).

(3) The court may, if it thinks fit, reserve its decision under subsection (1).

(4) If the court reserves its decision, the court must—
(a) give it at any adjourned or subsequent sitting of the court; or
(b) record the decision, authenticate it, and send it to the Registrar.

(5) If a decision is sent to the Registrar under subsection (4), the Registrar must 
deliver it at a time and place appointed by the Registrar.

(6) A reserved decision delivered by the Registrar has the same force and effect 
as if given by the court on that date.

(7) The reasons for the court’s decision may accompany the court’s decision, or 
be given later.

Prior to the 2011 Act, the Court of Appeal in R v Connell had approved “short form” 
decisions which state the essential elements of the judge’s reasoning.20 These elements 
include: a statement of the ingredients of each charge and any other particularly relevant 
rules of law or practice; a concise account of the facts; and a plain statement of the judge’s 
essential reasons for their findings.21 The Court noted the advisability of being explicit 
where a witness’s credibility is at issue and key evidence is definitely accepted or rejected, 
while preferring to not go further than that regarding required approaches:22

18 Government Response to the Law Commission report: The Second Review of the Evidence Act 2006 | Te Arotake 
Tuarua i te Evidence Act 2006 (September 2019) <www.beehive.govt.nz> at 6.

19 Elisabeth McDonald and Scott Optican (eds) Mahoney on Evidence: Act and Analysis (Thomson Reuters, 
Wellington, 2018) at [EV32.05(2)]; and see Chapter Seven at 247.

20 R v Connell [1985] 2 NZLR 233 (CA).

21 At 237.

22 At 238.

https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/2019-09/Govt%20Response%20to%20Law%20Commission%20report%20-%20Second%20Review%20of%20the%20Evidence%20A....pdf
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At this stage in the history of Judge-alone jurisdiction in trials on indictment in 
New Zealand we will not add to these general observations. They are of course not 
meant to be exhaustive or the last word on the subject. What we stress now most is 
that a long and careful trial, as this one was, need not mean an extensive judgment.

More recently, the Supreme Court in Sena v Police stated that the reasons for verdict must: 
demonstrate an engagement with the case; identify the critical issues in the case; explain 
how and why those issues are resolved; and provide a rational and considered basis for the 
conclusion reached.23 If credibility findings are required, the Court said it will not be sufficient 
to reach a conclusion as to credibility without providing a reason for that view. The Court 
noted that an appeal on the basis that the judge erred in their assessment of the evidence 
(section 232(2)(b) of the 2011 Act) is premised on the assumption that the requirement to 
provide reasons was satisfied.24

Appellate judges, stated the Supreme Court, should not expect perfection from the decision-
maker, but must assess the adequacy of the reasons contextually, in light of the type of case 
(including seriousness) and the issues involved.25 Reasons which address the substance of the 
case advanced by the losing party are also required, without necessarily referring in detail 
(or sometimes at all) to every issue or argument the party has advanced.26 Appellate judges 
should also allow for the need of trial judges to balance the prompt determination of criminal 
cases with other workload requirements.27

Judges are also required to give the relevant “self-reminders”, as required by the Evidence 
Act 2006 (such as those explicitly or implicitly contained within section 46 (identification 
evidence), section 122 (unreliable evidence) and section 127 (evidence of delayed reporting)).

Appeal against conviction

A defendant convicted of an offence in a judge-alone trial may appeal their conviction. The 
appeal court must allow the appeal in a judge-alone case if the judge erred in their assessment 
of the evidence to such an extent that a miscarriage of justice had occurred, or there had 
been a miscarriage of justice for any other reason (section 232 of the Criminal Procedure Act 
2011; and see further above regarding reasons for verdict).

The prosecution may not appeal an acquittal from a judge-alone trial, but may, with leave, 
appeal a trial court’s ruling on a question of law (section 296).28

23 Sena v Police [2019] NZSC 55, [2019] 1 NZLR 575 at [36].

24 At [36].

25 At [37].

26 At [37]. See further Chapter Seven.

27 At [37].

28 In addition to pre-trial and post-trial appeal rights, section 301 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 provides 
both defendants and prosecutors the right to appeal, with leave, questions of law that arise during (and before) 
trial. If leave is sought before the trial has started, the trial must not start before the application is determined 
unless that is in the interests of justice. Conversely, if an application is made during trial, the trial must be 
continued unless it is in the interests of justice that it be adjourned.
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APPENDIX THREE

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

CRIMES ACT 1961

2 Interpretation

(1) In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,—
 assault means the act of intentionally applying or attempting to apply force to 

the person of another, directly or indirectly, or threatening by any act or gesture 
to apply such force to the person of another, if the person making the threat has, 
or causes the other to believe on reasonable grounds that he or she has, present 
ability to effect his or her purpose; and to assault has a corresponding meaning

 genitalia includes a surgically constructed or reconstructed organ analogous to 
naturally occurring male or female genitalia (whether the person concerned is 
male, female, or of indeterminate sex)

 penis includes a surgically constructed or reconstructed organ analogous to a  
naturally occurring penis (whether the person concerned is male, female, or of 
indeterminate sex)

 sexual connection means—
(a) connection effected by the introduction into the genitalia or anus of one 

person, otherwise than for genuine medical purposes, of—
(i) a part of the body of another person; or
(ii)  an object held or manipulated by another person; or

(b)  connection between the mouth or tongue of one person and a part of 
another person’s genitalia or anus; or

(c) the continuation of connection of a kind described in paragraph (a) or 
paragraph (b)

128 Sexual violation defined
(1) Sexual violation is the act of a person who—

(a)  rapes another person; or
(b)  has unlawful sexual connection with another person.

(2) Person A rapes person B if person A has sexual connection with person B, 
effected by the penetration of person B’s genitalia by person A’s penis,—
(a) without person B’s consent to the connection; and
(b) without believing on reasonable grounds that person B consents to the 

connection.
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(3) Person A has unlawful sexual connection with person B if person A has sexual 
connection with person B—
(a) without person B’s consent to the connection; and
(b) without believing on reasonable grounds that person B consents to the 

connection.
(4) One person may be convicted of the sexual violation of another person at a time 

when they were married to each other.

128A Allowing sexual activity does not amount to consent in some circumstances

(1) A person does not consent to sexual activity just because he or she does not 
protest or offer physical resistance to the activity.

(2) A person does not consent to sexual activity if he or she allows the activity 
because of—
(a)  force applied to him or her or some other person; or
(b)  the threat (express or implied) of the application of force to him or her or 

some other person; or
(c) the fear of the application of force to him or her or some other person.

(3) A person does not consent to sexual activity if the activity occurs while he or she 
is asleep or unconscious.

(4) A person does not consent to sexual activity if the activity occurs while he or she 
is so affected by alcohol or some other drug that he or she cannot consent or 
refuse to consent to the activity.

(5) A person does not consent to sexual activity if the activity occurs while he or 
she is affected by an intellectual, mental, or physical condition or impairment of 
such a nature and degree that he or she cannot consent or refuse to consent to 
the activity.

(6) One person does not consent to sexual activity with another person if he or she 
allows the sexual activity because he or she is mistaken about who the other 
person is.

(7) A person does not consent to an act of sexual activity if he or she allows the act 
because he or she is mistaken about its nature and quality.

(8) This section does not limit the circumstances in which a person does not consent 
to sexual activity.

(9) For the purposes of this section,—
 allows includes acquiesces in, submits to, participates in, and undertakes 

sexual activity, in relation to a person, means—
(a) sexual connection with the person; or
(b) the doing on the person of an indecent act that, without the person’s 

consent, would be an indecent assault of the person.
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129 Attempted sexual violation and assault with intent to commit sexual violation

(1) Every one who attempts to commit sexual violation is liable to imprisonment 
for a term not exceeding 10 years.

(2) Every one who assaults another person with intent to commit sexual violation of 
the other person is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 10 years.
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ACT 2011

4 Overview

(1) This Act provides for the following matters:
(a) for procedural purposes, there are 4 categories of offence (see section 6):
(b) there are 2 types of trial process—Judge-alone trials and jury trials (see 

Part 4):

Commencement of proceedings
(c) all proceedings begin in the District Court by the filing of a charging 

document (see Part 2):

Category 1 offences
(d) in general terms, a category 1 offence is an offence that is not punishable by 

imprisonment:
(e) an infringement offence is a category 1 offence if proceedings in relation to 

that infringement offence are commenced by filing a charging document 
under section 14, rather than by issuing an infringement notice:

(f) all stages of a proceeding for a category 1 offence are dealt with by the 
District Court:

(g) if the matter proceeds to trial, the trial will be a Judge-alone trial:

Category 2 offences
(h) in general terms, a category 2 offence is an offence punishable by a term of 

imprisonment of less than 2 years:
(i) a trial for a category 2 offence will be in the District Court unless an order is 

made transferring the proceeding to the High Court for trial (see sections 
68 and 70):

(j) if the matter proceeds to trial, the trial will be a Judge-alone trial:

Category 3 offences
(k) in general terms, a category 3 offence is an offence punishable by a term of 

imprisonment of 2 years or more (other than a category 4 offence):
(l) a defendant charged with a category 3 offence has a choice about whether 

or not to elect a trial by jury (see section 50):
(m) a trial for a category 3 offence will be in the District Court unless an order is 

made transferring the proceeding to the High Court for trial (see sections 
68 and 70):

(n) the procedure for a category 3 offence generally depends on whether the 
defendant elects trial by jury:

(o) if the defendant does not elect trial by jury, and the matter proceeds to trial, 
the trial will be a Judge-alone trial:
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(p) if the defendant elects trial by jury, and the matter proceeds to trial, the 
trial will be a jury trial (unless a Judge-alone trial is ordered under section 
102 or 103):

Category 4 offences
(q) category 4 offences are listed in Schedule 1:
(r)  if the matter proceeds to trial, the trial will be a jury trial in the High Court 

(unless a Judge-alone trial is ordered under section 102 or 103):

Procedure may vary if proceeding joined with proceeding for more serious 
offences
(s) the procedure for an offence may vary from the general rule if the 

proceeding is joined with proceedings for a more serious offence:

Pre-trial procedures
(t) there will be pre-trial procedures for all categories of offence. These 

are set out in Part 3. Pre-trial matters include entering a plea and orders 
about the admissibility of evidence. Sections 54  to  58 set out the case 
management procedures that must be followed if a defendant pleads not 
guilty to a category 2, 3, or 4 offence, including requirements to complete 
case management memoranda and attend at case review hearings in 
certain cases:

(u) there are additional pre-trial procedures and powers that automatically 
apply to jury trials (and that a court may also apply in some Judge-alone 
proceedings). These include—
(i) the filing of formal statements; and
(ii) the possibility of taking oral evidence from a potential witness:

Trial
(v) Part 4 contains provisions about the trial:

50 Defendant charged with category 3 offence may elect trial by jury

A defendant who is charged with a category 3 offence, and who pleads not guilty  
to that offence, may elect to be tried by a jury.

51 Timing of election

(1) An election under section 50 must be made at the time of entering a not guilty 
plea, unless the defendant obtains the leave of the court under subsection (2).

(2) The court may grant leave to make an election at a later time, but only if the 
court is satisfied that there has been a change in circumstances that might 
reasonably affect the defendant’s decision whether to elect a trial by jury.

(3) The court must not grant leave under subsection (2) after a Judge-alone trial  
has commenced.
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54 Adjournment for case review

(1) If the defendant pleads not guilty to a charge for a category 2, 3, or 4 offence,  
a judicial officer must adjourn the proceeding for case review.

(2) A Registrar may exercise the power under subsection (1) to adjourn a proceeding 
for a category 2 or 3 offence.

55 Case management discussions and case management memorandum

(1) If the defendant is represented by a lawyer, before the date to which the 
proceeding is adjourned for case review the prosecutor and defendant must—
(a) engage in case management discussions to ascertain whether the 

proceeding will proceed to trial and, if so, make any arrangements necessary 
for its fair and expeditious resolution; and

(b) jointly complete a memorandum containing the information specified in 
section 56 (the case management memorandum).

(2) If, in accordance with section 138(1)(a), 2 or more charges are to be heard 
together, a single case management memorandum may be filed in respect of all 
the charges to be heard together.

(3) The case management memorandum must be filed by the defendant by the time 
prescribed in rules of court.

56 Information to be provided in case management memorandum

(1) A case management memorandum must contain the following information:
(a) whether the defendant intends to change his or her plea:
(b) whether the prosecutor intends to seek leave to amend or withdraw any 

charges:
(c) whether the prosecutor proposes to add a new charge or charges against 

the defendant:
(ca) whether any charges are to be heard together under section 138(1) 

(including together with charges heard against 1 or more other defendants):
(d) whether the defendant requests a sentence indication under section 61:
(e) whether the prosecutor or the defendant, or both, consider there is a matter 

(other than one in paragraph (a), (b), or (d)) that requires judicial intervention 
and, if so, the nature of that matter:

(f) if the offence is a category 2 or 3 offence, whether the prosecutor considers 
that it is a protocol offence and,—
(i) if so, the views of the prosecutor and the defendant as to the appropriate 

court in which the proceeding should be tried; or
(ii) if not, whether the prosecutor or the defendant intends to apply 

for a transfer of the proceeding under section 70:
(g) any other information required by rules of court.
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(2) If the trial procedure is the Judge-alone trial procedure, a case management 
memorandum must also contain the following information:
(a) notice of any pre-trial applications (other than those referred to in 

subsection (1)) that the prosecutor or the defendant, or both, intend 
to make:

(b) any admissions that the defendant makes under section 9 of the Evidence 
Act 2006:

(c) any indication the defendant wishes to give of—
(i) any fact (not being a fact to which paragraph (b) refers) that the 

defendant will, or will not, dispute at the trial; and
(ii) any issue that the defendant will, or will not, dispute at the trial or on 

which the defendant intends to rely at the trial:
(d) the number of witnesses proposed to be called, the estimated duration of 

the trial, and any other information in relation to the management of the trial 
that is required by rules of court:

(e) any other information required by rules of court.

57 Case review

(1) At the case review hearing, the court must deal with any matter in section 56(1)
(a) to (e) that has been identified in the case management memorandum.

(2) If the defendant is unrepresented, the parties must, as appropriate,—
(a) inform the court of the matters specified in section 56(1); and
(b) if the matter is to proceed to a Judge-alone trial, inform the court of the 

matters referred to in section 56(2).
(3) At the case review hearing the court may,—

(a) in the case of a proceeding for which there will be a Judge-alone trial, 
adjourn the proceedings for trial; and

(b) in the case of a proceeding for which there will be a jury trial, adjourn the 
proceedings for trial callover.

(4) A Registrar must exercise the power of the court under this section if—
(a) the defendant is represented; and
(b) a case management memorandum has been filed; and
(c) according to the case management memorandum,—

(i) the defendant does not intend to change his or her plea; and
(ii) the prosecutor does not intend to seek leave to amend or withdraw any 

charge; and
(iii) the prosecutor does not propose to add any new charge or charges 

against the defendant; and
(iv) the defendant does not request a sentence indication; and
(v) no party has given notice that it intends to make any other pre-trial 

application; and
(vi) no other matter is identified of a kind described in section 56(1)(e).
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58 Court may give directions about case management procedure

(1) If the court considers that it will facilitate resolution of the proceeding, or it is 
otherwise in the interests of justice, the court may—
(a) authorise or accept a departure from any of the requirements of sections 54  

to 57: or
(b) give any other directions in relation to the management of the case.

(2) A direction under subsection (1) may be given on the court’s own motion or on 
the application of the prosecutor or the defendant.

78 Court may order pre-trial admissibility hearing if trial to be Judge-alone trial

(1) This section applies if—
(a) the prosecutor or the defendant wishes to adduce any particular evidence 

at a Judge-alone trial; and
(b) he or she believes that the admissibility of that evidence may be challenged.

(2) The prosecutor or the defendant may apply to the court for a hearing (a pre-trial 
admissibility hearing) for the purposes of obtaining a pre-trial order to the effect 
that the evidence is admissible.

(3) An application under subsection (2) must be made by the time prescribed by 
rules of court.

(4) The court may grant a pre-trial admissibility hearing if the court is satisfied that—
(a) it is more convenient to deal with the issues before the trial and—

(i) the evidence raises a complex admissibility issue and the decision about 
whether it is admissible is likely to make a substantial difference to the 
overall conduct of the proceeding; or

(ii) the outcome of the pre-trial admissibility hearing may obviate the need 
for a trial; or

(b) the complainant or witness is particularly vulnerable and resolving the 
admissibility issue is in the interests of justice; or

(c) the trial is to be in the District Court and the evidence has been obtained 
under an order made, or warrant issued, by the High Court.

(5) The court may grant a pre-trial admissibility hearing on any terms and subject to 
any conditions that the court thinks fit, and may make any order permitted under 
section 80.

(6) If a pre-trial admissibility hearing is granted on the ground in subsection (4)(c), 
that pre-trial hearing must be in the High Court.

79 Pre-trial admissibility hearing and order that evidence admissible

(1) The court at a pre-trial admissibility hearing must give each party an opportunity 
to be heard.

(2) The court may make an order that the evidence is admissible.
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(3) The order may be made on any terms and subject to any conditions that the 
court thinks fit.

(4) Nothing in this section, or section 78, or in any order made under this section, 
affects—
(a) the right of the prosecutor or the defendant to seek to adduce evidence 

that he or she claims is admissible during the trial; or
(b) the discretion of the court at the trial to allow or exclude any evidence in 

accordance with any rule of law.

101 Pre-trial order relating to admissibility of evidence: jury trial

(1) This section applies if—
(a) the prosecutor or the defendant wishes to adduce any particular evidence 

at a jury trial; and
(b) he or she believes that the admissibility of that evidence may be challenged.

(2) The prosecutor or the defendant may apply to the court for a pre-trial order to 
the effect that the evidence is admissible.

(3) An application under subsection (2) must be made by the time prescribed by 
rules of court.

(4) The court must give each party an opportunity to be heard in respect of the 
application before deciding whether or not to make the order.

(5) The court may make an order under this section on any terms and subject to any 
conditions that the court thinks fit.

(6) Nothing in this section nor in any order made under this section affects—
(a) the right of the prosecutor or the defendant to seek to adduce evidence 

that he or she claims is admissible during the trial; or
(b) the discretion of the court at the trial to allow or exclude any evidence in 

accordance with any rule of law.
(7) If the evidence has been obtained under an order made, or a warrant issued, by 

the High Court, the application must be made to the High Court.

105 Conduct of Judge-alone trial

(1) Unless the court directs otherwise, neither the prosecutor nor the defendant 
may make an opening statement other than,—
(a) in the case of the prosecutor, a short outline of the charge or charges the 

defendant faces; and
(b) in the case of the defendant, a short outline of the issue or issues at the trial.

(2) Unless the court directs otherwise, the prosecutor and the defendant must call 
evidence in the following sequence:
(a) the prosecutor may adduce the evidence in support of the prosecution case:
(b) the defendant may adduce any evidence that he or she wishes to present:
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(c) subject to section 98 of the Evidence Act 2006, the prosecutor may adduce 
evidence in rebuttal of evidence given by or on behalf of the defendant.

(3) Without limiting subsection (2), the court may give the defendant leave to 
call 1 or more witnesses (for example, an expert witness) immediately after the 
prosecutor has called a particular witness or witnesses.

(4) Unless the court directs otherwise, neither party may—
(a) make submissions on the facts; or
(b) address the court on the evidence given by either party.

(5) Despite subsection (4), the defendant, whether or not he or she intends to call 
evidence, may address the court at the end of the prosecutor’s case to submit 
that the charge should be dismissed.

106 Decision of court

(1) The court, having heard what each party has to say and the evidence adduced by 
each, must consider the matter and may find the defendant guilty or not guilty.

(2) The court must give reasons for its decision under subsection (1).
(3) The court may, if it thinks fit, reserve its decision under subsection (1).
(4) If the court reserves its decision, the court must—

(a) give it at any adjourned or subsequent sitting of the court; or
(b) record the decision, authenticate it, and send it to the Registrar.

(5) If a decision is sent to the Registrar under subsection (4), the Registrar must 
deliver it at a time and place appointed by the Registrar.

(6) A reserved decision delivered by the Registrar has the same force and effect as if 
given by the court on that date.

(7) The reasons for the court’s decision may accompany the court’s decision, or be 
given later.

107 Conduct of jury trial

(1) The prosecutor must make an opening statement that indicates to the jury the 
nature of the offences alleged and the evidence that he or she will call.

(2) After the opening statement by the prosecutor and before any evidence is 
adduced, the defendant may make an opening statement for the purposes of 
identifying the issue or issues at the trial.

(3) Unless the court directs otherwise, the prosecutor and the defendant must call 
evidence in the following sequence:
(a) the prosecutor may adduce the evidence in support of the prosecution case:
(b) the defendant may adduce any evidence that he or she wishes to present:
(c) subject to section 98 of the Evidence Act 2006, the prosecutor may adduce 

evidence in rebuttal of evidence given by or on behalf of the defendant.
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(4) Without limiting subsection (3), the court may give the defendant leave to 
call 1 or more witnesses (for example, an expert witness) immediately after the 
prosecutor has called a particular witness or witnesses.

(5) At the end of the prosecution case, the defendant may make a further statement 
that indicates to the jury the nature of his or her case and the evidence that he or 
she will call.

(6) When all the evidence (including any evidence given on cross-examination, 
re-examination, or in rebuttal) is concluded, the prosecutor may make a closing 
address.

(7) After the closing address (if any) by the prosecutor, the defendant may make a  
closing address and the prosecutor has no right of reply in any case.

199 Court must be cleared when complainant gives evidence in cases of sexual nature

(1) In any case of a sexual nature, no person may be present in the courtroom while 
the complainant gives oral evidence (whether in chief or under cross-examination 
or on re-examination), except for the following:
(a) the Judge and jury:
(b) the prosecutor:
(c) the defendant and any person who is for the time being acting as custodian 

of the defendant:
(d) any lawyer engaged in the proceedings:
(e) any officer of the court:
(f) the Police employee in charge of the case:
(g) any member of the media (as defined in section 198(2)):
(h) any person whose presence is requested by the complainant:
(i) any person expressly permitted by the Judge to be present.

(2) Before the complainant starts to give evidence, the Judge must—
(a) ensure that no person other than those referred to in subsection (1) is 

present in the courtroom; and
(b) advise the complainant of the complainant’s right to request the presence of 

any person under subsection (1)(h).
(3) For the purposes of this section, case of a sexual nature means proceedings in 

which a person is charged with, or is to be sentenced for, any of the following 
offences:
(a) any offence against sections 128 to 142A of the Crimes Act 1961:
(b) any offence against section 144A of the Crimes Act 1961:
(c) any other offence against the person of a sexual nature:
(d) being a party to the commission of any offence referred to in  

paragraphs (a) to (c):
(e) conspiring with any person to commit any such offence.
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203 Automatic suppression of identity of complainant in specified sexual cases

(1) This section applies if a person is accused or convicted of an offence against any 
of sections 128 to 142A or 144A of the Crimes Act 1961.

(2) The purpose of this section is to protect the complainant.
(3) No person may publish the name, address, or occupation of the complainant, 

unless—
(a) the complainant is aged 18 years or older; and
(b) the court, by order, permits such publication.

(4) The court must make an order referred to in subsection (3)(b) if—
(a) the complainant—

(i) is aged 18 years or older (whether or not he or she was aged 18 years or 
older when the offence was, or is alleged to have been, committed); and

(ii) applies to the court for such an order; and
(b) the court is satisfied that the complainant understands the nature and effect 

of his or her decision to apply to the court for the order; and
(c) in any case where publication of the identity of the complainant may lead 

to the identification of the person who is charged with or convicted of 
the offence, no order or further order has been made under section 200 
prohibiting publication of the identity of that person.

(5) An order made under subsection (3)(b) ceases to have effect if—
(a) publication of the identity of the complainant may lead to the identification 

of the person who is charged with or convicted of the offence; and
(b) that person applies to a court for an order or further order under section 

200 prohibiting publication of his or her identity; and
(c) the court makes the order or further order under section 200.

215 Right of appeal by prosecutor or defendant against certain pre-trial evidential 
decisions in Judge-alone case

(1) This section applies if a court makes a decision specified in subsection (2) in 
proceedings to be tried by Judge-alone trial procedure.

(2) The defendant or the prosecutor may, with the leave of the first appeal court, 
appeal to that court against a decision that is one of the following:
(a) making or refusing to make an order under section 79 (as to admissibility of 

evidence):
(b) granting or refusing to grant permission under section 44 of the Evidence 

Act 2006 (which relates to the cross-examination of a complainant):
(c) giving or refusing to give leave on an application under section 109(1)(d) of 

the Evidence Act 2006 (which relates to the identity of a witness):
(ca) making or refusing to make a pre-trial witness anonymity order under section 

110 of the Evidence Act 2006:
(d) making or refusing to make a witness anonymity order under section 112 of 

the Evidence Act 2006.
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217 Right of appeal by prosecutor or defendant against pre-trial decisions in  
jury trial case

(1) This section applies if a court makes a decision specified in subsection (2) in 
proceedings for—
(a) a category 3 offence after the defendant elected a jury trial; or
(b) a category 4 offence.

(2) The defendant or the prosecutor may, with the leave of the first appeal court, 
appeal to that court against a decision that is one of the following:
(a) making or refusing to make an order under section 21 (to amend, divide, or 

amalgamate charges):
(b) making or refusing to make an order under section 101 (pre-trial order about 

admissibility of evidence):
(c) making or refusing to make an order under section 102 (that Judge-alone 

trial be held in case likely to be long and complex):
(d) making or refusing to make an order under section 103 (that Judge-alone 

trial be held in case involving intimidation of jurors):
(e) amending or refusing to amend a charge under section 133:
(f) making or refusing to make an order under section 138(4) (that defendant be 

tried separately on 1 or more charges):
(g) making or refusing to make an order under section 151 (for a person to be 

retried on ground that acquittal tainted):
(h) refusing to make an order under section 157 (to transfer proceeding 

to a court at another place):
(i) granting or refusing to grant permission under section 44 of the Evidence 

Act 2006 (relating to the cross-examination of a complainant):
(j) giving or refusing to give leave on an application under section 109(1)(d) of 

the Evidence Act 2006 (relating to the identity of a witness):
(ja) making or refusing to make a pre-trial witness anonymity order under section 

110 of the Evidence Act 2006:
(k) making or refusing to make a witness anonymity order under section 112 of 

the Evidence Act 2006.
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EVIDENCE ACT 2006

4 Interpretation

(1) In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,—
 child means a person under the age of 18 years
 child complainant, in relation to any proceeding, means a complainant who 

is a child when the proceeding commences
 child witness, in relation to any proceeding, means a witness who is a child when 

the proceeding commences, and includes a child complainant but does not 
include a defendant who is a child

 communication assistance means oral or written interpretation of a language, 
written assistance, technological assistance, and any other assistance that 
enables or facilitates communication with a person who—
(a) does not have sufficient proficiency in the English language to—

(i) understand court proceedings conducted in English; or
(ii) give evidence in English; or

(b) has a communication disability
 expert means a person who has specialised knowledge or skill based on training, 

study, or experience
 expert evidence means the evidence of an expert based on the specialised 

knowledge or skill of that expert and includes evidence given in the form of an 
opinion

 previous statement means a statement made by a witness at any time other than 
at the hearing at which the witness is giving evidence

 sexual case means a criminal proceeding in which a person is charged with, or is 
waiting to be sentenced or otherwise dealt with for,—
(a) an offence against any of the provisions of sections 128 to 142A or section 

144A of the Crimes Act 1961; or
(b) any other offence against the person of a sexual nature

7 Fundamental principle that relevant evidence admissible

(1) All relevant evidence is admissible in a proceeding except evidence that is—
(a) inadmissible under this Act or any other Act; or
(b) excluded under this Act or any other Act.

(2) Evidence that is not relevant is not admissible in a proceeding.
(3) Evidence is relevant in a proceeding if it has a tendency to prove or disprove 

anything that is of consequence to the determination of the proceeding.
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8 General exclusion

(1) In any proceeding, the Judge must exclude evidence if its probative value is 
outweighed by the risk that the evidence will—
(a) have an unfairly prejudicial effect on the proceeding; or
(b) needlessly prolong the proceeding.

(2) In determining whether the probative value of evidence is outweighed by the risk 
that the evidence will have an unfairly prejudicial effect on a criminal proceeding, 
the Judge must take into account the right of the defendant to offer an effective 
defence.

9 Admission by agreement

(1) In any proceeding, the Judge may,—
(a) with the written or oral agreement of all parties, admit evidence that is not 

otherwise admissible; and
(b) admit evidence offered in any form or way agreed by all parties.

(2) In a criminal proceeding, a defendant may admit any fact alleged against that 
defendant so as to dispense with proof of that fact.

(3) In a criminal proceeding, the prosecution may admit any fact so as to dispense 
with proof of that fact.

25 Admissibility of expert opinion evidence

(1) An opinion by an expert that is part of expert evidence offered in a proceeding is 
admissible if the fact-finder is likely to obtain substantial help from the opinion in 
understanding other evidence in the proceeding or in ascertaining any fact that 
is of consequence to the determination of the proceeding.

(2) An opinion by an expert is not inadmissible simply because it is about—
(a) an ultimate issue to be determined in a proceeding; or
(b) a matter of common knowledge.

(3) If an opinion by an expert is based on a fact that is outside the general body of 
knowledge that makes up the expertise of the expert, the opinion may be relied 
on by the fact-finder only if that fact is or will be proved or judicially noticed in 
the proceeding.

(4) If expert evidence about the sanity of a person is based in whole or in part 
on a statement that the person made to the expert about the person’s state of 
mind, then—
(a) the statement of the person is admissible to establish the facts on which the 

expert’s opinion is based; and
(b) neither the hearsay rule nor the previous consistent statements rule applies 

to evidence of the statement made by the person.
(5) Subsection (3) is subject to subsection (4).
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37 veracity rules

(1) A party may not offer evidence in a civil or criminal proceeding about a person’s 
veracity unless the evidence is substantially helpful in assessing that person’s 
veracity.

(2) In a criminal proceeding, evidence about a defendant’s veracity must also comply 
with section 38 or, as the case requires, section 39.

(3) In deciding, for the purposes of subsection (1), whether or not evidence proposed 
to be offered about the veracity of a person is substantially helpful, the Judge 
may consider, among any other matters, whether the proposed evidence tends 
to show 1 or more of the following matters:
(a) lack of veracity on the part of the person when under a legal obligation 

to tell the truth (for example, in an earlier proceeding or in a signed 
declaration):

(b) that the person has been convicted of 1 or more offences that 
indicate a propensity for a lack of veracity:

(c) any previous inconsistent statements made by the person:
(d) bias on the part of the person:
(e) a motive on the part of the person to be untruthful.

(4) A party who calls a witness—
(a) may not offer evidence to challenge that witness’s veracity unless the Judge 

determines the witness to be hostile; but
(b) may offer evidence as to the facts in issue contrary to the evidence of that 

witness.
(5) For the purposes of this Act, veracity means the disposition of a person to refrain 

from lying.

38 Evidence of defendant’s veracity

(1) A defendant in a criminal proceeding may offer evidence about his or her 
veracity.

(2) The prosecution in a criminal proceeding may offer evidence about a defendant’s 
veracity only if—
(a) the defendant has, in court, given oral evidence about his or her veracity or 

challenged the veracity of a prosecution witness by reference to matters 
other than the facts in issue; and

(b) the Judge permits the prosecution to do so.
(3) In determining whether to give permission under subsection (2)(b), the Judge 

may take into account any of the following matters:
(a) the extent to which the defendant’s veracity or the veracity of a prosecution 

witness has been put in issue in the defendant’s evidence:
(b) the time that has elapsed since any conviction about which the prosecution 

seeks to give evidence:
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(c) whether any evidence given by the defendant about veracity was elicited by 
the prosecution.

40 Propensity rule

(1) In this section and sections 41  to  43, propensity evidence—
(a) means evidence that tends to show a person’s propensity to act 

in a particular way or to have a particular state of mind, being evidence of 
acts, omissions, events, or circumstances with which a person is alleged to 
have been involved; but

(b) does not include evidence of an act or omission that is—
(i) 1 of the elements of the offence for which the person is being tried; or
(ii) the cause of action in the proceeding in question.

(2) A party may offer propensity evidence in a civil or criminal proceeding about any 
person.

(3) However, propensity evidence about—
(a) a defendant in a criminal proceeding may be offered only in accordance with 

section 41 or 42 or 43, whichever section is applicable; and
(b) a complainant in a sexual case in relation to the complainant’s sexual 

experience may be offered only in accordance with section 44.
(4) Evidence that is solely or mainly relevant to veracity is governed by the veracity 

rules set out in section 37 and, accordingly, this section does not apply to 
evidence of that kind.

43 Propensity evidence offered by prosecution about defendants

(1) The prosecution may offer propensity evidence about a defendant in a criminal 
proceeding only if the evidence has a probative value in relation to an issue in 
dispute in the proceeding which outweighs the risk that the evidence may have 
an unfairly prejudicial effect on the defendant.

(2) When assessing the probative value of propensity evidence, the Judge must take 
into account the nature of the issue in dispute.

(3) When assessing the probative value of propensity evidence, the Judge may 
consider, among other matters, the following:
(a) the frequency with which the acts, omissions, events, or circumstances 

which are the subject of the evidence have occurred:
(b) the connection in time between the acts, omissions, events, or 

circumstances which are the subject of the evidence and the acts, omissions, 
events, or circumstances which constitute the offence for which the 
defendant is being tried:

(c) the extent of the similarity between the acts, omissions, events, or 
circumstances which are the subject of the evidence and the acts, omissions, 
events, or circumstances which constitute the offence for which the 
defendant is being tried:
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(d) the number of persons making allegations against the defendant that are the 
same as, or are similar to, the subject of the offence for which the defendant 
is being tried:

(e) whether the allegations described in paragraph (d) may be the result of 
collusion or suggestibility:

(f) the extent to which the acts, omissions, events, or circumstances which are 
the subject of the evidence and the acts, omissions, events, or circumstances 
which constitute the offence for which the defendant is being tried are 
unusual.

(4) When assessing the prejudicial effect of evidence on the defendant, the Judge 
must consider, among any other matters,—
(a) whether the evidence is likely to unfairly predispose the fact-finder against 

the defendant; and
(b) whether the fact-finder will tend to give disproportionate weight in 

reaching a verdict to evidence of other acts or omissions.

44 Evidence of sexual experience of complainants in sexual cases

(1) In a sexual case, no evidence can be given and no question can be put 
to a witness relating directly or indirectly to the sexual experience of the 
complainant with any person other than the defendant, except with the 
permission of the Judge.

(1A)  Subsection (1) is subject to the requirements in section 44A.
(2) In a sexual case, no evidence can be given and no question can be put 

to a witness that relates directly or indirectly to the reputation of the 
complainant in sexual matters.

(3) In an application for permission under subsection (1), the Judge must not grant 
permission unless satisfied that the evidence or question is of such direct 
relevance to facts in issue in the proceeding, or the issue of the appropriate 
sentence, that it would be contrary to the interests of justice to exclude it.

(4) The permission of the Judge is not required to rebut or contradict evidence given 
under subsection (1).

(5) In a sexual case in which the defendant is charged as a party and cannot be 
convicted unless it is shown that another person committed a sexual offence 
against the complainant, subsection (1) does not apply to any evidence given, or 
any question put, that relates directly or indirectly to the sexual experience of the 
complainant with that other person.

(6) This section does not authorise evidence to be given or any question to be put 
that could not be given or put apart from this section.
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44A Application to offer evidence or ask question about sexual experience of 
complainant in sexual cases

(1) An application under section 44(1) must comply with subsections (2)  to  (5) (as 
relevant) unless—
(a) every other party has waived those requirements; or
(b) the Judge dispenses with those requirements.

(2) A party who proposes to offer evidence about the sexual experience of a  
complainant must make a written application and the application must include—
(a) the name of the person who will give the evidence; and
(b) the subject matter and scope of the evidence.

(3) A party who proposes to ask any question about the sexual experience of a  
complainant must make a written application and the application must include—
(a) the name of the person who will be asked the question; and
(b) the question; and
(c) the scope of the questioning sought to flow from the initial question.

(4) If any document is intended to be produced as evidence of the sexual experience 
of a complainant, the application required under subsection (2) must be 
accompanied by a copy of the document.

(5) An application must be made and a copy of the application must be given to all 
other parties—
(a) as early as practicable before the case is to be tried so that all other parties 

are provided with a fair opportunity to respond to the evidence or question:
(b) unless a Judge otherwise permits under subsection (6), no later than 

when a case management memorandum (for a judge-alone trial) or a trial 
callover memorandum (for a jury trial) is filed under the Criminal Procedure 
Act 2011.

(6) The Judge may dispense with any of the requirements in subsections (2) to (5) if,—
(a) having regard to the nature of the evidence or question proposed to be 

offered or asked, no party is substantially prejudiced by the failure to comply 
with a requirement; and

(b) compliance was not reasonably practicable in the circumstances; and
(c) it is in the interests of justice to do so.

79 Support persons

(1) A complainant, when giving evidence in a criminal proceeding, is entitled 
to have 1 person, and may, with the permission of the Judge, have more 
than 1 person, near him or her to give support.

(1A) A child witness, when giving evidence in a criminal proceeding, is entitled 
to have 1 person, and may, with the permission of the Judge, have more 
than 1 person, near him or her to give support.
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(2) Any other witness, when giving evidence in any proceeding, may with the 
permission of the Judge, have 1 or more support persons near him or her to give 
support.

(2A) Subsections (1), (1A), and (2) apply whether the witness or complainant gives 
evidence in an alternative way or in the ordinary way.

(3) Despite subsections (1), (1A), and (2), the Judge may, in the interests of justice, 
direct that support may not be given to a complainant or a child witness or other 
witness by—
(a)  any person; or
(b) a particular person.

(4) A complainant or a child witness or other witness who is to have a support person 
near him or her while giving evidence must, unless the Judge orders otherwise, 
disclose to all parties as soon as practicable the name of each person who is to 
provide that support.

(5) The Judge may give directions regulating the conduct of a person providing or 
receiving support under this section.

80 Communication assistance

(1) A defendant in a criminal proceeding is entitled to communication assistance, in 
accordance with this section and any regulations made under this Act, to—
(a) enable the defendant to understand the proceeding; and
(b) give evidence if the defendant elects to do so.

(2) Communication assistance may be provided to a defendant in a criminal 
proceeding on the application of the defendant in the proceeding or on the 
initiative of the Judge.

(3) A witness in a civil or criminal proceeding is entitled to communication assistance 
in accordance with this section and any regulations made under this Act to 
enable that witness to give evidence.

(4) Communication assistance may be provided to a witness on the application of 
the witness or any party to the proceeding or on the initiative of the Judge.

(5) Any statement made in Court to a Judge or a witness by a person providing 
communication assistance must, if known by the person making that statement 
to be false and intended by that person to be misleading, be treated as perjury 
for the purposes of sections 108 and 109 of the Crimes Act 1961.

85 Unacceptable questions

(1) In any proceeding, the Judge may disallow, or direct that a witness is not obliged 
to answer, any question that the Judge considers improper, unfair, misleading, 
needlessly repetitive, or expressed in language that is too complicated for the 
witness to understand.
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(2) Without limiting the matters that the Judge may take into account for the 
purposes of subsection (1), the Judge may have regard to—
(a) the age or maturity of the witness; and
(b) any physical, intellectual, psychological, or psychiatric impairment of the 

witness; and
(c) the linguistic or cultural background or religious beliefs of the witness; and
(d) the nature of the proceeding; and
(e) in the case of a hypothetical question, whether the hypothesis has been or 

will be proved by other evidence in the proceeding.

87 Privacy as to witness’s precise address

(1) In any proceeding, the precise particulars of a witness’s address (for example, 
details of the street and number) may not, without the permission of the 
Judge, be—
(a) the subject of any question to a witness or included in any evidence given; or
(b) included in any statement or remark made by a witness, lawyer, officer of the 

court, or any other person.
(2) The Judge must not grant permission under subsection (1) unless satisfied that 

the question to be put, the evidence to be given, or the statement or remark to 
be made, is of sufficient direct relevance to the facts in issue that to exclude it 
would be contrary to the interests of justice.

(3) An application for permission under subsection (1) may be made before or after 
the commencement of any hearing, and is, where practicable, to be made and 
dealt with in chambers.

(4) Nothing in subsection (1) applies in a criminal proceeding if it is necessary to 
disclose the particulars in the charge in order to ensure that the defendant is fully 
and fairly informed of the charge.

88 Restriction on disclosure of complainant’s occupation in sexual cases

(1) In a sexual case, except with the permission of the Judge,—
(a) no question may be put to the complainant or any other witness, and no 

evidence may be given, concerning the complainant’s occupation; and
(b) no statement or remark may be made in court by a witness, lawyer, officer 

of the court, or any other person involved in the proceeding concerning the 
complainant’s occupation.

(2) The Judge must not grant permission under subsection (1) unless satisfied that 
the question to be put, the evidence to be given, or the statement or remark to 
be made, is of sufficient direct relevance to the facts in issue that to exclude it 
would be contrary to the interests of justice.

(3) An application for permission under subsection (1) may be made before or after 
the commencement of any hearing, and is, where practicable, to be made and 
dealt with in chambers.
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92 Cross-examination duties

(1) In any proceeding, a party must cross-examine a witness on significant matters 
that are relevant and in issue and that contradict the evidence of the witness, if 
the witness could reasonably be expected to be in a position to give admissible 
evidence on those matters.

(2) If a party fails to comply with this section, the Judge may—
(a) grant permission for the witness to be recalled and questioned about the 

contradictory evidence; or
(b) admit the contradictory evidence on the basis that the weight to be given to 

it may be affected by the fact that the witness, who may have been able to 
explain the contradiction, was not questioned about the evidence; or

(c) exclude the contradictory evidence; or
(d) make any other order that the Judge considers just.

103 Directions about alternative ways of giving evidence

(1) In any proceeding, the Judge may, either on the application of a party or on 
the Judge’s own initiative, direct that a witness is to give evidence in chief and 
be cross-examined in the ordinary way or in an alternative way as provided in 
section 105.

(2) An application for directions under subsection (1) must be made to the Judge 
as early as practicable before the proceeding is to be heard, or at any later time 
permitted by the court.

(3) A direction under subsection (1) that a witness is to give evidence in an alternative 
way, may be made on the grounds of—
(a) the age or maturity of the witness:
(b) the physical, intellectual, psychological, or psychiatric impairment of the 

witness:
(c) the trauma suffered by the witness:
(d) the witness’s fear of intimidation:
(e) the linguistic or cultural background or religious beliefs of the witness:
(f) the nature of the proceeding:
(g) the nature of the evidence that the witness is expected to give:
(h) the relationship of the witness to any party to the proceeding:
(i) the absence or likely absence of the witness from New Zealand:
(j) any other ground likely to promote the purpose of the Act.

(4) In giving directions under subsection (1), the Judge must have regard to—
(a) the need to ensure—

(i) the fairness of the proceeding; and
(ii) in a criminal proceeding, that there is a fair trial; and
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(b) the views of the witness and—
(i) the need to minimise the stress on the witness; and
(ii) in a criminal proceeding, the need to promote the recovery 

of a complainant from the alleged offence; and
(c) any other factor that is relevant to the just determination of the proceeding.

(5) Repealed.

105 Alternative ways of giving evidence

(1) A Judge may direct, under section 103, that the evidence of a witness is to be 
given in an alternative way so that—
(a) the witness gives evidence—

(i) while in the courtroom but unable to see the defendant or some other 
specified person; or

(ii) from an appropriate place outside the courtroom, either in New Zealand 
or elsewhere; or

(iii) by a video record made before the hearing of the proceeding:
(b) any appropriate practical and technical means may be used to enable the 

Judge, the jury (if any), and any lawyers to see and hear the witness giving 
evidence, in accordance with any regulations made under section 201:

(c) in a criminal proceeding, the defendant is able to see and hear the witness, 
except where the Judge directs otherwise:

(d) in a proceeding in which a witness anonymity order has been made, effect is 
given to the terms of that order.

(2) If a video record of the witness’s evidence is to be shown at the hearing of the 
proceeding, the Judge must give directions under section 103 as to the manner 
in which cross-examination and re-examination of the witness is to be conducted.

(3) The Judge may admit evidence that is given substantially in accordance with the 
terms of a direction under section 103, despite a failure to observe strictly all of 
those terms.

106 video record evidence

(1) Without limiting section 105(1)(a)(iii), in a criminal proceeding, the video record 
evidence of a witness that is to be offered as an alternative way of giving 
evidence at the trial must, if a video record of that witness’s evidence was filed 
as a formal statement under the Criminal Procedure Act 2011 or the witness gave 
oral evidence by way of a video record in accordance with an oral evidence order 
made under that Act, include that video record.

(2) A video record offered by the prosecution as an alternative way of giving 
evidence must be recorded and dealt with in compliance with any regulations 
made under this Act.
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(3) A video record that is to be offered by the prosecution as an alternative way of 
giving evidence must be offered for viewing by a defendant or his or her lawyer 
before it is offered in evidence (including prior to any pre-trial consideration of 
admissibility), unless the Judge directs otherwise.

(4) A copy of a video record that is to be offered by the prosecution as an alternative 
way of giving evidence must be given to a defendant’s lawyer unless subsection 
(4A) applies, or, if subsection (4A) does not apply, the Judge directs otherwise.

(4A) Subject to subsections (4B) and (4C), a defendant’s lawyer is not entitled to be 
given a copy of a video record under subsection (4) of—
(a) any child complainant; or
(b) any witness (including an adult complainant) in a sexual case or a violent case.

(4B) On the application of a defendant, a Judge may order that a copy of a video 
record or a part of a video record to which subsection (4A) applies be given to 
the defendant’s lawyer before it is offered in evidence.

(4C) When considering an application under subsection (4B), the Judge must have 
regard to—
(a) whether the interests of justice require departure from the usual procedure 

under subsection (4A) in the particular case; and
(b) the nature of the evidence contained on the video record; and
(c) the ability of the defendant or his or her lawyer to view the video record 

under subsection (3) and to otherwise access the content of the video 
record, including by way of a transcript of the video record.

(5) All parties must be given the opportunity to make submissions about the 
admissibility of all or any part of a video record that is to be offered as an 
alternative way of giving evidence.

(6) If the defendant indicates he or she wishes to object to the admissibility of all 
or any part of a video record that is to be offered as an alternative way of giving 
evidence, that video record must be viewed by the Judge.

(7) The Judge may order to be excised from a video record offered as evidence any 
material that, if the evidence were given in the ordinary way, would or could be 
excluded in accordance with this Act.

(8) The Judge may admit a video record that is recorded and offered as evidence 
substantially in accordance with the terms of any direction under this subpart and 
the terms of regulations referred to in subsection (2), despite a failure to observe 
strictly all of those terms.

(9) To avoid doubt, subsections (3) to (4C) do not apply to any lawyer representing 
the Crown who may be given a copy of a video record (which may or may not be 
offered as an alternative way of giving evidence) at any time for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to the Police before a charging document is filed and for 
conducting the prosecution once proceedings have commenced.
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(10) In this section, a reference to a person being given a video record includes a  
reference to the person being given access to the video record, for example, 
being given access to an electronic copy of the video record through an 
Internet site.

121 Corroboration

(1) It is not necessary in a criminal proceeding for the evidence on which the 
prosecution relies to be corroborated, except with respect to the offences of—
(a) perjury (section 108 of the Crimes Act 1961); and
(b) false oaths (section 110 of the Crimes Act 1961); and
(c) false statements or declarations (section 111 of the Crimes Act 1961); and
(d) treason (section 73 of the Crimes Act 1961).

(2) Subject to subsection (1) and section 122, if in a criminal proceeding there 
is a jury, it is not necessary for the Judge to—
(a) warn the jury that it is dangerous to act on uncorroborated evidence or to 

give a warning to the same or similar effect; or
(b) give a direction relating to the absence of corroboration.

122 Judicial directions about evidence which may be unreliable

(1) If, in a criminal proceeding tried with a jury, the Judge is of the opinion that 
any evidence given in that proceeding that is admissible may nevertheless be 
unreliable, the Judge may warn the jury of the need for caution in deciding—
(a) whether to accept the evidence:
(b) the weight to be given to the evidence.

(2) In a criminal proceeding tried with a jury the Judge must consider whether to 
give a warning under subsection (1) whenever the following evidence is given:
(a) hearsay evidence:
(b) evidence of a statement by the defendant, if that evidence is the only 

evidence implicating the defendant:
(c) evidence given by a witness who may have a motive to give false evidence 

that is prejudicial to a defendant:
(d) evidence of a statement by the defendant to another person made while 

both the defendant and the other person were detained in prison, a police 
station, or another place of detention:

(e) evidence about the conduct of the defendant if that conduct is alleged to 
have occurred more than 10 years previously.

(3) In a criminal proceeding tried with a jury, a party may request the Judge to 
give a warning under subsection (1) but the Judge need not comply with that 
request—
(a) if the Judge is of the opinion that to do so might unnecessarily emphasise 

evidence; or
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(b) if the Judge is of the opinion that there is any other good reason not to 
comply with the request.

(4) It is not necessary for a Judge to use a particular form of words in giving the 
warning.

(5) If there is no jury, the Judge must bear in mind the need for caution before 
convicting a defendant in reliance on evidence of a kind that may be unreliable.

(6) This section does not affect any other power of the Judge to warn or inform 
the jury.

123 Judicial directions about certain ways of offering evidence

(1) The Judge must give the direction referred to in subsection (2) if, in a criminal 
proceeding tried with a jury,—
(a) a witness offers evidence in an alternative way under this Part; or
(b) the defendant is not permitted to personally cross-examine a witness; or
(c) a witness offers evidence in accordance with a witness anonymity order.

(2) The direction required by subsection (1) is a direction to the jury that—
(a) the law makes special provision for the manner in which evidence is to be 

given, or questions are to be asked, in certain circumstances; and
(b) the jury must not draw any adverse inference against the defendant because 

of that manner of giving evidence or questioning.

127 Delayed complaints or failure to complain in sexual cases

(1) Subsection (2) applies if, in a sexual case tried before a jury, evidence is given 
or a question is asked or a comment is made that tends to suggest that the 
person against whom the offence is alleged to have been committed either 
delayed making or failed to make a complaint in respect of the offence.

(2) If this subsection applies, the Judge may tell the jury that there can be good 
reasons for the victim of an offence of that kind to delay making or fail to 
make a complaint in respect of the offence.
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LAWYERS AND CONVEYANCERS ACT (LAWYERS: CONDUCT  
AND CLIENT CARE) RULES 2008

Chapter 12 

Third parties

12 A lawyer must, when acting in a professional capacity, conduct dealings with others, 
including self-represented persons, with integrity, respect, and courtesy.

Chapter 13 

Lawyers as officers of court

13 The overriding duty of a lawyer acting in litigation is to the court concerned. 
Subject to this, the lawyer has a duty to act in the best interests of his or her client 
without regard for the personal interests of the lawyer.

Duty of fidelity to court

13.1 A lawyer has an absolute duty of honesty to the court and must not mislead or 
deceive the court.

Protection of court processes

13.2 A lawyer must not act in a way that undermines the processes of the court or the 
dignity of the judiciary.

13.2.1 A lawyer must treat others involved in court processes with respect.

Presenting evidence and witnesses

13.10 A lawyer must not adduce evidence knowing it to be false.
13.10.1 If a witness (not being the lawyer’s client) gives material evidence in support of 

the lawyer’s client’s case that the lawyer knows to be false, the lawyer must, in the 
absence of a retraction, refuse to examine the witness further on that matter. If the 
witness is the client of the lawyer, the lawyer must, in the absence of a retraction, 
cease to act for that client.

13.10.2 A lawyer cross-examining a witness must not put any proposition to a witness that 
is either not supported by reasonable instructions or that lacks foundation by 
reference to credible information in the lawyer’s possession.

13.10.3 A lawyer must not put questions regarding allegations against third parties to a  
witness when the lawyer knows that the witness does not have the necessary 
information or knowledge to answer questions in respect of those allegations, or 
where there is no justifiable foundation for the allegations.
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13.10.4 A lawyer engaged in any proceeding does not have the sole right to call or discuss 
the case with a witness. A lawyer acting for one party may interview a witness or 
prospective witness at any stage prior to the hearing, whether or not the witness 
has been interviewed by the lawyer acting for the other party. 

13.10.5 A lawyer must not treat a witness or potential witness in an overbearing or 
misleading way and if asked must inform a witness or potential witness of his or her 
right to decline to be interviewed.

13.10.6 A lawyer must not discourage a witness or potential witness from discussing the 
case with the lawyer acting for the other party or otherwise obstruct access to 
that witness or potential witness by the lawyer acting for the other party. A lawyer 
is, however, entitled to inform a witness or potential witness of the right to decline 
to be interviewed by the other party and of any relevant legal obligations. 

13.10.7 A lawyer must not communicate with a witness during the course of cross-
examination or re-examination of that witness or between the cross-examination 
and the re-examination, except where good reason exists and with the consent 
of either the judge or the lawyers for all other parties (or, where a party is 
unrepresented, the consent of that party). This applies during adjournments of the 
hearing. 

13.10.8 A lawyer must not suggest to a witness or potential witness, whether expressly 
or impliedly, that false or misleading evidence ought to be given or that evidence 
should be suppressed. 

Submissions on law

13.11 The duty to the court includes a duty to put all relevant and significant law known 
to the lawyer before the court, whether this material supports the client’s case 
or not. Subject to the procedure required by the practice direction contained in 
Practice Note [1968] NZLR 608, this duty continues until final judgment is given in 
the proceeding.

Duties of prosecution lawyer

13.12 A prosecuting lawyer must act fairly and impartially at all times and in doing 
this must—
(a) comply with all obligations concerning disclosure to the defence of evidence 

material to the prosecution and the defence; and
(b) present the prosecution case fully and fairly and with professional 

detachment; and
(c) avoid unduly emotive language and inflaming bias or prejudice against an 

accused person; and
(d) act in accordance with any ethical obligations that apply specifically to 

prosecutors acting for the Crown.
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Duties of defence lawyer

13.13 A defence lawyer must protect his or her client so far as is possible from being 
convicted (except upon admissible evidence sufficient to support a conviction for 
the offence with which the client is charged) and in doing so must—
(a) put the prosecution to proof in obtaining a conviction regardless of any 

personal belief or opinion of the lawyer as to his or her client’s guilt or 
innocence; and

(b) put before the court any proper defence in accordance with his or her 
client’s instructions—

 but must not mislead the court in any way.
13.13.1 When taking instructions from a client, including instructions on a plea and whether 

or not to give evidence, a defence lawyer must ensure that his or her client is fully 
informed on all relevant implications of his or her decision and the defence lawyer 
must then act in accordance with the client’s instructions.

13.13.2 If at any time before or during a defended trial a client makes a clear confession of 
guilt to his or her defence lawyer, the lawyer may continue to act only if the plea is 
changed to guilty or the lawyer—
(a) does not put forward a case inconsistent with the confession; and
(b) continues to put the prosecution to proof and, if appropriate, asserts that 

the prosecution evidence is inadequate to justify a verdict of guilty; and
(c) does not raise any matter that suggests the client has an affirmative defence 

such as an alibi, but may proceed with a defence based on a special case such 
as insanity, if such a course appears in the lawyer’s professional opinion to be 
available.

13.13.3 Where a defence lawyer is told by his or her client that he or she did not commit 
the offence, or where a defence lawyer believes that on the facts there should be 
an acquittal, but for particular reasons the client wishes to plead guilty, the defence 
lawyer may continue to represent the client, but only after warning the client of the 
consequences and advising the client that the lawyer can act after the entry of the 
plea only on the basis that the offence has been admitted, and put forward factors 
in mitigation.

13.13.4 A defence lawyer must not attribute to another person the offence with which 
his or her client is charged unless it is necessary for the conduct of the defence 
to do so and the allegation is justified by facts or circumstances arising out of the 
evidence in the case or reasonable inferences drawn from them.

13.13.5 A defence lawyer must not disclose a client’s previous convictions without the 
client’s authority.
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